




























W. B. Yeats was a poet deeply concerned with making and remaking himself 
through his work. As a part of that mission Yeats tended very often to follow the example 
of his most beloved precursors. However, Yeats’s precursors are almost always imagined 
figures, reinvented by the Irish poet as his needs or interests proscribe: ideal others. Yeats 
criticism brims with insightful and exhaustive research on the poet’s relationship with 
certain ideal others. Blake is often considered to be Yeats’s ultimate ideal other, not least 
because of Yeats’s own comments on the matter, but also due to the lifelong love the poet 
held for Blake and his adoption of the Blakean principle of contraries into the poet’s own 
system of correspondences in his late career. However, this thesis seeks to show that, 
while Blake may indeed have been the dominant ideal other of Yeats’s early phase, it 
was, in fact, Dante Alighieri, the epic Italian poet of the fourteenth century, who became 
the foremost ideal other of the poet’s late phase.  
Through a close analysis of the work of Yeats’s middle and late phases this research 
will demonstrate how the Irish poet sought to create an enduring poetic image in the 
western poetic tradition. A penchant for beautiful lofty things and the deeper mysteries of 
the inner and outer worlds led the older Yeats to the stony image of Dante. Attracted first 
to the poet who loved the most exalted lady in Christendom, as Yeats matured from a 
dreamy poet to a grander public figure, Yeats found in Dante the perfect model for the 
quest poet, a poet emblematic of worldly knowledge, spiritual wisdom, and 
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Introduction:  
The Making of a Poet 
 
 ‘Myself Must I Remake’ 
 
O Presences 
That passion, piety or affection knows, 
And that all heavenly glory symbolise – 
O self-born mockers of man’s enterprise; 
    (W. B. Yeats, ‘Among School Children’ 1927) 
 
W. B. Yeats spoke often of his need to ‘make’ himself and ‘make’ his soul, 
and it has been the endeavour of his critics to determine who or what Yeats was trying 
to become. Indeed, since academic interest ceases to wane, Yeats continues to be 
made and remade through countless critical representations, made possible by what 
Engelberg called the ‘many-sidedness’ of the poet (The Vast Design xiv). Yeats’s 
making and remaking of himself may, at first, look like the machinations of a fanciful 
and flighty mind seeking stability, and a text like A Vision – which one contemporary 
reviewer considered the work of a man gone a little mad – may seem to confirm this 
view (Carberg 141). Yet, while his created Self was never a fixed entity, evolving as it 
did throughout his career, it is nonetheless apparent that Yeats’s quest to both find and 
create his “Self,” particularly his poetic Self, was always at the heart of his spiritual 
and authorial pursuits. This project aims to show that, throughout his career, Yeats 
displayed a consistent effort to take command of his image through the role he 
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performed in his poetry. On his long progress towards self-creation Yeats sought and 
found poets who represented for him a poetic ideal – ideal others, as Gayatri Spivak 
has named them – after which to model himself (76). Just as the contrarieties in the 
poet reveal the duality in his nature and that of his work, I will focus on how Yeats’s 
self-creation evolved across two of the main phases in his life, with an emphasis on 
how Dante emerged as the chief ideal other of the poet’s ‘late phase’.  
As Yeats’s belief of what the ideal poet should be evolved over his lifetime, so 
too did the order of importance in which Yeats classified his most beloved poets. The 
Yeats who confronts us with purpose in the later part of his career has come a long 
way from the younger dreamy Yeats encountered in the early verse. While the level of 
Yeats’s debt to various figures, ranging as widely as Shelley, Spenser, Pater, Balzac, 
Nietzsche, Swift, and Berkeley, has been keenly investigated by many critics, my 
primary concern is with the poetic models Yeats singled out to be his chief ideals in 
each phase of his career. I intend to show that, notwithstanding the ‘multitudinous 
sea’ of precursors Yeats drew from, two poets emerged as his chief ideal others, 
whose image he sought not to imitate but to emulate, and that these poets exchanged 
predominance in Yeats’s imagination as he matured from his early to his late phase. It 
is clear that Yeats chose William Blake as his ideal other in the early part of his 
career, famously calling Blake his ‘master’ in a lecture on ‘Nationality and Literature’ 
in 1893, and much valuable in-depth analysis has been written on Yeats’s debt to 
Blake by critics such as Northrop Frye, Harold Bloom, Hazard Adams, and Kathleen 
Raine, to name just a few (Brown 66).  The primary goal of my work is to analyse 
how it was, in fact, Dante Alighieri who became the chief ideal other for Yeats in his 
late phase. In setting out my argument I will demonstrate how Yeats created his own 
personalised ideals out of the poets he loved most, poets he viewed as part of an epic 
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visionary tradition and whose ranks he desperately wished to join, and how these ideal 
others appear as ‘presences’ in Yeats’s work. Using Blake as the primary example of 
Yeats’s early phase, I will show how Yeats used key phrases and images to act as 
touchstones which evoke the presence of his precursor. I will then demonstrate how 
this same touchstone method may also be seen to operate in how Yeats evokes the 
presence of Dante in his later work. Ultimately, I aim to show that by the end of his 
life Yeats’s poetic Mask intentionally resembles his ideal Dante.  
My interest in this project began with the conviction that Dante was a key 
ideal other for Yeats in his late phase. Reading the introduction to the 1925 edition of 
A Vision, I was struck by a crucial declaration. In this iteration of the poet’s extremely 
personal philosophy, Yeats states that he had wished ‘for a system of thought that 
would leave [his] imagination free to create as it chose and yet make all that it 
created, or could create, part of one history, and that the soul’s,’ concluding that ‘The 
Greeks certainly had such a system, and Dante . . . and I think no man since’ (AVA 
xii). This almost cursory remark, interesting for its vagueness if not only for its 
grandiose sentiment, contains a wealth of significance for Yeats’s own creation of 
both self and system. After all, Yeats had committed his life to the pursuit of such a 
system, with years of study not only in works of great literature but in also in magic 
and mystical wisdom. Even his decision to marry contained within it supernatural 
imperatives (Maddox xvi). Yeats viewed the ancient Greeks as paragons of aesthetic 
culture and in his romantic nationalist poetry promoted an image of Ireland that was 
part Celtic, part ancient Greek (Deane 40). Yet, only Dante and no man since – not a 
Spenser, not a Shelley, not even a Blake – is declared to have achieved the lofty 
height of intellectual and imaginative perfection as an artist. How is it that the one 
man deemed to be in possession of such an ancient – and, for Yeats, essential – 
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philosophy, since the indomitable Greeks, is mentioned only in passing? Indeed, most 
of the scattered references to Dante in Yeats’s poetry and prose proclaim Dante to be 
the supreme ideal of a visionary poet – the ‘chief imagination of Christendom’ – and 
yet Yeats’s ideas about Dante seem to be veiled in some mystery, the poet’s own 
brand of esoterica. Yeats had written extensively of his love for Shelley, and even 
more of his love for Blake; thus, his comparable lack of elaboration on Dante’s 
significance to his late phase adds to the mystique he seems to intentionally have 
cultivated as the author of A Vision and the poetry that arises from its system. Spivak 
characterises Yeats’s need for aesthetic and spiritual paradigms as a need for ‘ideal 
others’. She writes,  
We know he knew of this need, diagnosed it often, 
made poetry, autobiography, and vision out of it . . . 
This Yeatsian sentiment expands until it takes in select 
inhabitants of history and myth, even wild swans and 
saints in a mosaic . . . (77) 
Spivak goes on to claim that ‘Dante was perhaps the chief among these ideal others’ 
but does not develop the connection in a meaningful way (77). Her concern is not 
with developing a theory of Dante as an ideal other for Yeats, but with how to 
produce feminist readings of Dante and Yeats’s work as poets dedicated to the exalted 
lady, merely suggesting that it was perhaps ‘this love . . . more than anything’ that 
Yeats admired in Dante, as a means of linking the two poets for her project.  
Despite the wealth of analysis on Yeats’s relationship to his precursors, there 
has been comparatively little research done on Yeats’s relation to Dante. This is 
understandable given the apparent distance between the two poets, and Yeats’s 
limited and somewhat furtive remarks about the Italian. Indeed, it has even been 
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stated that ‘any comparison between two such disparate visions is out of the question,’ 
and that ‘we must rely on Yeats's own extremely generalized statements to see why he 
regarded Dante as his forerunner’ (Ellis 8). However, what Yeats does say about 
Dante makes it clear that he held a significant place in the imaginative life of the poet, 
and a deep analysis of Dante as Yeats’s chief ideal other is lacking in Yeatsian 
criticism. The work of assigning Dante his true significance in Yeats studies was 
begun by critics like Edward Engelberg and added to considerably by George 
Bornstein. S. P. Ellis closely followed Bornstein, enhancing critical understanding of 
Yeats’s relationship to Dante between the two books of A Vision, and to a lesser 
degree Evan Radcliffe has added to criticism on the Dantean character of Yeats’s 
concept of Unity of Being from A Vision in relation to the poem ‘Among School 
Children’ (The Tower 1928).  
Engelberg, in his book analysing Yeats’s aesthetic system, The Vast Design: 
Patterns in W. B. Yeats’s Aesthetic (1964), points out Yeats’s admiration for Dante as 
an ideal poet for having achieved unity. Engelberg discusses Dante’s perceived unity 
within the context of synthesising Blakean notions of personality and universality, 
referred to by Yeats as ‘the limit of contraction and the unlimited expansion’ in his 
early essay ‘The Necessity of Symbolism’ (WWB 1, 242). Yeats had early showed a 
wariness toward ‘egoism,’ which Blake had warned against, and viewed it as a 
binding of consciousness to a ‘fiery centre’ symbolised by the chaining of Orc in 
Vala, or the Four Zoas (Vala), and claimed that when ‘we allow our imagination to 
expand away from its egoistic mood, we become vehicles for the universal thought 
and merge in the universal mood’ (WWB 3 53; WWB 1 242). However, as Yeats’s 
ideas matured he came to see that eliminating the personal from poetry was an 
impossibility, and, furthermore, it was undesirable for the creation of art which aimed 
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at representing profound truths. Yeats instead came to favour the notion that, through 
art, the personal and the universal could be harmonized into a complete whole. 
According to Engelberg, in Dante Yeats saw the ‘sheer power of expansion which 
holds inherent in it the promise of intense contraction. The “fiery centre” and the 
‘“egoistic mood” which to Blake had seemed so heretical were in the end inescapable’ 
(32). Engelberg’s project is less concerned with the notion of literary influences, and 
is rather committed to outlining the vast aesthetic design of Yeats work. Therefore, 
his analysis of the link between Yeats’s work and Dante is considerably narrow. The 
most valuable link Engelberg identifies in the work of the two poets comes in his 
discussion on how the first two sections of Yeats’s ‘Byzantium’ allude to Dante’s 
eighth Canto of Purgatorio. I will return to this short passage in Engelberg when I 
come to my own analysis of the poem in a later chapter.  
Bornstein, on the other hand, in his article ‘Yeats’s Romantic Dante’ (1979), 
does put Yeats’s interpretation of Dante into focus. Bornstein’s work provides 
invaluable insight into how Yeats’s Dante was first interpreted through the prism of 
the Romantic movement in art. Bornstein emphasises the connection Yeats felt to 
Dante, ‘above all as a quest poet, with whom he shared devotion to an unattainable 
woman, political office in a strife-torn land, exile (voluntary in Yeats’s case), 
acceptance of an abstruse system of belief, and a host of poetic goals, not least of 
which was to become a character in his own work’ (93). While Bornstein shows how 
Yeats engages with Dante in a selection of his later work, through the subtle use of 
specific imagery, his analysis is quite limited, entailing a close study of just three of 
Yeats’s late poems, though he does note that ‘Yeats mentioned Dante over ninety 
times in his published prose . . . and adapted Dante's work for parts of at least ten 
poems, three plays, and a story’ (93). S. P. Ellis’s work shows the key ways in which 
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Yeats manoeuvred Dante into position as precursor through identifying personal 
similarities between his own experience and Dante’s. Radcliffe’s article, lacking when 
compared with the other three critics, is nonetheless useful for noting how the quest of 
the Daimonic man of A Vision is present in the structure of ‘Among School Children’. 
The presence of Yeats’s Dante in the later period, while subtle in some cases, is more 
profound and widespread than has been previously considered. To paraphrase 
Engelberg, while ‘we do not yet know enough’ about Yeats’s Dante, ‘I could not have 
the temerity to fill the gap in a book of this kind’ (xxvi). With my research, I intend 
not to fill such a gap but at least to expand upon this area of Yeats studies, 
highlighting how Dante supplanted Blake as supreme ideal other for Yeats in his final 
years by emphasising the much overlooked (albeit covert) presence of this ideal Dante 
in Yeats’s work.   
I have taken pains thus far to refer only to ‘Yeats’s Dante’ or an ‘ideal Dante’. 
This is because, like Yeats, ‘I am no Dante scholar,’ and also, like Yeats, have read 
him only in translation (PASL 26). I make no claims upon any ‘real Dante’. I am a 
Yeats scholar and my concern is chiefly with the Dante fashioned in the Yeatsian 
imagination. Similarly, since a significant portion of this study deals with William 
Blake as the early chief ideal other chosen by Yeats, it is Yeats’s Blake that I will 
inevitably be discussing, since neither am I an expert on Blake. It therefore follows 
that my discussion of Blake and Dante is almost invariably filtered through the 
Yeatsian imagination. It is apparent when reading Yeats that he habitually 
reimagined, and often romanticised, the poets he admired, and in so doing he often 
erected an ideal image of his beloved poets that endured in one imaginative form or 
another throughout his lifetime. Therefore, the Blake and Dante (as well as various 
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other precursors) discussed in this dissertation shall be considered as the poet’s 
imagined ideals: Yeats’s Blake and Yeats’s Dante.   
My analysis of Yeats’s Blake draws largely from the vast array of Yeats’s own 
writing on the English poet, including those poems where Blake appears as a 
presence, and is enhanced by my own reading of Blake as well as criticism outlining 
Yeats’s debt to this precursor. My analysis of Yeats’s Dante, because of the limited 
commentary Yeats has given regarding the Italian poet, requires a deeper and more 
investigative approach. Any arguments or conclusions drawn in this study are, 
naturally, predominantly reliant on Yeats’s own words, as well as my identification of 
Dante’s presence in Yeats’s late work. I draw upon the translations of Dante that 
Yeats is known to have read, namely Rossetti’s The New Life (La Vita Nuova) by 
Dante Alighieri (originally published in 1899), Elizabeth Sayer’s Il Convito: The 
Banquet of Dante Alighieri (1887), and Henry Cary’s The Divine Comedy (1814)1.  
Yeats’s choice of ideal others reveals his preoccupation with ‘making’ and 
‘remaking’ himself through his poetry to be more than a solely artistic endeavour. His 
poetry, coupled with his autobiographical writing, and prose essays on the purpose of 
art, reflect a belief that the highest art should provide spiritual illumination in addition 
to aesthetic pleasure. This led Yeats to seek out precursors whom he saw as producing 
not only beautiful verse but visions that went beyond the temporal realm and 
addressed issues like eternity and the nature of the soul. Daniel Albright writes that 
Yeats wanted to assume the role of ‘Ireland’s epic poet … its Homer … Sophocles 
and its Sappho’ wrapped in one, and accordingly wanted to leave behind “a sacred 
book”, through which he could assert his rightful place among the great poets of 
history, whose stature and spiritual authority he wanted to equal (Poems xix). From 
	
1Yeats is also known to have Shadwell’s The Purgatory of Dante Alighieri (1892), and his wife, with 
whom the poet read Dante during their collaboration on the AS, possessed the entire works of Dante, 
including many Templeton Classics editions (Saddlemyer 38).  
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the outset of his poetic career, Yeats exerted all his energies to impose a self-created 
image upon a personality he described as naturally ‘gregarious’ and mercurial with 
the aim of creating a version of himself as the prophet-poet of a nation and its culture. 
Despite an inherent shyness as a child, Yeats, as a young man, actively sought 
conversation and society, joining literary and political movements such as Young 
Ireland and founding The Irish Literary Society. He writes in The Trembling of the 
Veil that such natural gregariousness led the poet to consider the solitary poet as a 
noble image to emulate:  
I have described what image – always opposite to the 
natural self or the natural world – Wilde, Henley, 
Morris copied or tried to copy, but I have not said I 
found an image for myself. I know very little about 
myself and much less of that anti-self: probably the 
woman who cooks my dinner or the woman who 
sweeps out my study knows more than I. It is perhaps 
because Nature made me a gregarious man, going hither 
and thither looking for conversation, and ready to deny 
from fear or from favour his dearest conviction, that I 
love proud and lonely things (CW3 151). 
In the AVA, Yeats identified a natural gregariousness of personality as one of the 
defining characteristics of Phase 17, wherein he placed both himself and Dante (64). 
The continuous editing of his work, even published poetry, as well as his rewriting of 
many parts of A Vision, a project still active until he died, displays a wont in Yeats to 
exercise control over his projected image, though this image changed as the poet 
matured, and was not a fixed entity. Yeats, of course, could never fully control his 
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own self-creation as a man; life, with all its complexity and consequences, rolls 
onward without consulting the individual. Yet, as a poet Yeats could play a more 
authoritative part in creating the image of himself as an artist to be left posterity. The 
romantic, dreamy youth, who wished to escape into fairyland, found in Blake the ideal 
of a prophet dedicated to imagination. As he matured and sought to add structure to 
poetic vision, the otherworldly grandeur of Dante provided a more suitable ideal for a 
‘smiling public man’. Yeats, always aware of his poetic talent, never forgot that the 
self-image he created through his work would be the most powerful image he could 
consign to posterity. Writing in ‘A General Introduction to my Work’ (1937), Yeats 
declared that a poet ‘is more type than man, more passion than type’ (CW5 204). To 
be the poetic inventor of a nation, like Homer or Dante (whom he distinguished from 
Virgil as the inventor of Italy, whereas Virgil had invented Rome), Yeats sought to 
cultivate an aura of mythic, prophetic, and supernatural wisdom. And while Yeats’s 
unorthodox interests and beliefs may seem more than a little mad to some, the poet 
himself viewed the pursuit of unconventional wisdom as a practical epistemological 
endeavour – indeed, he believed he was on an epistemological quest of the most 
profound kind. He was following in the long tradition of visionary poets, like his 
Blake and Dante, who sought to reveal eternal spiritual realities in their work. Even 
the most outrageous and somewhat circumspect activities Yeats pursued in quest of 
such wisdom, like his membership in secretive magical orders and engagement in 
psychical research, were considered to be practical, even scientific, methods of 
investigation. While A Vision was undoubtedly intended to be a sacred book, the true 
book may be considered as Yeats’s entire poetic opus. A Vision, as well as PASL, may 
be considered an explanatory guide to the late phase of Yeats’s sacred book of poetry, 
in the same light as Dante’s Convito serves as a guide to understanding his philosophy 
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in the Comedy. Yeats was chiefly a poet, and it is in his poetry where his skill at 
remaking himself finds full force.2 If the performance or Mask of Yeats’s later phase, 
when the poet had achieved widespread success and fame, is that of a ‘smiling public 
man’, then the smile is somewhat sly, almost coquettish, hinting at the more 
mysterious and esoteric wisdom to which he has access (Poems 261).  
That Yeats cultivated the image of a prophet may be seen in his devotion to 
spiritual matters, one of his most constant subjects for verse and personal 
enlightenment. The mythical function of very early Western poetry, such as Homer’s 
Odyssey, confirmed for Yeats, fascinated as he was by ancient beginnings, that the 
principal purpose of poetry should be spiritual edification. ‘All great poets,’ he 
claimed, knew this. In a debate over the character and function of literature in Ireland, 
as she strove towards independence and a unified culture, he argued:  
All great poets – Dante not less than Homer and 
Shakespeare – speak to us of the hopes and destinies of 
mankind in their fullness; because they have wrought 
their poetry out of the dreams that were dreamed before 
men became so crowded upon one another, and so 
buried in their individual destinies and trades, that every 
man grew limited and fragmentary. (UnPr 2 18)   
Yeats saw a mystical truth in Blake’s declaration that the ‘ancient poets animated all 
sensible objects’ (WWB 3, The Marriage of Heaven and Hell, 11).  
Yeats chiefly admired poets he deemed to have revealed hidden eternal truths 
about human life, or some cosmic design. Following in this tradition, Yeats embarked 
	
2 Many critics have correctly shown the importance of recognising Yeats also as a playwright, such as 
Alexandra Poulain and Aisling Carlin. However, while there are definite autobiographical resonances 
in Yeats’s plays, it was primarily through the act of writing poetry that Yeats engaged in the mission of 
self-creation. It is also primarily as a poet that Yeats’s legacy endures.  
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on a ‘lifelong search for images’ that were not just mere mimetic ‘reflections’ of 
things but ‘illuminations’ of a revelatory wisdom (Albright, Poems xxi). Yeats wrote 
in 1906 that his desire to represent the hidden truth of things lead him early on to try 
to put his ‘very self into poetry’, thinking his visions were representations of an 
‘unmoving and silent’ self (CW4 198). However, he 
understood quite suddenly, as the way is, that I was 
seeking something unchanging . . . and always outside 
myself, a Stone or an Elixir, that was always out of 
reach, and that I myself was the fleeting thing that held 
out its hand. The more I tried to make my art 
deliberately beautiful, the more did I follow the 
opposite of myself. (198) 
This passage demonstrates Yeats’s instinct to trust and value knowledge received 
through revelation: it is ‘the way’ of deeper understanding to arise quite suddenly. In 
his autobiographical book The Trembling of the Veil (1922), in which the author 
recounts – and reimagines – his experiences as a young poet during the heady years of 
the Irish revolution, and his early engagement with the seductive world of the occult, 
Yeats equates moments of revelation with flashes of creative genius:  
I know now that revelation is from the self, but from 
that age-long memoried self, that shapes the elaborate 
shell of the mollusc and the child in the womb, that 
teaches the birds to make their nest; and that genius is a 
crisis that joins that buried self for certain moments to 
our trivial daily mind. There are, indeed, personifying 
spirits that we had best call but Gates and Gate-keepers, 
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because through their dramatic power they bring our 
souls to crisis, to Mask and Image. (CW3 216-217) 
These gate-keeping souls to the otherworld are responsible, he says, for contriving 
Dante’s banishment and ‘snatch[ing] away his Beatrice’, bringing his genius to a 
crisis point that transforms him. In addition to self-revelation, Yeats acknowledges 
that there must be a posture he must assume – and has already somewhat 
unconsciously been assuming – to elevate his art, ‘seeking something… outside 
himself’ to unite to his inner self. It is through such a making of himself in his art that 
he will find the ‘stone or elixir’ that will enable both poet and art to transcend the 
limitations of this life. In this mission, Yeats finds it necessary to seek out masters 
whom he believes engaged in a similar quest. His imagination was fertile ground for 
the works of visionary poets to take root and grow in richness when united with the 
poet’s own creativity. Blake had sought to resolve the struggle of Contraries in his 
work, but because he lacked the unity of Dante’s personal and universal system of 
thought, Blake failed where Dante succeeded, and created the ‘stony’ Mask that 
earned him his place as ‘chief imagination of Christendom’ (Poems 210).  
 
Old Masters Must I Remake 
 
Since my research deals with Yeats’s precursors, and how they act as presences 
in his work, the unavoidable presence of Harold Bloom hovers behind my own critical 
analysis. It is impossible to discuss precursors in poetry without evoking Bloom, 
whose theory of ‘the anxiety of influence’, though certainly imperfect, is central in 
establishing some of the core principles of what he calls ‘intra-poetic relationships’ 
(Anx 5). It is therefore necessary to attempt to ‘lay the ghost’ of Bloom to rest, before 
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continuing with my own analysis, by outlining what use I make of Bloom’s research, 
as well as noting the important ways in which I depart from his too-rigid method.  
Bloom, declares, in his influential text The Anxiety of Influence (1973), that we 
are ‘found’ by the literature that moves us most. He describes the process of being 
found as ‘a kind of falling in love with a literary work’ as the result of a ‘profound act 
of reading’ (xxiii). He further points out that such a reading is ‘likely to be 
idiosyncratic, and it is almost certain to be ambivalent, though the ambivalence may 
be veiled’ (Anx xxiii). The sensation of being found by literature creates a feeling of 
kinship with an author who appears to be speaking almost directly to us through his or 
her art. To be found or fall in love with literature is simultaneously to discover and be 
discovered by some core aspect of one’s self, to realise that what we might have 
considered our own original thoughts or feelings have already been articulated by an 
other. Bloom describes this sensation in a poet as learning ‘his [sic] profoundest 
yearnings through the awareness of other selves,’ which transforms the experience of 
reading a poem into one that occurs both inside and outside the reader (Anx 26). The 
experience is, however, one of ‘shame and splendour,’ since ‘To lose freedom in this 
center is never to forgive, and to learn the dread of threatened autonomy forever’ (Anx 
26). Central to his thesis is the notion that a poet suffers from a sense of belatedness, 
having arrived too late to the moment of expression. Yet to be found by literature is 
often a self-affirming experience, to see in the works of a great mind a reflection, and 
often a validation, of things thought and felt in the depths of the self, infusing our 
ideas or beliefs with a renewed and profound meaning. Certainly, though Bloom 
would disagree3, Yeats felt much more splendour in being found than shame. 
	
3 Indeed, Yeats is one example used by Bloom to support and defend his theory, citing Yeats’s  debt to 
Blake, Spenser and Shelley, among others, and alluding to Yeats’s attempt to create imaginative space 
for himself by attempting to remake their visions. Yet Bloom chooses to ignore the many places where 
Yeats himself attested to the splendour he felt in reading the works of his precursors.  
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The experience of being found by his most beloved poets had a direct impact on 
Yeats’s project of self-creation. Being found transforms the act of reading from a 
solitary activity to one that involves an interaction with an other in which the questing 
reader, has the surreal experience of being apprehended by the creative imagination of 
his or her precursor. Thus, discovering the profoundest yearnings of one’s self also 
brings with it an understanding that the self may be a hybrid creation, that one’s own 
ideas develop in a kind of collaboration of imagination between the poet and the 
interpreter, or precursor and new poet. Bloom states that every poet is necessarily 
‘caught up in a dialectical relationship . . . with another poet or poets’ (Anx 91). When 
Yeats writes of his precursors it is often with the sense that they have a reciprocal 
relationship, whereby his verse is enhanced through reading his precursor’s vision, 
and that the precursor’s vision finds new life through his expression. Bloom’s claim 
that such relationships often arise from idiosyncratic readings rings true for Yeats, for 
the most part: ‘The mighty dead return, but they return wearing our colors, and 
speaking in our voices, at least in part, at least in moments’ (Anx 142). When Yeats 
reads his precursors, he reads into them and fuses his imaginative perspective with the 
vision he has interpreted there. He often hones in on a symbol or an image, such as 
Shelley’s lonely prince in a tower, Blake’s mental traveller, or Dante’s ‘perfectly 
proportioned human body’ and decides they are keys to understanding the larger 
philosophies of his favourite poets.  
However, Bloom’s thesis insists that shame may only be overcome by defeating 
the poetic ‘father’. He claims that ‘True poetic history is the story of how poets have 
suffered other poets’ (94). The Oedipal victory may only be achieved, according to 
Bloom, through ‘misprision’, whereby poets ‘clear imaginative space for themselves’ 
by misreading other poets (5). The poet must first destroy the precursor to make 
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himself, and then rebuild the precursor in his own image. Bloom’s observation that 
the mighty return wearing our colours is as striking as it seems unavoidably true 
enough, yet he says that such moments of return ‘testify’ to the triumph of the poet 
over precursor (142). He claims ‘the later poet provides what his imagination tells him 
would complete the otherwise “truncated” precursor poem and poet’ (66). This 
assumes that every reimagined precursor is an image of defeat, or that each poet seeks 
to subordinate the imaginative powers of the precursor to his or her own. Indeed, 
Bloom overlooks, or disregards, the testimony of the very poets he uses as examples 
in his work, who indeed state just the opposite in relation to poetic influence. In his 
Preface to Prometheus Unbound, a ‘sacred book’ to Yeats, Shelley expresses his 
belief that ‘poetry is a mimetic art’ which ‘creates by combination and representation’ 
(CW3 95; PU 5). He writes:  
one great poet is a masterpiece of nature which another 
not only ought to study but must study… A poet is the 
combined product of such internal powers as modify the 
nature of others; and of such external influences as 
excite and sustain these powers; he is not one, but both  
. . . Every man’s mind is, in this respect, modified . . . 
by every word and every suggestion which he ever 
admitted to act upon his consciousness . . . Poets, not 
otherwise than philosophers, painters, sculptors, and 
musicians, are, in one sense, the creators, and, in 
another, the creations, of their age. From this subjection 
the loftiest do not escape’ (PU 5-6).  
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Bloom attempts to use this passage as support for his claim that poets re-imagine their 
precursor as an act of defiance, and thus purports to suggest ‘the precursor’s relative 
weakness’ (Anx 100). Importantly, Bloom does not include the last line of the above 
passage, where Shelley implies his own ‘subjection’ to the imaginations of his 
precursors, since it would undermine Bloom’s contention to the contrary. 
Furthermore, Shelley states his belief in the line immediately preceding this passage 
that the beauty of poetic expression is enhanced by combination (PU 5).  
Yeats followed Shelley in this belief and advocated learning from great masters 
without the implication that their greatness was necessarily an obstacle, or something 
to be approached antagonistically, believing that ‘works of art are always begotten by 
previous works of art’ (CW4 254). There is no escape, nor should there be, in Yeats’s 
mind, from the towering influence of the great visionary poets:  
Nor had we warrant to separate one art from another, 
for there has been no age before our own wherein the 
arts have been other than a single authority, a Holy 
Church of Romance, the might of all lying behind all, a 
circle of cliffs, a wilderness where every cry has its 
echo. (CW4 255) 
That a poet learns, or, perhaps more precisely, realises, his ‘profoundest yearnings’ 
through the work of a beloved precursor is demonstrable throughout the world of art; 
however, the assertion that this must be accompanied by a sense of shame, and an 
Oedipal contest, does not appear to be true for many writers. It is certainly not the 
case with Yeats, who idolised his precursors to the point almost of religious devotion, 
creating, as he did, an ‘infallible church of poetic tradition’ out of the works of his 
favourite poets (CW3 115). While Bloom’s work contributes greatly to understanding 
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many essential aspects of intertextual relationships between poets and precursors, by 
framing these ‘intra-poetic relationships’ in a rigid Oedipal context, limiting his focus 
to “strong writers” (which for Bloom meant predominantly male writers of the 
Western canon), and insisting that all poets experience anxiety through engaging with 
their precursors, his theory closes itself off from other legitimate aspects of poetic 
production, and is therefore inadequate to fully represent the nuances of specific intra-
poetic relationships.  
Following Bloom’s recent death, the substance of his contribution to literary 
criticism has been revisited, receiving both admiration and admonition. While many 
praise his work, even his perceived adversaries, Sandra Gilbert and Susan Gubar 
recently reflected that his theory of the ‘anxiety of influence’ was ‘brilliant’ and 
inspired their own revisionist theory, others have pointed out that Bloom often failed 
to adequately answer his critics, and instead merely offered churlish and resentful 
responses (Showalter). He famously – and ironically – described critics who 
challenged him as the ‘School of Resentment’. Into this category he lumped: 
‘Resentful historicists of several persuasions – stemming from Marx, Foucault, and 
political feminism’ who he claimed ‘now study literature as peripheral social history,’ 
as well as ‘African-American culturalism, and all other politically correct enterprises 
of our moment’ (Anx xxv; WC 28). Elaine Showalter recently discussed Bloom’s 
antagonism towards the ‘School of Resentment’, of which she herself was deemed a 
member, in an article for The Irish Times entitled ‘A resentnik writes: Another way of 
looking back at Harold Bloom’ (2019). Showalter describes Bloom’s treatment of 
marginalised groups, specifically female writers, whom he regarded as having a 
disruptive agenda that opposed his conservative views on literature, as causing him to 
maintain a ‘state of happy ignorance’ concerning their writing. She notes that ‘his 
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agon was mainly rhetorical, and it didn’t extend to competing with actual opponents. 
He didn’t debate his view of the canon with a feminist critic or defend his opinion of 
James Baldwin to African Americanists or gay theorists. Indeed, that confrontation 
might have been a disaster’ (Showalter). Tangentially, this reveals Bloom’s 
willingness to ignore ideas or criticism that frustrate his system. Bloom’s stubborn 
and even aggressive refusal to see pitfalls in his own thinking makes him an easy 
target, even for non-‘resentniks’. In an especially scathing review of 2002, Bloom was 
lampooned as a pompous schoolteacher unused to being corrected by those he stands 
above: ‘a great booming Bloombox’ with no off-switch and ‘no control whatsoever 
over the volume’ (Epstein, ‘Bloomin Genius’ 214).  
Bloom’s critical failure, by refusing to view intra-poetic relationships as 
anything other than anxiety, is best represented by how feminist critics have dealt 
with him. Writing only a few years after the publication of The Anxiety of Influence, 
Gilbert and Gubar, in The Mad Woman in the Attic (1979), explicitly demonstrate 
Bloom’s lack of consideration for marginalised writers (but arguably also demonstrate 
the importance of his ideas) by appropriating his terminology for their own theory of 
poetic relationships. Gilbert and Gubar’s ‘Anxiety of Authorship’ theory relates to 
female writers’ sense of disenfranchisement for being historically ignored and 
silenced by a male dominated tradition. Gilbert and Gubar point out that, for 
generations, the pen operated as a male instrument, and ‘caused enormous anxiety 
in… women who were “presumptuous” enough to dare’ to write (7). They highlight 
how female exclusion has unvoiced women in literature: the pen is ‘not only mightier 
than the sword, it is also like the sword in its power – its need, even – to kill’ (14). 
Therefore, Gilbert and Gubar argue, authorial anxiety arose in female writers for lack 
of precursors. They argue that the discovery of a precursor is a source of inspiration 
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and encouragement for marginalised writers, a cause for joy, not despair. For many 
writers who feel themselves marginalised, precursors play an essential role in 
propelling the creative output of the new poet. As Graham Allen puts it: ‘the desire 
for, rather than the anxiety concerning, a precursor or tradition for the woman writer 
makes influence and/or intertextuality, when established, a matter of legitimation 
rather than of emasculating belatedness’ (146).  
While it may be difficult to see Yeats as a marginalised figure from a 
contemporary vantage point, it is clear that, in his own time, the poet certainly felt 
himself to be marginalised in many aspects of his life, such as in his Anglo-Irishness, 
his antipathy towards modern trends, or his late blooming sexuality. Most 
significantly for my purposes, Yeats is a marginalised figure for his belief that 
literature should represent something ‘seen or experienced in the exaltation of the 
senses’, and for his mystical and occult beliefs. During a radio discussion about 
Yeats’s occult interests, R. F. Foster pointed out that ‘even late in life when he’s such 
a grand figure, there’s always a sense of marginality about him, which he deliberately 
cultivates in many ways. What Auden called the “silly” side – the supernaturalist, the 
occultist side – is part of, in some ways, a deliberate marginalising of himself, where 
he can retreat’ (In Our Time, ‘Yeats and Mysticism’, 27:10-27:48). During the same 
discussion Warwick Gould noted that, even within occult circles, the poet was still a 
marginalised figure: ‘Yeats was always a sceptic among believers, and a believer 
among sceptics, and it’s that tension between two halves of his mind’ which made 
Yeats silly in a way ‘very different’ to us (In Our Time, ‘Yeats and Mysticism’, 
26:57-27:10).  
I can understand, and even sympathise, with Bloom’s desire to preserve the 
study of great works for future generations, and can recognise in his preservationist 
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stance a resemblance to Yeats’s desire to preserve the wisdom and beauty of his old 
masters. Bloom felt himself ‘quite alone in defending the autonomy of the aesthetic’ 
(WC 10). Yeats felt he was one of ‘the last romantics,’ and while he placed a high 
value on aesthetics, it was not his only concern (Poems 294). What Yeats felt he 
needed to fight against, ‘mounted in that saddle Homer rode,’ was the ancient wisdom 
bound up in the aesthetic greatness of visionary poets against a ‘filthy modern tide’ 
(Poems 294, 385). Bloom contends that a poet strives to ‘complete’ the precursor, in 
order to ‘persuade himself (and us) that the precursor’s Word would be worn out if 
not redeemed as a newly fulfilled and enlarged World’ (WC 67). Yet, this statement 
ignores the historical and cultural context out of which a poem arises, as well as the 
personal experience of the poet, and assumes a homogeneous character for aesthetic 
poetry. Yeats often held up the vision of others as quite complete, returning frequently 
to the examples of Homer (and the Greeks) and Dante, as poets who had achieved 
unity in their art, and he championed the emulation of such artists for precisely this 
reason.  
Bloom characterises tradition as ‘not only a handing-down or process of 
transmission’ but ‘also a conflict between past genius and present aspiration, in which 
the prize is literary survival or canonical inclusion’ (WC 8-9). For Yeats, eager to 
receive the wisdom of a visionary tradition, handed down through symbolic codes by 
his ideal forebears, the structure of a symbolic system would imbue his work with a 
potency capable of placing him among the ranks of his ideal others. His concern with 
canonical inclusion is founded on a deep desire to create an enduring poetic image 
similar to the prophetic model of Homer or Dante, an image that establishes poetic 
genius as the chief means for the transmission of spiritual wisdom. There is 
undoubtedly a tension, though not outright conflict, in such a process of transmission, 
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in which Yeats interprets his precursors through the lens of his own imaginative 
aspirations, and in many ways his work in this regard ‘gives birth to his own father’, 
to use Kierkegaard’s phrase (Fear and Trembling 21). Through engaging in such a 
tradition Yeats believes he will be engaging with the highest subject matter worthy of 
poetry; he writes that ‘The old images, the old emotions, awakened again to 
overwhelming life, like the gods Heine tells of, by the belief and passion of some new 
soul, are the only masterpieces’ (CW4 254). Yeats was concerned with both the 
aesthetics of poetry and the spiritual nourishment of the individual. Therefore, 
interpreting a precursor through his own creative imagination, Yeats receives the 
spiritual edification he felt he could not get from conventional sources, as well as the 
poetic inspiration and stimulation he needed to write. 
When Yeats writes of his poetic masters, he often idealises them to such a level 
that it may be said ‘a kind of falling in love’ has taken place within the poet. While I 
have argued that Yeats’s precursors did not cause him to feel shame, that is not to say 
that, as a poet, he was free of shame. Indeed, he experienced a great deal of shame, in 
many forms (the timidity and ‘lack of physical courage’ in boyhood he describes in 
his autobiographies is just one example), but it was more often than not in the works 
of great poets that the eccentric and inexperienced youth found consolation and 
kinship (CW3 143). In Reveries Over Childhood and Youth (1916), Yeats recalls his 
enthusiastic search for truth, with a likeminded cohort of artistic friends whom he 
calls his allies. Yeats suggested to the group that they make the study of visionary 
poets their chief source in the search for truth:  
I had, when we first made our society, proposed for our 
consideration that whatever the great poets had affirmed 
in their finest moments was the nearest we could come 
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to an authoritative religion, and that their mythology, 
their spirits of water and wind were but literal truth. I 
had read ‘Prometheus Unbound’ with this thought in 
mind and wanted help to carry my study through all 
literature. I was soon to vex my father by defining truth 
as ‘the dramatically appropriate utterance of the highest 
man.’ And if I had been asked to define the ‘highest’ 
man, I would have said perhaps, ‘we can but find him as 
Homer found Odysseus when he was looking for a 
theme.’ (CW3 97) 
Far from a sense of shame, Yeats delighted in the vision of his precursors and saw in 
their work a wellspring of creative, intellectual and spiritual sustenance.  
Before I may begin my analyses of Yeats’s chief ideal others in his work, it is 
necessary to lay out some of the principles of how Yeats evokes the presence of his 
precursor in his work and, furthermore, to demonstrate why he could believe with 
conviction in the validity of the interpretations and conclusions of his imagination. In 
the next chapter I will focus on Yeats’s beliefs about symbolism and its role as a 
means of uniting the inner and outer life in art, and stemming the filthy tide of modern 
progress. I aim to show that Yeats believed his ideal precursors had achieved such 
unity through symbolism in their work. Furthermore, I will discuss how Yeats’s use 
of symbolism, in addition to specific phrases and images, act as dialogic tools 
whereby he situates his own vision within a tradition of his ideal precursors. I will 
also discuss how Yeats’s belief in the divine power of the imagination allowed the 
poet to consider the conjured images of this favourite poets to be just as real as the 
historical person. Much of the next chapter considers Yeats’s writing on Shelley, 
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since, in addition to viewing PU as a ‘sacred book’, The Defence of Poetry was 
Yeats’s ‘favorite critical text’ (Bornstein, YRD 3). After Blake and Dante, Shelley 
was probably the most significant ideal other of the poet’s life, and Yeats’s writing on 
Shelley acts as a useful jumping off point from which to consider Yeats engagement 
with his chief ideal others.  
 
A Note on Intertextuality and Authorial Intention 
 
Since post-structuralism exploded the notion of the text as a self-contained 
object, the existence of authorial intention in the realm of intertextuality seems 
required to continuously reassert itself, and to defend itself against the dissolving 
agents of linguistic instability and plurality. Julia Kristeva’s ‘unbinding’ of the text as 
a monologic object, while invaluable in recognising that a text is always ‘a 
permutation of texts, an intertextuality,’ and highlighting the unavoidable presences of 
other texts within a given text, follows the process of linguistic abstraction far outside 
the given text with its implied author (65). Building on Bakhtin’s conception of the 
literary word as ‘an intersection of textual surfaces rather than a point (a fixed 
meaning), as a dialogue among several writings’, she writes, ‘The poetic word, 
polyvalent and multidimensional, adheres to a logic exceeding that of codified 
discourse and fully comes into being only in the margins of recognized culture’ (65). 
Roland Barthes, heavily influenced by Kristeva and Derrida, and seeing the 
‘explosive, infinite and yet always already deferred dimension of meaning’ in 
language, proceeded to announce the “death of the author” in 1968 (Allen 72). Set 
against the numinous quality of words, Barthes’s insists that ‘to try to find the 
“sources”, the “influences” of a work, is to fall in with the myth of filiation’ since ‘the 
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citations which go to make up a text are anonymous, untraceable, and yet already 
read: they are quotations without inverted commas’ (160). While these processes may 
indeed function in texts, even when linguistic plurality is consciously employed as 
literary device, it provides little help to a study such as mine, which will be 
preoccupied with just this fiction of the author. Theories that draw attention to its 
provisionality, like those which argue for its cultural, classed, and gendered placement 
and restrictions, are helpful insofar as they help to foreground the primacy of Yeats’s 
imagination in the constructs for which I am arguing. Yeats’s poetry uses fictional 
poets it identifies as ideal others to create a self for the poet Yeats, equally fictional, 
porous, and provisional. His insistence that ‘Words alone are certain good’ must be 
kept firmly in mind. 
Not that Yeats, whatever he may be, will disappear from this thesis. Bloom has 
argued against the transference of all agency to language alone, writing of the 
‘humanistic loss we sustain if we yield up the authority . . . that language by itself 
writes the poems and thinks. The human writes, the human thinks, and always 
following after and defending against another human, however fantasized that human 
becomes in the strong imaginings of those who arrive later upon the scene’ (Map of 
Misreading 60). More recently, Allen has pointed out that even at the very moment 
Barthes attempts to replace the author with language itself he cites Mallarme as ‘an 
authorial point not of origin but at least of conscious determination… a choice… to 
become modern scriptor’ (74). The real author may be inaccessible as the validator of 
‘intentions’ – even when still alive – but this does not vitiate the function of the 
author’s real intentions in writing – ‘they were there and they made a difference’ (53). 
Indeed, for many critics the intentions of the author continue to be viewed as 
inextricable from the production of a text. Michael Wood, in his book Yeats and 
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Violence (2005), refutes Beardsley’s claim that ‘authorial intention is “neither 
available nor desirable”’ in literary analysis as ‘extreme’ and argues that ‘there is 
something wasteful and disagreeable about not wanting to know what writers think 
they are doing and about the accompanying assumption that critics know better’ (96-
97).  
Following Joseph Farrell’s identification, in Intention and Intertext (2005), of 
intertextuality as a ‘problem area’ which allows for ‘the critic’s undue influence on 
the interconnected and impersonalized universe of texts’, Nicholas Meihuizen 
recently argued against the dangerous possibility of supplanting the author’s 
intentions by the input of critical opinion, in his essay ‘Yeats’s Manuscripts and 
Authorial Intention’ (2014). Meihuizen notes that ‘when intertextual play is 
considered to be inevitably beyond the bounds of authorial intention, the critic’s input 
becomes as important as that of the original author’s, as critic and author have equal 
access and equal rights to this universe’ (88). Meihuizen’s focus is on how manuscript 
materials act as guides for tracking the formulation of authorial intentions, revealing 
certain ‘luminous threads that pull all into the light’ (95). As an example of how 
critical insight can sometimes spill over into critical imposition, he cites Helen 
Vendler’s reading of ‘Sailing to Byzantium’, which he claims replaces the author’s 
intentions with a perceived ‘psychodrama’:  
Vendler bases her reading of the poem on the fact that 
Yeats introduces each stanza with a Roman numeral. In 
doing so she is able to claim a unique interpretation of 
the poem centred on the different ‘stations’ or locations 
implied by each numeral, but otherwise not explicitly 
present. These stations, she says, have different 
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‘vectors’, which are in tension with each other . . . She, 
in effect, makes the Roman numerals ‘speak’, where 
Yeats is silent, and so imposes meaning at crucial points 
in the poem, meaning largely to do with Freud, sex, and 
Hellenistic versus Hebraic values (pp. 34–35). (88) 
Meihuizen points to the MSS, which distinctly lack Roman numerals, to argue that 
they did not play a large part in the development of Yeats’s thought process for the 
poem. The numerals did not in fact appear until the proofs of the limited edition 
October Blast, finished in 1927. Vendler’s ‘blindness to her own impositions,’ writes 
Meihuizen, ‘is, I believe, an unwitting consequence of the elevation of the critic 
sanctioned by views initially promulgated by Barthes’ (89). While it may be 
impossible to identify fixed meaning in any text, for Meihuizen ‘Manuscript materials 
bear traces of authorial intention’ which ‘add to our understanding of the complete 
text’ (95). And while ‘the subterranean processes of the imagination’ remain beyond 
definitive understanding, let alone articulation, it is possible to ‘ponder the mechanics 
of intentional creativity in so far as we can with given data’ (95). 
It is, of course, impossible to truly know the mind of another, as Yeats suggests 
in ‘Ego Dominus Tuus’: Keats’s ‘art is happy, but who knows his mind?’ (Poems 
210). This uncertainty does not, however, suppose that there are not traces of what a 
human being intends to signify when he or she sits down to write. Farrell writes:  
I do think that we can continue to take particularly 
obvious allusions as guides to the author’s intentions . . 
. . . But it no longer seems reasonable to suppose that all 
the less obvious allusions that we might be able to relate 
to these guide-citations were foreseen by the author, and 
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thus cross the threshold of intentionality. Instead, I see 
the process of assessing these allusions as unfolding 
according to a procedure that the author sets in motion, 
but that he cannot fully control. (108)  
Authorial intention may exist within a loose framework that simultaneously allows for 
meaning to retain its elusive and liquid quality. While it is naïve to see any text as 
fully self-contained or wholly ‘bounded,’ there are certain contexts, historical or 
otherwise, certain realms of knowledge or spheres of influence, intellectual and 
artistic, which act like banks along a river. Just as a river’s energy has the potential to 
break the banks along its winding course and generate other streams, so the meaning 
of a poem may be seen to be set within certain parameters defined by the author’s 
intention. Despite the power of language to generate multiple streams of meaning, the 
author’s intention provides banks that seek to guide the flow of meaning, at least on a 
certain level, or levels. While discussing the concept of Yeats’s oeuvre as Yeats’s 
‘Great work’ or sacred book, Gould highlights the need to acknowledge the intention 
of the author:  
Intentions are articulated or envisaged for poems, plays, 
books, and works, as well as textual or versional 
changes, as textual ambitions or (to be more precise) 
bibliographical foreconceits, and even in terms of 
intended audiences. Footnoting his obsession with the 
paradoxes of sudden changes in historical cycles, by an 
appeal to A Vision’s esoteric audience, Yeats tells us 
that this difficult book is ‘intended, to use a phrase of 
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Jacob Boehme’s, for my “schoolmates only”’. (YIET, 
YA 21 482) 
Throughout his essay, ‘Conflicted Legacies: Yeats’s Intentions and Editorial Theory,’ 
Gould consistently argues the need to consider authorial intent when it comes to 
Yeats, while also noting the difficulties that entails.  
Yeats intended to make and remake himself in his work. Moreover, he intended 
this to be known by his readers by explicitly stating as much at various times 
throughout his life, in poetry, prose, and personal communications. In the next chapter 
I analyse Yeats’s use of symbols as touchstones, or portals, that lead to other texts. 
However, my research is grounded within the banks, so to speak, of the hermeneutical 
river implied by the overt goals of poems, remaining within the layers of meaning that 
Yeats’s poetry attempts to set for itself. Authorial intention remains a useful concept 
for me as I analyse the touchstones in Yeats’s poetry that invoke the presence of his 
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Chapter 1:  
Symbolism and Phantasmagoria 
 
‘A Subtler Language within Language’  
 
In Touchstones: John McGahern’s Classical Style, Frank Shovlin highlights the 
subtle ways in which McGahern’s writing refers to classical forms of literature and to 
writers whose style may be considered classical. Shovlin identifies Yeats as a 
classical poet, despite Yeats’s own assertion that he was one of the last romantics, 
because of Yeats’s conviction that great art converses with other great art, and his 
‘seriousness about art’s exalted place’ (10). Yeats’s dedication to craftsmanship, 
particularly his desire for a ‘system’ in his later phase, demonstrates Yeats’s move 
away from what Shovlin characterises as the frenzied overly subjective style of much 
Romantic poetry. 
 Shovlin’s study of McGahern highlights epiphanic moments, images and 
thematic parallels which covertly allude to art and artists that inspired him, 
characterising these elements as ‘touchstones’ in his work. Shovlin recounts a story 
told by on of McGahern’s students about a visiting friend who noticed Matthew 
Arnold’s ‘Dover Beach’ lying open on a table, and upon returning some months later 
noticed the same book open at the same page (1). Shovlin argues, ‘that careful 
reading, that same fixed attention that McGahern brought to Arnold in order to unlock 
the meaning of “Dover Beach”, is required of every reader who comes to McGahern’s 
work in pursuit of truth and clarity’ (2). As an example of McGahern’s use of a 
touchstone to evoke the presence of Yeats, Shovlin writes: ‘it [is] enough . . . simply 
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to utter the magic words “Lapis Lazuli”, and thus let Yeats breathe through the text’ 
(7). For my own argument about Yeats’s tendency to create connections between his 
own vision and those of his chosen precursors, the same careful reading must be 
brought to bear. When reading Yeats there is often a sense that there are multiple 
levels on which the text is operating. There is quite often an esoteric level to Yeats’s 
verse, which is not designed for the general reader and requires a certain knowledge 
of magical or mystical subjects to be understood. Moreover, Yeats alludes to great 
poetry and poets he believes to be part of a spiritual visionary tradition, using certain 
symbols, images or phrases as ‘touchstones’ by which the right reader may to be 
guided.  
McGahern’s metaphor of a touchstone may not fully express the significance of 
Yeats’s use of particular symbols. While Yeats provides touchstones to his ideal 
others, such poetic devices may be said to act as skipping stones cast out into the great 
lake of Anima Mundi – the vast and deep world of symbols, where all memory and 
knowledge is stored, often characterised in Yeats’s work as a body of water – 
connecting his work to the wider tradition of visionary poetry. Margaret Mills Harper 
says that, for Yeats, ‘symbols function as gateways, or jumping-off points, through 
which the human imagination can approach the transmaterial world’ (WOT 52). That 
Yeats believed this to be the case is perhaps best explained by the poet himself in two 
of his essays from the year 1900. The first is ‘The Symbolism of Poetry,’ which 
stresses the importance of a symbolic tradition that reaches back through poetic 
history and leaves itself open to dialectical engagement with future generations of 
poets. Yeats writes,  
Symbolism, in the writers of our day, would have no 
value if it were not seen also, under one ‘disguise or 
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another, in every great imaginative writer,’ writes Mr. 
Arnold Symons in The Symbolist Movement in 
Literature . . . and he goes on to show how many 
profound writers have in the last few years sought for a 
philosophy of poetry in the doctrine of symbolism. 
(CW4 113) 
Symons, a friend and a fellow member of the Rhymers’ Club, the collaborative group 
of poets founded by Yeats in London in 1890, dedicated this book to Yeats. The 
dedication points to the many conversations and debates the poets in this group must 
have had about the essence of poetry and how its form and components should be 
employed. Fellow member John Davidson described the group as an eccentric 
collection of personalities from different backgrounds, who met to discuss the merits 
of poetry in their rapidly changing world:  
Low-ceiled rooms on third floor in Fitzroy Street, but 
plenty of space, walled with books and overpowering 
pictures by Simon Solomon. Lionel [Johnson] moving 
about among them like a minnow, or an anatomical 
preparation – the Absin[the] you remember. George-a-
Greene, the Pindar of Wakefield who translates 
Carducci was there; also Ernest Radford, forked radish 
that would fain be an eagle . . . W. B. Yeats the wild 
Irishman, who lives on water-cress and pemmican and 
gets drunk on the smell of whisky, and can distinguish 
and separate out as subtly as death each individual cell 
in any literary organism . . . (qtd. in Foster 1: 107-108).  
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The Symbolist Movement in Literature was published a year before Yeats wrote ‘The 
Symbolism in Poetry,’ and it seems likely that discussions at the Rhymer’s Club 
helped to form each poet’s theories on the matter, as the great writers of the past were 
brought up, examined and praised in turn by the young ambitious writers of the group, 
imagining they were engaged in the same dialogic effort as their literary forebears. 
Yeats writes,  
We do not know what the writers in ancient times talked 
of among themselves, and one bull is all that remains of 
Shakespeare’s talk, who is on the edge of modern times; 
and the journalist is convinced, it seems, that they 
talked of wine and women and politics, but never about 
their art. (CW4 113) 
Yeats’s admonition of the ‘journalist,’ the poet’s ‘chief Philistines symbol’ to use 
Engelberg’s words, shows his lack of concern for the historical record when 
compared with the authority of his own imagination regarding precursors (xvii). Yeats 
trusts his own powers of interpretation as a fellow artist. The chief failing of modern 
English verse and criticism, according to Yeats, is that ‘journalists are more powerful 
and ideas less plentiful than elsewhere’ and that ‘great art, now that vulgarity has 
armed itself and multiplied itself, is perhaps dead in England’ (CW4 114). Yeats 
rejects what he sees as the modern, realist tendency to observe and record, and 
advocates a visionary system whose symbols ignite the senses and the spiritual life:  
All writers, all artists of any kind . . . have had some 
philosophy, some criticism of their art; and it has often 
been this philosophy, or this criticism, that has evoked 
their most startling inspiration, calling into outer life 
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some portion of the divine life, or of the buried reality, 
which could alone extinguish in the emotions what their 
philosophy or their criticism would extinguish in their 
intellect. They have sought for no new thing, it may be, 
but because the divine life wars upon our outer life, and 
must needs change its weapons and its movements as 
we change ours, inspiration has come to them in 
beautiful startling shapes. (CW4 114) 
Not only does Yeats promote a form of art in which the inner or divine life, can be 
reconciled with the outer life, but he also interprets all great art as having this life at 
its centre.  
Yeats sees a common and subtle language at work throughout the world of 
visionary art, through symbols that enhance a poet’s unique iteration of vision. In the 
same essay, again citing the authority of a poet, he writes: ‘Solitary men in moments 
of contemplation receive, as I think, the creative impulse from the lowest of the Nine 
Hierarchies, and so make and unmake mankind, and even the world itself, for does 
not “the eye altering alter all”?’ (CW4 117). Mention of the Nine Hierarchies shows 
that, by 1900, Yeats’s acquired occult knowledge had begun to affect his conception 
of the role of art and artists.4 The creative impulse is here associated with divine 
inspiration, and he supports this claim by quoting a poem from his earliest ideal other: 
Blake’s ‘Mental Traveller’. From Blake Yeats had learned that the Imagination was 
divine: 
	
4 See note in CW4 page 193-194. ‘Dionysius the Areopagite . . . sought to combine Neoplatonic 
mystical elements with Christianity; he ranked the angels “in three hierarchies of three choirs each: 
Seraphim, Cherubim, Thrones; Dominions, Virtues, Powers; Principalities, Archangels, Angels.” The 
phrase “the eye altering alter[s] all” comes from Blake’s “The Mental Traveller”.’ The Nine 
Hierarchies were accepted in medieval theology, and the concept is employed in Dante’s cosmology of 
Paradiso.  
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the Poetic Genius being considered to be the same thing 
as God, each man's conscience is necessarily considered 
to be the same thing as his genius. This repeats an 
explanation given elsewhere of Blake's use of the word 
knave for a man who was wicked enough to be deficient 
in genius or ‘innate science.’ (WWB 2 69).  
Indeed, according to Yeats’s Blake, Christ himself was the Imagination of God (WWB 
2 65, 204, 254). Nearly all visionary artists, claims Yeats, represent some portion of 
the divine life or hidden reality in their work. Towards the end of  ‘The Symbolism of 
Poetry’ Yeats alludes to Dante, the ideal other he was by this time turning towards as 
a chief ideal, stating that if ‘one is moved by Dante, or by the myth of Demeter, one is 
mixed into the shadow of God or of a goddess . . . the soul moves among symbols’ 
(CW4 119). He then suggests that in his own time ‘all who are preoccupied with 
intellectual symbolism’ are dreaming that a ‘new sacred book’ of the arts will come 
into being through the use of a symbolic system, such as Hellenic mythology afforded 
the ancient Greek poets, or medieval Christianity afforded Dante (119). Only by 
learning from such ideal examples from the past, by ‘becoming the garment of 
religion as in old times,’ may the arts hope ‘overcome the slow dying of men’s hearts 
that we call the progress of the world’ (120).  
The ‘sacred book’ of the arts, referred to in ‘The Symbolism of Poetry,’ is not 
the same as the sacred book Yeats intended to make out of his own oeuvre, as noted 
by Warwick Gould. Gould writes,  
Yeats’s Collected Works was intended to be a ‘Great 
Work . . . a book, quite simply, in several volumes . . . 
architectural and premeditated’, it was never envisaged 
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as the Sacred Book of the fin de siècle. The Thirties 
offered more ample opportunities for fulfilment at life’s 
end of that great self-embodiment. (YIET 489) 
The sacred book Yeats refers to in his 1900 essay is intended to denote a book that 
would act as a paradigm for the principles of the over-arching symbolic system he 
hoped to emerge for writers of his generation and beyond. Yet, it is clear that Yeats 
intended his ‘Great Work’ to function as ‘a sacred book . . . among the sacred books 
of the world’ within the visionary tradition to which he sought entry, a book similar in 
function to that of Shelley’s Prometheus Unbound or Dante’s Divine Comedy, as he 
saw them (CW4 51).  
A definitive edition of Yeats’s sacred book, or Great Work, has been 
attempted with confidence and dismissed as untenable in equal measure within Yeats 
criticism. My purpose in discussing a sacred book is not to try and identify an elusive 
‘definitive edition’ but to highlight that the explicit intention of self-creation through 
oeuvre was directly related to the poet’s belief that successful self-creation would 
establish his oeuvre as a sacred book among sacred books. Against theoretical 
arguments that dismiss authorial intention, or subordinate it, in editing Yeats’s work, 
Gould counters that the co-identity of the ‘real-life author’ and the ‘author-function’ 
are confirmed by the text as well as ‘all the penumbral documents’ attached to it:  
We can try to reduce his or her ‘works’ until we are left 
merely with ‘texts’. The ‘textuality’ we have then 
created however, pretends that we can exclude all that 
of which the materiality of the text demands we take 
account. What we sought to repress, returns . . . The 
reality of the author is pressingly found in the book, as 
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well as in its attendant documents. (YIET 540)  
Gould notes Yeats’s commitment, as real-life author, to oeuvre, noting that Yeats’s 
incessant editing and rewriting of his own work is congruent with his mission to 
remake himself through a Great Work: ‘Yeats was a pleromatist. Committed to 
oeuvre throughout his life, he updated his collected works as a self-image . . . his idea 
of a Collected Works as a “permanent self”’ (480). Hazard Adams, in The Book of 
Yeats’s Poems, took a chronological approach to his description of the figure Yeats 
that is created by his poems considered as a whole, but it is the recognition of 
authorial intention that there should be a Great Work, or a sacred book of Yeats’s art, 
that is chiefly relevant to my own study. In line with Gould’s claim that, parallel to 
the biographer’s mission to address the fullness of Yeats’s life, the ‘biblio-biography’ 
of the poet’s self-fashioning(s) is just as necessary a task in the case of Yeats, my 
research considers Yeats’s oeuvre – what the poet put into verse, prose and personal 
writing; the poems as well as the ‘penumbral documents’ – as evidence that the 
project of self-creation was consistently at the forefront of Yeats’s mind, and that his 
choice of ideal others was critical to his project. Any attempt to identify what the 
definitive edition of Yeats’s Great Work might actually have been, or may be 
conceived as being, remains outside the purview of this dissertation. What I seek to 
identify is the presence of Yeats’s ideal others throughout the oeuvre as essential 
models for the re-fashioning process.  
In another essay of 1900, ‘The Philosophy of Shelley’s Poetry’, Yeats explains 
how imaginative poets and the visionary works they produce are, for him, emissaries 
of divine truth. In this essay, Yeats makes clear that, in his view, it is the poets who 
‘animate all sensible objects’, reiterating the Blakean notion of the previous essay, 
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and places what Foster calls ‘apprenticeship’ to his ideal others at the heart of his 
stance as a poet. He writes,  
[In youth] I never found anybody to share my one 
unshakable belief. I thought that whatever of philosophy 
has been made poetry is alone permanent and that one 
should begin to arrange it in some regular order, 
rejecting nothing as the make-believe of the poets . . . if 
a powerful and benevolent spirit has shaped the destiny 
of this world, we can better discover that destiny from 
the words that have gathered up the heart’s desire of the 
world, than from historical records, or from speculation, 
wherein the heart withers. (CW4 51) 
As in the previous essay, the idea that a journalistic approach to the literary 
representation of human life hastens the ‘slow dying’ or ‘withering’ of the heart, 
establishes poetry as the redeemer of the inner life. Emphasising the essential role 
poets play in this regard, Yeats quotes Shelley’s Defence of Poetry:  
Poets, according to the circumstances of the age and 
nation in which they appeared, were called, in the 
earlier epochs of the world, legislators, or prophets: a 
poet essentially comprises and unites both these 
characters. For he not only beholds intensely the present 
as it is, and discovers those laws according to which 
present things ought to be ordered, but he beholds the 
future in the present, and his thoughts are the germs of 
the flower and the fruit of latest time. (52) 
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While Shelley inoculates himself from the inference of superstition in his essay by 
denying the power of literal prophecy to poets, Yeats, in his essay, connects Shelley’s 
words to poets of a mystical mindset, claiming, ‘the speaker of these things might 
almost be Blake, who held that Reason not only created Ugliness, but all other evils’ 
(53). By associating Shelley’s words with Blake, and thus the wider tradition of 
visionary poetry, Yeats embellishes the humanitarian power Shelley asserts for poets, 
adding to it a moral mission to protect the imaginative inner life of the individual. 
Furthermore, by characterising the role of the poet in terms that relate to the visionary 
tradition in poetry, Yeats sets his own role as a poet within that tradition. Bornstein 
writes that ‘The tradition in which Yeats placed himself thus stretched from Dante 
through Blake and Shelley—the two most important of all poets to him—to his own 
day’ (YRD 93). At the time Yeats wrote this essay, Shelley and Blake were indeed his 
two most important ideal others; however, Dante would come to surpass these two as 
the supreme model for a poet.  
Congruent with the idea that the best visionary poets create books that rank 
‘among the sacred books of the world’ is the belief that such sacred texts may only be 
understood according to an underlying ‘system of belief’ (CW4 52). Yeats supports 
this claim citing the authority of ‘Mrs. Shelley’ and her posthumous comments on her 
husband’s work:  
[It] requires a mind as subtle and as penetrating as his 
own to understand the mystic meanings scattered 
throughout the poem. They elude the ordinary reader . . 
. . . It was his design to write prose metaphysical essays 
on the nature of Man, which would have served to 
explain much of what is obscure in his poetry . . . He 
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considered these philosophical views of Mind and 
Nature to be instinct with the intensest spirit of poetry.’ 
(qtd. in CW4 52) 
Mary Shelley’s allusion to ‘mystic meanings’ scattered throughout the work provides 
Yeats with the proof he needs to consider Shelley a mystic in his own mould, while 
her remarks about the combination of instinct and the intense spirit of poetry 
reinforces the romantic character of her husband’s style. And though this romantic 
character stimulates Yeats as a reader, his own writing seems more careful craft than 
pure instinct. Moreover, the intention behind such careful craft evolved alongside the 
evolution of Yeats’s ideas about the ideal poet and the ideal poetry. From an early 
stage, Yeats had made Blake his chief ideal other for love of Blake’s instinctive and 
spiritual poetry. In an essay of 1897, ‘William Blake and the Imagination,’ Yeats had 
claimed divine status for art and the imaginative faculty. Yeats writes that Blake,  
had learned from Jacob Boehme and from old alchemist 
writers that imagination was the first emanation of 
divinity, ‘the body of God’, ‘the Divine members’, and 
he drew the deduction, which they did not draw, that the 
imaginative arts were therefore the greatest of Divine 
relations, and that the sympathy with all living things, 
sinful and righteous alike, which the imaginative arts 
awaken, is that forgiveness of sins commanded by 
Christ.  (CW4 85)  
However, Yeats soon came to consider Blake a ‘too-literal realist of imagination’ and 
in an essay on Blake’s illustrations of Dante’s Comedy elevates Dante’s vision above 
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Blake’s (CW4 90).5  In ‘The Philosophy of Shelley’s Poetry,’ Yeats asserts that ‘the 
imagination has some way of alighting on the truth that the reason has not’ (66). 
While he retains this belief, his ideas evolve to see the need for a system within which 
the imagination may be made intelligible. Thus, according to the philosophy 
developed throughout Yeats’s later years, both Shelley and Blake may be 
characterised as poets for whom ‘unity was but in part attained’ (AVB 107). 
Yeats’s faith in the power of imagination to reveal hidden truths, that the 
imagination contains a divine spark, remains strong in later life; however, his need for 
a rational architecture within which to set his imaginative vision becomes more 
pronounced. In 1915, he created a fictive dialogue between himself and one of his 
earliest spirit guides, Leo Africanus. Africanus was a character Yeats had encountered 
in séances, and the poet was initially excited enough to consider Africanus his daimon 
as he then conceived the notion.6 Yeats’s correspondence with Africanus in 1915 is 
important for its insight into the psyche of the poet at a crucial time for his self-
transformation. The Africanus dialogue highlights the poet’s sense of duality, the 
warring impulses within himself that govern his developing philosophy: these include 
the pull between the imagination and the need for structure, the pull between the inner 
and outer life, and his growing need to identify an anti-self through which he might 
achieve a sense of unity. As ‘Leo’, Yeats writes: 
In your heart you know that all philosophy, that has 
lasting expression is founded on that intuition of god, & 
that he being all good & all power it follows [as] Henry 
More the Cambridge Platon so wisely explains that all 
our deep desires are images of truth. We are immortal & 
	
5 This point will be discussed further in the section below.  
6 Africanus was thought to be the spirit of the real 15th Century traveller, ‘a Spanish Moor’ from 
Cordova (YA 19 31-32).  
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shall as it were be dipped in beauty and truth because he 
cannot being good but fulfil our desires. Yet desire is 
not reason & that intuition, though it can arouse the 
intellect to its last subtlety, is but the deep where reason 
floats, or perhaps the light wherein the separate objects 
of our thought find colour and definition.  (“The 
Manuscript of ‘Leo Africanus”’, YA 1 321)  
Yeats would eventually dismiss Leo as a malevolent presence, a ‘Frustrator,’7 when 
he discovered more favourable supernatural instructors in the automatic sessions 
begun on honeymoon with his wife, George (GY), in 1917. In a happy letter to Olivia 
Shakespear in December 1930, Yeats declared his ‘great sense of abundance,’ which 
he attributed to the wisdom he received though the automatic sessions, and the system 
of A Vision they generated: ‘George’s ghosts have educated me’ (L 781). Though 
never wholly able to explain the ghostly presences supposedly writing or speaking 
through his wife, both Yeats and GY were convinced in the value of their joint 
project. Both believed those sessions had directly enabled the creation of the system 
of A Vision. Whether such supernatural personae were real, or whether they were ‘the 
expression of our best thought’ as GY described the communications in the 1950s, the 
couple believed in the value of the philosophy (BG 132). Anne Saddlemyer, GY’s 
biographer, writes:  
Probably she would have agreed with the conclusion of 
the philosopher she most admired. I think she would 
have sympathized entirely with William James’s 
admission that he himself was a ‘piecemeal’ 
	
7 Deceitful spirits bent on sowing confusion and disinformation, and that seek to disrupt or obstruct the 
poet on his quest towards spiritual transformation or enlightenment.  
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supernaturalist who believed ‘that in communion with 
the Ideal new force comes into the world, and new 
departures are made here below’. (132) 
Communication with ideal presences had indeed ushered a new force into the world 
of Yeats and GY. This multi-layered collaborative effort gave the couple a system of 
thought so wished for by both the poet and his gifted wife. It is essential to note that 
the instability of the authorial voices in the automatic script (AS), and the questions 
over the source of the communications (supernatural or subconscious?), do not 
undermine the value Yeats perceived in the wisdom that resulted from the automatic 
sessions.  
The ability to believe in the revelations of his own imagination was an ability 
evinced by Yeats from youth and throughout his career. In an address to his fellow 
GD members in April 1901, entitled ‘Is the Order of R.R. & A.C. to remain a Magical 
Order?’, Yeats wrote: 
The central principle of all the Magic of power is that 
everything we formulate in the imagination, if we 
formulate it strongly enough, realises itself in the 
circumstances of life, acting either through our own 
souls, or through the spirits of nature. (George Mills 
Harper, Yeats’s Golden Dawn 265).  
This statement ‘not only delineates a system based on correspondences, the principle 
of ‘as above so below’ of Hermetic tradition, but suggests a destabilizing uncertainty 
about which of those two elements is in power at any moment’ (WOT 52).  
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Yeats’s Symbolic Language 
 
Outside the urban rooms of GD ritual, Yeats harnessed the creative power of the 
imagination as a poet through his use of symbols. What imagination had revealed to 
the poet was enacted in the poetry. The poet practiced meditation over certain 
symbols in the hope that some wisdom would be revealed through the inherent power 
of such symbols. The fertile production of verse was often a material result of this 
deep meditation by the poet. Yeats describes such a process in ‘Ego Dominus Tuus’ 
(1915), which depicts the poet seeking spiritual revelation ‘By the help of an image’ 
(Poems 210). The drama of the poem sees the poet leave an open book (implied to be 
full of the images of ‘great masters’) in a tower, one of the most potent symbols of his 
late phase, in order to trace yet more symbols, ‘magical shapes’ in the sand (210). The 
oscillating power of symbols is made clear in the final stanza of the poem. Yeats, 
using symbols as a tool, is simultaneously acted upon by the symbols he invokes. The 
persona of Ille says, ‘Because I seek an image, not a book . . . / I call to the mysterious 
one who [will] yet . . . / Standing by these characters disclose / All that I seek’ (212). 
(The presences of multiple ideal others evoked by such symbols as touchstones, in 
addition to direct allusions, will be examined in depth in a later chapter.) Twenty 
years later Yeats would describe himself as an old man still preoccupied with the 
revelatory power of symbols:  
Day after day I have sat in my chair turning a symbol 
over in my mind, exploring all its details, defining and 
again defining its elements, testing my convictions and 
those of others by its unity, attempting to substitute 
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particulars for an abstraction like that of algebra. (AVB 
219) 
After listing the memories evoked by this unnamed symbol, Yeats writes, ‘Then I 
draw myself up into the symbol and it seems as if I should know all if I could but 
banish such memories and find everything in symbol’ (219).  
Neil Mann has conducted an in-depth study of Yeats’s dreams. In his essay ‘W. 
B. Yeats, Dream, Vision and the Dead,’ Mann describes how Yeats practiced a 
ritualistic form of meditation on specific symbols in order to try and engineer vision 
out of dreams. Vision, notes Mann, is superior to other dreams, since vision contains 
essential truths: ‘Yeats went on to adopt the title “A Vision” for the book that came 
out of the material [in the AS], indicating that it was a true dream, but a dream none 
the less’ (140). According to Mann, Yeats’s belief in the power of symbols to act 
upon him and reveal hidden truths was something he put into his methods of 
composition, where ‘the elements of magic and much of its technique is directed to 
suspending the will and aiding the meditative and creative faculties’ (120). Yeats 
suggests the magical ability of symbols to act from within poetry in his essay ‘The 
Symbolism of Poetry’: 
The purpose of rhythm, it has always seemed to me, is 
to prolong the moment of contemplation, the moment 
when we are both asleep and awake, which is the one 
moment of creation, by hushing us with an alluring 
monotony, while it holds us waking by variety, to keep 
us in that state of perhaps real trance, in which the mind 
liberated from the pressure of the will is unfolded in 
symbols. (CW4 117) 
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Similarly, Yeats asserted that ‘ancient symbols . . . have numberless meanings 
besides the one or two the writer lays an emphasis upon, or the half-score he knows 
of’ which enable to mind to connect with ‘the abundance and depth of Nature’ (CW4 
66). There is for Yeats something beyond our control or even our complete 
understanding when it comes to the effect of symbols. The imaginative essence of the 
symbol is the intrinsic quality that ensures its co-existence in this world and in Anima 
Mundi simultaneously. An accomplished practitioner of magic may learn to harness 
the creative power of a symbol, but the novice or the unwitting poet may find that 
such power usurps his or her own. Therefore, even if a poet is unaware or disbelieving 
of the mystical properties of symbols and the hermetic tradition to which Yeats 
assigns them, that poet may still be seen to engage in a mystical reality in which her 
genius alights on essential universal truths. If the mysterious power of symbols is 
capable of acting upon the poet through contemplation, then certainly that power acts 
upon his or her readers, compelled, as they are, to meditate upon the symbols present 
in the poetry. This idea is furthermore transferable to Yeats’s reading of his 
precursors. The interpretation of the symbols and images Yeats identifies in the works 
of his ideal others, idiosyncratic though such a reading may be, it is nonetheless valid, 
in that it exists in the mind of a poet who believes that symbols reveal truths by acting 
upon the imagination.  
In ‘The Philosophy of Shelley’s Poetry,’ Yeats reveals that he sees Shelley as a 
poet who was not fully aware of the true mystical value of his poetry. Yeats again 
defers to Mary Shelley’s critical commentary to analyse her husband’s speculations 
about the soul after death:  
A mystic ideality . . . the almost inexpressible idea, not 
that we die into another state… but that those who rise 
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above the ordinary nature of man, fade from before our 
imperfect organs; they remain in their ‘love, beauty, and 
delight’, in a world congenial to them, and we, clogged 
by ‘error, ignorance, and strife’, see them not till we are 
fitted by purification and improvement to their higher 
state. (CW4 56-57) 
Yeats considers that in these speculations Shelley had ‘lit on that memory of Nature 
the visionaries claim for the foundation of their knowledge’, which Yeats would later 
call Anima Mundi (57). Importantly, Yeats states that he cannot say with certainty 
whether Shelley believed ‘as [other visionaries] do, that all things good and evil 
remain forever, “thinking the thought and doing the deed”’ in this unseen realm (57). 
He goes on to assert that ‘all the machineries of poetry are parts of the convictions of 
antiquity and readily become again convictions in the minds that brood over them 
with visionary intensity’ (58). Yeats cannot say what Shelley’s thought or intentions 
were, but he can assert the mystical import of his work. Yeats points to such 
characters as Cythna in Prometheus Unbound, who is ‘wise in all human wisdom’, 
writing in ‘“signs” that were “clear elemental shapes whose smallest change” made “a 
subtler language within language”, and were the “key of truths which once were 
dimly thought in old Crotona”’, as proof that Shelley’s work communicates with an 
eternal transcendental wisdom (60). Because Shelley’s work appeals to Yeats’s 
‘strong fascination [for] the traditions of magic,’ it allows him to assert that, ‘one can 
hardly suppose that he had not brooded over their doctrine of symbols or signatures, 
though I do not find anything to show that he gave it any deep study’ (emphasis mine) 
(60).  
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It is the Shelley of Yeats’s imagination that takes supremacy over the historical 
person, and his imaginative or ideal Shelley with whom Yeats chooses to relate and 
converse in his own writing:  
I imagine . . . he allowed the subconscious life to lay its 
hands so firmly upon the rudder of his imagination that 
he was little conscious of the abstract meaning of the 
images that rose in what seemed the idleness of his 
mind. Any one who has any experience of nay mystical 
state knows how there float up in the mind profound 
symbols, whose meaning . . . one does not perhaps 
understand for years. (Emphasis mine) (61) 
Even before Yeats began to seriously work out his own system of thought, the core 
idea was rooted in his mind that symbols have the power and otherworldly authority 
to affect the imagination of a person, both as poet and as reader. Shelley’s limited 
occult knowledge (and interest) is of less importance than the effect of his symbols on 
the imagination of Yeats (and others). The ideal representation trumps the journalistic 
one for Yeats always. Yeats would later claim in A Vision, after he and GY had 
assigned figures to particular phases in their system, that Shelley had visionary 
intensity of the kind that could have allowed him to reach Unity of Being but that he 
ultimately failed to do so, lacking the vision of good and evil (AVB 107).  
The AS,8 which records (most of) the questions that Yeats put to the spiritual 
communicators and the answers received, highlights Yeats’s intense need to classify 
	
8 The automatic sessions began as automatic writing, with GY as the medium and Yeats as the 
questioner. However, on a tour of America the dominant communicator of that time, Dionertes, 
requested that the Yeatses should switch from writing to ‘Sleeps’ (MYV 2 394). From then on, while 
writing sessions do not stop altogether, the AS increasingly records questions Yeats put to a sleeping 
GY and the answers that came, not through her hand, but through her speech. The Yeatses also 
recorded their dreams, mysterious smells, sounds and visions they experienced during the years of 
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his precursors by type. The precursors with whom the poet identifies the most closely 
belong to antithetical phases, which are described in A Vision as being most 
favourable to the creation and enjoyment of imaginative art. This is because of the 
ability of the antithetical to represent the spectrum of human emotion. Yeats’s 
assumption that the nature of primary phases was gay and that antithetical phases 
were tragic was corrected by a Control who asserted that ‘Anti must always be sad & 
gay’ (MYV 1 157).9 John Keats is given in the AS as an example of how the 
antithetical tincture should operate, and Yeats’s obsessive tendency to rank the 
abilities of his ideal others against each other is plain in the example of trying to place 
Keats. Originally classified as a man of Phase 12, where ‘[man] defines himself 
mainly through an image of the mind begun or beginning; [where] hatred for some 
external fate [gives] way to self-hatred’, Keats was later reassigned to Phase 14, the 
phase of ‘the obsessed man’, where ‘personal beauty increases’ and the ‘aim of the 
being should be to disengage those objects which are images of desire from the 
excitement and disorder of the Body of Fate, and under certain circumstances to 
impress upon these the full character of the Mask which . . . is a folding up, or fading 
into themselves’ (AVB 98). M. M. Harper notes that the change of phase for Keats 
was written in GY’s hand in the AS, along with the note that ‘he loved or sought the 
material good of the world’ (WOT 210). The AS further claims that Keats sinned 
against the antithetical because ‘he sought from life what he should have found in 
Anti’ (MYV 1 66). Such workings out of Keats’s phase ultimately has the effect of 
	
intense involvement with their spirit guides, which they considered kinds of supernatural 
communications. This is often confirmed later in the AS. In Portland, Oregon, in March 1920, for 
example, after receiving a ceremonial sword from the Japanese Consul, Junzo Sato, Yeats wrote that he 
heard a disembodied voice say ‘quite right that is what I wanted’, and the Script of that day repeated 
the phrase and told Yeats what he heard was a ‘direct voice’ (MYV 2 388-389). 
9 The two main terms for the communicators in the AS are ‘Control’ and ‘Guide’. M. M. Harper notes 
that the Controls typically have human names, like Thomas, Ameritus, Dionertes, and notes that GY 
recorded in a notebook that these spirits have once been alive. The Guides seem to be spirits of another 
kind and have names like Leaf, Fish, Rose. Harper writes, ‘Control seem to wield more authority than 
the less articulate guides’ (WOT 12-13, n23).   
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reconciling the Keats of A Vision with the image of Keats presented in ‘Ego Dominus 
Tuus’. Once again, that poem makes clear that Yeats is concerned with his personal 
image of the precursor above any historical persona. When Hic points out Keats’s 
‘deliberate happiness’ and Ille responds,  
His art is happy, but who knows his mind?                 
I see a schoolboy when I think of him,           
With face and nose pressed to a sweet-shop window            
For certainly he sank into his grave               
His heart and his sense unsatisfied,                
And made – being poor, ailing and ignorant,             
Shut out from all the luxury of the world,   
 The coarse-bred son of a livery-stable keeper –    
  Luxuriant song. (Poems 211) 
Yeats cannot say he knows Keats’s mind but he is satisfied that his imagined Keats is 
authentic enough through the interpretation of his work that he can assign him to a 
phase within the Great Wheel.    
Bloom rightly points out that at the close of Yeats’s essay on Shelley, the 
precursor is condemned ‘for having been “content merely to write verses” when he 
possessed the religion-making faculty’ (Ye 59). Bloom contrasts Yeats’s appreciation 
for Blake with his imagined Shelley, claiming that Yeats ‘cannot forgive Shelley for 
not having founded a new faith’ (59). While Yeats liked it when his ideal others to 
made use of the religious faculty, Bloom errs in concluding that Yeats wanted his 
ideal others to create ‘a new faith.’ Yeats was primarily concerned with universal 
wisdom and identifying systems or traditions which purported to reveal just that, 
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though the iteration of such universal truths depended upon an individual expression 
of the poet’s personal vision. In	The	Trembling	of	the	Veil	he	writes:		
I was unlike others of my generation in one thing only. I 
am very religious, and deprived by Huxley and Tyndall, 
whom I detested, of the simple-minded religion of my 
childhood, I had made a new religion, almost an 
infallible church out of poetic tradition: a fardel of 
stories, and of personages, and of emotions, inseparable 
from their first expression, passed on from generation to 
generation by poets and painters with some help from 
philosophers and theologians. I wished for a world, 
where I could discover this tradition perpetually, and 
not in pictures and in poems only, but in tiles round the 
chimney-piece and in the hangings that kept out the 
draught. I had even created a dogma: ‘Because those 
imaginary people are created out of the deepest instinct 
of man, to be his measure and his norm, whatever I can 
imagine those mouths speaking may be the nearest I can 
go to truth.’ When I listened they seemed always to 
speak of one thing only: they, their loves, every incident 
of their lives, were steeped in the supernatural. (CW3 
115) 
Yeats says he had made a new religion, but it is clear his beliefs are grounded in a 
tradition he sees as stretching back throughout generations of visionary poets. Yeats 
referred to this idea as the ‘religion of art’ in his essay ‘William Blake and the 
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Imagination’ (CW4 84). Though his beliefs evolved throughout his lifetime, he claims 
in the late ‘General Introduction to My Work’ that he still adheres to the core tenets of 
this faith, ‘that man may know the secrets of the ages’ (CW5 210). 
One important tenet of this faith is that the poet must put their own personality 
into the expression of their vision. In ‘A General Introduction to My Work,’ Yeats 
alleges that ‘a poet writes always of his personal life, in his finest work out of its 
tragedy, whatever it be, remorse, lost love, or mere loneliness; he never speaks 
directly as to someone at the breakfast table, there is always a phantasmagoria’ (CW5 
204). Phantasmagoria was a concept Yeats developed during the illuminating years of 
the automatic sessions and after. In the AS it is suggested that the imagination selects 
images from Anima Mundi to create ‘its own species of phantasmagoria’ (MYV 2 79). 
Phantasmagoria is, then, akin to the character or landscape within which the poet 
stages his individual vision. G. M. Harper points out that, three months after this word 
appears in the AS, Yeats uses it to relate to the system he and GY were devising, in an 
explanatory note:  
Michael Robartes and John Aherne, whose names occur 
in one or other of these [poems], are characters in some 
stories I wrote years ago, who have once again become 
a part of the phantasmagoria through which I can alone 
express my convictions about the world. (VP 852) 
Yeats considers the phantasmagoria of a poet to be akin to a personal mythology, 
writing in his ‘General Introduction’: ‘Dante and Milton had mythologies, 
Shakespeare the characters of English history or of traditional romance; even when 
the poet seems most himself . . . he is never the bundle of accident and incoherence 
that sits down to breakfast; he has been reborn as an idea, something intended, 
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complete’ (509). To become something ‘intended’ and ‘complete’, as Dante had 
through making his ‘hollow’ Mask ‘More plain to the mind’s eye than any face / But 
that of Christ’, was the supreme goal of Yeats’s late phase (Poems 210). Yeats says of 
the ideal poet that ‘he is part of his own phantasmagoria and we adore him because 
nature has grown intelligible, and by so doing a part of our creative power’ (509). The 
poet must express their individual vision through a phantasmagoria, and may thus 
remake him- or her self by inserting an image of self into that phantasmagoria. While 
the characters in Yeats’s phantasmagoria often represent a version or an aspect of the 
poet’s self, this is not always the case. In much of the work in Yeats’s oeuvre it is 
possible to identify points of autobiography, self-reflection and self-analysis, as well 
as to observe the poet posing in various guises through the characters in his 
phantasmagoria. Yet, in some cases, the characters of the phantasmagoria may appear 
as historical personages, friends, archetypes, or other creations of the poet’s 
imagination. In any event, each character in the phantasmagoria passes thus the poet’s 
imaginative lens and therefore contributes in some measure towards Yeats’s remaking 
of his self-image.  
 
The Evolution of Phantasmagoria  
 
In Yeats’s early poetry the poet had attempted to make himself into a bard of 
Ireland, one with a mystical connection to the land and its mythology. He calls up 
figures from history and legend throughout these early years: Cúchulain, Medh, 
Aengus Óg, Oisín, Aoife, Brian Ború. In one of his early and best loved poems Yeats 
explained this desire to make the image in his mind a reality. In ‘The Lake Isle of 
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Innisfree’ he paints a picture of himself as a hermit living in harmony with the land, 
like Merlin, or a medieval saint. By his late phase the self-created image has become 
grander and more controlled in many ways. In ‘An Acre of Grass’ the poet asks an 
unnamed force to ‘grant [him] an old man’s frenzy’ that he may continue producing 
visionary poetry in his last years, like those brilliant artistic imaginations he admires – 
particularly Shakespeare and Blake: 
Myself must I remake                 
Till I am Timon and Lear                
Or that William Blake                 
Who beat upon the wall                
Till Truth obeyed his call. (Poems 348)  
What remains consistent throughout Yeats’s selection of ideal others is the perceived 
access to revelatory wisdom. Shakespeare’s Timon and Lear have revelations at the 
end of their lives that help them towards self-renewal. Yeats’s reference to these two 
archetypal characters, however, more directly evokes the creative power of their 
author and the achievement of his phantasmagoria. Blake, on the other hand, is given 
primacy and presented as a man who not only had access to great revelatory wisdom, 
but who also lived on the very threshold of this world and the next, who can not only 
see the wall that divides the two planes of consciousness but whose power is such that 
he can summon spirits from behind the veil to instruct him. Yeats believed in Blake’s 
claim that he experienced otherworldly visions, and therefore such figures in Blake’s 
phantasmagoria as ‘Rintrah’ who ‘roars & shakes his fires in the burden’d air’ in the 
opening Argument of The Marriage of Heaven & Hell, were considered, by Yeats, as 
real presences for Blake, in addition to being part of the poet’s phantasmagoria (WWB 
3, ‘The Marriage of Heaven and Hell’ 2). Like Shakespeare’s magus Prospero, Blake 
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has the power to conjure up mythical entities to do his bidding. Such power held a 
lifelong fascination for Yeats, who tried to harness it himself using various means, 
from séances to the automatic sessions.  
Yeats’s first chief ideal other was undoubtedly Blake, the prophet who 
announced the ‘religion of art’ (CW4 84). In ‘William Blake and the Imagination’, 
Yeats declares,  
We write of great writers, even of writers whose beauty 
would once have seemed an unholy beauty, with rapt 
sentences . . . and no matter what we believed with our 
lips, we believe with our hearts that beautiful things, as 
Browning said… have ‘lain burningly on the Divine 
hand,’ and that when time has begun to wither, the 
Divine hand will fall heavily on bad taste and vulgarity. 
When no man believed these things William Blake 
believed them, and began that preaching against the 
Philistine, which is as the preaching of the Middle Ages 
against the Saracen. (84-85)  
For Yeats, Blake ‘understood [the religion of art] more perfectly than the thousands of 
subtle spirits who have received its baptism in the world about us’ (84). This religion 
was not an invention of Blake’s; it was a mysterious tradition, through which Yeats 
sought to excel to the height of his abilities, and in which he thought Blake was one of 
the foremost adepts. Despite the fact that this essay was written at a time when Yeats 
was starting to seek a more distinct system that would allow him to better express his 
own vision, the essay explains why Blake had been Yeats’s first chosen ‘master.’  
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While Blake was a prophet who ‘announced the religion of art’ he was not the 
architect of this religion; the symbols of the system may be fixed, but there is no fixed 
form to this system, allowing each poet to present his individual vision. Kathleen 
Raine describes this tradition as ‘an universal language of symbolic discourse, age-old 
and world-wide, but inseparable from the kind of knowledge which it embodies’ 
(Yeats the Initiate 88). On this subject Raine is worth quoting at length: 
The present difficulty in understanding this language     
. . . arises from the denial, by current philosophies 
coloured by positivism, of the reality of a spiritual 
order. In Europe, spiritual knowledge . . . descended 
through Orphism to Plato, to the neo-Platonists and the 
Gnostic sects, and to their successors both within 
Christendom (Dionysius the Areopagite and Dante were 
of them) and outside it. It is the language of Alchemy 
and of the Cabala, and of all allied ways of thought 
whose foundation is what Blake calls ‘the language of 
divine analogy’ . . . It is the language also of all 
symbolic art; or one might rather say that symbolic art 
is the natural language of such thought. The measure of 
its exactness is its conformity to spiritual knowledge . . . 
It might be called ‘occult’ or ‘esoteric’, since it is 
hidden from all but initiates; yet it is so hidden only 
insofar as its terms are incomprehensible except in the 
light of knowledge of a certain kind. To those who, like 
Yeats, are both by natural bent and by a fortunate 
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environment, capable of discerning its traces, it is 
everywhere apparent throughout the entire range of 
imaginative art. (88) 
In A Vision Yeats states that his ‘mind had been full of Blake since boyhood up’ and 
that the earlier poet ‘saw the world as a conflict – Spectre and Emanation - and could 
distinguish between a contrary and a negation’ (AVB 53). We can imagine with what 
relish the imaginative teenage Yeats – enchanted by the old stories of Ireland – read 
the mythical verse of Blake and marvelled at the vibrancy of his visions. And this 
mysterious allure must have been heightened by the relative obscurity of Blake at that 
time, then mainly only popular among the Pre-Raphaelites. Raine writes that  
the name Blake must have been a magical name heard 
by Yeats in his childhood; the name of a poet of 
supreme genius, who was more than a poet: a sage, a 
visionary; but who was as yet almost unknown outside 
of the world into which Yeats himself had been born. 
He must early have felt himself, therefore, in a line of 
direct descent from the prophet. (82)  
As is often the case with Yeats, the clearest expression of kinship between the poet 
and precursor may be found in Yeats’s praise of Blake’s poetic genius: ‘He was a man 
crying out for a mythology, and trying to make one because he could not find one to 
his hand’ (CW4 114). Bloom rightly points out that Blake’s resistance to traditional 
mythology in his work reflects the poet’s hostility to the idea of being ‘enslaved by 
any other man’s system’. In disagreement with Yeats’s lament for Blake’s lack of 
tradition, Bloom writes: ‘If the imaginative arts are the greatest of Divine revelations, 
why should Blake be enslaved by any other man’s system? He made his mythology 
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because he conceived such a making to be the artist’s proper work’ (Ye 80-81). 
Yeats’s personal need, and his artistic imperative, differed from Blake on this 
essential point. Yeats wanted to express individual vision, but he wanted that vision to 
have a dialectical relationship to a universal tradition in poetry. 
Yeats was certainly crying out for a mythology, and the Irish writer seems to be 
mischievously aware of the link he creates between himself and Blake in the 
following passage: 
Had he been a Catholic of Dante’s time he would have 
been well content with Mary and the angels; or had he 
been a scholar of our time he would have taken his 
symbols where Wagner took his, from Norse 
mythology; . . . or have gone to Ireland—and he was 
probably an Irishman—and chosen for his symbols the 
sacred mountains . . . enchanted fires, and the divinities 
which have not faded from the belief, if they have faded 
from the prayers of simple hearts; . . . If ‘Enitharmon’ 
had been named Freia, or Gwydeon, or Danu, and made 
live in Ancient Norway, or Ancient Wales, or Ancient 
Ireland, we would have forgotten that her maker was a 
mystic; and the hymn of her harping, that is in Vala, 
would but have reminded us of many ancient hymns. 
(CW4 86) 
Drawing the English poet into the Celtic world reveals Yeats’s intention to establish a 
link between his mythology and Blake’s. Yet, at the same time there is a self-
awareness in the passage that recognises Yeats’s motivations, and perhaps even a 
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little self-mockery in his tone when he casually asserts that Blake was probably Irish 
anyway. Yeats’s Blake believed true initiation into the religion of art could ‘best be 
done by purifying one’s mind, as with a flame, in study of the works of the great 
masters, who were great because they had been granted by divine favour a vision of 
the unfallen world from which others are kept apart by the flaming sword that turns 
every way’ (89). Regardless of Yeats’s glee at an affinity with Blake, it is clear he 
also believed seriously that they were working within the same tradition. 
One of the clearest explanations of how Yeats intended to make himself after an 
image comes from A Vision and the concept of the Mask he describes in that text.10 
Yeats describes Mask as one of Four Faculties,11 which works in tandem with the 
Will. By drawing to itself its opposite – what the antithetical Mask considers beautiful 
– Will enables that beautiful thing to become part of the Mask, the image we present 
to the outside world. Importantly, though, the Mask is not a false representation of 
self but rather an attempt to achieve the best or highest version of self. Moreover, the 
Mask is selective and only seeks the good or beauty that is naturally lacking in the 
person. In this way, Yeats’s own public pose or self-created image might be 
considered a legitimate representation of self. When the Mask is created to the perfect 
specification for that person, the person may achieve Unity of Being, the most holy 
state in Yeats’s system:  
All unity is from the Mask, and the antithetical Mask is 
described in the automatic script as a ‘form created by 
passion to unite us to ourselves’, the self so sought is 
that Unity of Being compared by Dante in the 
	
10 The concept of the Mask certainly precedes the publication of A Vision in 1925; the notion evolved 
until it reached final expression in the 1937 Edition.  
11 The Faculties are immediately reminiscent of the ‘Four Mighty Ones’ or Zoas present in every 
person according to Blake’s Vala, or the Four Zoas (in Blake: Complete Writings, 264). The remaining 
faculties are Body of Fate and Creative Mind.  
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Convito to that of ‘a perfectly proportioned human 
body’. (AVB 83) 
Dante’s description in Il Convito of what Yeats erroneously calls the ‘perfectly 
proportioned human body’ is understood by Yeats to mean more than a mere 
physiological proportionality, but one where body and spirit are in harmonious 
proportion. According to Yeats Dante achieved this almost inaccessible state through 
his poetry (144). Yeats’s reference to Dante in this context is quite significant, as it 
allies the two poets and their seemingly unconnected belief systems within a single 
tradition. Importantly, Dante states that ‘knowledge’ and the desire to know are what 
inclines the soul to its own perfection, ‘in which our ultimate happiness consists’, but 
that many are deprived of this noble perfection, for ‘divers [sic] causes within the man 
and without him, remove him from the use the of knowledge’ (Convito 9). (The 
phrase ‘use of knowledge’ is translated in the Templeton edition, which was in GY’s 
collection, as ‘the habit of knowledge’; a phrase which better suits Dante’s overall 
argument that Philosophy is the continual practise of pursuing wisdom, and one which 
I will use from here on out). Yeats’s wide-ranging studies and his determination to 
engage in many different disciplines – not only in the literary world but also in 
cultural, political and esoteric spheres – may be viewed as cultivating the Dantean 
‘habit of knowledge’ necessary to achieve perfection. 
Yeats’s essay ‘William Blake and the Imagination’ of 1900, wherein Blake is 
praised as a prophet of the religion of art, is followed in Yeats’s Ideas of Good and 
Evil (1903) by another important essay that tracks the beginning of Yeats’s switching 
out Blake for Dante as chief ideal other. The title of Yeats’s book of philosophical and 
critical essays is most likely an homage to the poet’s reading of Nietzsche’s Beyond 
Good and Evil. In his book Yeats and Nietzsche, Otto Bohlmann points out that Yeats 
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internalized Nietzsche’s assertion that ‘The human ideal is the complete man who 
runs the whole gamut of experience and includes everything, “good” and “evil”, 
within himself’ (119). The essays in Yeats’s Ideas of Good and Evil, reveal the poet at 
a turning point in his approach to self creation, and his new concern for harmony and 
unity, which marks the beginning of his preoccupation with the synthesis of opposites 
and his ultimate adoption of Dante as ideal other. Bohlmann writes that ‘harmony is 
one of Nietzsche’s greatest (and most overlooked) goals: perfection and wholeness – 
Ganzheit – are among the highest aims he sets mankind’ (86). In the quest to identify 
the ultimate model for poetic wholeness and artistic perfection Yeats finds his ideal 
Dante. Though the notion of the need for harmony is inspired and galvanized by 
Yeats’s reading of Nietzsche, in matters relating to harmony in the work and unity of 
vision is to Dante that Yeats increasingly turns to as a model for himself as a poet. In 
‘William Blake and his Illustrations to The Divine Comedy’ Yeats points out Blake’s 
failure to appreciate fully the supremacy of Dante’s vision. In ‘William Blake and his 
Illustrations to The Divine Comedy’ Yeats points out Blake’s failure to appreciate 
fully the supremacy of Dante’s vision. Yeats writes, 
As Blake sat bent over the great drawing-book, in which 
he made his designs to The Divine Comedy, he was very 
certain that he and Dante represented spiritual states 
which face one another in an eternal enmity. Dante, 
because a great poet, was ‘inspired by the Holy Ghost’; 
but his inspiration was mingled with a certain 
philosophy, blown up out of his age, which Blake held 
for mortal and the enemy of immortal things, and which 
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from the earliest times has sat in high places and ruled 
the world. (CW4 96) 
Yeats picks certain comments from Blake’s margins to Dante’s Inferno, which he 
calls ‘petulant’, to illustrate this point: ‘Dante saw devils where I saw none. I see good 
only’, ‘I have never known a very bad man who had not something very good about 
him’ (98). Yet in Yeats’s view Dante reached the divine heights of poetic 
achievement because he was content to see the universe and human nature in its 
fullness; he ‘had an intellect that served the Mask alone, that compelled even those 
things that opposed it to serve, and was content to see both good and evil’ (AVB 107). 
Yeats came to see Blake, like Shelley, as a poet for whom unity was only partly 
attained (107). By the time Yeats writes A Vision, despite its reliance on the principle 
of warring contraries, Blake is not even considered to be among the illustrious poets 
of Phase 17 but is placed just one phase behind in the grand scheme. The reason for 
this demotion may be found in Yeats’s identification of Blake as a too-literal realist of 
the imagination. Blake’s Urizen, symbolising reason and science, is a tyrant whose 
dominance will result in ‘eternal death’. For Blake, eternal life is only achievable 
through the imagination, as he believed – and as Yeats was the first to understand – 
that Jesus Christ was the ‘Imagination’ of God. Yeats agrees with Blake that ‘the 
imaginative arts were therefore the greatest of Divine revelations’ and that ‘the 
sympathy with all living things, sinful and righteous alike, which the imaginative arts 
awaken, is that forgiveness of sins commanded by Christ’ (CW4 85). However, Dante, 
by situating his vision within a recognisable tradition, and creating an intelligible 
system wherein his vision and poetic personality could find full force, proved he had 
command over both his rational and imaginative faculties, which enabled him to reach 
full Unity of Being ahead of Blake.  
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In the opening section of AVB, Yeats makes an important distinction between 
the greatness of Blake and the greatness of Dante. Despite the deep admiration and 
affection Yeats feels for Blake as a visionary poet, because Blake never clearly 
systematised his mythology, and because his work seems to lack an accessible 
framework for the eternal symbols, Yeats believes Blake’s message fails to reach as 
wide an audience as it might otherwise have done: 
William Blake thought those diagrams [of Dr. Dee & 
other mystics] worthy of Michael Angelo, but remains 
himself almost unintelligible because he never drew the 
like. We can (those hard symbolic bones under the skin) 
substitute for a treatise on logic, the Divine Comedy, or 
some little song about a rose, or be content to live our 
thought. (AVB 18)  
While Yeats had early found inspiration and some kindred feeling in the boundless 
imagination of Blake, he came to desire a balance between free imaginative 
expression and the stability of a system based on recognisable tradition. In the same 
passage, Yeats concedes that ‘those who have read me many years, will be repelled by 
what must seem an arbitrary, harsh, difficult symbolism. Yet such has almost always 
accompanied expression that unites the sleeping and waking mind’ (18). The supreme 
success of Dante’s Comedy has largely to do with its positioning within a system and 
a structure, whereby Dante saw ‘all things set in order’, and also enabled its author to 
achieve Unity of Being (107). A Vision is part of Yeats’s attempt (in collaboration 
with GY) to see all things set in order (and all things set in relation) in his own way, 
by describing a symbolic system through which his reader may gain insight into his 
phantasmagoria and the esoteric meaning of much of his poetry. It should not be 
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underestimated that the only poet whom Yeats ever described as having achieved the 
elusive and divine state of Unity of Being was Dante.  
Through development of his own phantasmagoria, particularly in his late period, 
it is clear that Yeats hoped to establish his oeuvre as ‘a sacred book . . . among the 
sacred books of the world’. Ellmann writes of Yeats during the early part of the 
twentieth century:  
We see him slowly welding himself and his 
surroundings into his myth. He is not merely a poet, but 
the symbol of a poet, and as he thinks of himself in 
these terms his gestures become more noble and his 
speech more considered. (242) 
Furthermore, it is clear from the discussion of Phase 17 in A Vision that the poetic 
symbol he was trying to embody, and the achievement he hoped most to equal, was 
that of Dante in the Divine Comedy. Within the grand system of Yeats and GY, Yeats 
was identified as belonging to the same phase as Dante, as were Shelley, Landor, 
Botticelli, Rossetti, and even Homer (MYV 2 418). His earliest chief ideal poet fell 
just shy of the phase where unity is most possible. Indeed, even within such an 
illustrious Phase, Yeats’s need to rank his precursors against each other takes hold, as 
the weakness of Shelley’s vision is set alongside Dante’s epic talent. Yeats implies 
that Shelley failed to fully cultivate what Dante called the ‘habit of knowledge’ in the 
Convito, because he ‘lacked the Vision of Evil’ and therefore  
could not conceive of the world as a continual conflict, 
so, though great poet he certainly was, he was not of the 
greatest kind. Dante suffering injustice and the loss of 
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Beatrice, found divine justice and the heavenly 
Beatrice, but the justice of Prometheus Unbound is a 
vague propagandist emotion and the women that await 
its coming are but clouds. (AVB 107)  
Previously, in	the	The Trembling of the Veil, Dante had been identified by Yeats as 
one of the few poets to have earned contemplation by other poets and is praised for 
his sublime vision (CW3 217).  
Yeats’s allegory or symbolism is not always readily understandable to readers 
without a measure of occult knowledge, and such mystery contributes to the notion 
that the poet has hidden his meaning in such a way that only the right reader can 
decipher it. This hinting at secret knowledge beneath the surface is something Yeats 
found repeated in the works of Blake and Dante. Blake’s Los, the Zoa symbolising 
creative energy and the artistic impulse, is described as one who ‘see[s]’ beyond this 
world, sees the ‘invisible’ reality (Blake, CW 272). In Yeats’s mind, Blake’s assertion 
that ‘a fool sees not the same tree as a wise man sees’, or Dante’s repeated suggestion 
that his true meaning will be gleaned only by ‘him that understands’, must have 
seemed like challenges laid before him (CW 151; EIP 231). As Raine puts it, ‘Blake’s 
writings had remained a sealed treasury of wisdom and beauty, awaiting the chosen 
disciple’ (86).  
In Rossetti’s translation of La Vita Nuova, Dante writes he felt compelled to 
write some verses about love and death, the cause of which ‘he will discern who 
understands’ (EIP 233). Later, when discussing the division of his poem, Dante 
implies that the right reader will see another layer of meaning in his work by further 
dividing it, ‘but nevertheless he who is not of wit enough to understand it by these 
which have been already made is welcome to leave it alone; for certes, I fear I have 
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communicated its sense to too many by these present divisions’ (259). This last 
statement appears as commentary to a poem in which Dante discusses the spiritual 
transformational powers of Love and of poetry, where he speaks of women, or certain 
women, as having superior intelligence in these matters, and also of the creation of a 
new kind of heavenly entity. The statement also acts as a gauntlet toss to fellow 
students of philosophy, a challenge too enticing not to have been taken up by a 
ravenous student of secret knowledge such as Yeats.  
Accordingly, as tradition dictated, Yeats laid down his own challenges for 
future adepts to take up, believing the ‘secret symbolic relation to these mysteries’ 
should ‘hide within the work of art as God is within His world’ (Mem 124). ‘The 
Phases of the Moon’ hints that eternal truths lie behind the symbols of the philosophy 
outlined in A Vision. Robartes is characterised by Aherne in Dantean terms as one 
‘who know[s]’, and Aherne suggests that an untutored man could ‘crack his wits’ and 
never find the meaning of the symbols, but one who understands would ‘laugh[] to 
think what had seemed hard / Should be so simple’ (Poems 213, 217). Through the 
guise of the various personae in his phantasmagoria, the poet is successfully posing as 
the prophet of a wisdom revealed through poetry. Michael J. Sidnell points out that 
the Robartes who appears in ‘The Phases of the Moon’ is not the character from the 
earlier stories in ‘Rosa Alchemica’, and was primarily a character inspired by Yeats’s 
mentor in GD, MacGregor Mathers (233). This resurrected Robartes is first alluded to 
in ‘Ego Dominus Tuus’, through the image of the open book left abandoned in the 
poet’s tower, and is thus part of the poet’s evolution of thought on issues of art, self 
and anti-self, from Yeats’s early to late work, and, crucially, to Yeats’s adoption of a 
Dantean Mask. Sidnell identifies ‘Ego Dominus Tuus’ as the first in a series of 
phantasmagorical poems in which Robartes functions as ‘a vision of reality’, symbolic 
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of ‘the phenomenal evidence of the reality of an image, and moreover an image 
created by Yeats’ (236, 233). Sidnell writes:  
Though linked with the old character and with Mathers, 
the new Robartes is more purely an image, his doctrine 
of the image accounting for his presence, structure and 
substance reflecting each other. The old Robartes was 
an image (heightened and distorted) of Mathers, the 
new one a further visionary clarification of what had 
already been disentangled from an actual personality 
and re-embodied as literature . . . Robartes is the agent 
of a metaphysical exploration which sometimes 
diverges from and at times interferes with art. (232-
233).  
For a poet that would remake himself as the image of an ideal poet, the Robartes 
persona adds a layer of metaphysical and philosophical authority to Yeats’s Mask 
(while simultaneously allowing the poet to mock himself for sometimes entertaining 
such lofty notions about himself).12  
Blake is one who ‘sees’. Dante is one who has cultivated the ‘habit of 
knowledge’, ‘who understands’. Both were prophets of the religion of art, and Yeats 
in his turn would seek out the secret knowledge that would earn him his place among 
the poets of this tradition. In his ‘General Introduction for My Work’, written two 
	
12 Another layer to the character of the new Robartes is added after creation of A Vision by Yeats and 
GY. Robartes’ role as ‘an agent of revelation’ after A Vision, makes him an appropriate avatar also for 
GY, the medium during the automatic sessions (Sidnell 252). Indeed GY and Robartes are identified in 
the AS as belonging to the same phase in the system; Phase 18 (WOT 220; MYV 1 276 n. 38). This 
aspect of Robartes’ persona is significant for illuminating the essential point that A Vision and could 
never have come into existence without collaboration between Yeats and GY. I will discuss the 
importance of this collaboration in Chapter 4 in relation to Yeats’s Dantean Mask.   
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years before his death, Yeats makes a declaration of his enduring faith in the religion 
of art. He states, 
I was born into this faith, have lived in it, and shall die 
in it; my Christ a legitimate deduction of the creed of St. 
Patrick as I think, is that Unity of Being Dante 
compared to a perfectly proportioned human body, 
Blake’s ‘Imagination’, what the Upanishads have 
named ‘Self’: nor is this Unity distant and therefore 
intellectually understandable, but imminent, differing 
from man to man and age to age, taking upon itself pain 
and ugliness, ‘eye of newt and toe of frog’. (CW5 210) 
In this statement, made shortly before he died, Yeats draws attention to the ideal 
others he had made his chief masters. Yeats followed the example of these ideal 
others to forge his own Mask and create a mythology, a sacred book, that gave the 
many contradictions, loves, successes and hardships of his tumultuous world purpose 
and meaning. It allowed him to bring all these disparate pieces into harmony and to 
view them through a lens that made them part of a single vision. Like all sacred 
books, there is no finite or unequivocal interpretation of Yeats’s oeuvre, but the quest 
is laid out, with all Yeats’s progress and shortcomings, enticing others to create their 
own Mask, study their own ideal others, and further the spiritual mission of the 










The Imaginings of Youth: Finding Fictive Models 
 
In youth, Yeats developed the belief that ‘the imagination has some way of 
lighting on the truth that the reason has not’ (CW4 51). His early allegiance to the 
imagination led the young poet to project a fictive version of himself as a dreamer, or 
seer, with connections to the unseen world.  In this regard his foremost ideal other 
was William Blake. In A Vision (1937) he states that his mind had been ‘full of Blake 
since boyhood and I saw the world as a conflict – Spectre and Emanation and could 
distinguish between a contrary and negation’ (53). While Yeats is here reflecting on 
his early days from the point of view of a mature poet, it may be seen from the his 
earliest writing that he not only posed as a myth-maker and visionary dreamer, but 
that his dreams and writings were dominated by the Blakean notion of Contraries. 
This early infatuation with Blake came from his father, John Butler Yeats (JBY), who 
first introduced his son to the visionary poet and engraver when Yeats was about 
‘fifteen or sixteen’ (CW3 114). In The Trembling of the Veil, Yeats writes that after 
his introduction to Rosetti and Blake by his father, he was ‘in all things Pre-
Raphaelite’, preferring the romance and idealistic vision of their works to the art of 
his modern era. Reflecting upon his early years where he considered himself one of 
‘the last romantics’, Yeats associates Blake with his romanticism and his Pre-
Raphaelitism, since it was through the Pre-Raphaelite filter that he first encountered 
Blake (he also notes that his friend and fellow Blakean Edwin Ellis picked up his 
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‘passion for Blake . . . in Pre-Raphaelite studios’) (114, 144).  
Despite finding no inspiration in church sermons or conventional religion, Yeats 
maintains that he was always ‘very religious’ (115). His unconventional religious 
need differentiated him, he felt, from others of his generation. The young poet 
therefore created his own religion out of the poetry he loved, ‘an infallible church out 
of poetic tradition’, as he calls it (115). This poetic religion had been ‘passed on’, as 
Yeats saw it, ‘from generation to generation’ as if a part of a secret tradition, spoken 
in a subtle symbolic language (115). The poet reflects that he had ‘even created a 
dogma: “Because those imaginary people are created out of the deepest instinct of 
man, to be his measure and his norm, whatever I can imagine those mouths speaking 
may be the nearest I can go to truth”’, and that when he listened to those mouths they 
perpetually spoke to him of the supernatural (115). In his essay ‘William Blake and 
the Imagination’ of 1900, Yeats had called this spiritual tradition in poetry ‘the 
religion of art’ and identified Blake as one of its foremost priests (CW4 84). Indeed, 
the dreamy Yeats, with a keen interest in the power of poetry to harness myth, ‘found 
nothing [he] cared for . . . till Blake and the Pre-Raphaelites’ (CW3 115). And though 
JBY had introduced him to the Pre-Raphaelite sensibility, the atmosphere of his 
father’s studio was not immediately conducive to fostering his own visionary 
tendencies: ‘among my father’s friends were no Pre-Raphaelites’ (115). Yeats would 
come to find spiritual inspiration through the works of admired precursors. Yeats’s 
imagined version of those precursors is often coloured by his occult and philosophical 
learning.   
Ellmann and Bloom agree that JBY’s influence was important for Yeats’s initial 
interpretation of Blake. Bloom writes that ‘Yeats first learned to think of Blake in 
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connection with Rossetti rather than with Shelley, Nietzsche, and other moral rebels, 
as he did later’ (Ye 69). JBY’s ideas, though he never achieved great financial success 
as an artist, had a profound and lasting impact on the development of his eldest son. In 
a letter dated 31 December 1869, JBY wrote to his friend Edward Dowden, ‘man    . . 
. should obey no voice except that of emotion, but I would have a man know all 
emotions. Shame anger, love, pity, contempt, admiration, hatred, and whatever other 
feelings there be, to have all these roused to their utmost strength… Art is to do with 
the sustaining and invigorating of Personality’ (qtd. in Chapman 52). While JBY 
acknowledges that emotions were not the sole impetus for artistic creation, allowing 
that the intellect also had its part to play in the formation of personality, he 
nonetheless privileges emotion as a superior force for the production of art, a notion 
his son would adopt as a young poet (Ellmann 16). JBY’s artistic lessons succeeded in 
passing on much of the father’s zeal for poetic emotion; however, unlike his father, a 
skeptic, the young Yeats had a deep desire to find spiritual truth in art. JBY did, 
however, lay the groundwork for Yeats to begin his own search for a theory of art.  
The need to pose as an ideal version of himself was something Yeats discovered 
in childhood, and something that would inform the older Yeats’s need to present an 
ideal self in his poetry. From childhood onward, Yeats sought, not only the inner self, 
but the world of dreams that may be shared and accessed by all. Neil Mann writes: 
This parallel realm might be termed as next to or 
beyond everyday reality—'para-normal,’ ‘preter-
natural,’ or ‘meta-physical’—but not of a different 
order, simply nature beyond the five senses, 
interpenetrating the material world, part of it and beside 
it. Insofar as it was outside the ordinary, it could even 
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be seen as ‘supra-normal,’ and, as subtler and more 
rarefied than the physical, ‘super-natural,’ and it was 
certainly also connected with the dimensions of spirit—
including possibly the spirits of the dead and also 
various non-human beings—but as phenomenal in its 
own way as the visible world and not necessarily 
‘above’ it (Yeats, Philosophy, and the Occult 110-111).  
As a boy, Yeats listened in awe to the stories of supernatural beings and events 
associated with the countryside in Sligo. And rather than outgrow such fascination 
with otherworldly characters and stories, these became a part of Yeats’s inner life. 
The man delighted as much in supernatural curiosities as had the boy, engendering a 
‘secret fanaticism’ (CW3 89). From an early age, Yeats began to assume one pose or 
another, in an effort to reconcile the flights of his imagination with the personality, to 
unite his inner life with his outward identity. In later years, the poet would do this 
through his work, compelled to make and remake himself, in search of an ideal unity.  
The young Yeats, feeling marginalised from his peers, found a kinship with the 
poets of emotion and imagination. Bloom describes how Yeats draws an 
autobiographical connection between himself and a precursor, in this case Shelley:  
The antithetical solitude of the young Shelley, with his 
gentleness and humanitarian character, who yet creates 
as the heroes of his early poetry the isolated figures of 
sage, magician, violent revolutionary, and proudly 
solitary noble and poet, is very clearly the ultimate 
origin of Yeats’s later theories of the mask and the 
antithetical self. The young Yeats elaborated a not very 
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convincing parallel between himself and the young 
Shelley – since Shelley was persecuted at Eton as 
‘Shelley the atheist’ so Yeats was made miserable at 
school in London as ‘the Mad Irishman’. (Ye 57) 
Not only did Yeats long to find commonality between his inner life, his dreaming self, 
and the inner life of the poets he admired, by pointing out his tendency to imagine 
himself in the guise of ideal figures, Yeats directly identifies the central importance 
his ideal others have on his self-making mission. Yeats writes in A Vision (1937) that 
his mind had been ‘full of Blake’ since childhood, and, in 1900 had aligned himself 
with Blake as a devotee of the ‘religion of art’. Indeed Yeats was all too keen to 
envision a kinship with Blake, however unconvincing it may be to his critics. In 1889, 
after spending four years engrossed in editing The Works of William Blake with Ellis, 
Yeats had come to the erroneous belief that Blake’s grandfather was Irish, writing 
excitedly to O’Leary that his grandfather was ‘an O’Neal’ in a seemingly desperate 
attempt to add another layer of kinship to his relationship with Blake (CL 1 164). Just 
as easily as he had created a link between Shelley and himself, the young Yeats, 
preoccupied by dreams and considered a ‘Mad Irishman’ by his peers, could draw a 
tenuous parallel with the strange visionary boy depicted in Gilchrist’s Life of William 
Blake (CW3 62, Gilchrist 17).  
Kathleen Raine, in Yeatsian style, has no problem imagining that the young 
Yeats saw himself in a line of direct descent of the prophet Blake, and there is good 
reason for her claim. Raine’s imagined Yeats is a spiritual brother to her imagined 
Blake. The boy Yeats, who spent days in Sligo exploring the ancient landscape and 
dreaming of mythical heroes, would have recognised a kindred spirit in Gilchrist’s 
description of the young Blake: ‘a boy of strangely more romantic habit of mind . . . 
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[who] already passed half his time in dream and imaginative reverie [and] as he grew 
older . . . became fond of roving out into the country’ (6).	Raine is, of course, 
presenting an ideal Yeats and Blake of her own (perhaps influenced by both of her 
own precursors), but by so doing she provides an apt example of the kind of habit 
Yeats developed to discuss his ideal others. Yeats preferred to believe in the authority 
of the visionary poets that made up his ‘church of poetic tradition’, and in Blake he 
could find support for presenting his dreams as representations of ‘truth’. The 
internalisation of the dreamy experiences of youth would inform Yeats’s earliest 
poetic works, and his projection of a fictive self would resemble Blake by presenting 
the imagination as a vehicle for communicating spiritual ‘truth’. As Raine puts it, ‘for 
Yeats the stories he heard in his boyhood were not folklore: they were the stuff of his 
own daily life, the soil in which his genius was to grow, the source of the themes and 
symbols of his greatest work’ (45). Similarly, for Blake, who wandered in the country 
near Dulwich Hill and saw visions of ‘a tree filled with angels, their angelic wings 
bespangling every bough like stars’, or angelic figures roaming amongst the summer 
haymakers, ‘the beauty of those scenes in his youth was a life-long reminiscence with 
Blake, and stored in his mind with lifelong pastoral images’ (Gilchrist 7). Though 
Blake was averse to the worship of the natural world, these pastoral images appear 
frequently and with spiritual significance in Blake’s Songs of Innocence and of 
Experience, in poems such as ‘The Shepherd’ and the ‘The Echoing Green’, to which 
I will shortly return.  
Throughout his book, Yeats (1970), Bloom presents his Yeats as an example of 
the ‘anxiety of influence’ in action. Bloom’s book provides some useful analysis on 
Yeats’s relationship to his more important precursors; however, such analysis is often 
hemmed in by the boundaries of Bloom’s own rigid theory. Bloom claims that ‘The 
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Ellis-Yeats edition . . . worsened unbelievably’ the ‘text of Blake,’ calling The Works 
of William Blake (1893) (hereafter WWB), edited by Ellis and Yeats between 1899 
and 1893, a ‘monument to the arrogance and ignorance of Ellis, and to Yeats’s second 
great struggle with the Covering Cherub of Poetic Influence, a struggle productive in 
this edition of some gorgeous nonsense and much more plain nonsense, and . . . later, 
of A Vision and many of its allied poems and plays’ (Ye 69). Bloom identifies two 
areas of value within the WWB: ‘Yeats’s general essay, “The Necessity of 
Symbolism,” and the grasp throughout of Blake’s dialectic of Nature and 
Imagination’ (69) Notwithstanding the severe subjectivity of the textual analysis in 
the WWB, Bloom’s claim that it reflects a Freudian struggle of Yeats against a poetic 
anxiety Blake supposedly provokes (what Bloom calls the Covering Cherub) reveals 
largely that Bloom is concerned with proving his own theory. This effort conveniently 
offers an easy exit from the more nuanced territory of Yeats’s interpretative process 
and authorial intention. For example, Bloom claims Yeats misunderstood Blake’s 
condition of fire as pertaining to emotional matters, when for Blake, according to 
Bloom, it referred to intellectual concerns. Bloom insists that such ‘misunderstanding 
is so fundamental that . . . it must be deliberate’ (72). This assertion fails to explain 
why Yeats might have interpreted Blake’s meaning as such. It serves only to provide 
evidence that Bloom’s own notion of the ‘clinamen’, his ostentatious term for the 
‘creative swerve’ that is central to his own theory, has occurred. By asserting that his 
own clinamen is the driving force behind Yeats’s interpretative process, Bloom 
undermines Yeats’s repeatedly avowed declaration that he searched for truth in the 
works of his precursors. It furthermore characterizes the poet as cynical and 
calculating, which chafes against the impression of a wide-eyed disciple that 
otherwise dominates the commentary in the WWB. It is fitting with Yeats’s character, 
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and his habit of idealizing precursors according to his own desires, that his 
misinterpretation of Blake’s fire reflects the poet’s sincere search for the truth, as he 
could then conceive it, within the work of his ideal other, rather than a merely selfish 
project to create poetic space for himself. Yeats’s interpretation is indeed selfish, and 
potentially self-deceptive, but not for purely ambitious reasons; rather, Yeats is 
clearly seeking to fulfill the prevailing spiritual needs of the poet. Any calculated 
misprision of Blake serves the young Yeats by drawing their two poetic visions closer 
together, rather than causing divergence.   
The three-volume WWB is often considered to be of little scholarly use because 
it presents analysis through the too narrow and subjective lens of Ellis and Yeats’s 
mystical leanings. As Northrop Frye put it in a memorable phrase, Yeats and Ellis 
approached Blake ‘from the wrong side of Blavatsky’ (Northrop Frye on Twentieth-
Century Literature 67). It is likely that much of the mystical conclusions drawn from 
Blake’s work in WWB comes from Yeats, since Yeats claimed to have introduced 
Ellis to the esoteric and occult principles he saw in Blake’s mythology. However, the 
edition and commentary is valuable for interpreting the artistic ideas of Yeats during 
this phase of his life, as well as offering essential insight into his contemporary 
conceptualisation of Blake as chief ideal other.  
For Blake, the inner life was paramount, as he told his artist friends. According 
to Gilchrist, ‘the things imagination saw were as much realities as gross and tangible 
facts,’ and Blake believed that the Imagination ‘busies itself with subtler realities’ as 
opposed to fictions (330). In WWB, the editors go further and stress the preeminence 
of Blake’s imaginative life over all else, even asserting that his mystical writings and 
illustrations were considered by Blake to be his real life: ‘His conviction was that 
eternal life was in “the bosom of God, the human Imagination,” and that nothing was 
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more important to this than the pursuit of those intellectual efforts that were beyond 
the scope of the “corporeal understanding”’ (WWB 1 59). In a letter wherein Blake 
attempted to comfort a friend recently bereaved of a son, the poet said he conversed 
with his dead brother daily, as a matter of fact, and stated ‘The ruins of Time build 
mansions in Eternity’ (WWB 1 35). According to Ellis and Yeats,  
Here is the kernel of Blake's religion. Imagination is a 
thing, or rather a region, in which real things exist, and 
of whose life they are made living. Not being of 
perishable material its inhabitants must needs be 
immortal. Whatever drives us to exercise this faculty, 
such as bereavement, which changes friendship and 
intercourse into dream and conjecture, actually tends to 
increase and nourish the indestructible soul. (35) 
Moreover, Blake’s favourite poets became, as Yeats’s did for him, legitimate 
authorities for his idealised understanding of the world and his experience of it. 
Gilchrist notes that Macpherson’s Ossian had ‘taken the world by storm during 
Blake’s boyhood, and in his manhood was a ruling power in the poetic world’, and 
Blake himself declared in a MS. note of 1826 on Wordsworth’s Supplementary Essay 
his belief in the imaginative creations of Macpherson and Chatterton: ‘I believe both 
Macpherson and Chatterton: that what they say is ancient, is so’ (Gilchrist 27). 
Blake’s belief in the power of the imagination allowed him to assert with confidence 
the validity of his own idealised characterisations of artists he admired. In his 
Descriptive Catalogue of his ‘Pictures, Poetical and Historical Inventions’ on 
exhibition in 1809, Blake boldly declares (and bold declarations abound in this 
audacious pamphlet) that for an artist to be content with representing merely 
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naturalistic forms, without using the filter of his own imagination, is like ‘walking in 
another man’s style, or speaking or looking in another man’s style and manner, 
unappropriate [sic] and repugnant to your own individual character; tormenting the 
true Artist’ (522).  Gilchrist reports that a friend said of Blake that 
He delighted to think of Raphael, Giulio Romano, 
Polidoro, and others, working together in the chambers 
of the Vatican, engaged without jealousy, as he 
imagined, in the carrying out of one great common 
object; and he used to compare it (without any 
intentional irreverence) to the co-labours of the holy 
Apostles. He dwelt on this subject very fondly. (330) 
In ‘The Philosophy of Shelley’, Yeats is comfortable asserting that his imagined 
Shelley is a valid master to emulate. His reading of Blake no doubt supported the idea 
that to reimagine the precursor is a necessary part of the visionary poet’s practice. 
This is more than the aesthetic creative swerve identified by Bloom in The Anxiety of 
Influence. In WWB, the editors note that the poem ‘Jerusalem’, ‘colours the story 
deliberately and consciously with the personality of the writer. Each of us sees the 
“Last Judgment” in a different way, as Blake had observed in the essay written in the 
MS. book just before the composition of this poem’ (42). They imply that Blake saw 
‘individual imaginative vision’ as an artistic ‘right’ (2:42). There is the implication 
that the poet is initiating himself into a long-running tradition that both feeds and is 
fed by the divinity of creative genius, and expressed in individual vision.  
When Yeats attended Art School in Dublin in 1884 he had met the Blakean 
figure, George Russell (AE). Russell experienced regular visions of what Yeats 
believed to be the veiled world, the same world that Yeats knew from the stories of 
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his boyhood, which for him, ‘were not folklore: they were the stuff of his own daily 
life, the soil in which his genius was to grow, the source of the themes and symbols of 
his greatest work’ (Raine 45). Yeats may not have the visionary gift he believed Blake 
possessed, but he saw it in Russell, and together the two mystically inclined young 
men began a deep and serious study of magic, mystical philosophy, the occult. The 
pair also, along with a few other like-minded friends, formed the Dublin Hermetic 
Society, who, as Yeats reflected in his Autobiographies, believed that ‘whatever the 
great poets had affirmed in their finest moments was the nearest we could come to an 
authoritative religion, and that their mythology, their spirits of water and wind were 
but literal truth’ (CW3 111). Yeats includes in this category, Blake, who exceeded 
Shelley and Coleridge for creating an original mythology, and for whom the 
imagination was the greatest divine power. Foster notes that ‘by 1893, when his work 
on Blake had finished, WBY had made the connection to the study of folklore as an 
affirmation of “the ancient supremacy of imagination”, which was “God in the world 
of art”: not only Blake but Homer, Aeschylus, Sophocles, Shakespeare, Dante, Goethe 
and Keats were “little more than folklorists with musical tongues”’ (1: 48, 99). In the 
passage entitled “To the Jews”, in part two of Jerusalem (1808), a central text in 
Blake’s oeuvre, he states, ‘“All things Begin & End in Albion's Ancient Druid Rocky 
Shore”’, and he reiterated this notion a year later in the Descriptive Catalogue, 
claiming that ancient Britons lived more expressively and were ‘wiser than after-ages’ 
(CPP 171, 542). Blake writes that all ‘visionary contemplations’ of the national artist 
should relate ‘to his own country and its ancient glory, when it was, and again shall 
be, the source of learning and inspiration’ (543). By honing his powers of imagination 
Yeats could not only perceive visions of spiritual realities, but, through allying his 
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The Presence of Blake in Yeats’s Earliest Works 
 
Under the influence of his father and the Romantics, Yeats had set his earliest 
poetry and plays in fictional or exotic lands and invented characters with sublime 
otherworldly characteristics, similar to the characters in the poetry of Shelley. 
Although he would quickly abandon this method, his early work reveals the poet’s 
internalisation of Blake’s principle of contraries and also showcase certain 
touchstones Yeats would continue to employ throughout his career to evoke the 
presence of Blake.  
In WWB, three of Blake’s longer poems are identified by the editors as 
emblematic of specific core tenets of Blake’s philosophy. These are ‘The Mental 
Traveller,’ ‘Broken Love,’ and ‘The Everlasting Gospel’. The philosophical principles 
of the ‘The Mental Traveller’ in particular appear to have resonated deeply with the 
young Yeats, though he found it to be a difficult poem. The analysis of ‘The Mental 
Traveller’ in WWB 2 notes that  
As in most other obscure passages, Blake in this poem 
gives us many a hint where to look for the pages of 
parallel narrative in the Prophetic Books that throw light 
on its meaning. The hints are to be found sometimes in 
the picture suggested, and sometimes in catch-words or 
technical symbolic terms whose idea is not elaborated 
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here, but elsewhere. (Emphasis mine) (34) 
The italics are my own and these comments illustrate techniques over which Yeats 
himself was a master. Yeats too was a poet given to using ‘catch-words’ and symbols 
to hint at the influence of his ideal others in his work, and the connections the poet 
drew between his vision and those of his precursors. Such connections serve to throw 
extra light on the esoteric meaning in much of Yeats’s own work. A significant 
‘catch-word’ Yeats took from Blake’s ‘Mental Traveller’, which he would nearly 
always use to point towards Blake, is the word wander. The editors’ analysis that 
accompanies the poem in WWB 2 emphasises that ‘The land where the Mental 
Traveller journeys is within us. The men and women are “affections, children of our 
thoughts, walking within our blood-vessels”’ (34). The mental traveller is consistently 
described by Blake as ‘wandering’ through various inner states and experiences. 
Indeed, the most repeated word in the poem is ‘wander’ (and its variants). At all 
stages of life the mental traveller is depicted wandering: ‘wandering round the earthly 
cot’, ‘wanders weeping far away’, ‘wander in terror and dismay’ (CPP 483-485). 
Even as a babe the mental traveller is ‘wayward’. Moreover, the dreamland wherein 
he wanders is filled with wandering lovers, symbolic animals that ‘roam’ about (485). 
The wandering inhabitants of Blake’s imaginative land are shown to be wiser than 
unimaginative people; the mental traveller learns such things that ‘cold earth-
wanderers never knew’ (483). Yeats claims in A Vision that it was not until he had 
created his own system of contraries that he came to fully understand that poem; 
however, his early writing makes clear that he internalised the concept of a mental 
wandering as it appears in Blake’s mythology as the symbol of humanity’s spiritual 
journey. Throughout Yeats’s work, the poet uses the concept of wandering almost 
exclusively in relation to inner states and dream worlds, and thereby nods in the 
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direction of Blake.  
One of Yeats’s first published plays, Mosada, appears in two versions in 
Yeats’s MSS. Between the first and second drafts of the poison scene, in the first 
version of the play, Yeats corrected much of the writing but he retained a key word: 
wandering. In the first draft he describes Mosada’s dejection as ‘the troubles of thy 
wandering mind’ (CY: The Early Poetry 27). In the next draft he describes her as 
smiling, ‘happy with her wandering grief’, and she is told by Ebremar to ‘still the 
wandering sorrow of thy mind’ (34-35). The antinomies of joy and grief, or love and 
sorrow, are not only imposed upon Mosada from without, from the stars, but operate 
within her mental state. Yeats’s use of the word ‘wandering’ throughout depicts 
human experience, fluctuating between states of love and sorrow, in much the same 
way as Blake’s poem. In this second draft (which remained much the same in the 
second version of the play) the dying Mosada, supported by her lover, ‘points as if 
down Into a visionary valley’ to as misty path where Vallance disappears, as do ‘Poor 
love and sorrow with there [sic] arms thrown round / Each others [sic] necks and 
whispering as they go’ (37). In the second version of the play Yeats retained the 
characterisation of Mosada’s mindset as ‘wandering grief’ as well as Ebremar’s plea 
that she ‘still the wandering sorrow of her mind’ (95). The key change in this scene, 
after Mosada points into the ‘Visionary Valley’, is that we are told ‘Poor love and 
sorrow’, rather than disappearing into the mists which would imply finality, are said 
to ‘still wander through the world,’ implying their never-ending influence on the 
affairs of humankind (97).  
Another opposition occurs within the character of Ebremar, as the lover of 
Mosada and a Church Inquisitor. The death of Ebremar’s Moorish lover, and the 
vision of the misty valley, seem to undermine his Christian orthodoxy, as his Crucifix 
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is abandoned on the ground and can offer him no comfort (41). In the second version 
of the play, after Vallance has revealed himself to be Ebremar, it is suggested that his 
experience of love and sorrow has caused a crisis of faith, as he ‘whose thoughts were 
fixed on god’ states that he is losing god (91). In a later scene of the same draft he 
again refers to the antinomy of love and sorrow and refers to their ‘famous 
wonderings’ (43). This wording is interesting, as it emphasises Yeats’s use of the 
word wandering to indicate mental activity. Bornstein highlights that ‘wonderings’ is 
likely intended to be ‘wanderings’, but since the wandering itself is a conscious one – 
a mental wandering – the word ‘wondering’ contains similar Blakean connotations 
and correlates to the rotational ‘ponderings’ of love and sorrow referred to in the last 
line of the page (43). Interestingly, a deleted passage from the early draft reveals the 
beginnings of Yeats’s preoccupation with masking. After Mosada’s suicide, the 
conflicted Ebremar, lover and Inquisitor, is left in doubt about who he is and what 
defines him: ‘She’s dead and have I alone left a ma[s]k / To play a part’ (39). It 
appears from the MS that Yeats had originally written ‘and I alone have left a mask’, 
a more definite declaration, which in the reworked version of the sentence implies less 
certainty and more conflict in the mind of Ebremar (39). Here the mask seems to 
imply a split in the self and is used merely as a method of concealment, as opposed to 
the deeper and more complex significance this symbol would acquire in the poetry of 
Yeats’s later years. 
In the second draft version of the play the image of ‘whirling smoke’, also 
described as ‘coil on coil of green’, is used to describe the magically conjured visions 
of Mosada (55, 53). His choice of whirling smoke as the vehicle for vision, instead of, 
perhaps, visions seen in flames, crystal balls or bowls of water, is nonetheless 
interesting in the context of Blakean contraries. Whirling and whirlwinds are 
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symbolic in Yeats’s mind of supernatural entities and often represent how divine 
wisdom makes itself known in the temporal world. In Yeats’s notes to the poem ‘The 
Hosting of the Sidhe’ (1899) he writes:  
The gods of ancient Ireland, the Tuatha de Danann, . . . 
or the Sidhe, . . . the people of the Faery Hills… still 
ride the countryside . . . and certainly the Sidhe have 
much to do with wind. They journey in a whirling wind, 
the winds that were called the dance of the daughters of 
Herodias in the Middle Ages, Herodias doubtless taking 
the place of some old goddess. When old country 
people see the leaves whirling on the road they bless 
themselves, because they believe the Sidhe to be 
passing by. (MW 476) 
Not only are whirlwinds characteristic of Irish folklore, they are seen to be symbolic 
in other belief systems. Yeats considered Blake to have used the symbol in much the 
same way. Edward Larrissey writes, ‘The spirit that, as the Druids saw, wanders 
through all things, must not be fixed. And such was also an important part of Blake’s 
message. On the other hand there is a felicitous kind of acceptance of wandering and 
the contrariety which gives rise to Joy . . . Acceptance of mutability and death was 
also a theme of the occult traditions with which Yeats had come into contact, for they, 
like Blake, had inherited the alchemical doctrine of contraries’ (Yeats the Poet 36). 
The editors of WWB write that Blake’s ‘mental creations were not elaborated from a 
fashionable fancy by deliberate cultivation. They came as God's answer came to Job, 
out of a whirlwind’ (WWB 1 15). Frequently Blake’s Zoas, themselves symbolic of 
intellectual states, are depicted in a whirlwind ‘falling’ into lower planes of existence. 
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Whirling in Mosada is associated with her magic and placed in opposition to the laws 
of the Christian Church. Vision and magic are better vehicles for revelatory wisdom 
than the dogma of conventional religion. In Blakean terms, Imagination and Law are 
placed in opposition. Aisling Carlin writes that, ‘In keeping with Blake, Yeats 
believed symbolism liberates from and transcends a vengeful hatred using the 
imagination, which is itself love and beauty and the forgiveness of sin . . . the 
symbolic imagination possesses the secret to spiritual renewal’, and that ‘to 
accomplish a symbolic art’ amounted to a kind of religious expression (69). 
Furthermore, the connection of the vortex symbol to the antinomic forces in the play 
is reinforced by the description of the path in the visionary valley in this second 
version as winding by the ‘river’s wandering light’. 
Yeats’s next play, The Island of Statues, Bornstein identifies as occupying ‘a 
crucial place in Yeats’s development, both in actual chronology and in the mythic 
self-constructions that periodically delighted him’ (CY: The Early Poetry 9). The play 
first appeared in the Dublin University Review in 1885 and was the first of his works 
to be published (aside from two of its lyrics). ‘As such’, writes Bornstein:  
it claims a special place in [Yeats’s] development, the 
point of origin for all the later work. Yeats slyly 
preserved that status when he arranged his 1933 
Collected Poems, where he for the first time chose to 
open his canon with “The Song of the Happy 
Shepherd”. Island thus served the aged Yeats as the 
suppressed origin of his poetry, even as it had served 
him in youth as the first public announcement of his 
powers. (9)  
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The Island of Statues is, again, concerned with Blakean contraries. Colin and Thenot 
sing of ‘Love and sorrow’ being ‘one existence’ at the beginning of the play, and 
there is a tension throughout the play that sets an ideal happy world against an 
imperfect world tinged with sorrow. These antinomic forces are shown to be beyond 
the control of the characters (387). When Almintor is turned to stone by a Cythna-like 
enchantress on a lonely isle, his lover Naschina must restore him to life by a magical 
flower. As his revisions of Mosada demonstrate, Yeats’s revisions of The Island of 
Statues show the writer’s concern with prevailing contrary forces on human life. The 
earliest drafts of the play reveal that Yeats had originally considered a traditionally 
happy ending, wherein the lovers reunite, the troubled Arcadia is restored to peace, 
and the dramatic antinomies are resolved. However, through revising the ending of 
play, Yeats suggested that any apparent resolution was only temporary, and that the 
operation of contrary forces in the world is unable to be changed by human 
intervention. He thus upholds the Blakean idea that, in human life, contraries must be 
perpetually at war.13  
The thematic change that occurs across revisions of the play, transforming its 
world from a ‘sunny to a clouded Arcadia’, reflects Yeats’s move away from 
presenting reconciliation of oppositional forces and towards presenting contraries in 
eternal opposition (Bornstein, CY: The Early Poetry 13). Shelley was undoubtedly a 
major influence for Yeats when he was writing The Island of Statues, but between 
succeeding drafts Yeats shows a prevailing preoccupation with Blakean ideas. In the 
	
13 Years later, in 1933, Yeats weighed the benefits, as he saw them, of a Communist philosophy against 
the Italian Fascism he had initially admired in Mussolini’s Italy during the early 1920s. In ‘A Race 
Philosophy’ Yeats writes that, although Hegel believed he had resolved the antinomies that exist in the 
world through his dialectic formula of thesis: antithesis: synthesis, in fact the ‘antinomies cannot be 
solved’. Or, rather, the struggle of the antinomies is entirely necessary for the growth of the individual 
or the family unit in spiritual and creative accomplishment. Hegel has therefore not so much ‘solved’ 
the antinomies but reinforced their necessity. Further, Yeats writes that both communism and fascism 
are inadequate societal systems since the antinomies that dictate human life and society are not 
propelled by reason alone, but are driven by spiritual and creative imperatives.  
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first draft of the song of Arcadia, a voice sings a chorus of ‘follow, follow, follow’, 
echoing Prometheus Unbound and the song of the Echoes: ‘O follow, follow!’. When 
Yeats wrote the song for his play in the second draft, ‘it already refers to the myth of 
the Fall instead of to the world of potentiality hymned by Shelley’s spirits. Yeats had 
begun by then the evolution of his work from its initial happy resolution to the more 
troubled Arcadia that it finally portrays’ (Bornstein, 13). In the first version the 
disembodied voice simply sings ‘follow follow’ (157). In the second version the 
author has the voice tell Antonio that the song is the same as was sung ‘round the tree 
in Eden’, and in the third version the voice sings of the tree in Eden and of ‘mother 
Eve’s wining’, singing ‘I was at her sinning’ (233, 297). The successive revisions 
show Yeats’s concern with foregrounding the eternal struggle of antinomic forces in a 
fallen world. A final change that does not appear in the manuscript, which Borstein 
concludes must have been added at the proof stage, is the stage direction at the end of 
the play wherein Almintor’s shadow is cast across the grass by the light of the rising 
moon, whereas Naschina is shown to be shadowless. Borstein notes that this 
undercuts the apparent triumph of the lovers by undermining a true resolution of 
antinomies, such as ‘time and eternity’ and ‘the real and the ideal’:  
Naschina’s lack of a shadow suggests that she has 
joined the realm of the immortals, that her reunion with 
Almintor can persist but briefly, and that the antimonies 
remain at war with each other . . . The stage direction 
ironically contradicts the positive exclamations of 
Naschina, Almintor, and the Sleepers, implicitly 
anticipating the poet’s later contention that man can 
embody truth but he cannot know it (14-15).  
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Referring to the uncertainty which entered his work during this time, Yeats wrote to 
Tynan in 1888 that ‘the clouds began about four years ago. I was finishing the 
“Island”. They came and robbed Naschina of her shadow’ (L 88). In WWB, clouds are 
identified as being related to ‘Doubt’ and the feminine body in Blake’s work, and 
while they do not always appear as such throughout Yeats’s work, it appears that he 
had this idea in mind when writing The Island of Statues (WWB 1 401; WWB 2 11-
12). Yeats’s earliest attempts at creating a mythical world thus carry strong echoes of 
his reading of Blake’s mythology, and display a need within the poet to work out his 
own interpretation of the purpose of Contraries in human life, as well as their apparent 
power over his own work.  
The influence of Blake’s thought is identifiable throughout Yeats’s early poetry, 
though such thought is heavily infused with Yeats’s own developing beliefs about art 
and the human spirit, coloured by his occult learning. In his earliest poems, such as 
‘The Song of the Happy Shepherd’ and ‘The Sad Shepherd,’ a direct line may be 
drawn from Blake to Yeats. Both poems appear in the group of poems entitled 
Crossways (1890).14 At the beginning of Crossways, Yeats freely quotes (that is to 
say misquotes) Blake’s Vala (or The Four Zoas). Yeats’s free memory, or ‘creative 
swerve’, as Bloom might term it, has him quote Blake’s text as the following: ‘The 
stars are threshed and the souls are threshed from their husks’ (Poems 33). The line 
is taken from Night IX of Blake’s text and reads, ‘And all the Nations were threshed 
out and the stars threshed from their husks’ (WWB 3 131). This reference, and indeed 
the misquotation, clearly signifies to the reader that Yeats considers himself to be 
following Blake in the tradition of visionary poetry. It seems the misquote is 
	
14 Albright notes in his edition of Yeats’s Poems that ‘Crossways was not the title of a published 
volume, but a title Yeats used to denominate a section of his collected poems. It consists mostly of The 
Wanderings of Oisin and Other Poems (1889), minus the long title poem, and minus a number of 
poems Yeats chose to delete from his canon. 
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deliberate; an attempt by the young poet to set his work in a line of succession with 
Blake’s, while also claiming for himself individual insight and creative vision in 
relation to the esoteric mysteries. The book is dedicated ‘To A. E.,’ alluding to their 
joint investigations of the hidden world. The first two poems in Crossways directly 
refer to Blake’s poetry in Songs of Innocence and of Experience: ‘The Song of the 
Happy Shepherd’ and ‘The Sad Shepherd’. Their titles set up these poems as 
contrarieties for each other in Yeats’s book, just as many of the poems in Blake’s 
Songs of Innocence and Experience act as contrary mirrors for each other; such as 
‘The Little Boy Lost’ and ‘The Little Boy Found’, ‘The Lamb’ and ‘The Tyger’, both 
‘Holy Thursday’s, etc. While Yeats’s ‘Shepherd’ poems naturally engage the wider 
pastoral tradition in general, it is their specific relationship to Blake’s poetry that is of 
primary interest here. Indeed, Larrissy calls the relationship between Yeats’s first two 
shepherd poems ‘a contrary as strongly marked as any delineated in one of Blake’s 
pairs from Innocence and Experience’ (Yeats the Poet 46).   
Blake’s poem ‘The Shepherd’ (Songs of Innocence), idealises the Shepherd’s 
‘sweet lot!’ as it should, while also using the pastoral imagery to symbolises his 
Christian philosophy (CPP 7). The Shepherd, in Blake’s poem, is the Shepherd of the 
New Testament, and his flock may be seen as his creations. When Blake’s Shepherd 
‘strays’ about the land watching his sheep, it may be said that he is engaging in that 
self-reflection which Yeats believed was the Holy Spirit. The land wherein the 
Shepherd, the creator, wanders is ideal, otherworldly, and his flock is ‘at peace’ 
because they are close to God. Yeats, reading this poem, would have seen a more 
mystical layer to the Shepherd’s seemingly benign observation. In the essay ‘The 
Symbolic System,’ in WWB 1, Yeats writes that God looks into the ‘“vegetable glass 
of Nature”’ in order to reflect on what His imagination has made manifest:  
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God looking into the mirror, ceases to be mere will, 
beholds Himself as the Son, His love for His own unity, 
His self-consciousness, and enters on the eternal 
meditation about Himself which is called the Holy 
Spirit. “Council” it is sometimes called in Boehmen, a 
term which is lengthened into “The Council of God” in 
the “Mystical Writings.” This Holy Spirit which wakes 
into being the numberless thought-forms of the great 
mirror, the immortal or typical shapes of all things, the 
‘ideas’ of Plato. (WWB 1 247) 
Blake’s shepherd wanders in divine reverie, and his sweet lot reflects ‘the beauty and 
harmony of Nature’, which is achieved by the divine principle that ‘“One must be all, 
and contain within Himself all things, both small and great”’ (WWB 1 249).  
The next poem in Songs of Innocence, ‘The Echoing Green’, continues and 
enlarges upon the pleasant scene, as nature in harmony appears to respond to the state 
of the happy shepherd:  
The sun does arise,       
And make happy the skies;      
The merry bells ring         
To welcome the Spring; (CPP 8) 
The poem echoes with joyful sound. Birds sing joyfully, the bells are full of ‘cheerful 
sound’, the ‘old folk’ and children ‘laugh’ and ‘sport’ (CPP 8). The poem ends by 
highlighting the transience of material life, referring to the inevitable death of the 
people and wildlife, and the once vital landscape becomes in the last line ‘the 
darkening green’ (CPP 8). However, the concept of the echo leaves the reader with 
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the impression that the memory of the sweet scene remains in the imagination. Blake 
emphasises the immortality of the joyful experiences through the stories people tell:  
And soon they shall say:                  
‘Such, such were the joys,                  
When we all, girls & boys,           
In our youth-time were seen         
On the Echoing Green.’ (CPP 8) 
Only the material vanishes but the powers of imagination confer immortality on the 
inhabitants by keeping the spirit of experience alive, subverting the effects of time. 
Moreover, the power of words keep the echo of ideal things alive in the imagination. 
 In Yeats’s ‘Song of the Happy Shepherd,’ the poet sets up an opposition 
between the material and the ideal. The speaker at first laments the loss of a mythical 
paradise, in which he imagines that the creative faculties were the primary animating 
forces, and implies that the modern, post-enlightenment world of science has robbed 
nature of some of her poetic beauty. He says,  
The woods of Arcady are dead,                  
And over is their antique joy;           
Of old the world on dreaming fed;                 
Grey Truth is now her painted toy (Poems 33) 
However, there is hope to be found through the arts and, in particular, in poetry. 
Yeats’s repeated refrain that ‘words alone are certain good’ acts in much the same 
way as Blake’s echo in “The Echoing Green”. Yeats’s speaker is a bard, a singer and 
a dreamer who calls all existence ‘an endless reverie’ (21). As with Blake’s Shepherd, 
the world may be the product of divine imagination: ‘Only a sudden flaming word’ 
(33). The poet’s insistence that ‘words alone are certain good’, and his urging the 
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reader to sing and dream, establishes the imaginative arts as the chief mode of defence 
against a modernising rationality, a grey truth that seeks to starve the ‘wandering 
earth’ of her dreams (33). He claims that scientific learning is transient since the 
temporal world is impermanent. Dead is the human truth of  ‘the starry men, who 
follow with the optic glass’, whose ‘hearts are rent in twain’ (34). The poet suggests 
that humankind is better served by learning through individual experience, asserting 
that ‘there is no truth save in thine own heart’ (27). This statement hints at what Yeats 
called Blake’s ‘right of individual imaginative vision’ (WWB 2 42). Indeed, Blake had 
written something quite similar to Mr. Crabb Robinson: ‘I know what is true by 
internal conviction; – a doctrine is stated: my heart tells me it must be true’ (qtd. in 
Gilchrist 360). In ‘The Symbolism of Poetry,’ Yeats claims that ‘the scientific 
movement brought with it a literature which was always tending to lose itself in 
externalities of all kinds, in opinion, in declamation, in picturesque writing, or in what 
Mr. Symons has called an attempt “to build in brick and mortar inside the covers of a 
book”’ (CW4 114). That the hearts of scientific men in Yeats’s poem are rent in twain 
echoes Blake’s Zoas, whose separation from their emanations is the beginning of their 
fall into oppressive, thought-restricting materialism. Adams writes, ‘The shepherd and 
our poet have been reading Blake and have picked up his notion of the “cloven 
fiction” of materialistic science, his identification of the world of stars with that 
fiction, and finally his notion of analogy: everything has its “fallen” parallel-opposite’ 
(37). 
Yeats provides a more direct touchstone to Blake’s ‘Echoing Green’ through the 
image of a sea-shell:  
Go gather by the humming sea                
Some twisted echo-harbouring shell,               
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And to its lips thy story tell,                           
And they thy comforters will be,           
Rewording in melodious guile                   
Thy fretful words a little while . . .                           
For words alone are certain good. (Poems 34) 
When the poem first appeared as the ‘Epilogue’ in The Dublin University Review and 
in subsequent early publications, Yeats writes ‘rewording’ to highlight the power of 
poetry to perpetuate the imaginative life by the continual expression of individual 
vision (230). Larrissy notes, in his edition of Yeats’s Major Works, that in certain late 
drafts of the poem Yeats changed the word to ‘rewarding’. This is the word Larrissy 
chooses to include, considering that word to best reflect Yeats’s final intentions (487). 
The interchange of these words in Yeats’s later revisions is interesting and seems to 
underscore the poet’s belief in the magical and transcendent quality of poetic 
language. The early use of ‘rewording’, however, arguably remains the more 
interesting for connecting the divine hand of creation with poetic genius. Yeats’s late 
revision perhaps signifies the poet’s confidence or pride at his own successful 
‘rewording’ of the universal spiritual principles within the poetic tradition. It might be 
that he has been rewarded by aesthetically rendering his own individual vision, and 
joined the ranks of his precursors. The choice may also indicate the poet’s debt to his 
precursors, and the diligent study of ‘the works of great masters’ he refers to in ‘Ego 
Dominus Tuus’.  
The last stanza of Yeats’s ‘Happy Shepherd’ sees the titular shepherd visiting 
the grave of his friend, and by so doing he seems also to depart for a world of 
imagination. Like the country-folk of Blake’s poem who remember happy days, the 
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lambs and singing birds, Yeats’s shepherd invokes the happy spirits of the past, 
immortal now through poetic memory:  
I must be gone: there is a grave               
Where daffodil and lily wave                    
And I would please the hapless faun,               
Buried under the sleepy ground,                 
With mirthful songs before the dawn.   
His shouting days with mirth were crowned;                   
And still I dream he treads the lawn,               
Walking ghostly in the dew,                 
Pierced by my glad singing through,                           
My songs of old earth’s dreamy youth                           
But ah! she dreams not now; dream thou!    
For fair are poppies on the brow:              
Dream, dream, for this is also sooth. (Poems 34) 
Yeats’s Shepherd is not happy with his sweet lot as Blake’s is. Yet both share the 
belief that happiness is attained through the dreaming faculty. Yeats puts Blake’s 
doctrine of the supremacy of the poetic imagination at the centre of his poem.  
The next poem in Crossways, ‘The Sad Shepherd’, answers the former, in a 
position of contrariety, again as in Blake’s Songs of Innocence and Experience. 
Whereas in the former poem the shepherd’s connection to the world of imagination 
allowed him to claim he was happy, despite his disappointment in the grey truth of the 
material world, the Sad Shepherd enjoys no such connection and as such has ‘Sorrow’ 
for his ‘comrade’ (35). This shepherd’s wandering and ‘dreaming’ provides no 
revelation and no joy: ‘And he called loudly to the stars to bend / From their pale 
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thrones and comfort him, but they / Among themselves laugh on and sing’ (35). 
Likewise the shepherd’s calls to the sea, the ‘dewdrops’ and the shore go unanswered 
(35). Taking the advice of the Happy Shepherd, the desperate speaker whispers his 
sorrows into a seashell: ‘Till my own words, re-echoing, shall send/ their sadness 
through a hollow, pearly heart . . . And my own whispering words be comforting,/ 
And lo! my ancient burden may depart.’ (20-24). Yet the poetic gift seems not to be 
present in this lonely shepherd for his words are ineffective and his echo lacks the 
ability to convey anything of substance. He will not be remembered: ‘But the sad 
dweller by the sea-ways lone/ Changed all he sang to inarticulate moan/ Among her 
wildering whirls, forgetting him’ (26-28). The sad shepherd cannot connect with the 
imagination of the land, and therefore may not partake in the beauty and joy that it 
seems otherwise to offer, with its ‘rolling’ hills, ‘glistening’ sands and ‘glistening’ 
vales (35).   
Yeats’s poem ‘The Indian upon God’ from Crossways seems to speak to 
Blake’s “The Lamb” in Songs of Innocence. In Yeats’s poem, the speaker walks 
among nature and hears birds and plants speak as with the spirit of the creative power 
that animates all living things. This speaker is also a dreamer and his ‘spirit [is] 
rocked with evening light . . . in sleep and sighs’ (Poems 39). The unspoken questions 
of who gave life to the land around him and character and beauty to the creatures that 
dwell there echo the sentiment in Blake’s ‘Lamb’. The moor-fowl answers Yeats’s 
Indian, ‘Who holds the world between His bill and made us strong or weak . . . And 
He lives beyond the sky’ (39). The lotus answers, ‘Who made the world and ruleth it… 
For I am in His image made’ (39). The roebuck and the peacock also assert that God 
has instilled within them his divine essence. In Blake’s “Lamb” the question is posed 
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directly: ‘Little lamb who made thee? (CPP 9), and the answer is given by the poet in 
strikingly similar terms:  
He is called by thy name,     
 For he calls himself a Lamb.     
 He is meek & he is mild,     
 He became a little child:    
 I a child & thou a lamb,     
 We are called by his name.     
  Little lamb, God bless thee. (9) 
While Blake suggests the power of a Christian god, Yeats allows for a more open 
interpretation by avoiding any direct allusion to a particular religious tradition. 
Yeats’s more mysterious divinity not only represents the creative swerve away from 
his master, but his choice of an Indian speaker further opens up the poem to include a 
cross-cultural and mystical association to the creative divinity.   
In poems such as ‘Ephemera’ (Crossways 1890) and ‘Fergus and the Druid’ 
(The Rose 1893), Yeats was already beginning to employ the double-speaker format 
he would later use to great effect. These poems feature conversations between two 
speakers, each seeming to take opposing sides of an argument where the resolution 
implies a compromise or harmony between the two sides. In Yeats’s ‘Ephemera’, two 
lovers speak of the beauty and pain which passion has stirred in their ‘wandering 
hearts’. While the female speaker laments their ‘waning’ love, the male speaker points 
out the cosmic rotation of contraries that has led them to this point:  
  ‘Ah, do not mourn,’ he said,                
‘That we are tired, for other loves await us;                 
Hate on and love through unrepining hours.              
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Before us lies eternity; our souls    
Are love, and a continual farewell.’ (Poems 42) 
These characters recall the male and female counterparts that wander forlornly 
through a imaginative landscape in Blake’s ‘Mental Traveller’ coming together in 
passionate union, and separating again in sorrow. Blake writes of the pain and 
pleasure caused by the interaction of his reincarnating couple:  
And these are the gems of the Human soul:    
The rubies and pearls of a lovesick eye,    
The countless gold of an aching heart,    
The martyr’s groan, and the lover’s sigh. (WWB 2 32) 
Yeats’s earliest work shows the poet’s internalisation of Blake’s notion that contrary 
forces engage in a cyclical struggle that dominates human experience. In the opening 
‘Argument’ to The Marriage of Heaven & Hell Blake states that ‘without contraries is 
no progression’ and relates this statement to principles of ‘Attraction & Repulsion, 
Reason & Energy, Love & Hate’ which are ‘necessary to Human Existence’ (4). 
Yeats’s work portrays human experience as governed by a pendulum that keeps 
balance in life.  
The adolescent instinct to depict lonely, exotic and otherworldly characters was 
quickly abandoned by the poet once he came to realise the potential of Irish myth to 
represent the ideal world of perfect forms, in addition to supplying an accessible and 
desirable landscape for Irish readers. By turning to the fertile ground of Irish myth, 
Yeats found a way to engage a national consciousness and simultaneously to 
encourage a ‘return’ to an idealised Ireland. Even the elaborate inventions of Blake 
contained allegorical references to places familiar to an English reader, though they 
often represented imaginative states, for example while Albion is England, it is really 
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England’s consciousness. Yeats marked his need for a change in direction in a letter 
to his close friend, Katherine Tynan, in 1888:  
I have much improved Mosada by polishing the verse 
here and there. I have noticed some things about my 
poetry I did not know before, in this process of 
correction; for instance, that it is almost always a flight 
into fairyland from the real world, and a summons to 
that flight. The Chorus to the ‘Stolen Child’ sums it up 
– that it is not the poetry of insight and knowledge but 
of longing and complaint – the cry of the heart against 
necessity. I hope some day to alter that and write poetry 
of insight and knowledge. (CL 54-55) 
This last sentence is essential to the evolution of Yeats’s project of self-creation, 
something he builds towards throughout his career. He found the greatest satisfaction 
of this hope only after developing the symbolic system of A Vision with his wife 
George (GY), though this system remained incomplete at the end of his life. In the 
first stages of his career, it seems he was concerned with finding a way to connect the 
insights and knowledge as seen by the imagination with the realities of the world he 
lived in, and that Yeats’s desire for an ideal land needed to a connection to the real 
world in order to be accepted by his reader as a possible future for Ireland.  
At the time of publication of Crossways, Yeats had been in the process of 
editing The Works of William Blake with Ellis for about a year. He wrote to Tynan in 
May 1890 that Blake’s ‘system of thought . . . has done my own mind a great deel 
[sic] of good in liberating me from formulas and theories of several kinds’ and that it 
had opened up for him ‘new kinds of poetic feeling & thought’ (CL 1 218). The 
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following September he wrote to her that he was ‘up to my ears in Blakean 
Mysticism’, and again in October that he was ‘now a prisoner with perpetual Blake – 
Blake – Blake’ (CL 1 228, 231). So deeply invested was Yeats in creating his own 
ideal image of Blake through his work with Ellis that he told John O’Leary in January 
1891 that he was ‘afraid of leaving Blake’ because Ellis’s lack of mystical knowledge 
may lead him to writing some of the chapters on Blake’s symbolism ‘awry’ (CL 241). 
By this time, Foster asserts, ‘already he was representing himself as a mage’ and was 
full of the enthusiasm of a young magical apprentice in Madam Blavatsky’s 
Theosophical Society in London (1: 100). So palpable was Yeats’s magical posturing 
that by 1891 Mrs. Ellis had banned Yeats from the house because she thought he was 
casting spells on her husband: ‘the sight of me made her grow white with terror’ (CL 
244). Foster points out that Yeats viewed his work on Blake as part of his own 
theosophical researches (1: 99).	While Yeats clearly draws inspiration from Blake in 
these early poems, and even speaks directly to his master, he is also in the process of 
imaginatively representing Blake’s work as part of a secret tradition, and thereby 
assimilating his ideal Blake into his own developing system of thought. Foster 
summarises it well: 
Blake had spoken to him; his mind spun with 
correspondences and connections. Blake’s four Zoas, or 
mythological personages, corresponded to the four 
quarters of London – suddenly converted into a 
visionary territory which might be claimed, like Sligo… 
His occult reading had fired him with notions of 
alchemy and its provision of metaphors for the 
imagination; Blake made him think in terms of the 
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whole symbolic order of the cosmos. Most of all, Blake 
had been manipulated by WBY into his own system of 
universal ‘moods’, accessible through visions to the 
man of genius. (1: 101) 
In the section ‘The Symbolic System’, in WWB 1, Blake’s mythology is absorbed into 
what Yeats interpreted as a universal mystic philosophy, and is aligned with Yeats’s 
own thinking about universal moods and states of being. Yeats calls the universal 
poetic genius, the ‘central mood’ of the universe and the creator of all things: ‘First, a 
bodiless mood, and then a surging thought, and last a thing’ (241). He writes:  
Sometimes the mystical student, bewildered by the 
different systems, forgets for a moment that the history 
of moods is the history of the universe, and asks where 
is the final statement – the complete doctrine. The 
universe is itself is that doctrine and statement. All 
others are partial, for it alone is the symbol of the 
infinite thought which is in turn symbolic of the 
universal mood we name God. (239) 
In what Yeats described as a very important essay, ‘On the Necessity of Symbolism,’ 
he claims that the universal mood is the same as what Blake called the poetic genius. 
Blake’s work is described as layered, dynamic, revealing secret wisdom from behind 
the veil: 
The surface is perpetually, as it were, giving way before 
one, and revealing another surface below it, and that 
again dissolves when we try to study it. The making of 
religions melts into the making of the earth, and that 
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fades away into some allegory of the rising sun. It is all 
like a great cloud full of stars and shape through which 
the eye seeks a boundary in vain. (WWB 1 287)  
During his early apprenticeship to Blake, the indefinite structure of the English poet’s 
imaginative system was attractive. However, while Yeats would retain the habit of 
embedding esoteric layers of meaning beneath the surface of his own work, as he 
matured as a poet he would come to desire a more structured symbolic system to 
frame his verse, a clear boundary for the reader’s eye to land upon. Yeats wrote to 
Tynan in 1889 about symbolically inserting his life into his poetry and described the 
difficult allegory in The Wanderings of Oisin (1885) as raising a cairn of clouds over 
his life (CL 94).15 Cloudy vision would be something he would strive to overcome in 
his work, seeking his own definite symbolic system that would allow him to express 
his own individual vision in clear terms.  
Neil Mann notes that AE ‘had early been struck by how Yeats’s “imagination 
was dominated by his own myth of duality in self, of being and shadow”, and thought 
that, “somewhere in his boyhood at the first contact of inner and outer he became 
aware of a duality in his being”, so that, “Concealed or unconcealed, this 
preoccupation of the poet with that dualism of being and shadow is in much that he 
has written, until at last it becomes self-conscious in the Vision a gigantic philosophy 
of self and anti-self”’ (‘Yeats, Blake and the Critics’). In his early poetic phase Yeats 
thought that working ‘towards disembodiment and purity’, as Albright puts it, was a 
	
15 The long poem that made Yeats a national literary figure in which he reimagines the story in Irish 
myth of the ancient warrior Oisín, son of the famous Fionn MacCúl, leader of the Fianna, who is 
seduced to the land of the fairy’s for three hundred years only to discover that his friends, and the 
Ireland he knew is dead upon his return to her shores. In Yeats’s telling Oisín and St. Patrick are set up 
as contraries, both as representatives of culture, and of mental states. Oisín is also a character 
associated with the poet himself, reflecting an early attempt at creating an ideal self.  
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way to overcome this sense of a split within himself (Poems xxviii). In the essay ‘The 
Autumn of the Body’ (1898), Yeats presented his views on the matter, lamenting 
modern poetry’s embrace of the modern world and aligned himself with poets of the 
school of Rosetti and Mallamré:  
Man ‘grew weary when he said “These things that I 
touch and see and hear are alone real”. . . the arts are, I 
believe, about to take upon their shoulders the burdens 
that have fallen from the shoulders of priests, and to 
lead us back upon our journey by filling our thoughts 
with the essences of things, and not with things’ (CW4 
141) 
Yet again, Yeats stresses the spiritual mission of the visionary poets, and the 
imperative for artists to provide spiritual sustenance through their work. As he grew 
as a poet, Yeats began to feel he had overemphasised the dreaming side of himself 
and needed to formulate a more clearly defined system that would give shape and 
character to the vision he wished to express. A few years after writing ‘The Autumn 
of the Body’, in a letter from 1903 to AE, Yeats stated that had come to a new 
realisation and a change in direction:  
I am no longer in much sympathy with an essay like 
‘The Autumn of the Body’ . . . the close of the last 
century was full of a strange desire to get out of form, to 
get to some kind of disembodied beauty, and now it 
seems to me the contrary impulse has come. I feel about 
me and in me an impulse, to create form to carry the 
realization of beauty as far as possible. (CL 369) 
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If Yeats wanted to succeed in this mission to reach the extent of beauty, as much as 
his powers would allow, and if he had developed the dreaming, cloudy part of his Self 
over much, he now needed to develop the firmer, natural side of himself in his work. 
Without presenting both sides of the split Self, the poet could not move towards final 
unity. In a letter to John Quinn a day later, Yeats wrote, ‘I have felt always that the 
soul has two moments primarily: one to transcend forms, and the other to create forms 
. . . I think I have to some extent got weary of that wild God Dionysus, and I am 
hoping that the Far-Darter [Apollo, god of forms] will come in his place’	(CL 372). 
The move towards more solid subject-matter, would not entail the abandonment of a 
world of vision, but rather allow the poet’s individual vision to expand, and improve.  
In the early part of his career, Yeats had posed as a prophet with a connection to 
the world of reverie. He had privileged the ideal world as seen through the 
imagination, after the example of his professed ‘master’ Blake’, and moved towards 
disembodiment and a flight from the real world during the early stages of his poetic 
life. However, a turning point came for the poet at the beginning of the twentieth 
century when he sought to refashion his fictive poetic image and infuse his poetry 
with more of the waking reality, and bodily experience, than he had before. Mann 
writes, ‘Yeats’s dramatis personae never becomes as fully mythic as Blake’s . . . and 
Yeats never seems to have been tempted to move fully into the archetypal world 
which Blake’s prophetic books inhabit’ (‘Yeats, Blake and the Critics’). Yeats’s 
resistance against abstraction, and his desire to make his vision, individual though it 
may be, relatable to the wider human experience meant that, as a poetic model and 
master, Blake could not long sustain the role of chief ideal for Yeats. 
The awakening of a more self-conscious Yeats brought with it a more deliberate 
examination of his life and persona. He had always wanted to be a prophetic, 
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visionary poet. He still wanted this, but he felt that he had ‘lost [him]self’ by too close 
investment and association with various movements. As he wrote to Gregory in 1907: 
‘my centre as it were, has shifted from its natural interests, and… it will take me a 
long time to find myself again’ (CL 4 681). Harsh realities in his personal life, such as 
the marriage of the woman for whom he had long held an obsessive ideal love, Maud 
Gonne (MG), and the battles he fought for the Irish Theatre, had brought this palpably 
before him. He would dedicate himself to the mission of reconciling the internal split 
he felt. Now an esteemed poet and playwright, the persona of poet living in fairyland 
became inadequate to the true extent of his abilities. Yeats came to realise that he had 
unconsciously been wearing multiple masks throughout his youth. Later in life, when 
he looked back on the early stages of his career, Yeats wrote, 
Shelley . . . had shared our curiosities, our political 
problems, our conviction that, despite all experience to 
the contrary, love is enough, and unlike Blake, isolated 
by an arbitrary symbolism, he seemed to sum up all that 
was metaphysical in English poetry. When in middle 
life I looked back I found that he and not Blake, whom I 
had studied more and with more approval, had shaped 
my life. (‘Prometheus Unbound’ (1932), CW5 121) 
Although Yeats claims that he unconsciously posed as Shelley, he reveals that he was 
consciously trying to emulate Blake. He points towards his turning away from pure 
Blakean thought, the too-literal realism of the imagination and arbitrary symbolism 
that frustrates communication with other visionary poetry and befuddles readers. 
Indeed, the abstraction and incohesion of Blake’s mythology creates the impression of 
a ‘babel of conflicting voices’, in the words of Peter Otto, that, at times, threatens to 
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overwhelm the narrator’s voice and ‘dissolve the narrative frame’ (631).  Even if the 
prophetic role is still Yeats’s ambition, this image of a fantasist more connected to an 
otherworld which was separate to the one in which he lived, and unconnected to 
identifiable frames of reference, was limiting. In ‘Prometheus Unbound’, Yeats 
claims that Blake, as a mystic, could attend ‘to the whole drama of life’ but that 
because Shelley was ‘an unconverted man though certainly a visionary . . . his 
landscapes are vaporised and generalised by his purpose, his spirits have not the 
separated existence’ from his own personality or the satisfaction of his desires, and 
that ‘he was the tyrant of his own being’ (CW5 121). Yet Yeats concludes the essay 
by asserting that ‘it may be our [the visionary poets’] lot to worship in terror: “Did He 
who made the lamb make thee?”’ (425). The line from Blake’s ‘The Tyger’ (Songs of 
Experience), and the poet’s terror at the powerful creation of the tyger, represents 
Yeats’s recognition of his own comparative powerlessness, and therefore limitations, 
in the great cosmic scheme.  
Yeats’s growing self-consciousness, and his turning toward the pursuit of a 
more harmonious union between the imaginative and rational faculties, set the stage 
for another ideal other to assume the place of Blake as chief poetic precursor in 
Yeats’s mind. Around this time Yeats begins consistently to incorporate ideas about 
masks into his philosophy of self-creation. The concept of the Mask evolves after the 
turn of the century and becomes integral to this mission, finding full expression in A 
Vision, where Yeats’s ideal Mask is allied to his image of Dante. As Yeats develops 
his theories of the Mask, he ultimately concludes that there must be a true Mask that 
must be attained, and when he describes it in A Vision, it does not represent the ideal 
other of youth, Blake. The man of Phase 17 has for his chief purpose synthesis of his 
separated and fragmented ideas of his imaginative vision and his intellect: ‘The being 
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has for its supreme aim . . . to hide from itself and others this separation and disorder, 
and it conceals them under the emotional Image of Phase 3 . . . When true to phase the 
intellect must turn all its synthetic power to this task’ (AVB 105). The True Mask of 
Phase 3 is described as ‘simplification through intensity’, and Yeats describes the man 
of this phase as being seen by the lyrical poets of Phase 17 as taking joy in all things, 
viewing ‘no one thing is better than another’, a man of ‘perfect bodily sanity’ (104, 
81). Similarly, Yeats had criticised Blake in his essay ‘William Blake and His 
Illustrations to The Divine Comedy’ for what he saw as Blake’s ‘petulant’ comments 
on Dante, in which Blake claimed that Dante ‘saw devils where I saw none’, and that 
he saw ‘good only’ (CW4 98). In this regard Blake could no longer be conceived of as 
the chief ideal other if Yeats was to achieve Unity of Being as a poet. Yeats does not 
abandon Blake as an ideal other. He will continue to love the poet and draw 
inspiration from him, in particular the principle of warring contraries. He will merely 
reposition him in the order of his ideal others. In The Trembling of the Veil, Yeats 
writes,  
I am persuaded that our intellects at twenty contain all 
the truths we shall ever find, but as yet we do not know 
truths that belong to us from opinions, caught up in 
casual irritation or momentary fantasy. As life goes on 
we discover that certain thoughts sustain us in defeat, or 
give us victory, whether over ourselves or others, and it 
is these thoughts, tested by passion, that we call 
convictions. Among subjective men . . . the victory is an 
intellectual daily recreation of all that exterior fate 
snatches away, and so that fate's antithesis; while what I 
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have called ‘the Mask’ is an emotional antithesis to all 
that comes out of their internal nature. We begin to live 
when we have conceived life as tragedy. (CW3 163) 
His remarks about the intellect of a man at twenty containing all the truth he will learn 
echoes Blake’s comment that ‘the productions of our youth and of our mature age are 
equal in all essential points’(CPP 550).16 His early love of Blake was not error; it was 
merely that in testing his beliefs against the passion of his experience that he began to 
reinterpret his first master. Blake saw the world as fallen, but could not conceive of 
life as tragedy, living, as Yeats saw it, in a world of constant imaginative reverie. 
Yeats came to desire a sturdier system within which to set his poetic vision.  
In A Vision, Blake is assigned to Phase 16, ‘the positive man’, a phase of 
‘extreme subjectivity’. Placing Blake in a purely subjective phase is an official 
demotion. Yeats writes, ‘Phase 16 has [an antithetical] dream thrust upon it and finds 
within itself an aimless excitement. This excitement, and this dream, are both 
illusions, so that the Will, which is itself a violent scattering energy, has to use its 
intellect (Creative Mind) to discriminate between illusions . . . so small is the sense of 
the primary nature, sense of fact is an impossibility’ (AVB 103). He describes the 
intellect in this phase as being so narrow as to be almost cruel to the individuals born 
within it. Nonetheless, ‘self-knowledge and self-mastery’ may yet be accomplished if 
the person in Phase 16 manages to use the intellect to find ‘the soul’s most radiant 
expression and surrounds itself with some fairyland, some mythology of wisdom or 
laughter’ (103). If not, all energies are put in service of a ‘preposterous purpose’, and 
the false mask causes the will to hate that which opposes all desire, ‘capable of 
	
16 This comment is made in reference to Blake’s drawing, The Penance of Jane Shore in St. Paul’s 
Church, of which he is very proud, and conveys the sense that the artist’s visionary understanding 
progresses in a hegemonic manner as it evolves.  
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nothing but an incapable idealism (for it has no thought but in myth, or in defence of 
myth)’ (103). Furthermore,  
In men of the phase there will commonly be both 
natures, for to be true to phase is a ceaseless struggle. 
At one moment they are full of hate – Blake writes of 
‘Flemish and Venetian demons’ and of some picture of 
his own destroyed ‘by some vile spell of Stoddart’s’ – 
and their hate is always close to madness; and the next 
they produce the comedy of Aretino and of Rabelais or 
the mythology of Blake, and discover symbolism to 
express the overflowing and bursting of the mind. (103).  
Thus, by the 1920s Blake is not portrayed as having overcome the darker elements of 
his phase, of not having achieved full unity. His vision is still considered sublime and 
capable of conveying spiritual truth in some moments, but falls into abstraction and 
delusion at others. What this passage from A Vision reveals is that by the time it was 
written, Yeats considered himself, as a poet, to have outgrown Blake as his chief ideal 
other. Kermode suggests that because the artist is a ‘necessarily estranged figure’ due 
to their ‘high “sensibility” – feeling with remarkable intensity as a necessity of 
genius’, that the artist is also a ‘victim’, ‘unhappily in love with God’ (10, 8, 14). 
Indeed, though Yeats sees himself as marginalised and plagued by religious concern, 
he seeks to overcome estrangement as a poet through establishing relationships with 
the visionary precursors of he loves best. By turning away from a Blakean mode of 
over-reliance on imagination, Yeats ‘did not walk out of his dream,’ as Kermode puts 
it, ‘but simply extended it to include everything, and went on being a poet till he died’ 
(19). Yeats would continue to be influenced by Blake, and to hold the prophetic 
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visionary close to his heart, for, to use Bloom’s beautiful phrase, ‘some poets… never 
recover from the immortal wound of the poetry they first come to love’ (Ye 56). 
However, in his later years Yeats was to follow a mode of thought more desirable to 
his more mature character, and pursue an image that he saw as a ‘true Mask’. In this 


























Remaking the Romantic Poet 
 
 
Yeats’s Romantic Dante17 
 
 
Yeats’s initial interest in Dante was mainly limited to what he perceived as the 
subjective and romantic elements of Dante’s verse. As a young Pre-Raphaelite, Yeats 
had been primarily interested in Dante’s Vita Nuova, which he read in Rossetti’s 
translation, viewing it, therefore, as a predominantly Romantic text, and considered 
The Divine Comedy an objective text dominated by a remote, impersonal and harsh 
moral system. Bornstein writes, ‘Yeats lauded a perceptually sensitive Dante and 
lamented the religious orthodoxy and engagement with practical life which seemed to 
stain his subjectivity’ (97). Taking a defensive stance in favour of Romantic 
subjectivism, Yeats wrote in 1892 that the ‘the glints and glimmers’ of modern lyric 
poetry ‘find their way into many a corner and cranny that never could be reached by 
the great light of a Divine Comedy or an Iliad…’ (UnPr 1 251-252). While it would 
be many years yet before Yeats would come to extol the Comedy as ‘the first victory 
of personality’ and praise Dante as the ‘chief imagination of Christendom’, Yeats’s 
changing attitude and growing reverence for Dante is noticeable as early as the late 
1890s (AVA 199; Poems 210). Bornstein notes that the two Blake essays dated 1897, 
‘Blake’s Illustrations to Dante’ (as it is abbreviated in the 1903 essay collection Ideas 
of Good and Evil), and ‘William Blake and the Imagination’, reveal Yeats’s 
increasing admiration for Dante during this time:  
	
17 I have titled this section after Bornstein’s pivotal essay, first because Bornstein’s work is still the 
most in-depth study of Yeats’s early appreciation of Dante as an ideal other (though he does not use 
that phrase), and second because, not only did Yeats interpret Dante through the Romantics, but it was 
as an ideal lover that Yeats first came to appreciate Dante the poet, and to infer a parallel between his 
life and the life of the singer of Florence.  
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The essay on illustrations treats Blake more 
sympathetically than Dante, while the later one more 
typically makes Dante into an ideal romantic poet. The 
present text of Ideas of Good and Evil obscures this 
chronological progression both by reversing the order of 
the essays and by dating each of them 1897; in fact, 
‘William Blake and his Illustrations’ appeared a year 
earlier, in The Savoy for July, August, and September of 
1896. (97-98) 
In ‘Blake’s Illustrations to Dante’ Yeats criticizes Blake’s petulant comments but he 
also appears eager to defend Blake’s poetic stance, writing that ‘Dante, who deified 
law, selected its antagonist, passion, as the most important of sins,’ but that ‘Blake, 
who deified imaginative freedom, held “corporeal reason” for the most accursed of 
things’ (CW4 103). Bornstein notes, and indeed it is plain from Dante’s ordering of 
sins in the Comedy as well as his descriptions of a fervent passion for Beatrice (and 
others), that passion is most assuredly not the most important sin in Dante’s 
philosophy.  
Indeed, Yeats would not defend such an untenable position for long. Rather this 
statement, it seems, is designed to insulate Blake, still Yeats’s chosen ideal other at 
this time, from any shortcomings of vision when compared with the unity Yeats began 
to find in Dante’s work. Bornstein writes:  
In Yeats's sympathetic elaboration, Dante emerged as a 
great poet contaminated by a philosophy of judgement 
and punishment which secretly derived from the 
absorption in worldly affairs which it sought to 
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condemn . . . Yeats does not really mean to criticize 
Dante. He means to convince himself that his own 
preoccupation with abstract system menaces his creative 
life as poet. He in fact shared Dante’s belief in a 
spiritual order existing independently of man, and his 
salvation as artist came when he learned to use that 
order to free rather than fetter his own imagination. 
(YRD 98-99)  
Yeats claims in the first essay that ‘By thus contrasting Blake and Dante by the light 
of Blake's paradoxical wisdom, and as though there was no important truth hung from 
Dante's beam of the balance, I but seek to interpret a little-understood philosophy 
rather than one incorporate in the thought and habits of Christendom,’ acknowledging 
that he is, in a sense, defending a poet of lesser stature against one who enjoys a 
higher level of intellectual approval in western literature (CW4 100). Dante is thus 
characterized at this time as one side of the coin of poetic wisdom and Blake the 
other. Yeats writes, ‘one-half of the philosophy of Dante is less living than his poetry, 
while the truth Blake preached and sang and painted is the root of the cultivated life’ 
(100). Yet, even Dante’s orthodoxy was something Yeats would come to deny, 
claiming that, rather than being inhibited by what Yeats initially saw as a ‘complex 
external church,’ Dante’s personality (or his Will as defined in the system A Vision) 
‘compelled even those things that opposed it to serve’ his individual vision, and 
enabled him to achieve harmony between both sides of his nature, and to reach Unity 
of Being as a poet (CW4 101; AVA 78, 29). ‘Surpass thyself’: thus spake Zarathustra 
to the man who would reach the height of his potential (Nietzsche 221).  
Bornstein points out that ‘Blake did not long have the best of Dante in Yeats’s 
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prose,’ since in the next essay, ‘William Blake and the Imagination,’ Yeats uses Dante 
as an example of how poets effectively use existing systems to express individual 
vision, and laments Blake’s failure to do so. Yeats writes, in the passage quoted in the 
previous chapter, that Blake ‘spoke confusedly and obscurely because he spoke of 
things for whose speaking he could find no models in the world about him’, and that, 
unlike a poet such as Dante who found a wealth of ready symbols to hand, ‘He was a 
man crying out for a mythology (CW4 86). 
When Yeats made the decision to make Irish myth and folklore the subject-
matter of his poetry, though still in thrall to Blake’s visionary ability, he used Dante 
as an authority for making folklore worthy of high lyric achievement which yet 
revealed spiritual knowledge. In a number of essays written in the 1890s Yeats 
repeatedly asserted that Dante was a folklorist with a ‘musical tongue’, along with 
other ideal others such as ‘Homer, Aeschylus, Sophocles, Shakespeare, and… Goethe, 
and Keats’ and that because Dante, like these other poets, had mastered the use of 
myth and folklore, by drawing ‘copiously’ from the ‘secret immortality’ embodied 
therein, he was able to ‘weave immortal woofs’ as a poet (UnPr 284, 328). Just as 
Yeats had claimed Irish associations for Blake, his emerging enthusiasm for Dante 
prompted him to connect certain elements of Dante’s work with Irish beliefs, 
asserting that the souls of suicide trapped in trees in Canto XIII of the Inferno recall a 
Celtic myth about ‘ghosts swinging on the tree-tops’ (UnPr 1 141).   
Bornstein points out that Yeats’s only reading of Dante was through English 
translations which cast the Italian poet in a Romantic mould. Such translations 
transformed the ‘perverse but pathetic Dante of the Augustans into a powerful 
visionary . . . To read those . . . translators was not to read Dante, but to read a Dante 
filtered through a style and diction derived from romantic practice’ (96). The 
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shortcomings of translation notwithstanding, Cary and Rossetti emphasize that their 
translations are primarily concerned with ‘accuracy’ and ‘fidelity’ to the meaning of 
the Italian text over what Rossetti called ‘literality’, the poetic form of the work 
(Honess, Comedy 3; Rossetti, EIP 190, viii). Cary, in particular, sacrificed the terza 
rima structure of the Comedy so that his translation could better serve the meaning of 
the Italian verse (Honess, Comedy xx). Despite depriving Dante’s work of its famous 
rhyming scheme Cary’s devotion to meaning made his translation a favourite among 
poets of his age: ‘All the great romantics read Cary's version, as did Yeats after them, 
and most praised it extravagantly. By 1887 a critic could observe that “from that time 
forward no man aiming at literary reputation thought his education complete unless he 
had read Dante in Cary or the original”’ (Bornstein, YRD 95-96). Indeed, it seems 
that Yeats’s perceived distance from Dante in his early career has less to do with 
language than it does with belief, though he certainly acknowledged the language 
barrier. Yeats, as a young romantic, finds much in common with Dante the passionate 
lover of Beatrice, and bristles against the harsh moral code of medieval Christianity. 
While Yeats would later come to identify profoundly with Dante as a spiritual quester 
and a poet committed to unity and self-transformation, his initial attraction to Dante 
was as a poet ruled by Love, and it is mostly as an ideal lover that Dante appears as a 
presence in Yeats’s early poetry.  
Bornstein writes that ‘Dante had little direct impact on Yeats's early verse,’ but 
points to  ‘the much-revised “The Countess Cathleen in Paradise,” ‘originally entitled 
‘A Dream of a Blessed Spirit,’ as an example of Yeats drawing directly from Dante. 
Bornstein argues that Yeats, in this poem, ‘follows the precept of grounding broader 
vision in local lore. Even the final title shows that, for Cathleen belongs to Irish 
legend but the vision of Paradise to Dante’ (101). This is certainly the case, but 
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Yeats’s use of Dante’s canto in Paradise also reflects Yeats’s attraction to the poet as 
an ideal lover and to the exaltation of his ideal lady. The play where the lyric 
originally appeared, The Countess Cathleen, had been written for Maud Gonne to play 
the title character, the woman with whom Yeats had been infatuated since 1888. In his 
Memoirs in 1915 Yeats wrote, ‘She spoke to me of her wish for a play that she could 
act in Dublin . . . I told her of a story I had found when compiling my Fairy and Folk 
Tales of the Irish Peasantry, and offered to write for her the play I have called The 
Countess Cathleen’ (41). In the poem, ‘The Countess Cathleen in Paradise,’ the poet 
describes the transformation of the Countess’s soul in heaven, and the whole scene 
recalls Dante’s Canto 31 of Paradiso where the poet sees Beatrice in the presence of 
the Heavenly host. In Paradiso the ‘saintly multitude,’ celebrating round the throne of 
Heaven, are described as follows: ‘Faces had they of flame, and wings of gold; / The 
rest was whiter than the driven snow’ (423). Yeats’s poem borrows from Dante to 
describe the angels: ‘All the heavens bow down to Heaven, / Flame to flame and wing 
to wing’ (Poems 64). Bornstein points out that Yeats’s 1895 revision of the last stanza 
brought the scene closer to Dante’s through an emphasis on the whiteness of the 
heavenly entities: ‘With white feet of angels seven, / Her white feet go glimmering, / 
And above the deep of heaven, / Flame on flame and wing on wing’ (101). The 
flaming angelic faces differ from the ‘flaming founts of duty’ in which the Countess is 
said to have ‘Bathed’ before ascending to Heaven. These flames seem to derive from 
a vision MG recounted to Yeats whereby she was purified in a ritual conducted by 
Irish gods in ‘fountain of fire’ so that she could be of service to Ireland (G-Y L 99). 
Yet, in the context of an entry to Christian Paradise in Yeats’s poem, these founts of 
flame also recall Dante’s wall of flames in the final ring of Purgatorio through which 
the souls must pass before entering the terrestrial paradise of Eden, and the celestial 
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paradise beyond (Comedy 259). While Cathleen was meant to stand as a type, a self-
sacrificing highborn saviour for his Irish audience, she was also closely linked with 
MG in Yeats’s imagination, and the comparison of the Countess with Beatrice 
emphasises the Countess’s dual role as saviour and ideal love interest. When Dante 
sees Beatrice on her throne in Paradiso 31 he proclaims that he owes his salvation to 
her love, and asks that his spirit may join her in Heaven when it is his time to die. 
Dante’s gaze is then directed to ‘the queen’ of heaven, the Virgin Mary, who is the 
source of ‘glee’ and ‘carol’ in all the spirits of that realm, including Dante’s beloved 
Beatrice (Comedy 426). In Yeats’s poem the poet observing the dead Cathleen asks if 
‘the kiss of Mother Mary / Put that music in her face?’ (64). Moreover, Yeats 
explicitly connected the canonisation of Cathleen in this poem and his own sexual 
desire in a letter to Tynan in 1927, and linked his thought processes to Dante and his 
love for Beatrice. Shortly after Yeats published the first A Vision he once again 
revised this poem. Writing to Tynan about Dante’s influence on his thought at this 
time Yeats told his old friend that, when he thinks about the dynamics between the 
holy and the temporal fires, his mood vacillates between ‘spiritual excitement’ and 
‘sexual torture and the knowledge that the two are somehow inseparable’ (L 731). ‘It 
is the eyes of the Earthly Beatrice,’ writes Yeats to Tynan, ‘that makes Dante risk the 
fire . . . Immediately after comes the Earthly Paradise and the Heavenly Beatrice’18 
(731). Yeats then includes in the letter what would be the final version of ‘The 




18 While this statement about Beatrice’s eyes is made in 1927, it is an opinion Yeats formed very early 
on in his interest in Dante, as I will show in my discussion of his poetry after the fin de siècle, later in 
this chapter.  
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A Change in the Wind 
 
The late 1890s saw Yeats dealing with a heady mix of warring impulses, both 
artistic and personal. Foster points out that during the late 1890s Yeats was 
surrounded by an atmosphere of ‘millennialism’ in his occult circle, since ‘Blavatsky 
had prophesied that the world would pass from a cycle of materialism into a cycle of 
spiritual growth some time in 1897,’ and many of Yeats’s close friends held this 
belief, like the McGregor Matherses and George Russell, who wrote excitedly to 
Yeats that ‘the Gods have returned to Eri’ (1: 162-163). Indeed, Yeats’s 
preoccupation with folklore and his desire to put Irish myth and fairy stories at the 
centre of his work was part of what he saw as his role in contributing to the spiritual 
awakening of Ireland and for instructing her national consciousness. In addition to his 
personal affection for Irish myth and folklore, Yeats also felt pressure from his 
nationalist friends to bring his talents to bear in support of reawakening a mythic 
spiritual consciousness. From early 1896 ‘Russell was bombarding him with calls to 
immerse himself in the world of Celtic supernaturalism . . . Ireland’s special idealism 
must be forged into a new world order for the dawning century’ (Foster 1: 163). 
Yeats’s close relationship with Lady Augusta Gregory (LG) was cemented in 1896, 
and ‘their friendship quickly coalesced around an idea for collaborative work, in this 
case a large-scale survey of folklore and fairy-tale’ (170). Boccaccio, in his Life of 
Dante, praises Dante for being able to take a pagan subject, the journey through the 
underworld, and translate it into terms acceptable to the Christian imagination of his 
day, which he erroneously calls ‘a thing ne’er done before’ (87).19 Yeats preferred to 
	
19 I refer to Philip H. Wicksteed’s translation of Boccaccio in The Early Lives of Dante (1904), which is 
the translation Yeats is known to have read, and from which he quotes in various letters as well as in 
both editions of A Vision. Whether Yeats read other translations is unclear. Two of his most important 
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connect Dante’s appropriation of a pagan trope for Christian audiences to ‘Irish 
legends,’ and wrote in 1897 of Dante’s poems being influenced by ‘the visions by 
devout persons in a little island in Lough Dearg’ (UnPr 2 70). Yeats was likely 
thinking of The Vision of Adamnán, a tenth-century work recounting the visionary 
journey through the otherworld of the Irish saint and Ionian scholar Adamnán. Just as 
he had done with Blake, Yeats happily imagines, and then convinces himself of an 
Irish heritage for Dante’s work (or, at least, this aspect of it), showing the poet’s 
willingness to affirm a kinship with his admired precursors in defiance of scant 
evidence.  
Through the revival of Irish myth, Yeats says he wanted to create in Ireland a 
‘Eleusis or Samothrace,’ which he describes as a constant obsession during this time 
(Mem 123). In order to achieve this Yeats sought to create a Celtic mystery school 
which would mix Irish mythology with his occult learning. Yeats’s obsession centred 
around the following elements:  
the need of mystical rites – a ritual system of evocation 
and meditation – to reunite the perception of the spirit, 
of the divine, with natural beauty. I believed that instead 
of thinking of Judea as holy we should [think] our own 
land holy, and most holy where most beautiful. 
Commerce and manufacture had made the world ugly; 
the death of pagan nature-worship had robbed visible 
beauty of its inviolable sanctity . . . I meant to initiate 
young men and women in this worship, which would 
	
collaborators in later life, Ezra Pound and George Hyde-Lees, both extremely knowledgeable Dante 
readers in Italian, may have read others also.  
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unite the radical truths of Christianity to those of a more 
ancient world (Mem 123-124).  
Yeats writes also that ‘for years to come,’ in addition to creating a new mystery 
religion, it was also heavy in his mind to ‘bring again into imaginative life the old 
sacred places – Slievenamon, Knocknarea – all that old reverence that hung – above 
all – about conspicuous hills’ (124). For Yeats it was important that his new school 
have layers of mystery. Deciphering mystic codes was one of his preferred methods of 
learning, and he felt that such learning stimulated individual perception as well as 
offering intellectual exercise. Yeats, as an artist, and at this stage in his career averse 
to codified doctrine, viewed his own writing as a powerful mechanism for the 
promotion of such a mystery religion. The potency of symbolism meant that such 
spiritual understanding could be internalised by his reader without their perhaps even 
knowing it. Yeats writes:  
But I wished by my writings . . . to have a secret 
symbolical relation to these mysteries… I thought, there 
will be a greater richness, a greater claim upon the love 
of the soul, doctrine without exhortation or rhetoric. 
Should not religion hide within the work of art as God 
is within His world, and how can the interpreter do 
more than whisper? (124). 
He wanted to marry what was accessible in the old system of belief with the abstract 
spiritual knowledge he had gained form theosophy, hermeticism, and cabalism.   
Yeats threw his artistic talents behind the effort with sincere belief that he was 
contributing to an important spiritual rebirth for Ireland. However, since Yeats had no 
defined system to frame his thought during this time, he found himself incapable of 
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expressing the finer points of his belief, and how his mystical thought could operate in 
a new society. In his Memoirs (1915), the poet describes how his abstraction caused 
him to suffer in debates at the Irish Literary Society,20 and the frustration of this led to 
considerable self-deprecation:  
I, whose convictions were founded not upon any logical 
argument but upon a series of delicate perceptions, 
became confused and contradictory, or wrecked my 
cause by overstatement. Even O’Leary… was against 
me again and again in matters of detail. It was to me a 
time [of] great pain and disquiet. I have found that if 
many people accuse of vanity, of affection, of 
ignorance, an ignoble image is created from which the 
soul frees itself with difficulty, an undiscerned self-
loathing. (66) 
Yeats is reflecting on his youthful fervour for pure imaginative life from the vantage 
point of 1915, when he had come to desire a sturdier system of thought. Yeats points 
to his radical romanticism as the source of his failings in debate, since it led him to 
create ‘a cult of passion’ (Mem 84). Later in his career, he would find a symbolic 
system could aid passionate expression, rather than limiting it. In order to boost his 
image as a practical thinker, a man capable of putting form to his ideas, Yeats brought 
his and Ellis’s edition of the WWB to the Irish Literary Society meetings for 
	
20 Yeats founded the Irish Literary Society, with branches in Dublin and London, with the purpose of 
establishing a national literature founded in Irish myth, with a connection to ancient and universal 
spiritual “truths”. Yeats says he made a rule that politics was not to be discussed at these meeting but 
inevitably their debates carried the undertones of political opinion. 
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discussion, which gave Yeats a great sense of pride, for ‘here at last was a substantial 
book; perhaps even, it might seem, a little erudition’ (69). Yeats can, in 1915, discern 
that in the 1890s he had not yet ‘come to understand that fine things cannot be torn 
out of the hostile netting, but must be slowly disentangled with delicate fingers’ (84). 
The cult of passion could not alone produce the practical results he sought. At the 
time of reflection Yeats no longer sought to escape the natural body for pure spirit in 
his art, but desired an artistic bone-structure within which to set his own thoughts. He 
had come close to such an achievement with the WWB. Arianna Antonielli notes that 
through the WWB, particularly those chapters written by Yeats himself, ‘Yeats was 
able to systematize his thought for the first time, giving unity to his Weltanschauung 
and poetry, as mostly comes out from the last chapter of the first volume . . . the 
“Symbolic System”’ (12). Antonielli notes that Yeats’s interpretation of Blake partly 
determined the subsequent development of Yeats’s own system ‘up to its codification 
in . . . A Vision’ (12). Yet, while this work illuminates much of Yeats’s early 
philosophy about art and spiritualism, that philosophy is nonetheless applied to the 
work of another poet. Moreover, Yeats’s philosophy was not static, and his thinking 
evolved greatly from the collaboration with Edwin Ellis which produced the WWB to 
the collaboration with GY which produced A Vision. Such collaborative enterprises, 
coupled with Yeats’s tendency to ally his thinking with a perceived mystical tradition 
among the poets he loved, also highlights that Yeats’s systems of thought were rarely 
his alone. The poet needed to find a system which allowed for the individual 
expression of his own thought through his art, and which was yet a system that 
connected the poet to a grand spiritual symbolic tradition. This need would grow in 
intensity during the late 1890s and continue to preoccupy the poet throughout the first 
two decades of the twentieth century. It is only after Yeats makes Dante his chief 
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ideal other that he begins to confidently fashion symbolic systems that attempt to 
unify his thought and his dual nature: first through the creation of PASL which 
announces the poet’s new Dantean Mask, and afterwards in both editions of A Vision, 
where the Dantean Mask becomes more elaborate, and the systematic project vastly 
more ambitious.  
A search for ideal Romantic images had early on created a fascination with 
death in Yeats. Frank Kermode in his book, The Romantic Image (1961), writes that 
the Romantic artist is one who experiences suffering as a necessity of his creative 
faculty, writing that the artist ‘must be lonely, haunted, victimized, devoted to 
suffering rather than action – or, to state this in a manner more acceptable to the 
twentieth century, he is exempt from the normal human orientation towards action 
and so enabled to intuit those images which are truth, in defiance of the triumphant 
claims of merely intellectual disciplines’ (6). Kermode identifies a ‘cult of the dead 
face’ in Romantic poetry which represents the artist’s escape from such suffering 
(64). Connecting this image to Yeats’s idealisation of dead figures, Kermode writes:  
the work of art which is the victory, the product of the 
pain and the joy . . . itself is symbol, ‘aesthetic mind’; 
utterly original and not in the old sense ‘imitated’; 
‘concrete’, yet fluid and suggestive; a means to truth, a 
truth unrelated to, and more exalted than, that of 
positivist science, or any observation depending upon 
the discursive reason; out of the flux of life, and 
therefore, under one aspect, dead; yet uniquely alive 
because of its participation in a higher order of 
existence . . . ; coextensive in matter and form; resistant 
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to explication; . . . and itself emblematised in certain 
recurring images, of which . . . the Dancer is most 
perfect. (43-44)  
Kermode’s analysis anticipates the Dancer image of Yeats’s Phase 15 in the system of 
A Vision, who is similarly a dead figure, existing ‘out of life’, yet the dead face 
appears long before Yeats develops this Dantean concept of the perfectly 
proportioned body, and even the early depictions have Dantean undertones.  
The notion that ideal love might be elevated yet higher by the death of a lover, 
which Yeats had borrowed from Dante in ‘The Countess Cathleen in Paradise,’ is 
repeated in Yeats’s ‘He wishes his Beloved were Dead’ (1898), which appeared in 
The Wind Among the Reeds.21 As discussed in the previous chapter, there is a general 
move towards disembodiment in this collection, yet such a movement tends to focus 
on the poet’s own transcendence of the body. ‘He wishes his Beloved were Dead’ 
stands out in The Wind Among the Reeds not only for its macabre title, but for the fact 
that the poet wishes for his lover’s bodily death ahead of his own. The morbidity of 
the poet’s wish to see his lover’s body ‘lying cold and dead’ highlights how the poet’s 
suffering over a long unfulfilled passion has become unhealthy. So desperate is the 
poet for his affections to be returned that he imagines the newly blessed spirit of his 
dead lover will be kinder to him: ‘You would come hither and bend your head, / And I 
would lay my head on your breast; / And you would murmur tender words, / 
Forgiving me, because you were dead’ (Poems 90). The Keatsian image of a poet 
pillowed on his lover’s breast is joined with the Dantean image of a benevolent 
	
21 Yeats’s attitudes towards the experience of love and death, would evolve throughout and after the 
revolutionary period in Irish history. The poet came to hate the violence and death the politics of the 
day brought about, witnessing bloodied soldiers pass by his Ballylee home, and later dodging death 
threats due to his work in the Seanad. Moreover, after Yeats recovered from the loss of MG and grew 
in his experience of love with other women, he came to extol the virtues of physical love and 
intellectual partnership, as well as spiritual connectedness.  
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former lover descending from the celestial realm to save her devoted poet. The living 
Beatrice in La Vita Nuova is never described as showing Dante affection; indeed, she 
causes the poet much suffering in one episode by refusing ‘her most sweet salutation’ 
when passing him in the street (EIP 237). The heavenly Beatrice, on the other hand, is 
devoted to Dante, for whose sake she says that ‘Love brought me thence, [from 
Heaven] / Who prompts my speech’ (Comedy 17). The two succeeding poems in The 
Wind Among the Reeds, ‘He wishes for the Cloths of Heaven’ (1899) and ‘He thinks 
of his Past Greatness when a Part of the Constellations of Heaven’ (1898) continue 
the theme of a poet striving to become worthy of a heavenly woman. In the first the 
poet offers up his dreams in place of the ‘heavens’ embroidered cloths,’ which he has 
yet to earn, and in the second he declares that he may not embrace the woman he 
loves until he dies (Poems 90-91).  
The preoccupation with the image of dead woman as the ideal lover and saviour 
from suffering is reiterated in Yeats’s play The Shadowy Waters, written in 1900 and 
revised later in 1906 and 1911. In the play, the poet Forgael traverses a sea populated 
by the spirits of the dead, in the form of man-headed birds, whom he follows in the 
hope that they will lead him to happiness and love. Forgael believes that such a love 
as he seeks may not come from a living woman, but instead must be found with an 
‘Ever-living’ woman: love ‘of a beautiful, unheard-of kind / That is not in the world’ 
(Poems 120-121). Forgael therefore wishes to die into a dream world free of the ‘brief 
longing and deceiving hope’ that terrestrial love but offers (120-121). This world, as 
Yeats was coming to realise, offers its own illusions, wherein a person may be 
consumed by impossible hopes.  
Yeats’s earliest poetry reflects a longing to escape the temporal world and its 
suffering for a purely imaginative life. Kermode notes that, despite Yeats’s continued 
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belief in the power of unconscious states to reveal higher wisdoms, and the value of 
visionary poetry to express the same, that ‘Yeats was early troubled by that 
dreaminess, that conscientious lack of actuality, which prevailed when he made his 
début’, and points out that, ‘he was trying to shake it off much earlier than is usually 
supposed’ (27). Yeats’s letter to Tynan in 1888, where he describes his poetry as a 
‘flight into fairyland’ and his desire to write poetry of ‘insight and knowledge’ 
testifies to this (L 63). This desire remained a constant goal throughout Yeats’s career, 
and he chased down knowledge of the spiritual kind wherever he thought to find it. 
During the late 1880s Yeats had thought to find it in the Romantic poets and the 
Hermetic and Theosophical studies, and had invested a huge portion of his energy into 
deciphering Blake’s mystical philosophy in search of eternal ‘truths’. During the 
waning stages of the nineteenth century Yeats became increasingly convinced that the 
folklore of Celtic Ireland held a key to certain ancient and universal mysteries, which 
could provide the knowledge and insight he wanted to put into verse.  
In 1897, in a letter to D. J. O’Donoghue, Yeats writes that the ‘wind’, such as 
that otherworldly breeze that dominates The Wind Among the Reeds, ‘is the vague 
idealisms & impossible hopes which blow in upon us to the ruin of near & common & 
substantial ambitions’ (CL 1 380). Yeats prefaced the 1903 published version of the 
play with a quote from Blake’s ‘The Sick Rose’: ‘O Rose, thou art sick.’ Blake’s 
poem speaks of bodily desire disturbing the ideal peace of the rose. The poet at this 
stage in his career seems to realise the sacrifice of Selfhood that a full flight to 
fairyland demands. Despite his early attraction to the notion, Yeats would never be a 
‘literal realist of the imagination,’ as Blake had been. Plagued by a lack of harmony 
within himself and perceiving such a lack in the world about him, Yeats began to 
write poetry reflective of such a split. The poem ‘He Mourns for the Change that has 
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come upon him and his Beloved, and longs for the End of the World’ (1895-1897) 
was originally entitled ‘The Desire of Man and Woman’. In it the poet imagines 
himself as a hound chasing a white deer, representing man’s insatiable desire for a 
woman, an image Yeats had taken from Michael Comyn’s ‘The Lay of Oisin in the 
Land of Youth’, Yeats’s primary source for his own Oisin (Poems 397). The poet’s 
transformation into a hound comes upon him all of a sudden as he moves through a 
desolate wood and is enforced by a magician who appears as if from nowhere: ‘A 
man with a hazel wand came without a sound; / And changed me suddenly’ (79). The 
poet realises that he came to be in this wood because, unbeknownst to him, he had 
been driven by ‘hatred and hope and desire and fear’ to follow his unattainable lady. 
While this poem draws largely on Irish myth, there are strong elements that echo the 
opening scene of Dante’s Comedy and which act as unmistakable touchstones to that 
text. These include a poet being led astray into an inhospitable wood by uncontrolled 
passions, an unshakeable love for an unreachable lady, and the sudden appearance of 
an otherworldly personage on the poet’s path. While Dante is pursued through the 
dark wood by his passions (or sins) in the form of wild animals, Yeats’s poet becomes 
himself a wild animal, and while Dante’s magician, Virgil, appears from nowhere to 
banish the beasts and lead the poet to salvation through the afterlife, Yeats’s magician 
is not so kind. The poet desires an apocalyptic end of the world, that ‘the sun and 
moon and stars’ would be ‘rooted out of the sky’ (79). Yet, notwithstanding the 
differences in tone, Yeats by evoking the presence of Dante in his poem emphasises 
the poet’s role as an eternal lover, fated to pursue his love beyond the realms of 
temporal reality. Not yet desiring the ‘hard symbolic bones’ of a system like Dante’s, 
Yeats at this stage found use for his Dante as a romantic poet, as an ideal lover (AVB 
18). In his later poetry, as is often the case with Yeats, he will repurpose the symbol 
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of the hound and add a new layer of meaning which connects the symbol to his 
interpretation of Dante.22  
Yeats’s later verse rejects a full ‘flight into fairyland,’ since his experiences in 
later life–such as the violence of the nationalist movement, the failure of his love 
affair with Gonne, and the lack of enthusiasm for a Celtic mystical theatre–taught him 
that the suffering of human experience could not be escaped during life, only 
understood and integrated into a system. In addition to incorporating the activity of 
the temporal world into his vision, Yeats came to believe that a ‘vision of evil’ was 
necessary to elevate his poetic expression. In 1919, in ‘If I Were Four and Twenty’, 
an article printed in the Irish Statesman, Yeats reflected on the period of his life in the 
mid to late 1890s and elaborated on why what he would come to call ‘the vision of 
evil’ became necessary to him:  
When I went every Sunday to the little lecture hall at 
the side of William Morris’s house, Lionel Johnson said 
to me, his tongue unloosed by slight intoxication, ‘I 
wish those who deny the eternity of punishment could 
realize their unspeakable vulgarity.’ I remember 
laughing when he said it, but for years I turned it over in 
my mind and it always made me uneasy. I do not think I 
believe in the eternity of punishment, and yet I am still 
drawn to a man that does – Swedenborg for instance–
and rather repelled by those who have never thought it 
possible. I remember, too, old John O’Leary’s contempt 
	
22 Foster notes the apocalyptic note running through The Wind Among the Reeds, and it will be in 
relation to the vision of apocalypse that Yeats will later repurpose the symbol of the hound.  
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for a philanthropist, a contempt he could never explain. 
Is it that these men, who believe what they wish, can 
never be quite sincere and so live in a world of half 
belief? But no man believes willingly in evil or in 
suffering, above all in eternal suffering. How much of 
the strength and weight of Dante and of Balzac, comes 
from unwilling belief, from the lack of it how much of 
the rhetoric and vagueness of all Shelley that does not 
arise from personal feeling? (CW5 43-44) 
The poet’s commitment to sincerity is why the vision of evil becomes important to 
Yeats. For a poet to lack the vision of evil, such as in suffering, is to deny its reality in 
the fabric of human existence. Yeats was constantly striving for eternal truths: truths 
about himself, about the human soul in general, and about the nature of the universe. 
In this effort he sought out wisdom from all religions, philosophies, any occult 
sources he had access to, and in the great poets. His own experience too, the 
disappointments of his dreaming youth and his personal suffering, had exposed a need 
to grapple with the vision of evil in his own life. As Blake would agree, truth 
apprehended ‘in his own heart’ was of the surest kind. If Yeats was to write with 
sincerity, not just to create beautiful verse, he must therefore acknowledge the vision 
of evil. In the above passage he claims Dante’s vision was strengthened by the vision 
of evil, and Shelley’s weakened for the same lack. Yeats does not refer to Blake here, 
but he had previously called Blake’s aversion to Dante’s vision of evil ‘petulant’, 
citing Blake’s comment that ‘Dante saw devils where I saw none’ (CW4 98). Yeats 
did not demote his first master during the 1890s, but such comments suggest a 
growing need for poetic models with a clearer, more accessible vision.  
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The decision to incorporate the vision of evil into his work is connected with 
Yeats’s increasing need to seek an ideal unity. Yeats had learned from Nietzsche that 
the man who would surpass himself must have knowledge of the whole panoply of 
human experience; Dante had presented it in the vast design of the Comedy. When, in 
‘If I Were Four and Twenty,’ Yeats reflects on the internal change that came upon 
him in the late 1890s, and his growing sense of the vision of evil, he was already 
developing the system of A Vision with GY, with its ‘hard symbolic bones’. In the 
same essay, Yeats writes:   
One day when I was twenty-three or twenty-four this 
sentence seemed to form in my head, without my 
willing it, much as sentences form when we are half 
asleep: ‘Hammer your thoughts into unity.’ For days I 
could think of nothing else, and for years I tested all I 
did by that sentence. I had three interests: interest in a 
form of literature, in a form of philosophy, and a belief 
in nationality… Now all three are, I think, one, or rather 
all three are a discrete expression of a single conviction. 
I think that each has behind it my whole character and 
has gained thereby a certain newness – for is not every 
man’s character peculiar to himself?–and that I have 
become a cultivated man. (CW5 34) 
Yeats’s reflection, two years into his mediumistic collaboration with GY, shows the 
poet tracing the beginning of his need for unity back to the inner turmoil he felt in the 
1890s. Yeats writes that for years he struggled to make his love of literature, 
philosophy and national culture fit harmoniously into his work, as ‘none of these 
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seemed to have anything to do with the other’, but that through sincere effort they 
eventually found a form in which they could represent a single vision (34). This was 
the system of A Vision he and GY were then working on, elements of which he had 
already started to infuse into his verse. Yeats also said his character has gained ‘a 
certain newness’, he has remade himself as ‘a cultivated man’: the pose is becoming 
more grandiose, the Mask more like that of a public figure. He is proud to call himself 
a ‘cultivated’ man at this stage of his life, a marked change from the dreamy fay-like 
Yeats of the early verse.  
When Yeats published The Trembling of the Veil three years later, and five 
years into the automatic sessions, he had gained a surer confidence in his growing 
sense of unity, and he no longer questioned why the vision of evil is essential. In The 
Trembling of the Veil, he is vehement in stating the need for crisis and suffering in 
order to make the unity and transformation of a poet possible. A soul may not be 
remade if there is no crisis to spur it to this end. He uses Dante and Villon as 
examples:  
The two halves of their nature are so completely joined 
that they seem to labour for their objects, and yet to 
desire whatever happens, being at the same instant 
predestinate and free, creation’s very self. We gaze at 
such men in awe, because we gaze not at a work of art, 
but at the re-creation of the man through that art, the 
birth of a new species of man, and, it may even seem 
that the hairs of our heads stand up, because that birth, 
that re-creation, is from terror. Had not Dante and 
Villon understood that their fate wrecked what life 
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could not rebuild, had they lacked their Vision of Evil, 
had they cherished any species of optimism, they could 
but have found a false beauty, or some momentary 
instinctive beauty, and suffered no change at all . . . 
They and their sort alone earn contemplation, for it is 
only when the intellect has wrought the whole of life to 
drama, to crisis, that we may live for contemplation, and 
yet keep our intensity. (CW3 217) 
So powerful is the vision of Dante that he has not only remade himself, but he has set 
an example for a new species of man. He has earned his places as a symbol of the 
ideal artist, to be contemplated by those who seek the height of poetic achievement. 
He has successfully united the two halves of his nature and created images and 
symbols of true beauty, by uniting in his art the visions of good and evil. In the 
Comedy he dramatized not only his own life but ‘the whole of life’ into crisis and 
marked out a path by which the soul may overcome the crisis it experiences in a fallen 
world. Significantly, at the end of this section of the book, Yeats quotes with pride 
from ‘Ego Dominus Tuus’, saying he takes pleasure in that verse of his where he has 
articulated a ‘cold’, ‘hard’ image, and refers to the Keats of his imagination (154). 
Yeats is here suggesting his depiction of his ideal other is an articulation of a true 
Image.  
Yeats’s changing stance, from a dreamy poet with his head in fairyland to a poet 
with a firmer command over the objects and symbols of the world, occurred around 
the fin de siècle and spanned the early decade of the twentieth century. The poetry that 
Yeats produces from 1910 onwards reflects not only a change in aesthetic, but a deep 
personal change in the poet himself, since his writing becomes more definitively 
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autobiographical, directly addressing many of the personal and professional issues the 
poet had experienced during a difficult and pivotal period in his life. This change in 
Yeats’s artistic stance, from his earlier self to a grander and more solid figure in his 
later phase, is mapped across the collections The Green Helmet and Other Poems 
(1910) and Responsibilities (1914).  
The Green Helmet collection reflects Yeats’s thought process and his evolving 
ideas about love throughout this period, as well as the awareness of his own fame, his 
role as public figure and his legacy as an artist. The collection opens with ‘His 
Dream’ (1908), which describes the poet steering a ship carrying the figure of Death 
who has ‘such dignity of limb’, while an assembled crowd cries out to for him to 
teach them about the figure (Poems 138). The poet is compelled to ‘take up the song’ 
and sing to the crowd of what he knows. The following poems, ‘A Woman Homer 
Sung’, ‘Words’, and ‘No Second Troy’, focus on the poet’s ideal love for MG and 
Yeats puts an equal focus on the importance his own role as a poet that celebrates the 
ideal woman. Yeats unabashedly acknowledges the poetic power he has come to 
command. ‘A Woman Homer Sung’ (1910) is undoubtedly meant to exalt MG by her 
comparison with Helen, but the title tacitly links the poet’s stature to that of Homer, 
or at least it expresses such an ambition: ‘I dream that I have brought / To such a pitch 
my thought / That coming time can say, / “He shadowed in a glass / What thing her 
body was”’ (139). Yeats looks upon his love poetry now as part of his legacy, and 
implies that his verse to his exalted lady has earned him a place among the great poets 
of the western tradition. In ‘Words’ (1909) the poet again writes that his ideal love 
him helped to hone his poetic powers: ‘Because I have come into my strength, / And 
words obey my call’ (140). Ideal love, while it caused real suffering, and ‘filled my 
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days / With misery’ as he writes in ‘No Second Troy’ (1908), enabled Yeats to 
become a great poet with a fine legacy in the making.  
Just as Yeats had borrowed images from Dante in his representations of the 
ideal, the presence of Dante, whom Yeats believed to have led a ‘lecherous life’, is 
also visible behind his thinking on earthly desire. Dante’s presence is discernible in 
two poems in particular, ‘A Drinking Song’ and ‘The Mask’, both written in 1910 for 
Mabel Dickinson, a woman with whom he shared a strong sexual connection. Both 
poems focus on the eyes as the arbiters of love. In the first Yeats writes, 
Wine comes in at the mouth              
And love comes in at the eye;              
That’s all we shall know for truth         
Before we grow old and die.                  
I lift the glass to my mouth,                    
I look at you, and I sigh. (143) 
The idea that beauty attracts the eye is universal enough, but the focus on the eye and 
mouth here recalls Dante’s particular discussion of love in these terms in the Convito, 
one of Yeats’s favourite texts of poetic philosophy. In the Convito, Dante writes that 
‘because in the face the Soul works especially in two places, as if in those two places 
all the three Natures of the Soul had jurisdiction, that is, in the Eyes and in the Mouth, 
these it chiefly adorns, and there it spends its care to make all beautiful if it can’ 
(127). Later in the Convito Dante writes:  
Ah, the sweet wonder of my Lady's smile, which is 
never seen but in the eyes! And I say of these delights 
seen in her eyes and smile: “Love brought them there as 
to his dwelling place;" where it is possible to consider 
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Love in a twofold form. First, the Love of the Soul, 
peculiar or proper to these places; secondly, universal 
Love, which inclines things to love and to be loved, 
which ordains the Soul to rule these parts (128-129).  
The poet’s mouth may be literally drinking wine in Yeats’s poem, but the sensuality 
of the drinking action coupled with the speaker’s lustful gaze equally eroticizes both 
the eyes and the mouth. Yeats referred to these facial characteristics as chiefly 
evocative for him in a letter to Dorothy Wellesley in 1936, writing that ‘I have found, 
being no intellectual, that even in old age eye & mouth are still there’ (Poems 510). In 
particular Yeats’s line ‘love comes in at the eye’ recalls Dante’s claim in La Vita 
Nuova that the eyes ‘are the beginning of love’ (EIP 259). The purity of Beatrice 
notwithstanding, Dante repeatedly refers to the desire she arouses in him, and 
throughout La Vita Nuova and the Comedy references to the eyes and smile as 
vehicles of love abound. In La Vita Nuova Dante writes that ‘beauty seen in virtuous 
womankind will make the eyes desire, and through the heart send the desiring of the 
eyes again’ (EIP 260). The following sonnet from the Vita Nuova brings these ideas 
together:  
My lady carries love within her eyes;                     
All that she looks on is made pleasanter;               
Upon her path men turn to gaze at her;          
He whom she greeteth feels his heart to rise,          
And droops his troubled visage, full of sighs,. . .            
Humbleness, and the hope that hopeth well,            
By speech of hers into the mind are brought,                
And who beholds is blessed oftenwhiles.    
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The look she hath when she a little smiles                    
Cannot be said, nor holden in the thought;              
’Tis such a new and gracious miracle. (EIP 261) 
By gazing at Beatrice men fall in love with her; those who behold her are blessed; 
those who hear her voice or see her smile witness a miracle. As his letter to Tynan in 
1927 affirms, where he compared his Countess Cathleen to Dante’s Beatrice, and 
claimed it was Beatrice’s eyes that made Dante ‘risk the fire’, Yeats interpreted the 
eyes to be of chief symbolic value to Dante.  
In earliest attempts to outline the significance of Masks in his system of 
thought, Yeats looked to his ideal precursors, and the image of the Mask provides a 
touchstone that skips from Blake to Dante through the significant symbolic rendering 
of the eyes. In addition to the amorous power of the poet’s eyes to take in love, the 
eyes of Beatrice themselves have a power to act upon those who meet her gaze 
according to Dante. In the above sonnet Dante says ‘My lady carries love within her 
eyes’, and the magnificence of Beatrice’s eyes is a recurrent image in the Comedy. 
That Yeats had such images in mind when writing the poems in his collection may be 
seen in his poem ‘The Mask’ (1910). The lyric, taken from The Player Queen, 
concerns the outward visage of the lover and its power to control the heart of the poet. 
The poet asks that his lover ‘Put off that mask of burning gold / With emerald eyes’, 
so that he may know if ‘Love or deceit’ has moved his heart, to which his lover 
replies that she will not, since it was her mask that ‘engaged your mind’ and ‘set your 
heart to beat’ (144). The jewel-studded Mask and the helpless lover first recall Blake. 
In ‘The Mental Traveller’ Blake calls the travails of the male and female counterparts 
that cause each other pleasure and torment ‘the rubies and pearls of the love-sick eye / 
the countless gold of an aching heart, / the martyr’s sigh and the lover’s groan’ (CPP 
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484). These experiential gems are collected by the male energy, while ‘she is all of 
solid fire, and gems and gold’, a burning golden mask. Yet, Blake’s gems are 
unspecified, as are their position on the body of the female, and Yeats significantly 
makes the eyes of his mask ‘emeralds’. The lover’s Mask is described as coquettish, 
the source of her desirability. Yet the Mask as described is so artificial as to be 
unconvincing as an image of carnal desire. The image makes more sense when 
considered in relation to the love poetry of Dante. Dante describes Beatrice’s 
complexion as ‘pearl-like’ in La Vita Nuova and describes her eyes, so magnificent 
and full of divine power, as ‘emeralds’ in Purgatorio, which fill the poet with desire. 
Dante is told by the angels, ‘Spare not thy vision. We have stationed thee / Before the 
emeralds, whence love, erewhile, / Hath drawn its weapons on thee’ (Comedy 285). 
Dante’s eyes are then ‘riveted’ on Beatrice’s ‘beaming eyes’ (285). In the following 
canto, Dante witnesses a ‘shameless whore’ whose ‘lustful eyes’ that rove ‘loosely 
round her’ chance to land upon Dante (291). The pure and heavenly eyes of Beatrice, 
while they spark noble desire, are contrasted with the eyes of the whore, which inspire 
desire of a baser kind and a false love. Dante had also written of the deceptive power 
of his own eyes when gazing the a donna gentile in La Vita Nuova, a woman with 
whom he seems to have had a sexual affair after the death of Beatrice, disappointing 
his reading audience and earning him censure for betraying the Beatrice’s memory. 
Dante writes that his desire originated in his eyes: ‘mine eyes began to be gladdened 
overmuch with her company’, ‘many times I cursed the unsteadfastness of mine eyes’ 
and ‘I was ashamed of the trifling of mine eyes’ (EIP 170-171, 182). The eyes are 
powerful vehicles of love, but the poet must be careful that he is not overwhelmed by 
that power and so deceived. Hence, in Yeats’s poem, the speaker would know if the 
emerald eyes that created passion, ‘fire’, between the poet and his lover reflect ‘Love 
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or deceit’. Yeats uses the dichotomy of the virgin and the harlot with similar Dantean 
undertones in ‘A Song from The Player Queen’, from his subsequent collection 
Responsibilities. The concept of the Mask in this poem is in the rudimentary stages of 
its development in the Yeatsian system. As Yeats continues to ponder the 
performative aspects of personality, and as he and GY would later work out the 
details of the system of A Vision, the concept of the Mask evolves into a key 
component of the philosophy of Yeats’s late phase, eventually becoming a vehicle for 
spiritual transformation. 
The inclusion of ‘The Mask’ in this collection marks the beginning of Yeats’s 
serious consideration of the role of Masks in personality. Yeats in this collection is, 
after all, thinking about his own Mask as a public poet with a famous name and a 
legacy to burnish. His thoughts in this regard return to the image of Dante and extend 
beyond the image of merely a love poet, and incorporate the image of a public poet 
and devotee of divine wisdom. S. P. Ellis, in his article ‘Yeats and Dante’ (1981), 
discusses Yeats’s attempt to create a parallel between his own personal history and 
Dante’s. Ellis writes that Yeats’s interest in Dante was enhanced by ‘the similarities 
Yeats recognized between his own situation and Dante's: similarities which led him 
gradually to posit his life, between the years 1915 and 1925, as a kind of Imitatio 
Dantis’ (1). Dante’s appetite for knowledge, particularly his search for spiritual 
wisdom, his unfulfilled passion for Beatrice, and his feelings of obligation to serve his 
country, artistically as well as politically, were all points on which Yeats could align 
himself with Dante. Just as Yeats sought to create an ideal unity of culture and myth 
for Ireland through his verse, to bring his country into a new era defined by an ideal 
and glorious past, Dante had sought to create an ideal culture for the Italian territories 
by idealising the Roman Empire and its culture. In the Comedy the poet asserts that 
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the early period of the Empire, when Rome was reaching the height of its glory, was a 
divinely inspired period in history, and seeks to convince his medieval Christian 
audience by noting that God chose that historical moment for his son to be born. 
Furthermore, as with Yeats and Ireland, and the violence that enveloped the 
revolution, at a certain point Dante became disillusioned with Florence and with what 
he saw as a lack of virtue, and when fighting broke out within his own party, and the 
Guelfs split in two–Black and White–Dante became a White Guelf and was one of 
three emissaries sent to consult with Pope Boniface VIII who was plotting with the 
Blacks to bring an independent Florence under his power (Reynolds 41). This meeting 
would solidify Dante’s hatred of Papal avarice and especially of Boniface himself. 
This furious hatred reverberated down through the centuries from the pages of the 
Divine Comedy, which Yeats refers to as the ‘dull red of his anger’ (“Rosa 
Alchemica”, VSR 127). In 1302 the Blacks had gained control. Dante was in Rome at 
the time and received word that he had been exiled along with other White leaders, 
and his return to Florence was on pain of death (Honess, Comedy viii). These 
experiences led him to reject factionalism as an evil of the world and to conclude that 
salvation must come from beyond, eventually embracing the notion of Empire as the 
most desirable situation. His exile was a torment to him for the remainder of his life, 
and the Commedia reflects his bitterness at the humiliating poverty and hardship he 
was unjustly forced to suffer. The millenarianism of Dante’s verse is echoed in that of 
Yeats, who expected not only the emergence of a new Irish culture based on an ideal 
ancient past, but later came to anticipate a change from one historical phase to 
another, famously prophesied in ‘The Second Coming’ (1919). Yeats’s thoughts 
concerning his own legacy affect the direction of his mission of self-creation. By the 
publication of The Green Helmet Yeats recognises that he has become a public poet, 
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and begins to seek a grander image to on which to model himself. This new direction 




The Ascendancy of Dante in Yeats’s Work 
 
Responsibilities marks Yeats’s first clear step towards his adoption of Dante as 
his chief ideal poetic model. The collection is prefaced with an epigraph which reads 
‘In dreams begins responsibility’ (Poems 148). Yeats attributed this line to an 
unnamed ‘Old Play’, however, Albright argues that this is merely ‘a ruse’ meant to 
obscure Yeats’s own authorship of the line (518). The quote is significant for 
signalling the theme of destiny that runs through the collection, a theme associated 
with prophetic dreams. The collection is bookended by two lyrics which concern 
Yeats’s own role as a famous poet and respond directly to his critics, in particular to 
George Moore, who had presented a scathing depiction of Yeats in his recent 
memoirs. Positioned in the centre of the collection is ‘A Song from The Player 
Queen’, which describes a prophetic dream which, although it is borrowed from a 
female character in one of Yeats’s plays, in the context of this collection relates to the 
poet’s view of his own destiny. Foster notes that the contents of Responsibilities are 
‘relentlessly personal, even formally autobiographical’ (1: 520). Foster emphasises, 
furthermore, that the volume was so ‘carefully constructed’ that ‘Right up to proof-
stage in late April WBY had been altering the order of the poems and reframing the 
whole collection between his dedicatory poem to his ancestors, and the envoi against 
Moore’ (520). Macmillan reproduced a version of the collection in 1916 that included 
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The Green Helmet poems (520). Taken together, the Green Helmet poems and 
Responsibilities reflect a turning point for the poet throughout a period of personal 
turmoil that coincided with a growing awareness of his own fame. Across these 
poems Yeats expresses an intention to carve out a new image for himself through his 
art, in light of his personal growth and his new awareness of his role as a public 
figure.  
Ezra Pound, the young American poet who became Yeats’s close friend, 
secretary and editorial sounding-board during this period, and spent months at a time 
living with Yeats in Stone Cottage in Sussex from 1913 to 1916, remarked in a letter 
of 1910 that Yeats was transitioning from the ‘dolce stile’ to a ‘stile grande’, drawing 
a parallel between the career of Yeats and that of Dante (Pound and Cravens: Tragic 
Friendship 41). In Purgatorio Dante described the verse of his youth as emblematic 
of the ‘dolce stil novo’ of Tuscan love poetry, which is translated in Cary’s version as 
‘that new and sweeter style’ (Comedy 252). When he reviewed Responsibilities in 
1914, Pound again drew a parallel between Yeats and Dante along these lines, this 
time quoting from the Convito, which is often considered the transitional text between 
Dante’s ‘dolce stile’ of the Vita Nuova and his ‘stile grande’ of the Comedy:  
With the appearance of The Green Helmet and Other 
Poems one felt that the minor note – I use the word 
strictly in the musical sense – had gone out or was 
going out of his poetry; that he was at such a cross roads 
as we find in Voi che intendendo il terzo ciel movete23. 
And since that time one has felt his work becoming 
	
23 ‘You who move the third heaven by intellection’.  
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gaunter, seeking greater hardness of outline. (qtd. in 
Pound and Cravens 43-44).  
Pound’s review, one of the few favourable towards Yeats’s collection, seems to have 
had a comforting and galvanising effect on Yeats, who used the word ‘gaunt’ to 
describe the Dante of the Comedy in the description of the man of Phase 17 in A 
Vision (AVA 63, AVB 106). In the section ‘A Packet for Ezra Pound’ in the 1937 A 
Vision Yeats appears to recall his friend’s use of the phrase ‘hardness of outline’ by 
referring to Dante’s Comedy as having ‘hard symbolic bones under the skin’ (18). 
Pound was an avid enthusiast of Dante, and the Cantos reveal as much, as well as 
Pound’s early critical writing. In 1910 he had dedicated a chapter to Dante called ‘Il 
Maestro’ in his book The Spirit of Romance.24 Foster notes the influence of Pound on 
Yeats during this time, writing that ‘while their relationship remained that of master to 
disciple, WBY admired Pound’s scholarship, patchy as it was, and his easy authority 
about medieval Romance literature. . . . And remarkably, from 1912 [Yeats] began to 
accept small emendations suggested by Pound to his own work’, and Foster points out 
that GY credited Pound for the change of meaning in certain words in Yeats’s verse 
(1: 475). During the first winter at Stone Cottage in 1913, Pound, acting as Yeats’s 
secretary, read to Yeats and took diction, and the two poets provided input on each 
other’s work (505). Bornstein and S. P. Ellis identify 1915 and the writing of ‘Ego 
Dominus Tuus’ as the beginning of the second phase of Yeats’s intense interest in 
Dante (94; 1). Given their close relationship and literary collaboration, and Pound’s 
	
24 In that same chapter Pound quotes Yeats’s ‘The Hosting of the Sidhe’: ‘man’s thoughts or dreams // 
“come between him and the deed of his hand, / Come between him and the hope of his heart”’ (116). 
Pound’s interpretation of Dante seems, in part, to be influenced by Pound’s reading of Yeats’s 
discussion of moods or states, writing, ‘There is little doubt that Dante conceived the real Hell, 
Purgatory and Paradise as states,’ and he characterizes the spirits of the Comedy as symbolic of ‘mental 
states in life’ which spirits are ‘compelled to continue’ after death (117). In the same passage Pound 
claims that Dante’s vision was ‘guided by classic learning, mystic theology, and the beneficent powers’ 
(117).  
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deep enthusiasm for Dante, it is difficult to imagine that discussions of Dante did not 
take place between Pound and Yeats, for certainly the period leading up to 1915 and 
the writing of ‘Ego Dominus Tuus’ was critically important for revitalising Yeats’s 
interest in Dante. Ellis writes,  
That Yeats was thinking of Dante in 1915 must have 
been largely due to Pound, who was working as Yeats's 
secretary at Stone Cottage in the winters between 1913 
and 1916, and who had long been a devotee of Dante. 
But if Pound sparked Yeats's enthusiasm, he seems to/ 
have had little influence on Yeats's ideas, which, as we 
shall see, are very different from Pound's and partly a 
refutation of them. (3) 
Certainly, Yeats’s interpretation of Dante does not merely derive from the opinion of 
his protégé. Yeats’s interpretations are always filtered through his own imaginative 
lens, yet there are many examples of points on which the two men were certainly in 
agreement; most notably, they agreed on the supremacy of Dante as a poet. Yeats’s 
declaration that Dante was the ‘chief imagination of Christendom’ in ‘Ego Dominus 
Tuus’ in 1915 is an idea reflected in Ezra Pound’s Spirit of Romance (1910), where he 
calls Dante and Shakespeare the ‘two greatest poets of Christendom’ (170). In another 
chapter Pound writes that through the efforts of Dante and his circle, in the ‘age of the 
canzone’, ‘the poetry of Christendom [was] made perfect’ and claims that ‘Dante’s 
greater poetry rises above the age . . . because of the lofty, austere spirit moving 
behind the verse. That spirit shows itself in the first tangled canzone of the “Convito”’ 
(99-100). Pound even writes in The Spirit of Romance that Dante has no equal in his 
ability to handle myth unless perhaps the Greeks, a sentiment echoed in Yeats’s 
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declaration in AVA that Dante’s system of thought had no equal except for that of the 
Greeks (118; liv). Yeats refers to the conversations with his friend in ‘A Packet for 
Ezra Pound’, writing ‘we discuss Guido Cavalcanti [Dante’s ‘first’ friend,25 and 
fellow poet] and only quarrel a little’, and while he writes this in 1928, it is clear from 
an analysis of Responsibilities that Dante was much on Yeats’s mind when he was 
living with Pound at Stone Cottage (AVB 12). Yeats was never quite able to keep 
ideas that excited him fully to himself, and given Pound’s command over the Italian 
language, these conversations would certainly comprise an important aid for Yeats in 
forming his own ideal Dante.  
As Yeats starts to think of himself in more distinguished terms he begins to seek 
a more distinguished model, and Dante appears with increasing frequency in Yeats’s 
poetry from this point on. In ‘To a Wealthy Man’ Yeats characterises his addressee’s 
desire to please the ‘blind and ignorant town’ as a dereliction of responsibility, 
claiming that he should rather seek to patronise high art, and thereby refine the 
aesthetic senses of the public (158). The poet asks the wealthy man to ‘Look up in the 
sun’s eye and give / What the exultant heart calls good’ and give the public ‘the right 
twigs for an eagle’s nest’ (159). This image of staring directly into the sun is taken 
from the first canto of Dante’s Paradiso, where Dante’s spiritual transformation as he 
moves from the Earthly Paradise into the heavens with Beatrice is made possible by 
staring into the eyes of Beatrice as she stares directly at the sun: ‘I saw Beatrice 
turned, and on the sun / Gazing, as never eagle fixed his ken / As from the first a 
second beam is wont / To issue, and reflected upwards rise /. . . So of her act, that 
though the eyesight passed / Into my fancy, mine was formed; and straight, / Beyond 
our mortal wont, I fixed mine eyes / Upon the sun’ (Comedy 300). The eagle is 
	
25 Dante calls Cavalcanti the ‘first among my friends’ in La Vita Nuova (EIP 288).  
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symbolic of Christ in Dante, and is often symbolic of a divinely inspired spirit in 
Yeats. The mention of the eagle’s nest in Yeats’s poem reinforces the connection to 
Dante and the transformative powers achieved by the poet of The Divine Comedy.26 
This first canto of Paradiso appears to have particularly affected Yeats, since he 
reused this image of staring into the sun approximately two years later in the poem 
‘His Phoenix’ (1915) to describe the exalted beauty and nobility of his ideal lover, 
MG. There he writes that there is no woman who can equal the beauty of his lover in 
his eyes, for she has ‘the simplicity of a child, / And that proud look as though she had 
gazed into the burning sun’ (Poems 202). In Responsibilities, Yeats uses this image to 
think about how his great art may transform the poet, comparing Renaissance 
‘turbulent Italy’ to the Ireland of his own time but also how it may have a 
transformative effect on the audience, writing that the people would benefit from ‘Art 
whose end is peace’ (159). This poem highlights how, as Yeats begins to think about 
the responsibilities public poets owe to the arts, he begins to think more and more of 
Dante. 
The responsibility of the artist to nurture the soul leads the poet to a 
contemplation of his own spiritual growth in a series of humorous ‘Beggar poems’ 
before coming to the first expressed dream in the collection: ‘make my soul before my 
pate is bare’, as the one of the beggar’s states in ‘Beggar to Beggar Cried’ (166). The 
two beggars in ‘Running to Paradise and ‘The Hour Before Dawn’ show the poet 
analysing two sides of himself; the first which longs for the wisdom of the afterlife, 
allied to ‘the wind’, and the latter which is in no such hurry to leave the material 
world behind and would enjoy the myriad pleasures it has to offer, such as the 
	
26 ‘The Eagle’, in an interesting example of life perhaps intentionally imitating art, was one of Pound’s 
first nicknames for Yeats. Yeats seems to have been altering his youthful dreamy pose, becoming a 
grander figure than a man lost to fairyland. Foster writes that ‘As “the Eagle”, WBY hovers over 
Pound’s early correspondence with Dorothy Shakespeare: magnificent, unworldly, very slightly 
ridiculous, but – as Pound would have put it – unquestionably the real thing’ (Apprentice Mage 475).  
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company of woman, merriment, drink, ‘the lapwing at their foolish cries / And the 
sheep bleating at the wind’ (167; 169). While the poet is sincerely concerned with 
understanding these sides of himself, and finding the right harmony and unity within 
himself, he is also, in this collection, able to laugh at himself and his lofty notions as 
he contemplates these things. The next lofty notion he will take, albeit surreptitiously, 
is that his position as a great poet is marked out by destiny, and he seeks to compare 
himself to Dante in this regard in two poems placed in the centre of the volume: ‘A 
Song from The Player Queen’ (1914) and ‘The Peacock’ (1913-1914).  
‘A Song from The Player Queen’ situated at the heart of the collection (poem 
number 16 of 32), describes a prophetic dream that may be considered as central to 
Yeats’s collection, and emblematic of the epigraphic declaration that responsibility 
begins in dream. The ‘Song’ is sung in Yeats’s play by Decima, a beautiful and 
sexually confident woman, and the female lead of a travelling playing company, who 
replaces an ineffectual and pious queen by donning her Mask. Albright points out that 
Decima’s usurpation of the pious queen prophesies the coming end of the Christian 
age and the dawn of a new era, whose spiritual character will be more akin to that of 
the ancient pagan world (538). The song recounts a mother’s vision of her child’s 
destiny shortly before giving birth, wherein ‘she dreamt that I / Was born to wear a 
crown’ (171). The mother’s description of yellow foam from a sea-mew dropping 
upon her thigh during the act of conception parodies the dove’s descent to the Virgin 
Mary, and the singer’s description of her mother as a harlot highlights the reign of the 
Player Queen as the antithesis to the reign of the pious queen. Moreover, the Virgin-
harlot dichotomy echoes the same struggle between love and deceit symbolised in the 
poem ‘The Mask’. The prophecy of the singer’s mother recalls Dante’s mother’s 
prophecy shortly before she gave birth to the famous Italian poet, wherein she dreamt 
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her son was destined to earn a transformative crown of his own. According to 
Boccaccio’s Life, Dante’s mother ‘saw in a dream of what wondrous kind the fruit of 
her womb should be’ (ELD 10). Dante’s mother saw herself give birth to a boy under 
a laurel tree by a clear spring, the boy eating the berries of the tree and drinking from 
the spring grew up into shepherd and strove to reach the leaves of the laurel tree, and 
as he struggled to gain the laurel leaves he fell, and when he rose he had transformed 
into a peacock (10). The description of this visionary laurel tree, and the poet’s efforts 
symbolise Dante’s destiny to earn the laurel crown for poetry.27 Boccaccio writes: 
‘This was that Dante who was first to open the way for the return of the Muses, 
banished from Italy . . . ’Twas he who may be truly said to have brought dead poesy 
back to life’ (11). Yeats’s poem, prophesying the birth of a child destined to wear a 
crown, may broadly reflect the tradition in myth of mothers foreseeing the birth of 
powerful children, however, the poems that follow ‘The Song of the Player Queen’, 
particularly ‘The Peacock’, reveal that it is indeed the dream of Dante’s mother which 
Yeats has in mind.  
Boccaccio suggests that Dante transformed himself into a peacock by bringing 
‘dead poesy back to life’. In ‘The Realists’, the poem that immediately follows 
Yeats’s ‘Song’ in the collection, the poet speaks of a desire to reawaken an ancient 
imagination through poetry: that ‘books of men that wive / In a dragon-guarded land’ 
	
27 While Dante was never technically granted the crown, he is widely considered to have earned it, and 
is famously depicted wearing the crown in many of the most notable images of the poet. Domenico 
Michelino’s well-known painting (1465) in the Santa Maria del Fiore Cathedral in Florence, a city 
Yeats visited with Gregory in 1907, depicts the poet with the rings of Hell and the mountain of 
Purgatory looming behind him, holding the open book of the Comedy and wearing the crown of laurel. 
The large Romanesque statue of the poet in the Piazza Sante Croce in Florence also has Dante wearing 
the laurel crown. Botticelli’s portrait (1495), which Yeats admired in his essay on ‘Blake’s 
Illustrations’, has him wear the poet’s wreath. Cary’s translation of the Comedy used the portrait of 
Dante by Stefano Torfanelli (1840-1850) wearing a rather exaggerated laurel wreath as its frontispiece. 
Boccaccio claims that Dante could have received the laurel crown in any of the cities in Italy where he 
stayed after his exile but that he refused to accept the laurel anywhere but his beloved Florence (59). 
Indeed, Dante professed his wish on multiple occasions that Florence would invite him to receive the 
laurel crown in the church where he was baptized, including in Paradiso, Canto XXV: ‘I shall 
forthwith return; and, standing up / At my baptismal font, shall claim the wreath / Due to the poet’s 
temples’ (Comedy 398).   
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might ‘awake a hope to live / That had gone / With the dragons’ (Poems 171). The 
next two poems, ‘The Witch’ (1912) and ‘The Peacock’ (1913-14), are paired 
together. In ‘The Witch’ Yeats reiterates his rebuke of capitalism and writes that to 
work solely for material gain is to spend one’s talent and energies in the wrong way, 
and to forego art’s true rewards: ‘Toil and grow rich, / What’s that but to lie / With a 
foul witch28 / And after, drained try, / To be brought / To the chamber where / Lies 
one long / Sought with despair?’ (172). Art’s true reward, for the poet who spends his 
talent in service of high art instead of his wallet, is the transformation of the artist. 
‘The Peacock’ directly answers ‘The Witch’: ‘What’s riches to him / That has made a 
great peacock / With the pride of his eye?’ (172). Yeats suggests that the soul of the 
artist is improved by the creation of great art:  
Live he or die                             
Amid wet rocks and heather,      
His ghost will be gay          
Adding feather to feather                  
For the pride of his eye. (172) 
The poet expresses his wish to use his artist’s eye to create a great peacock that will 
stand as a proud representation of his poetic spirit: his gay ghost adorned with the 
peacock’s feathers. ‘The Peacock’ is not generally considered one of Yeats’s 
important poems; Adams, in his Book of Yeats’s Poems, passes it over, briefly 
commenting that the fate of the artist is seen to be more favourable than that of the 
mundane toiler, and Bloom does not even think it worth mentioning among the ‘few 
strong poems’ he identifies in an otherwise weak collection (104; Ye 171). Nor does 
the poem appear in the Oxford University Press edition of the Major Works. Yet, 
	
28 Foster notes that Yeats changed ‘a foul witch’ to ‘some stale bitch’ in his 1916 revisions, but that 
Macmillan objected to the phrase and Yeats agreed, much to the annoyance of his combative young 
friend Ezra Pound.  
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Pound vividly remembered Yeats chanting this poem in otherworldly tones (and a 
thick Irish accent) at Stone Cottage many years later in his Canto 83: ‘so that I 
recalled the noise in the chimney / as it were the wind in the chimney / but was in 
reality Uncle William / downstairs composing / that had made a great Peeeeacock / in 
the proide ov his oiye / had made a great peeeeeeecock in the . . . / made a great 
peacock / in the proide ov his oyyee // proide ov his oy-ee / as indeed he had, and 
perdurable // a great peacock aere perennius . . . at Stone Cottage in Sussex by the 
waste moor’ (qtd. in Albright 539). Pound’s description of Yeats having created a 
‘perdurable’ peacock, more lasting than bronze, hints once more at a connection 
between Yeats and the Dante who transformed into a peacock through his art, as 
Boccaccio claims Dante did, and evokes Dante’s name, deriving from durante and 
meaning ‘enduring’, through the word ‘perdurable’. The significance of Dante’s name 
is something Boccaccio stresses immediately after describing Dante’s mother’s vision 
of the laurel and the peacock, writing that ‘the issue was most perfectly consonant 
with his name’ (10).29 It appears that the person closest to Yeats during this 
transitional artistic phase considered Yeats’s transformation as one that held Dantean 
significance. Indeed, as I will demonstrate in the next chapter, Pound’s identification 
of Yeats as a kind of Dantean figure of his own day may have encouraged Yeats’s 
desire to present a Dantean image of himself as a poet in his late phase.  
Bornstein and Ellis rightly point out that Yeats showed intense interest in Dante 
during the period between 1915, when ‘Ego Dominus Tuus’ was written, and 1925, 
when the first edition of A Vision was published (104; 1). Both critics have conducted 
	
29 In Wicksteed’s translation of Boccaccio the meaning of Dante’s name is stated as ‘the Giver’, 
however, in most commentary the derivation of Dante’s name is connected with the word durante and 
its meaning is connected both with Dante’s destiny and his enduring image. Rossetti, whom Yeats read, 
makes this connection, for example, as does Dante’s modern biographer, Barbara Reynolds, who writes 
that ‘Dante owed his Christian name to his mother’s side. A shortened form of Durante, it means 
“enduring”’ (EIP 211; 1).  
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valuable research, but neither has fully explored the extent of Dante’s presence in 
Yeats’s work during this period, or after. Bornstein’s analysis of the poetry of the late 
phase, though brilliantly insightful, is limited to just three poems, and Ellis focuses 
more on Yeats’s prose writing about Dante than poetry or drama. In the next chapter I 
will analyse Yeats’s adoption of Dante as the chief ideal other of his late period, 
through analysis of the poetry as well as the prose writing which informs the 
symbology of the visionary system. Additionally, I will examine how, as did Yeats’s 
collaboration with Pound from 1913 to 1916, Yeats’s partnership with GY from 1917 
onward helped to advance Yeats’s interpretation of Dante, and to solidify the poet’s 





























Chapter 4:  
 
A Mask Like Dante 
 
 
The New Life 
 
 
Yeats’s deliberate change in direction, announced in Responsibilities with the 
hanging up of his old coat and his mission to refashion his poetic identity in grander 
terms, led the poet to Dante. Yeats had made use of Dante as a romantic poet, but 
through his personal studies and his joint readings with Pound and Iseult Gonne 
between 1914 and 1915, Yeats came to revere Dante for the older poet’s powers of 
self-creation and spiritual transformation through art. After putting away the coat of 
his old self in 1914, 1915 thus became a decisive year for Yeats in determining how 
he would present himself to the public from then on, and he chose Dante as the ideal 
model for this artistic self. Ellis writes that ‘Between 1915 and 1925 Yeats attempted 
to [form his own Mask] by occasional meditation upon the Mask of Dante and by 
molding his life into a generalized “Imitatio Dantis.”’ (12-13). Bornstein writes,  
Fascination with the most important image for a poet's 
own character, the mask, powered Yeats’s resurgence of 
interest in Dante for the decade from 1915 to 1925. One 
of the most complete early formulations, “Ego Dominus 
Tuus,” makes Dante a paradigm of the poet successfully 
creating an appropriate mask. (104) 
Bornstein, like Ellis after him, also points out that Yeats’s perceived parallels between 
his life and Dante’s added authority to the sense of kinship to one so far removed 




[Yeats] saw Dante above all as a quest poet, with whom 
he shared devotion to an unattainable woman, political 
office in a strife-torn land, exile (voluntary in Yeats's 
case), acceptance of an abstruse system of belief, and a 
host of poetic goals, not least of which was to become a 
character in his own work. (93) 
Yeats’s great interest in Dante as a chief poetic ideal other, in fact, began before the 
writing of ‘Ego Dominus Tuus’, as his use of Dantean imagery in Responsibilities 
demonstrates, though the intensity of his interest certainly increased during the years 
1915-1925. Indeed, as early 1904 Yeats was publicly, and subtly, presenting himself 
in ways that connected him to Dante, as he was pictured standing in his study in 
Woburn Buildings in front of a copy of Dante’s ‘death mask’ in Tatler that very year 
(british newspaperarchive.co.uk).30  Furthermore, this interest did not wane after 
1925, as Yeats’s writing up until his death in 1939 shows the poet continuing to evoke 
the presence of Dante in his work. I will begin my discussion of Yeats’s meditation on 
a Dantean Mask by outlining key features of this Mask that appealed to Yeats. I will 
then discuss the first attempt by Yeats to put a structure on his thought after the 
example of Dante, in Per Amica Silentia Lunae (PASL, 1917). Because PASL 
provides a kind of framework for Yeats’s thought in 1917, I will then discuss the 
poetry written in the years leading up to this point, which shows how his thought 
developed alongside the poet’s consideration of himself in Dantean terms. The most 
important poem written in this period for understanding Yeats’s ideal Dante is ‘Ego 
Dominus Tuus’, since the poem most obviously directs the reader to the key aspects 
of Dante’s artistic Mask that Yeats wanted to emulate. However, I will then show 
	
30 The famous death mask of Dante is now considered to be a fake, but in Yeats’s time it was widely 




that, while ‘Ego Dominus Tuus’ is a pivotal poem for pinpointing Yeats’s adoption of 
Dante as chief ideal other, Yeats had actually been meditating upon a Dantean Mask 
for quite some time before he came to write it, using examples from poetry written at 
the end of 1914 and beginning of 1915. From the moment Yeats decided to remake 
his image, evolving away from the abstraction of his youthful self towards a more 
majestic poetic model, he began to intentionally create links between himself and 
Dante. 
Indeed, to put into verse the point of departure from an early self to a new one, a 
phoenix-like re-emergence of the self as something new and improved, is itself a 
Dantesque stroke. Rossetti, in his translation of La Vita Nuova, highlights the mystical 
interpretation of the book’s title. The title is often translated as ‘The New Life’, which 
is the literal meaning, but it has a double linguistic connotation, since the word nuova 
was often used in Dante’s time to mean ‘young’ or inexperienced. The title therefore 
also points to Dante’s youthful naiveté in matters of love and spiritual understanding. 
Of the mystical meaning of ‘The New Life,’ Rossetti writes, ‘that revulsion of which 
Dante so minutely describes as having occurred simultaneously with his first sight of 
Beatrice [and many times thereafter] appears the primary [meaning], and therefore the 
most necessary’, noting that Dante had likely intended the title to have multiple 
meanings (EIP 192). Throughout the book Dante describes moments of awakening 
and self-realisation where he determines to remake himself into a better version.31 For 
example, the first time Dante sees Beatrice at the age of nine he is from then on 
captivated by love of her, and describes her as ‘the glorious Lady of my mind’ (EIP 
4). When Dante later realises that his ‘base’ behaviour, his affairs with other women, 
has damaged his image in Beatrice’s eyes, the poet is so overcome with remorse that 
	
31 It is important to note that each of these moments in time is preceded by the number nine, of which 




he decides to change his ways permanently: ‘Of a surety I have now set my feet on 
that point of life, beyond the which he must not pass who would return’ (31). These 
lines are echoed at the beginning of the Comedy when Dante finds himself in the dark 
wood and is told that he cannot return the way he came and thus embarks on his most 
profound spiritual and personal revolution. Virgil says to the poet, ‘thou must needs 
another way pursue, if thou wouldst ’scape from out that savage wilderness’ (12). 
Again, in La Vita Nuova, when Dante experiences true and unselfish grief for Beatrice 
having lost her father, he seems to activate his gifts of prophetic vision for the first 
time, dreaming of Beatrice’s imminent and untimely death. Last, once Dante has gone 
through several stages of grief after Beatrice’s literal death he resolves to make 
himself worthy to write of Beatrice as no other poet has written of any woman, and he 
conceives the Comedy, perhaps the most famous representation of complete spiritual 
and bodily transformation, and poetic reinvention. Dante states that in order for his 
mind to truly comprehend Beatrice in her beatified state, as his soul does, he must 
raise his intellect to that superior quality: ‘that is to say my thought rises into the 
quality of her in the degree that my intellect cannot comprehend, seeing that our 
intellect is, towards those blessed souls, like our eye is weak against the sun; and this 
the Philosopher says in the Second of the Metaphysics’ (EIP 191). By setting out to 
describe the beatitude of Beatrice, Dante is able to describe his own spiritual and 
poetic beatitude.  
Yeats conceived of Dante as a man with a split in his personality, a passionate and 
lecherous man, but also a spiritual visionary and poetic genius. Yeats writes in Per 
Amica Silentia Lunae that Dante had to struggle in his own heart with his unjust anger 




maturity he found room among his virtues for lechery”’ (PASL 7).32 In 1936, Yeats 
would tell Dorothy Wellesley that he has always felt such a struggle to be a part of his 
artistic quest, writing:  
We all have something within ourselves to batter down 
and get our power from this fighting, I have never 
‘produced’ a play in verse without showing the actors 
that the passion of the verse comes from the fact that the 
speakers are holding down violence or madness – 
‘down Hysterica passio’.33 All depends on the 
completeness of the holding down, on the stirring of the 
beast underneath. (DWL 94)  
This split between the passionate body and the noble artistic spirit can be seen in 
Dante’s struggle in La Vita Nuova, where he repeatedly fails to overcome his 
weaknesses as a man, through succumbing to his earthly desires in affairs with 
various women, yet conversely expresses a heartfelt determination to become a wiser, 
more spiritually enlightened version of himself. Dante also makes statements 
throughout such as, ‘In this sonnet I make myself into two34, according as my 
thoughts were divided. The one part I call Heart, that is, appetite; the other Soul, that 
	
32 Wicksteed’s translation of Boccaccio in The Early Lives of Dante reads, ‘Amid all the virtue, amid 
all the knowledge, that hath been shewn above to have belonged to this wondrous poet, lechery found 
most ample place not only in the years of his youth but also of his maturity’ (80).  
33 The phrase ‘hysterica passio’ appears in the poem ‘Parnell’s Funeral’, written about 3-4 years before 
this letter to Dorothy Wellesley. In the poem, the speaker laments Ireland’s inability to reignite to the 
glory of its ancient past – ‘Can someone there / Recall the Cretan barb that pierced a star?’ – and the 
Irish people’s cannibalising of their own heroes, writing ‘popular rage, / Hysterica passio dragged this 
quarry down’ (Poems 329). Yeats’s disillusionment with Ireland, and his waning hopes for a cultural 
and spiritual revival in his later years, is characterised as the nation’s failure to hold down its own 
‘hysterica passio’.  
34 In Rossetti’s translation, the phrase ‘make myself’ may suggest a belief on the part of Dante that art 
has the power to remake the artist’s very self. Certainly, Yeats’s famous claim in 1908 that ‘It is myself 
that I remake’ (Introductory verse to Complete Poems), and again in 1936, ‘Myself must I remake’ 
(‘An Acre of Grass’) have the ring of Dante’s words as Rossetti writes them. Yeats literally rewrote his 
poetry in many cases, whereas in La Vita Nuova and in the Convito Dante attempts to recharacterise 
and recontextualise some of his earlier poetry, such as insisting that the purpose of his love poetry to 




is, reason’ (EIP 301). This double nature is also embedded into the structure of the 
book. Barbara Reynolds highlights that  
The second canzone is the centre of a triptych, of which 
the first and third canzoni are the supporting panels… 
This can be taken to signify the division of Dante’s life 
into two parts, the period before Beatrice’s death and 
the period after it. The pattern is further emphasised by 
a bilateral symmetry in which the earthly life of 
Beatrice at the beginning is mirrored by her celestial 
nature at the end. The mirror-imaging is further 
managed by the position of the analyses of the poems, 
which before Beatrice’s death follow them and after her 
death precede them. (31) 
Reynolds, as many of his biographers, sees Dante as a man with a double personality, 
noting that ‘the contrasts between joy and horror [in his life and work] are reflected in 
the conflicting aspects of his personality: on the one hand, realistic, earthy and 
sensual, and on the other, righteous, idealistic and visionary’ (17). The image of the 
contrasting energies of joy and horror are brought into unity in La Vita Nuova in the 
figure of Love. When Love first appears to Dante in a vision he is described thus:  
When Love was shown me with such terrors fraught                  
As may not carelessly be spoken of.            
He seemed like one who was full of joy, and had                          
My heart within his hand, and on his arm              
My lady, with a mantle round her, slept;                     




To eat that heart; she ate, as fearing harm.          
Then he went out; and as he went, he wept.  
Love is a terrifying and joyful sight and brings with it those same emotions. In La 
Vita Nuova Love is the driving force. Dante develops his ideas of joy and horror in 
vastly more detail in the Comedy, after he has remade himself in later life. 
Interestingly, in the first edition of A Vision, Yeats’s character of a spiritual teacher, 
Robartes, says that ‘Mr. Yeats has intellectual belief but he is entirely without moral 
faith, without that sense, which should come to a man in terror and joy, of a Divine 
Presence, and though he may seek, and may have always sought it, I am certain that 
he will not find it in this life’ (AVA lxiii). The passage recalls Dante’s characterisation 
of the godlike Love but also recalls Dante’s state of abject terror in the dark wood of 
the first canto of the Comedy. When Virgil appears as Dante’s salvation from a she-
wolf and explains to Dante in the second canto that Love, through the agency of 
Beatrice, sent the Roman poet to him, Dante feels his fear subside to be replaced with 
a sense of joy and hope:  
As florets, by the frosty air of night                    
Bent down and closed, when day has blanched their 
leaves,               
Rise all unfolded in their spiry stems;        
So was my fainting vigour new restored,                  
And to my heart such kindly courage ran,                    
That I as one undaunted soon replied:         
… With such desire                                          




The necessity to experience terror and joy is paralleled by the passage in A Vision on 
the character of the daimonic man of Phase 17, in which Yeats states that Dante found 
Unity of Being through his willingness to see good and evil, since the things that 
make us feel joy we perceive as good, and that which horrifies us or provokes fear we 
perceive as evil: ‘Yet Dante, having attained, as poet, to Unity of Being, as poet saw 
all things set in order, had an intellect that served the Mask alone, that compelled even 
those things that opposed it to serve, and was content to see both good and evil’ (AVB 
107). Yeats’s increased interest and understanding of Dante with the help of certain 
collaborators, led him to think of Dante as more than a romantic poet, but as an ideal 
other which could provide a model for Yeats himself to set all things in order.  
 
 
Per Amica Silentia Lunae 
 
Yeats had been developing ideas about unifying the contrary aspects of his self 
since the early part of the twentieth century. Gould writes that it is important to 
remember that ‘the Mask begins in a continual reverie about authorship’ and that the 
Mask ‘is a practical tool’ for artistic posing (YA 19 12). In Discoveries (1906) he 
expresses the following desire:  
My work in Ireland has continually set this thought 
before me: ‘How can I make my work mean something 
to vigorous and simple men whose attention is not given 
to art but to a shop, or teaching in a National School, or 
dispensing medicine?’ I had not wanted to ‘elevate 
them’ or ‘educate them,’ as these words are understood, 




An essential aspect of Yeats’s vision were his unique and complex religious beliefs, 
beliefs gradually built up out of his occult studies and practices, his reading of 
visionary poets, mystical philosophers, classical mythology and the mythology and 
folklore of Ireland, and assimilated through the filter of his own imaginative needs. 
Bornstein writes that during this time Yeats recognized an increasing need to 
‘organize his psyche’ if his vision were to be at all intelligible, and finds his model for 
‘architectonic precision’ in Dante (103). In a section of Discoveries entitled 
‘Religious Belief Necessary to Religious Art’, Yeats writes:  
All art is sensuous, but when a man puts only his 
contemplative nature and his more vague desires into 
his art, the sensuous images through which it speaks 
become broken, fleeting, uncertain, or are chosen for 
their distance from general experience, and all grows 
unsubstantial and fantastic . . . If we are to sojourn there 
that world must grow consistent with itself, emotion 
must be related to emotion by a system of ordered 
images, as in the Divine Comedy. (CW4 213) 
Accordingly, if Yeats wanted to make his vision accessible to a reading public he 
needed to find a way to structure and systematise his thought, and the inner struggle 
he felt, and his major breakthrough in the conception of such a system came in 1917 
with the writing of Per Amica Silentia Lunae. The work is a mystical treatise 
exploring the struggle of individuals to overcome inherent limitations by assimilating 
qualities which are antithetical to their nature into their own personality. As Yeats 
puts it in a now famous phrase in PASL, ‘We make out of the quarrel with others, 




split into two parts, the first, ‘Anima Hominis’, discusses the soul of the individual 
within the context of human destiny, and the second part, ‘Anima Mundi’, the soul of 
the world, which attempts to situate that destiny within a grander scheme. Anima 
Mundi is described as a ‘great pool or garden’, where all mental images exist as 
forms, similar to a Platonic world of forms, that retains imprints or symbolic forms of 
all thought and action, and ‘passionate moments recur again and again’ (CW5 22-23, 
24). It is a kind of collective consciousness inhabited by spiritual beings, as well as 
symbols and images. The presence of Dante looms large behind the work, and Yeats 
prefaces the book with his poem hailing Dante as the ultimate poetic ideal, ‘Ego 
Dominus Tuus’. Indeed, the structure of the work is an early exercise in using the 
‘architectonic’ skills of poetic construction that Yeats so admired in Dante. PASL is 
similar in structure to Dante’s Vita Nuova, which focuses on the dual nature of the 
poet through a contemplation of the individual experience in life in the first part, and 
moves to larger philosophical consideration of the spiritual destiny of humanity 
within the grand cosmic scheme in the second part. When Yeats later comes to write 
A Vision he attempts a more elaborate geometric ordering of his philosophy complete 
with the categorisation of historical personages, spiralling movements and celestial 
spheres. S. P. Ellis writes that Yeats’s synthesis in A Vision (and I would argue 
particularly in AVB) ‘emulates the Commedia’ in its ‘formal design . . . [its] 
conception of a universe with everything in its place,’ and for the allocation of 
personalities into phasal types, and concludes that ‘It is in the imposition of regularity 
on a world of disordered conflict that Yeats felt he was following the Dante who “saw 
all things set in order”’ (8). 
Neil Mann prudently points out in his essay ‘The Thirteenth Cone’ (2012) that 




illuminating, [it] must be done with the greatest of care so as not to distort Yeats’s 
ideas to those of his forebears, not to distract too far from Yeats’s ideas themselves, 
and not to minimize their often marked change over time’ (W. B. Yeats’s A Vision 
184). My intention in drawing parallels between elements of Yeats’s system and 
Dante’s is not to suggest that Yeats took his ideas from Dante, but that, as an 
idiosyncratic reader, ‘a plunderer’ of Great Books as Maddox calls him, Yeats 
interpreted Dante’s system as being of the same kind as his own, and therefore adds 
the authority of a poet who successfully put a geometric structure on his own mystical 
system to PASL and later A Vision (George’s Ghosts 225). It is my desire to avoid 
distorting Yeats’s ideas into a kind of mimicry of his precursors, but rather to show 
how Yeats often interpreted a favourite precursor in such a way that made their work 
fit with own ideas, specifically, in this case, Dante.  
Yeats in PASL seems resigned to accept his fallibility as a man and concerned 
with achieving transcendence as a poet. In this regard he uses Dante’s dual nature as 
justification for his inability (and unwillingness) to achieve the piety or discipline of 
saint or hero in real life. Yeats writes that while the saint or hero may not return to 
their ‘heterogeneous selves’ after transcendence, ‘but would always . . . resemble the 
antithetical ideal’, the poet ‘because he may not stand within the sacred house but 
lives amid the whirlwinds that beset its threshold, may find his pardon’ (PASL 9-10). 
He insinuates that a poet may experience a noble reinvention of his artistic self 
without necessarily overcoming his earthly weaknesses, writing that ‘in all great 
poetical styles there is saint or hero, but when it is all over Dante can return to his 
chambering’ (CW5 10). Certainly in later life Yeats retained an explicit enthusiasm 
for ‘chambering’ himself, as the poetry written from 1917 until his death reveals. For 




Some years ago I began to believe that our culture, with 
its doctrine of sincerity and self-realisation, made us 
gentle and passive, and that the Middle Ages and the 
Renaissance were right to found theirs upon the 
imitation of Christ or of some classic hero. St. Francis 
and Caesar Borgia made themselves over-mastering, 
creative persons by turning from the mirror to 
meditation upon a mask. When I had this thought I 
could see nothing else in life. I could not write the play 
I had planned, for all became allegorical, and though I 
tore up hundreds of pages in my endeavour to escape 
allegory, my imagination became sterile for nearly five 
years and I only escaped at last when I had mocked in a 
comedy my own thought. (CW5 10) 
In this passage Yeats situates the beginning of his own meditation on a Mask as 
beginning years earlier, alluding to his work on The Player Queen 1908-1914. By 
printing ‘Ego Dominus Tuus’, written in 1915, at the beginning of this work, I would 
argue that Yeats is implying that his ideal Dante is central to those meditations. 
Indeed, as I discussed the previous chapter, the Mask of the Player Queen borrows an 
image of Beatrice’s eyes as ‘emeralds’, from one of Yeats’s preferred cantos in 
Paradiso. 
The concept of an ‘ideal other’ was not just limited to Yeats’s reimagining of 
his precursors. In PASL Yeats’s concept of an occult Mask hinged on the equally 
important notion that one must unite with an anti-self, or antithetical self. In PASL this 




motivation and spiritual mission was not only to find ideal others to emulate as a poet, 
but also, as a seeker of divine wisdom, to create for himself an ideal persona. In order 
to reach the heights of his own spiritual potential or, one might say, to aspire to his 
higher self, Yeats not only sought out his ‘opposite’ or ‘anti-self,’ but he sought to 
unite with this daimonic other. This daimonic other-Yeats or anti-Yeats is itself an 
ideal. It does not exist in this realm and has no cause to interact with those that dwell 
within the Mundane Shell, to use the Blakean term, except in order to seek unity with 
its own anti-self for its own ends, however mysterious those ends remain. ‘The 
Daemon comes not as like to like,’ writes Yeats, ‘but seeking his own opposite’ (CW5 
11). Thus the self and the anti-self engage in an exchange of ideals since the one is the 
ideal opposite of the other. Just as the symbols in Anima Mundi both act upon the 
reader of poetry by their own internal power, and are also acted upon by the poet for 
their use, the self and the anti-self affect each other: they each seek a relation with 
their ideal opposite in order to bring about a spiritual union which is mutually 
fulfilling. Yeats had not yet developed the concept of Unity of Being, which he claims 
to be essentially the same as Dante’s concept of a perfect body achieved through 
gaining higher knowledge. That would come later with the creation of the system of A 
Vision with GY, and their joint reading of Dante. However, the rudiments of that idea 
appear in PASL, where Yeats insists that unity is only possible through higher 
knowledge. Yeats writes that the antithetical self comes only ‘to those who are no 
longer deceived, whose passion is reality’ (CW5 8). In the same passage he criticises 
‘sentimentalists’ who would be content with material life alone, neglecting higher 
wisdom, characterising their ignorance of spiritual matters as a kind of forgetfulness 




desire for the kind of ecstasy that occurs only through awakening to true vision, ‘the 
revelation of reality’ (CW5 8). 
When Yeats discusses the attempt to condition his own mind to be susceptible 
to revelation he uses a phrase from Virgil’s Aeneid, which he also gives to the title of 
his own book:  
I have always sought to bring my mind close to the 
mind of Indian and Japanese poets, old women in 
Connaught, mediums in Soho, lay brothers whom I 
imagine dreaming in some mediaeval monastery the 
dreams of their village, learned authors who refer all to 
antiquity; to immerse it in the general mind . . . scarce 
separable from what we have begun to call ‘the 
subconscious’ . . . and have put myself to school where 
all things are seen: A Tenedo Tacitae per Amica Silentia 
Lunae. (16) 
It is interesting to note that Yeats’s first mention of the Daemon is to relate how some 
mystical thinkers ‘will have it that a strange living man may win for Daemon an 
illustrious dead man’ (CW5 11). By prefacing PASL with a poem titled after a line of 
Dante, in a book titled after a line in Virgil, and declaring that he put himself to 
school by the light of Virgil’s moon, Yeats seems to be clearly situating himself in a 
line of tradition that connects from himself back to Dante, and back again to Dante’s 
master, Virgil. Yeats may not be suggesting that there was a literal daimonic 
connection between his poetic self and these illustrious dead men, though certainly, he 
seems to imply by extension that he considers Dante to be a poetic master for himself, 





‘Ego Dominus Tuus’ 
 
 
If Blake was Yeats’s ‘master’ then Dante was grand master. The poem ‘Ego 
Dominus Tuus’ (The Wild Swans at Coole 1919), where Yeats hails the Florentine as 
‘the chief imagination of Christendom’, marks the point in Yeats’s life in which he 
made Dante chief ideal other, deciding to fashion his poetic Mask to resemble Dante’s 
(Poems 210). The title of Yeats’s poem is a line taken directly from La Vita Nuova 
and is spoken by the godlike figure of Love. In La Vita Nuova, Love appears ‘in a 
marvellous vision’ before Dante, as a ‘lord of terrible aspect’, and speaks the words 
‘Ego dominus tuus’: ‘I am your master’ (EIP 226). Importantly, it is only the ‘aspect’ 
of Love which is terrible, for when Dante looks closer he realises that Love seems to 
‘rejoice inwardly that it was a marvel to see’, and this duality in Love’s persona may 
be the rationale for Yeats’s choice of title, since the poem concerns the reconciliation 
of opposites and inner transformation (226). In Yeats’s poem the meaning of the title 
speaks to the poet himself. Yeats’s poem is, however, not a love poem, but is rather a 
poem about the remaking of the self, the creation of art and, through art, an ideal 
artistic self. Therefore it is not Love that speaks to the poet and claims to be his 
master; rather, it is the voice of the poet who wrote those words in La Vita Nuova that 
seems to declare ‘Ego dominus tuus’. Yeats seems to be insinuating that he has 
chosen a new master, an image to model his own poetic Mask. Love overpowers 
Dante – there is no question of choice in the language of the scene in La Vita Nuova – 
yet by choosing this title for his own poem, Yeats seems to signal his choice of Dante 
as an ideal other. This suggests that Yeats’s emulation of his imagined Dante will 
provide the Irish poet with similar transformational powers. Just as Love promised 




the stern ‘hollow face’ of the Italian would suggest (Poems 210). The mystery beneath 
the surface is what each poet is after. 
 In ‘Ego Dominus Tuus’, two speakers – Hic and Ille – two aspects of the same 
personality, debate how to improve the one self they both inhabit. These two personae 
are early incarnations of the Will and Mask from A Vision.35 This identification is 
confirmed by Ille’s first lines: ‘By the help of an image I call to my own opposite, 
summon all that I have handled least, least looked upon’ (210). Hic responds, ‘I 
would find myself and not an image’ (210). At the opening of this poem, we are given 
a beautiful image of Ille (and perhaps an old Yeats?), drawing ‘magical shapes’ on the 
riverbank beside a tower (Ballylee?) under the moonlight. A candle burns beside his 
abandoned reading desk in the Norman tower – a symbol of his tireless study, but also 
of his present distraction (210). And this debate between Will and Mask tells us that 
the poet is seeking the mystical state of Unity of Being – the state of perfect 
proportion achieved by Dante in the Comedy.36 As Hic calls Dante the ‘chief 
imagination’ in Christendom, Yeats demonstrates that he would like to emulate the 
Italian poet: that poet, 
Dante Alighieri, so utterly found himself              
That he has made that hollow face of his              
More plain to the mind’s eye than any face               
But that of Christ. (210)  
	
35 In AVB Yeats writes that the Will and Mask are ‘the will and its object, or the Is and the Ought (or 
that which should be)’ and that they are antithetical in nature (54). They are two essential components 
in ‘The Four Faculties’ native in each individual, according to the Yeatses’ system. In antithetical 
persons the daimon is described as a stage-manager who ‘offers his actor an inherited scenario, the 
Body of Fate, a Mask or a role as unlike as possible to his natural ego or Will, and leaves him to 
improvise through his Creative Mind the dialogue and details of the plot. He must discover or reveal a 
being which only exists with extreme effort’ (AVB 62).  
36 Though Yeats had not begun to write A Vision, he was already ruminating on these ideas about the 
unity of individuals with their spiritual anti-selves, as PASL shows. 1n 1915 these ideas were in their 
fundamental stages; over the course of the automatic sessions with GY, they would evolve into more 




The association of Christ with the power of supreme imagination calls to mind 
Blake’s beliefs on the subject. Dante is praised as a poet who reached the highest state 
of artistic and imaginative expression, something both Yeats and Blake aspired to 
achieve. Moreover, Dante has left an imposing and enduring impression on literature 
and history, in an almost mystical fulfilment of his fate fulfilling the promise of his 
name (durante: ‘enduring’).  
Significantly, at this point in the poem Ille or Mask points out to his counterpart 
that Dante did not simply ‘find himself’ but actively constructed the image of the poet 
which endures today: ‘And did he find himself / Or was the hunger that made it 
hollow / A hunger for the apple on the bough most out of reach?’ (210). That hollow 
image does not reflect the man whom his friends, ‘Lapo and that Guido’, knew in life; 
not the passionate and vigorous man who loved women and was embroiled in the 
tumultuous political and religious affairs of his day (210). Both before and after the 
death of Beatrice, Dante’s ‘chambering’ rankled his loyal readers and caused outrage 
with the real Beatrice. This first woman was his ‘screen-love’, and his quite real affair 
with her caused Beatrice to cut him in the street, which, he says, caused him to fall ill 
(EIP 238-239). Reynolds writes that the imaginary dialogue between the poet and the 
figure of Love represents Dante’s guilt and embarrassment: ‘he has been indiscreet in 
his affair with his new ‘screen-love’; he knows that he has been deceiving himself in 
pretending that his love is always pure and ennobling, though he believes that there is 
a perfect state of mind and soul in which all love is good’ (22). His passage in La Vita 
Nuova, where he reproaches the ‘unsteadfastness of mine eyes’ for love of the donna 
gentile reminds the reader that the stoic image of Dante is the construct of his Mask.37 
	
37 Dante would later describe her in Il Convito as someone with whom he studied philosophy and claim 
the poetry written for her was to celebrate her as Philosophy, and to express his advancement in 
philosophical knowledge. As he had transformed his desire for Beatrice into a divinely inspired love, so 




That ‘spectral image’ represents the philosophical poet who climbed ‘that stair’ to 
heaven to find enlightenment of the highest degree, rather than the fallible man who 
lived a ‘lecherous life’ (Poems 210, 211). In Yeats’s poem, Ille says Dante ‘fashioned 
from his opposite an image that might have been a stony face’ and through his Mask, 
‘he found the unpersuadable justice, he found the most exalted lady loved by a man’ 
(211). Indeed, Hic seems to recognise the truth of this instinctively, since he states 
that Dante ‘made’ his image plain to the imagination (210). Ellis takes this view in his 
comparison of Yeats and Dante when he notes that ‘in Dante's case particularly it is 
the Mask, rather than the man, that has come down to us and has gathered fame’ (2).  
The completion of his Mask transforms Dante into something more than mere 
man or poet. His image is otherworldly: ‘spectral’38 and ‘stony’, unliving as a statue, 
like Shelley’s Ozymandias, or perhaps having found that ‘Stone or Elixir’ that allows 
for the transformation of the soul,39 something for which Yeats was searching (Poems 
210; CW4 81). The achievement of Unity with the anti-self is characterised as a most 
difficult task among those not impossible, and Yeats points to the injustice and 
hardship Dante was forced to overcome through his exile, alluding to Cacciaguida’s 
famous lines to the poet in Paradiso, when he writes that Dante was forced to climb 
that stair and eat that bitter bread (CW5 9; AVB 61; Poems 210). Bornstein points out 
that Yeats’s lines describing Dante in exile, ‘To climb that stair and eat that bitter 
bread’, derive from Dante's verse ‘by way of Rossetti's paraphrase in his poem Dante 
at Verona’ in which the phrase ‘bitter bread’ occurs (105). In Cary’s translation the 
	
38 Blake’s Spectre is the fallen image of man; however, here it seems Yeats is using the term to mean 
the anti-self or daemonic self as he then conceived the term.  
39 In an essay entitled ‘Witches and Wizards and Irish Folklore’ (1914), Yeats writes of the 
Philosopher’s Stone and the Elixir of Life: ‘They were bound together in secret societies and had, it 
may be, some forgotten practice for liberating the soul from the body and sending it to fetch and carry 
them divine knowledge’ (CW5 81). In an early review of Ibsen’s Brand entitled ‘The Stone and the 
Elixir’ (1894), Yeats writes that ‘the stone transmutes everything into gold, while the elixir dissolves 
everything into nothing, properties which point in the first case to Yeats’s desire to reincarnate as a 
golden bird, or to wear a Mask of burnished gold, and in the second case to Yeats’s desire to lose 




line reads: ‘Thou shalt prove / How salt the savor is of other’s bread; / How hard the 
passage to descend and climb / By other’s stairs’ (366). Unity with the anti-self in this 
case is emphasised as transcendence through adversity, an evolution of the human 
condition into something more permanent and divine out of a crisis of life.  
 Importantly, at the end of the poem Hic returns to the image of the abandoned 
reading desk and says, ‘A style is found by sedentary toil and in the imitation of great 
masters’ (211). The suggestion is that Yeats has been engaged in this task, and in this 
poem Yeats points to two of these masters, Keats and Dante, and identifies Dante as 
the supreme poetic ideal. The line above also implies that long hours spent at the same 
task was difficult for a mind as curious as Yeats’s, which ‘nature made . . . 
gregarious’, always ‘going hither and thither’, and that routine was a discipline he 
deliberately cultivated (Au, CW3 151). A flighty mind and short attention span are 
dominant characteristics of the Gemini personality, the sign Yeats shared with Dante, 
something of which Yeats was undoubtedly aware as an experienced and able student 
of astrology. When Dante enters the constellation of his birth in Canto 22 of Paradiso 
he thanks his stars for the destiny they set before him: 
O glorious stars!          
O light impregnate with exceeding virtue!                           
To whom whate’er of genius lifted me                       
Above the vulgar, grateful I refer;   
   … To you my soul                     
Devoutly sighs, for virtue, even now,                               





After this speech Beatrice encourages Dante to reflect on his journey to this point, and 
as he does so he achieves a complete understanding of the movement of the universe: 
‘as along the eternal Twins I wound my way, appeared before me all, / Forth from the 
heavens stretched unto the hills’ (388). In his own mid life, Yeats had been thinking 
through matters related to his own destiny as a poet and cultural figure, and he had 
also begun his memoirs in 1919, trying to order his understanding of his life and the 
world in which he lived. Ellis argues that, while Yeats’s relationship with Dante 
remains superficial on one level because he did not speak Italian, that relationship is 
at the same time ‘more profound because he regarded Dante's personal history as an 
exemplar and attempted to relate his own life and writings to it’ (1) In PASL Yeats 
writes, ‘When I think of any great poetical writer of the past (a realist is an historian 
and obscures the cleavage by the record of his eyes) I comprehend, if I know the 
lineaments of his life, that the work is the man’s flight from his entire horoscope, his 
blind struggle in the network of the stars’ (CW5 6). The sense of a grand spiritual 
destiny in the Comedy, available to the poet who can hone all his innate abilities to 
unite dualistic sides of self, even those which are most difficult and opposite to his 
nature, must have appealed to Yeats’s own sense of himself as a Gemini first, and 
later as a poet of Phase 17, and increased his sense of kinship with the Florentine.40 
 
Meditations on a New Poetic Mask 
 
A number of poems written by Yeats in January 1915 show the poet deliberately 
fashioning a poetic Mask that starts to resemble his ideal Dante. Three in particular 
	
40 There is a layered symbolism of ‘the double’ embedded in Canto 22; both in the symbolism of the 
eternal Twins and the placement of this revelation of the universal order in the twenty-second canto. In 
addition, the poet’s dichotomy between his former self and his new enlightened or higher self is 




demonstrate Yeats’s evocation of his favourite passages in Dante, and act as a kind of 
prelude to Yeats’s naming of Dante as his chief ideal other in ‘Ego Dominus Tuus’ 
(October 1915): they are ‘Her Praise’, ‘The People’, and ‘His Phoenix’, published in 
The Wild Swans at Coole (1919). I will begin with the central poem in this sequence. 
Now firmly established as a leading poet of his generation, not only in Ireland but in 
the western literary world at large, Yeats was nevertheless a popular target for censure 
and even mockery in his own country, consumed as it was by divisive politics. Yeats 
was attacked as anti-Catholic by some,41 and derided as a ridiculous dreamer by 
others.42  For his continued dedication to Ireland and to the idea of a noble national 
culture, in his art, lectures, and work in various literary organisations, Yeats felt 
entitled to let his resentment fly in the dialogue poem, ‘The People’ (1915). ‘What 
have I earned for all that work . . . / ‘For all that I have done at my own charge?’ the 
poet rhetorically asks in the opening lines, fuming against ‘the daily spite of this 
unmannerly town’ [Dublin] (Poems 199). Yeats, armed by his status as a major 
literary figure in Ireland, can assert that he has served his country as well as any of its 
political or cultural actors, and indicates himself one ‘who has served the most’ (200). 
These lines echo Boccaccio’s description of the mistreatment of Dante by the 
Florentines, and the fighting of political factions within the city. Describing Dante’s 
fall from esteemed citizen to exile, Boccaccio writes:  
This was the reward that Dante reaped for the tender 
love he had cherished for his country! This was the 
reward that Dante reaped for his toilsome efforts to 
	
41 Yeats’s plays in particular, such as The Land of Heart’s Desire, drew this kind of attack, as did 
various plays he supported in The Abbey, like Synge’s The Playboy of the Western World, which he 
had recently toured around America, drawing the ire of certain Catholic and Gaelic expatriate groups 
(Foster 1 449-450).  
42 Most notably in George Moore’s Hail and Farewell, featured a ‘hilarious picture of the sage of 
Coole, relentlessly fussed over by Gregory – vain, vague but preternaturally sharp to seize his own 




remove the evil discords! This was the reward that 
Dante reaped for giving all his care to the good, the 
peace and the tranquillity of his fellow-citizens. 
Whereby it is manifest enough how void of truth are the 
favours of the people, and what kind of faith a man 
should place in them. He in whom but now every public 
hope, all the affections of the citizens, every refuge of 
the people seemed to rest, of a sudden, for no rightful 
cause, for no offence or crime, is furiously driven into 
irrevocable exile’. (ELD 32-33) 
The sentiment of these last lines is paralleled in Yeats’s poem, when he laments that 
his fame may be suddenly turned against him: ‘Where he who has served most is most 
defamed, / The reputation of a lifetime lost / Between the night and the morning’ 
(Poems 200). In a later chapter, dedicated to the admonishment of Florence for 
betraying her greatest singer, Boccaccio writes: ‘ungrateful and tyrannical thou wast 
to him, he ever held thee in reverence as a son, nor ever desired to rob thee (as thou 
didst rob him of thy citizenship) of that honour which needs must cleave to thee 
because of his works’ (ELD 47). While Yeats seems to echo Dante’s biographer, he 
was likely also thinking of Canto 17 of Dante’s Paradiso where the poet addresses the 
injustice of his exile from Florence, and his illustrious ancestor, Cacciaguida 
prophesies Dante’s future exile. Cacciaguida’s words are a vehicle for the poet’s own 
outrage and bitterness at the injustice and betrayal he feels from the people to whom 
he devoted his talents. Yeats had loosely quoted these lines in ‘Ego Dominus Tuus’, 
where he writes that Dante was derided and deriding, driven out / To climb that stair 




own outrage in ‘The People’. Dante is compared by Cacciaguida to Hippolytus, the 
devotee of Artemis, a virginal, lunar goddess. Just as Hippolytus was unjustly exiled 
from Athens through the manipulations of dishonest actors so Dante will be forced to 
leave Florence. Cacciaguida says that the people will first blame the injured party, 
Dante himself, believing the malicious falsehoods about the poet spread by his 
enemies, but that Dante shall be vindicated in the end:  
‘Thou shalt prove 
How salt the savor is of other’s bread; 
How hard the passage to descend and climb 
By other’s stairs. But that shall gall thee most,  
Will be the worthless and vile company,  
With whom thou must be thrown into these straits. 
For all ungrateful, impious all, and mad,  
Shall turn ’gainst thee: but in a little while,  
Theirs, and not thine, shall be the crimsoned brow,  
Their course shall so evince their brutishness,  
To have ta’en thy stand apart shall well become thee 
. . . time extends 
Thy span beyond their treason’s chastisement.’ (Comedy 366) 
The title of the poem, ‘The People’, as Yeats had done with ‘Ego Dominus Tuus’, 
may allude to a line attributed to Dante. While the letter does not survive, there is a 
famous tradition that, during the first years of Dante’s exile, the poet wrote an open 
letter to the citizens of Florence beginning ‘O my people, what have I done to thee?’43 
(Kuhns, The Divine Comedy xiii). In Paradiso, Cacciaguida tells Dante to write about 
	




all he has learned throughout his travels in the afterlife, even those things that would 
cause offence to people still living, since his rebukes of certain persons are justified 
and his words will benefit all that hear them: ‘let them wince, who have their withers 
wrung’ (368). Yeats declares, in his poem, that he, because his ‘virtues are the 
definitions / Of the analytic mind, can neither close / The eye of mind nor keep my 
tongue from speech’ (Poems 200). The poet will speak the truth as he sees it, no 
matter the offence he may cause, and will defend his name against the derision of the 
‘dishonest crowd’ (200).  
In Paradiso, the poet is encouraged to hear his fate by Beatrice, and she 
subsequently approves of Cacciaguida’s reproach of the people who wronged Dante. 
By contrast, in Yeats’s poem, the poet’s ideal love, his ‘phoenix’, MG, chastises 
Yeats. She tells the poet that she too has experienced public opinion turn on her, but 
that she ‘never . . . now nor any time, / Complained of the people’ (200). While the 
celestial Beatrice is superior in understanding, Yeats’s human lover, who has ‘not 
lived in thought but deed’ has an inferior understanding to the poet, with his virtuous 
and analytical mind. Yet the way Yeats writes about his lover in the closing lines 
contains an echo of two key interactions between the characters of Dante and 
Beatrice. The most direct allusion to Dante and Beatrice in Yeats’s poem refers to the 
passage in the Vita Nuova where Dante first realises his love for the human Beatrice. 
Yeats’s poem concludes, ‘And yet, because my heart leaped at her words, / I was 
abashed and now they come to mind / After nine years, I sink my head abashed’ 
(200). In Rossetti’s translation, Dante’s description of meeting 18-year old Beatrice 
reads: ‘after the lapse of . . . nine years exactly were completed since the above-
written appearance of this most gracious being . . . the same wonderful lady appeared 




unspeakable courtesy . . . she saluted me’ (226). Directly after this incident, and in the 
same passage, Dante describes receiving that famous vision of Love who speaks the 
words ‘Ego dominus tuus’ (226). Foster notes that Yeats, in his poem, was 
transposing a letter received from MG eight years previously (2: 10). The poet’s 
decision to identify this letter as nine years old instead of eight, may seem innocuous, 
or like a slight mistake; however, when seen in the context of the ‘Ego dominus tuus’ 
passage in Dante’s Vita Nuova, which was much on Yeats’s mind in 1915, the 
emphasis of a nine-year interval looks like part of the poet’s design to establish a 
comparison between his poetic Mask and that of Dante. In Dante’s work, Beatrice is 
always associated with the number nine. Dante first sees her when she approaching 
her ninth year and he is coming to the end of his; he sees her again nine years later, at 
the ninth hour of the day, and has his famous vision of Love. Dante even takes pains 
to insist that this number ‘seems also to have borne a part in the manner of her death’ 
since Beatrice died on the ninth day of the month, which was the ninth month of the 
year according to the Syrian calendar, and according to the Christian calendar the year 
of her death was nine times the ‘perfect number’ within the thirteenth century: 1290 
(EIP 284-285). Dante then explains why this number was ‘so closely allied unto my 
lady’:  
the revolving heavens are nine; . . . at her birth, all these 
nine heavens were at perfect unity with each other as to 
their influence. This is one reason . . . but more 
narrowly considering, and according to the infallible 
truth, this number was her own self: that is to say 
similitude. As thus, the number three is the root of the 




being of Himself Three Persons . . . this lady was 
accompanied by the number nine to the end that men 
might clearly perceive her to be a nine, that is, a 
miracle, whose root is the Holy Trinity. (284-286) 
It may also be of significance that Yeats repeats the word ‘abashed’ twice in the last 
line of his poem – once at the start where his heart leaps at the words written nine 
years ago, and again at the very close of the poem when he ruminates on this memory 
of his beloved. In Rossetti’s Vita Nuova the word abashed appears just twice: the first 
occasion is quoted above, in the ‘Ego dominus tuus’ passage, and again at the very 
end of the book. In the closing image of the Vita Nuova Dante describes a vision in 
verse of the heavenly Beatrice, ‘round whom the spledours move’ and describes 
himself as a pilgrim ‘abash’d’ in her presence (EIP 308). The poet then makes his 
vow not to write of her again until he may be worthy of the task. When this prophetic 
vision comes true in The Divine Comedy, and Dante once again sees Beatrice in the 
Earthly Paradise, she chastises him as he stands abashed: ‘I stood, as children silent 
and ashamed / Stand, listening, with their eyes upon the earth’ (283). 
The poems which flank ‘The People’ in Yeats’s collection were written around 
the same time, in Stone Cottage in 1915, and directly deal with Yeats’s ideal love for 
MG. Certain lines and images in ‘Her Praise’ and ‘His Phoenix’ evoke Dante’s 
devotion to Beatrice from the passages Yeats seems to have enjoyed most. In ‘Her 
Praise’ Yeats writes, ‘She is foremost of those that I would hear praised. / I have gone 
about the house, gone up and down / As a man does who has published a new book . . 
. have turned the talk by hook or crook / Until her praise should be the uppermost 
theme’ (Poems 199). In the Vita Nuova, Dante writes that his love for Beatrice 




I in my boyhood often went in search of her, and found her so noble and praiseworthy 
that certainly of her might have been said those words of Homer, “She seemed not to 
be the daughter of a mortal man, but of God” . . . her image, that was with me always’ 
(EIP 225). ‘Her Praise’ is positioned directly before ‘The People’ in Yeats’s 
collection, and this passage in Vita Nuova occurs just before the nine-year interval 
between Dante’s first and second meeting with Beatrice, alluded to in ‘The People’. 
In ‘His Phoenix’, the next poem in the sequence, Yeats continues the theme that no 
other woman may compare to his ideal love, and in the closing image compares MG 
to Beatrice, invoking once again the opening canto of Paradiso where the heaven-
perfected Beatrice stares into the sun: ‘And who can say but some young belle may 
walk and talk men wild / Who is my beauty’s equal, though that my heart denies, / 
But not the exact likeness, the simplicity of a child, / And that proud look as though 
she gazed into the burning sun, / And all the shapely body no tittle gone astray’ 
(Poems 201-2). Yeats had a habit of returning again and again to his favourite 
passages and images in the works of his ideal precursors, and where Dante is 
concerned it appears that, at least by 1915, the parts of Dante’s work which most 
profoundly affected Yeats’s imagination were the ‘Ego dominus tuus’ passage in Vita 
Nuova, the final cantos in the Earthly Paradise of Purgatorio and the opening canto of 
Paradiso.44 
	
44 Pound referred to these three poems, stored away in Yeats’s desk at Stone Cottage in a letter of 
January 1915, and Foster points out that these poems reveal Yeats’s ‘autobiographical immersion’ at 
that time as well as the influence of his collaboration with Pound (1: 8). In The Spirit of Romance 
Pound had declared that ‘For the mystic, the “Paradiso” overwhelms [the “Purgatorio”]. For the lover 
of poetry, however, the last six canti, describing the Earthly Paradise, make the second book not the 
least of the three.’ Later in the book, Pound claimed that ‘Nowhere is the nature of the mystic ecstasy 
so well described as in Canto i’ of Paradiso – and quoted the lines where Dante stares at Beatrice 
staring into the sun, so that he is transformed into an immortal spirit similar to Glaucus’s 
transformation into a god in Ovid’s Metamorphoses (130; 145). Yeats’s repeated allusions to these 





The final poem I will discuss which is connected to this sequence, though 
written later, is ‘Broken Dreams’, which once again describes MG through images 
borrowed from Yeats’s favoured passages in Dante. While Yeats’s poem is often 
noted for its description of his lover as flawed, with features such as the ‘grey in your 
hair’, the poet still uses exalted imagery to describe MG’s ‘burdensome beauty’ in her 
youth (Poems 202). Written in October 1915, the same month as ‘Ego Dominus 
Tuus’, the poem recounts the story of Yeats’s love for MG which subtly hits upon the 
definitive moments in Dante’s love story with Beatrice. The poet’s love originates in 
youth, for a woman who causes young men to ‘catch their breath / When you are 
passing’ (202). In La Vita Nuova Dante writes of Beatrice, ‘Upon her path men turn to 
gaze at her; He whom she greeteth feels his heart to rise, / And droops his visage full 
of sighs’ (EIP 261). Yeats’s poem focuses heavily on the theme of memory. It is the 
poet’s memory of MG in her youth that remains alive in his imagination, and which 
keeps his heart captivated. Yeats writes, ‘Your beauty can but leave among us / Vague 
memories, nothing but memories’ and says that future generations will remember 
‘that lady / The poet with stubborn passion sang us when age might well have chilled 
his blood’ (Poems 203). Like the Italian master who wrote of ‘the most exalted lady 
loved by a man’, Yeats envisions himself being remembered chiefly for his ideal love 
poetry. The following verse creates a picture of MG, evoking depictions of Beatrice 
that skip from the Vita Nuova to the Comedy. Yeats writes,  
Vague memories, nothing but memories,    
But in the grave all, all, shall be renewed.    
The certainty that I shall see that lady                                    
Leaning or standing or walking                                                                           




And with the fervour of my youthful eyes,                         
Has set me muttering like a fool. (Poems 203) 
After her death in the Vita Nuova, Dante has a vision of Beatrice as he ‘first beheld 
her’ which sets his memory running back ‘unto all those matters in the which she had 
borne a part’ (EIP 302). This causes Dante such anguish that he devolves into 
weeping sighs ‘that had among them the name of that most gracious creature’, which 
led him to often forget himself ‘and where I was’; or, in other words, he set to 
muttering like a fool (EIP 302-303). When Dante finally sees Beatrice again in the 
Earthly Paradise of Purgtorio, he returns to this memory of the moment he first laid 
eyes on her: ‘No sooner on my vision streaming, smote / The heavenly influence, 
which years past, and e’en / In childhood thrilled me . . . The old flame / Throws out 
clear tokens of reviving fire’ (Comedy 279). In the following canto Dante is carried 
through the waters of the Lethe towards Beatrice. These waters purify and perfect the 
being, but also cause forgetfulness of their earthly faults. Yeats alludes to spirits who 
must undergo the same purification after death, ‘In that mysterious, always brimming 
lake / Where those that have obeyed the holy law / Paddle and are perfect’, but asks 
that his love may keep her one flaw, her ‘small hands [that] were not beautiful’ 
(Poems 203). Whereas Dante was dragged ‘high / As to my neck into the stream’ and 
then ‘immerged’, Yeats hopes that his lover will keep her hands out of the water, and 
not ‘paddle to the wrist’, leaving ‘unchanged / The hands that I have kissed’ (Comedy 
284: Poems 203). Putting off the time where he must pass through ‘Lethe’s wharf’, 
the poet finds imaginative stimulus in his memories, vague as they might be.  
The Wild Swans at Coole contains a mix of autobiographical poetry that charts 
Yeats’s remaking of himself from 1915 to 1919. The poems written before 1917, and 




stature as a famous poet and cultural figure in Ireland. Much of Yeats’s posing in 
these verses, as well as in Per Amica Silentia Lunae, which were written during the 
poet’s close collaboration with Pound, highlights Yeats’s attempt to create a poetic 
Mask in the style of Dante as he then conceived him. The poetry written after Yeats’s 
marriage, however, takes on a new character, and is reflective of the intense period of 
study and intellectual growth underwent by both Yeatses in the first years of marriage. 
If Ezra Pound was the poet’s most influential collaborator in the years preceding 
Yeats’s marriage, undoubtedly the most important, and influential collaborator of the 
years following that marriage (and, arguably, for the rest of his late phase) was 
George Yeats. The poems in The Wild Swans at Coole praising GY and celebrating 
their union (which I will shortly discuss) are early indicators of this fact. Moreover, 
the spiritual wisdom and artistic evolution achieved by Yeats through the 
collaborative enterprise of the now notorious automatic sessions with GY provided 
the poet with a system and symbology that certainly inspired the poet for the rest of 
his life. Of most significance to this study is the fact that GY seems largely 
responsible for enhancing Yeats’s understanding and interest in Dante. She seems to 
have acted as a guiding influence on Yeats’s refashioning of his poetic Mask to 
resemble his ideal Dante. Before discussing the automatic sessions, the creation of A 
Vision, and the poetry inspired by Yeats’s collaboration with his wife, it is necessary 
to outline some of the key aspects of their partnership, and to highlight the intellectual 








A Woman that gives up all Her Mind? 
 
The revival of poetic energy and enthusiasm of Yeats’s later years, as well as 
his clear direction toward a more defined and achievable sense of unity, could not 
have come about without his fateful marriage to George Hyde-Lees (GY) in 1917, an 
attractive young woman in OS’s circle, witty and extremely intelligent, and someone 
with whom Yeats shared an intense interest in occult wisdom and practice (BG 87). 
Yeats’s new desire for unity within himself and his purchase of Thoor Ballylee 
sparked in him a desire for a sense of settled domesticity and for a ‘friend’ to share his 
nights, as he related to Florence Farr in a letter of 1916 (Foster 2 87). His letters from 
the summer of 1917 show that he was on a mission to marry before the year was out 
(Letters 628-633). After rejection from both mother and daughter of the Gonne 
women,45 Yeats returned to an idea he had once had of marrying George Hyde Lees.46 
When AE heard of the engagement he wrote to John Quinn that ‘I gather she will 
write for him, read for him, type for him, communicate with the dead or living for 
him, and will make the ideal poet’s wife’ (122). Astute as AE’s prediction was, he 
could not have known just how true his words would prove, since Yeats’s partnership 
with GY would turn out to be the most profitable of his late life. GY took over the 
role that Pound had played in the previous years as secretary, editor, sounding board, 
but she had a passion for the occult that Pound did not. It was the collaboration of the 
	
45 With the recent death of her husband, Yeats proposed first (and finally) to MG, however, he added 
the caveat that she should cease her political involvement, showing, perhaps, that his desire for her 
hand was not quite sincere, and perhaps the proposal was made more out of a sense of duty to his old 
love than active intention. Yeats then turned his attentions towards MG’s melancholic, troubled, but 
bright and beautiful daughter Iseult, with whom he had become infatuated, and who also possessed a 
keen mind that was amenable to his instruction. 
46 Saddlemyer notes in her biography of George, Becoming George: The Life of Mrs W. B. Yeats 
(Oxford: 2002), that Yeats drew up a horary for himself in March 1917, before his summer visit to the 
Gonnes, a period during which he was in contact with George. This horary ‘is annotated the next day 
and again on 5 September, suggesting a number of consultations: Venus conjunct Mars was favourable 
and “promises completion” but “Neptune promises deception”; “Suggest man and woman in full 
sympathy but deception pulls them apart”; “Square may mean difficult and slow”… However, on 20 




poet and his wife in occult research and practice through the automatic sessions, a 
practice in which a medium allows their mind to go blank in order to be receptive to 
otherworldly intelligences which may act through them, and answer questions posed 
by another participant. Just as important were the philosophical readings of the 
Yeatses around these sessions, which, combined, gave Yeats the symbols for a system 
of thought that stimulated and sustained him for the rest of his writing career. Since he 
had turned fifty Yeats had begun to think of marriage as timely necessity. As Ellmann 
puts it:  
Had Yeats died instead of marrying in 1917, he would 
have been remembered as a remarkable minor poet who 
had achieved a diction more powerful than that of his 
contemporaries but who, except in a handful of poems, 
did not have much to say with it… If bachelorhood had 
continued, we may reasonably assume also that personal 
problems would have gone on operating, as they had 
done for many years, as brakes upon his mind. Marriage 
to Georgie . . . released his energies like a spring. (223) 
The poetry written from the time of Yeats’s marriage onward reflect a poet in 
command of his image, and in possession of a symbolism and a ‘system of thought’ 
that would let his ‘imagination free to create as it chose and yet make all that it 
created, or could create, part of the one history, and that the soul’s’ (AVA liv). 
It is clear from the AS, A Vision, and the poetry that derives from the system 
these texts expound, that the collaborative union of Yeats and GY was profitable in 
many ways, and that their intellects and interests were so excellently matched that the 




with any other partner. The AS states that the system was not for Yeats alone but for 
his wife also. Yeats’s famous phrase in AVB that the instructors came ‘to give you 
metaphors for poetry’, is identified by M. M. Harper as a misquote from one of 10 
loose MS pages from an early session of the AS, filed with introductory drafts for ‘A 
Packet for Ezra Pound’ (AVB 7; WOT 6). This page contains the answer to an 
unrecorded question: ‘I give you philosophy to give you new images you ought not to 
use it as philosophy and it is not only given for you alone - yes’ (WOT 6; 90). There is 
a great deal of emphasis placed on the sexual connection between the couple as 
playing an important role in their joint creative power; however, sexual connection 
needed to be linked with a deeper intimacy. Yeats asked the instructors, ‘are images 
received . . . from a mind with which we are in passionate or affectionate relationship, 
different in kind from those received when the relationship is less intimate?’ and was 
given the answer, ‘Yes – less intimate relationship no image received’ (MYV 2 271). 
GY was guided by her husband in her early occult studies. Yeats had sponsored GY’s 
initiation into the Golden Dawn in 1914 and acted as her mentor in the society, at 
least at first (BG 65). Anne Saddlemyer in her biography of GY, Becoming George, 
notes that the young woman had engaged in prolonged joint occult and astrological 
projects with the poet long before their marriage, from about 1914 onwards (65-74 
and 84-5). Quick to put her intelligence to use, Yeats had set GY to researching one of 
the spirits who communicated with him through Bessie Radcliffe and the pair also 
began collaborating on the drawing up of astrological horaries (BG 50, 65). Yet, eager 
as she was to be tutored, GY had her own artistic, mystic, intellectual interests, 
independent of her future husband, which she pursued avidly. She quickly advanced 
through the grades of the GD, achieving the status of ‘Adeptus Minor’ by 1916, just 




spiritual unity was a shared goal between the couple, and, while the initial decision to 
take up automatic writing arose from marital difficulties in the days following their 
wedding (Yeats’s obsession with Iseult resurfaced and his guilt for marrying George 
out of expediency more than love caused him much anguish), it is nonetheless 
unsurprising that the couple would pursue an exhaustive occult experiment. Despite 
the regrettable impetus for the automatic sessions, the project quickly became 
meaningful and stimulating work, leading the newlyweds into the great collaboration 
of their shared life. Certainly, both partners viewed each other as the only possible 
partners for such a project.  
That Yeats was yearning for a marital relationship that would stimulate him 
sexually and intellectually is clear from his poem ‘On Woman’ (1916) (The Wild 
Swans at Coole). In that poem he praises the female power that ‘gives up all her 
mind’, and states that this is the highest kind of relationship: ‘a man may find in no 
man a friendship of her kind’ (Poems 196). He states that men gain wisdom from 
women in general, as Solomon did from ‘talking with his queens’, but that it was his 
nobler relationship with the beautiful and wise Sheba which brought him the greatest 
wisdom (196). In the final lines of the poem he expresses his desire to ‘live like 
Solomon that Sheba led a dance’ (197). In a series of letters to GY, written from 
Coole Park in the weeks before their marriage, Yeats makes clear that he is looking 
forward to their marriage chiefly as an intellectual partnership. In one letter he says, 
‘You found me amid crowds but you will lead me to lonely places. Let us begin at 
once our life of study, of common interests & hopes’ (Foster 2 98). In a letter of 5 
October 1917 Yeats wrote:  
My thoughts are always with you – at first you were a 




then all in a moment that real woman became very 
dear… O my dear child if you can add your eyes to 
mine we will do together fine & stirring things. Endless 
hours will be saved from sheer non-being. I kiss the 
tops of your   fingers where they are marked by the 
acid. (10)  
The last line in this letter reveals that Yeats’s chief hope was for the kind of partner 
that would be serviceable to his work, both his occult study and his art, someone who 
could help him to advance his visionary abilities, since the acid on the fingertips 
recalls Catherine Blake’s practice of illuminating her husbands books: ‘that those 
fingers, like Catherine Blake’s, would help burn her husband’s images into permanent 
form’ (WOT 217). When he wrote this poem, he had not yet married GY; however, 
his later, post-nuptial poems, in which he depicts himself and GY as Solomon and 
Sheba, indicate that he certainly believed he had finally found such a supremely 
transforming relationship. Moreover, the intense occult potency of their union, 
epitomised by the automatic writing sessions, would surprise and thrill the aging poet.  
Just as Yeats’s plan was to find a partner for his work, it seems that GY was 
also looking for a partner that could intellectually stimulate her. Sheba, after all, needs 
a Solomon too. GY had been a part of OS’s artistic circle in England, since about 
1910, and had met Yeats in May 1911, when she was 19 and he was 46 (41). In 
addition to their early collaborations, GY had undoubtedly heard much about the Irish 
poet’s personality to interest her through her close relationship with Shakespeare’s 
daughter Dorothy who married Ezra Pound in 1914. In mockingly affectionate 
deference for Yeats’s poetic stature, Pound and Dorothy referred to him ‘with 




young GY met Yeats, his ‘enthusiastic engagement with the occult struck a strong, 
receptive chord in Georgie’ (43). Days into a rocky honeymoon GY suggested she try 
her hand at automatic writing, with Yeats acting as the questioner. In later life she 
admitted that she had thought initially to act only out of pretence, ‘to make an attempt 
to fake automatic writing’ in order to console Yeats’s doubts about abandoning his 
love for Iseult, and that she would admit her deception later (BG 102). However, what 
began as a well-meaning charade did not remain so, as she found herself amazed 
when ‘the pencil began to write sentences she had never intended or thought which 
seemed to come as from another world’ (BG 692).  
 
GY and the Creation of Yeats’s Dante 
It is significant that between the writing of Per Amica Silentia Lunae and the 
first edition of A Vision, Yeats’s discussion of Dante grows in certainty and depth. A 
key collaborator in the creation of the symbolic system of A Vision, GY was also a 
key collaborator in Yeats’s evolving ideas about remaking himself. In particular, the 
tacit comparison of Yeats to Dante, identifying both men as Daimonic poet types of 
Phase 17 in the AS, while it was certainly a comparison Yeats was eager to establish, 
was also something enhanced and endorsed by GY’s deep knowledge of Dante in his 
own language. In PASL Yeats acknowledges he is ‘no Dante scholar’, yet in A Vision 
he can confidently assert that he has ‘more knowledge’ of Dante as the ‘first victory 
of personality’ in poetry, and of Dante’s method of imposing a ‘personality and a 
phantasmagoria’ upon a system, writing ‘the King everywhere has found his 
kingdom’ (CW5 7; AVB 210). During the period of the AS, Yeats intentionally closes 




historical, cultural considerations, in favour of a perceived kinship through poetic 
intention and the visionary tradition, as well as personality type and image.  
Through their studies, as well as the conclusions drawn from the automatic 
script, Yeats and GY identified Dante as the most appropriate ideal other for Yeats. 
GY’s hand had placed Yeats in the same phase as Dante in June 1918, along with 
Shelley and Homer, among others, allowing Yeats to think of himself as bearing a 
tangible relation to the Italian poet without a sense of self-aggrandisement. Moreover, 
GY’s comprehensive knowledge of Dante undoubtedly helped Yeats to interpret 
Dante in such a way that he could confidently consider him a spiritual as well as 
poetic master. Saddlemyer points out in her biography of GY that in 1910 she had 
entered into an intense and enthusiastic study of Dante in his own language (BG 38). 
She records that GY  
began a two year study of Dante while learning Italian, 
buying the Temple edition translations one by one as 
she progressed: The Paradiso was ‘first read at Rye’ in 
November 1910 and annotated with questions from da 
Vinci in Italian and Börne in German; she moved on to 
the Purgatorio and Inferno in January 1911, the Vita 
Nuova following in December 1911. She completed her 
collection with the Convivio (though she did not date 
her copy) and received other prose works for Christmas 
in 1912. (38) 
The acquisition of these ‘other prose works’ – identified as A Translation of the Latin 




Eclogues, and De Aqua et Terra)47 – mean that by 1912 GY had in her personal 
library essentially all of the extant works of Dante (668). Moreover, by 1913, she was 
so proficient in the language that she was able to make annotations to her reading in 
Italian. GY shared her veneration for Dante with Ezra Pound, and Saddlemyer claims 
that she agreed with his assertion in The Spirit of Romance that ‘I am always filled 
with a sort of angry wonder that anyone professing to care for poetry can remain in 
ignorance of the tongue in which the poem is written. It shows a dullness, a stolidity, 
which is incomprehensible to any one who knows the Commedia’(BG 38, Pound 
150).48 GY could aid Yeats’s interpretation of Dante by offering him her superior 
knowledge of the Italian poet. Her agreement with Pound notwithstanding, GY was 
certainly astute enough to recognise that she was married to a more skilled poet than 
Pound, and that Yeats’s lack of Italian, while limiting, would not altogether impede, 
nor deter, her husband from a reasonably competent understanding of the poet whose 
image he wanted to emulate. After all, Yeats had already begun to seek parallels 
between himself and Dante, and to include them in his verse in subtle ways. GY’s 
knowledge of Dante and of Italian both advanced and complimented Yeats’s 
interpretation of the older poet, and allowed Yeats greater confidence in asserting a 
comparison with Dante.  
The AS reveals Yeats’s desire to think of himself in Dantean terms, and to be 
thought of in such terms, as well as GY’s tacit approval of the comparison. Since 
Yeats had already begun to look at Dante as an ideal other before the automatic 
sessions began, he may also have been aware that Pound and Dorothy Shakespear 
	
47 Trans. A. G. Ferrers Howell and Philip H. Wicksteed, Temple Classics (London: Dent, 1904).  
48 Pound goes on to say that his anger does not extend to those who are ‘hindered by some irremovable 
obstacle, natural or circumstantial’ from learning Italian (150). Yeats fits this type, since he seems not 
to have had a natural aptitude for learning languages, as his failed attempts at learning Irish and his 
poor standard of Latin suggest. Pound claims that those who cannot speak Italian should, when 
interpreting Dante, seek instruction from those ‘experts’ who do (150). Pound plainly considered 




affectionately referred to him by the nickname ‘Dante’; and if he had not heard it 
from them, it is reasonable to assume that he would have heard this from GY. G. M. 
Harper points out that Yeats had begun to think of his image in relation to that of 
Dante, through key questions posed in the AS. Around the same time GY’s hand put 
Yeats in Phase 17, Yeats asked GY’s instructors about the importance of historical 
cycles (on average revolving every 2000 years, but all are not equal) and movements 
within those cycles, and specifically asked ‘What do [you] call the age of Dante?’ 
(MYV 2 41). Yeats was told that Dante’s age ‘belonged to [Phase] “14 going onto 
15”’, indicating a movement towards pure subjective beauty (41). When he asked 
what effect Phase 15 had on history, since it is a non-human phase for individuals, he 
was told ‘great artistic genius – moral brutality’ (41). This question appears to refer 
not to Dante’s historical phase, but to the artistic phase of which Dante was a part, 
since Yeats identified Dante’s placement in the cycle of history elsewhere on the 
Great Year in AVB. When analysing the phasal characteristics within the present 
2000-year historical cycle in AVB, Yeats identified the years 1250 to 1300 AD (the 
latter being the year the journey of the Comedy takes place) as corresponding to Phase 
8, a phase representing ‘War between Individuality and Race’, the exact mirror of his 
own historical phase, Phase 22 (209, 88). This is the same passage in which Yeats 
writes of Dante ‘impos[ing] his own personality on a system and a phantasmagoria 
hitherto impersonal; the King everywhere has found his kingdom’, having won that 
war by a victory of personality in the Comedy (210). G. M. Harper points out that 
Yeats stated in his notes while working on the system of A Vision that it was through 
‘phantasmagoria . . . alone [that I] may express my convictions about the world’, and 
stated that ‘we are not solitary in phantasmagoria’ (MYV 2 79). Harper writes, ‘It is 




to this passage in A Vision, where Yeats hails Dante’s victory of personality. Harper 
continues: ‘Yeats was no doubt mindful of the parallel between his own attempt and 
Dante’s to impose their similar personalities (from Phase 17) ‘upon a system and a 
phantasmagoria’ (80). Yeats’s observation that ‘we are not solitary in 
phantasmagoria’, then affirms another connection to Dante. Yeats sees himself as 
similar to the Italian poet for his communication with personages of an unconscious, 
visionary realm,49 in addition to being a poet with a similar mission. Yeats clearly 
aspires to be in the company of Dante through the iteration of his own vision, and 
through the expression of his own artistic phantasmagoria. Yeats writes in his later 
poem ‘Among School Children’, a poem that plays with phantasmagoria and evokes 
Dante’s presence (which I will discuss in the next chapter), that he was never ‘of 
Ledaean kind’, but it is clear from A Vision that he wants to be viewed as of Dantean 
kind.  
In October 1919, a passage of the script directly reveals the significance of 
GY’s role in helping Yeats to correctly interpret Dante, and, therefore, better 
understand how he might successfully fashion his True Mask of Phase 17 in the 
likeness of Dante’s ‘stony image’. The session began, as G. M. Harper states, with 
Yeats ‘thinking of the significance of his marriage’ by asking the guide Ameritus (the 
communicator of GY’s daimon) if he had ‘something to say about anniversary’ (MYV 
2 329). Ameritus told him that he did; however, he instead turned the discussion 
towards ‘subconscious desires’ and ‘dream consciousness’, or vision (329). 
	
49 It is less clear whether the spirits of Yeats and those of Dante have the same status when it comes to 
revealing the truth. Dante’s spirits are generally presented as reliable, especially those the poet 
encounters in Paradiso, and even the prophecies and information Dante receives from spirits in Inferno 
contain true information in most cases. However, the spirits of Hell exhibit malice and certain biases 
that reflect their imperfect understanding on matters of morality. The Yeatses’ spirits are a mix of 
communicators, instructors and frustrators; the last group being misleading or lying presences, though 
such deceit is only made apparent to the couple by other spirit communicators. The participants’ 




Importantly, in preparation for this discussion Yeats was directed ‘to read the whole 
of Dante’s Convito’ with the caveat that he should read ‘only a little every day’ and 
that ‘she can read it to you’ (italics mine) (329). That GY was to read Dante to Yeats, 
underscores the notion that she was to be instrumental in his understanding of Dante’s 
philosophy. It is also significant that it was from her daimon that this instruction 
originated. As mentioned in the previous chapter, the most important concept Yeats 
takes away from the Convito, as it pertains to his own system, is Dante’s ‘perfectly 
proportioned body’ which he would equate with his own conception of Unity of 
Being.  
That Yeats wanted to make his public and poetic self after the image of Dante, 
and not merely adumbrate a system that might converse with that of the Convito or 
the Commedia, is reflected in his early questions about the True and False Mask in the 
AS. In a section of the script from December 1917, Yeats refers to these terms in their 
early conception as ‘Good and Evil’ Masks, and asks for clarification on the subject 
by using his own ‘Ego Dominus Tuus’ as an example (MYV 1 78). The series of 
Yeats’s questions and the answers that came through GY are reproduced in MYV 1 as 
follows:  
  14. Is the evoked being at end of Ego Dominus Tuus or the mask  
  of that being?        
  14. No – no – it is nothing to do with any form of artistic or  
  practical genius it is the form assumed (as a rule) by the ego as 
  I described before and concerns life and not creation it is a   
    figure of destiny 
  16. Is it the mans idea of himself?     




  assumed in the stages of subjectivity between eleven and   
  twenty one 
  17. Conceal from himself or others?     
  17. Or to reveal it it is a protection in one case a revelation in  
  the other – a protection after beauty a revelation before   
  neither may be false unless self knowledge is absolutely  
  lacking 
19. When a saint imitates Christ is Christ the Mask.   
 19. Not quite remember the form is only assumed in subjectivity (78) 
From these questions, the notion of seeking the opposite of one’s self – the opposite 
of the ego or the Will – is stressed for the creation of a true Mask. The true Mask 
reveals the highest aspirations of a person, but conceals their primal nature in 
subjective phases, such as Yeats’s own Phase 17. The self may be remade by 
assuming the Mask of an opposite life. Thus, lecherous Dante chose a conventional 
saintly Mask. The line of questioning continues, showing Yeats’s determination to 
tease out the specific Mask of Dante and perhaps also that he believes – or wants to 
believe – that his own Mask should be like Dante’s:  
20. Is it Dante’s Mask       
 20. before beauty a form created to facilitate self expression after  
 beauty a form to conceal self & express only the objective  
  however antithetical & subjective the nature is before beauty 
 a means of forcing self expression 
21. I again refer to Dante.       




22. Do you refer to Dante.       
 22. Dante 
23. Yet the style is the man & so may be mask.   
 23. Yes but dont get obsessed by the idea of artistic self there 
 are many other qualities between eleven and twenty one  
 that is why I insist on its being distinct from artistic self   (MYV 1 78-         
  79) 
The phase of both Yeats and Dante occurs ‘after beauty’, that is, after Phase 15, and 
the Mask is therefore a method of concealment. GY’s communicators stress to Yeats 
that the Mask is about more than just his art, it is about self-command, though the 
communicators do agree with Yeats that the artistic self is indeed a legitimate aspect 
of the self. Perhaps, this qualification is the reason for Yeats’s statement in A Vision 
that Dante ‘as poet’ saw all things set in order, and ‘as poet’ attained Unity of Being 
(AVB 107). Despite the warnings not to get obsessed with the artistic self, it would 
inevitably be through the artistic self that Yeats’s Mask would most resemble Dante’s. 
In a later related session from March 1918 Yeats asked if ‘knowledge of god’ was 
‘easier to the artist than the saint’, and was told yes, ‘Much’ (MYV 1 251). He 
followed this up with, ‘Yet it is much harder for him to live well’, to which he 
received the response: ‘Yes but he has the knowledge of contraries and the saint only 
knowledge of good or evil not of good and evill’ (251). Yeats, like Dante, ‘may return 
to his chambering’ in private despite presenting the image of a grand poet in public 
(CW5 10). Yeats, however, did attempt to emulate Dante’s Mask beyond his artistic 
self. In January 1918 Yeats asked the supernatural guides if he should seek out 
‘mystic associates’ to give him advice, ‘or even, he imagined, “to send me on an 




237). These questions reveal Yeats’s desire to emulate Dante in the way that most 
interested him, through visionary art, recognising that his own abilities lay primarily 
in the force of his poetry. His question about political embassy similarly reveals that 
Yeats was aware that his personality wielded more clout in the political arena than his 
aptitude for practical politics or civil service. Yeats’s American tours and his 
membership in the Irish Senate may also have been imagined as comparable with 
Dante’s lecturing throughout Italy, his embassies on behalf of Florence and his time 
as Prior of Florence before his exile. Yeats would rather be a passionate advocate for 
an ideal state of a nation and cultural ideology in Ireland, than be responsible for the 
practicalities of how these ideals might be instituted in the real world.  
 
The Symbolic Bones of the System 
Yeats had made his first attempt at emulating Dante’s architectonic skills in the 
Vita Nuova in the structure of PASL. Yeats continued to emulate Dante in this fashion 
in the structure of A Vision, and appropriately, this time he would attempt a much 
grander and more complex ordering of ‘all things’. Many key aspects of the system of 
A Vision reflect the construction of Dante’s Comedy. Yeats’s interest in ‘Contraries’ 
originates from his love of Blake, a love that endures throughout his late years. Yet, as 
always, Yeats adapted this term to fit with his own ideas. Furthermore, Yeats’s 
attempt to put a geometric structure on his own system of Contraries follows more in 
the steps of Dante than Blake. Yeats’s double gyre symbol is not an exact copy, nor 
should it be, of Dante’s cosmology in the Comedy, but the process of seeing things set 
in order is set within the same visionary tradition as Dante. Yeats is concerned with an 




born from the intellects of Yeats and GY, as the instructors of the AS told them, but 
the principles, ‘the bones’, were already in the world. Yeats believed ‘those hard 
symbolic bones’ existed in literature also, specifically in the Divine Comedy (AVB 
18).  
While there are many numerological divisions within the system of A Vision, 
the most broadly identifiable structural division is binary, since the foundation of the 
system hinges on the opposite of contrary energies, primary and antithetical 
tinctures.50 Yeats explains that the ‘fundamental symbol’ which represents both the 
conflict and the harmony between all opposite forces in the universe is a spiralling 
‘cone’ or what Yeats calls a ‘gyre’ (AVB 50). The movement of contraries thus 
follows a spiralling path, either towards or away from the base or apex of the gyre, 
and Yeats states that the first gyres were recorded in Plato’s Timaeus ‘which are made 
by the circuits of… the planets as they ascend or descend above or below the equator’ 
(AVB 50). These gyres not only govern human life, but indeed ‘European history’ 
(AVB 9). Yeats notes that his friend Frank Pearce Sturm found the gyre, or gyre-like 
symbols, in the writings of Thomas Aquinas, Dr. Dee and Macrobius (50-51). 
Certainly, the poet was also aware of the dominance of two connected cones that 
mark out spiralling paths that ascend or descend above or below the equator, in the 
construction of Dante’s Inferno and Purgatorio. Dante enters Hell on one side of the 
equator, follows a spiralling path downward, and emerges at the base of Mt. Purgatory 
on the other side of the equator, which spirals upward towards the heavenly spheres. 
Stefano Albertini notes that ‘The realm of Hell occupies the immense cone-shaped 
	
50 The number 4 is arguably just as important to the system, however, its significance must remain 
outside the scope of this paper. However, its significance will not be ignored, since the number 4 is 
nevertheless a multiple of 2 and its operation usually involves a pairing of two component part of a 
grouping to act in dual opposition. For example, the Four Faculties operate on Will-Mask and Creative 




chasm formed at the moment of Lucifer’s fall’ (‘Additional Notes to the Inferno’, 
Comedy 529). When Dante reaches the lowest and final circle of Hell he sees Lucifer 
trapped from the waist down in ice, and in order to exit the Underworld he must jump 
on Lucifer’s back with Virgil. Virgil then climbs up Lucifer’s back carrying Dante, 
until he mysteriously turns upside down and continues climbing. At this point the 
world is flipped upside down and Dante is astonished to see Lucifer’s legs sticking 
upwards out of a floor of ice. Virgil continues to climb until they reach the surface of 
the earth. Albertini describes the commonly held belief in medieval doctrine that Hell 
and Purgatory were exact opposites: 
Following Lucifer’s rebellion, God cast him down to 
the Earth. The land drew back in revulsion, creating an 
empty cone with its vertex at the centre of the Earth 
(where Lucifer remains imprisoned for eternity) […] 
The land that withdrew from the abyss formed the 
mountain of Purgatory on the opposite side of Earth, in 
the southern hemisphere of water. Purgatory is thus the 
mirror image of Hell from a morphological as well as a 
moral perspective. (529) 
Indeed, Henry Cary, in his translation, uses the word ‘gyre’ in Inferno to describe the 
spiralling passage of Dante and Virgil upon the back of the frightening monster 
Geryon from the seventh to the eighth circle. Virgil commands the monster with the 
words, ‘Geryon, now move thee: be thy wheeling gyres / Of ample circuit, easy thy 




Dante broadly posits an opposition of ‘good and evil’ in the Comedy (though 
other dichotomies certainly exist in his work, such as love and hate, imagination and 
reason, fear and ecstasy), suggesting that an understanding of both forces is necessary 
to the poet’s mission, and thus the human journey: an understanding of evil is 
necessary to achieve the good. In the Comedy, Will and reason are controlled by 
similar rules. According to Barbara Reynolds, the same set of ideas in Dante’s Il 
Convivio runs through the moral dialogue of the Comedy (281). They are the 
promotion of spiritual rather than earthly possessions, explication of the wrong 
choices made by humanity and the means of returning to the right path (Reynolds 
281). Integral to this process are two components: the freedom of the will and the 
force which underlies the entire work: love (Reynolds 281). The struggle of opposite 
forces is shown to be necessary for the balance of the world. In Canto 3 of the 
Commedia, when Dante first enters the gates of the Inferno, he passes under an 
inscription which reads,  
Through me you pass into the city of woe:              
. . . Justice the founder of my fabric moved:             
To rear me was the task of power divine,              
Supremest wisdom, and primeval love.              
Before me things create were none, save things                  
Eternal, and eternal I endure.              
All hope abandon, ye who enter here. (Comedy 19) 
This inscription confirms that God Himself is the supreme overlord of Heaven and 
Hell. It is His love, His justice and His wisdom which controls the forces of good and 




Yeats’s broad dichotomy in A Vision is more nuanced; the primary and 
antithetical tinctures each contain positive and negative attributes, and lead to concord 
or discord. Yeats sees Concord as pertaining to unity and equates it with objectivity, 
the primary tincture – which ‘brings us back to the mass where we began’ (AVB 72). 
Discord, on the other hand, suggests individuality – ‘tends to separate man from man’ 
– and so is equated with subjectivity and the antithetical tincture (AVB 71). Therefore, 
‘line and plane are combined in a gyre which must expand or contract according to 
whether mind grows in objectivity or subjectivity’ (AVB 70). The gyre thus affects 
intellectual and emotional human development, as well as the world around us, and 
subjectivity and objectivity are locked in the same perpetual struggle within 
ourselves; ‘the antithetical tincture is emotional and aesthetic whereas the primary 
tincture is reasonable and moral’ and ‘within these cones move what are called 
the Four Faculties: Will and Mask, Creative Mind and Body of Fate’ (AVB 73). This 
continuous struggle between the primary and antithetical forces of the Four Faculties, 
which are the four main components to human intellect and comprise of ‘what man 
has made in a past or present life’, forms human consciousness. 
 
Double Visions and Belief  
Whatever one may personally believe about discarnate spirits and supernatural 
communications, it is important to acknowledge, when critically examining the AS 
and the system of A Vision, that the Yeatses themselves believed, or had some degree 
of belief, that the communications they received originated in an unconscious realm. 




Some will ask whether I believe in the actual existence 
of my circuits of sun and moon. Those that include, now 
all recorded time in one circuit, now what Blake called 
"the pulsation of an artery", are plainly symbolical, but 
what of those that fixed, like a butterfly upon a pin, to 
our central date, the first day of our Era, divide actual 
history into periods of equal length? To such a question 
I can but answer that if sometimes, overwhelmed by 
miracle as all men must be when in the midst of it, I 
have taken such periods literally, my reason has soon 
recovered; and now that the system stands out clearly in 
my imagination I regard them as stylistic arrangements 
of experience comparable to the cubes in the drawing of 
Wyndham Lewis. . . . They have helped me to hold in a 
single thought reality and justice. (19) 
Yeats’s answer to the inevitable question of belief is somewhat equivocal. Yeats 
never desisted in his pursuit of mystic knowledge, but perhaps his belief in the system 
of A Vision, and the mysterious communications it arises from, as belief in ‘realities 
of the imagination’; or rather, realities of imaginations.51 Saddlemyer highlights that 
GY had a similar view on the source and character of the communications:  
By 1952 George was prepared to admit to Virginia 
Moore that while in the beginning they did believe that 
	
51 Indeed, in WWB 2, Ellis and Yeats, identified ‘the kernel of Blake's religion’ as follows: 
‘Imagination is a thing, or rather a region, in which real things exist, and of whose life they are made 
living. Not being of perishable material its inhabitants must needs be immortal. Whatever drives us to 
exercise this faculty, such as bereavement, which changes friendship and intercourse into dream and 




the messages were ‘spirit-sent, and therefore proof of 
communication between the living and the dead’, they 
later saw them ‘as dramatized “apprehensions of the 
truth”… from their own higher selves’. Five years later 
[she told Thomas Parkinson] ‘We thought they were 
expressing our best thought’. (BG 131-132) 
Whatever one might believe personally, the Yeatses’ own beliefs on the subject 
cannot be overlooked or dismissed. Both Yeatses interpreted the messages as coming 
from their united unconscious minds, from their best thought; messages speaking in 
terms and in images best suited to their intellects.  
Another significant symbolic bone that A Vision shares with Dante’s Comedy is 
the necessity of a balance and collaboration between male and female energy, since 
Dante’s spiritual quest is a collaborative enterprise, not only involving Beatrice, but 
initiated and maintained by Beatrice (as I will demonstrate in the next section). In 
addition to the collaborative enterprise by Yeats and GY which led to the creation of 
their system, the union of male and female energy is also embedded in the structure of 
A Vision through the primary tincture–associated with solar influence–and the 
antithetical tincture–associated with the influence of the moon. M. M. Harper notes 
that in the first two days of script the necessity of a harmonious balance between the 
solar and lunar qualities in Yeats’s nature was made clear to him:  
GY (and Thomas) initiated a discussion of sun and 
moon, warning her distinguished bridegroom that his 
nature was too lunar or subjective, and should be 




polarities, elaborating as they did on WBY’s ideas of 
antinomic impulses within human beings, came to 
constitute the basic psychology of the book. Less than a 
week later, on 10 November 1917, the discussion turned 
to the differences between antithetical and primary, the 
great opposites which inform the whole system (186)  
Rather than representing combative contraries, the interaction of solar and lunar 
energies, the primary and the antithetical, are represented in A Vision as dependent on 
each other; they are other two sides of a coin, components of a unitary whole. Since 
GY had been reluctant to let her part in the system’s creation be known, Yeats created 
a fictional author for AVA (AVB 15). This was ‘Giraldus’, who made an unbelievable 
discovery of an ancient book full of the wisdom of his new system, a wisdom based 
on the teaching of a fictional Arab tribe, the Judwalis, and their book called The Way 
of the Soul Between the Sun and the Moon (AVB 15). The title of the Judwali text 
seems excessively conspicuous, but, in place of the true story about Yeats and GY’s 
work on the AS, the solar and lunar imagery in AVA highlights the male-female unity 
necessary to the system.  
Yeats’s poem ‘Under the Round Tower’ of March 1918, reflects this idea that 
there must be a union of male and female power for spiritual transference. The 
spiralling path of the alchemical lovers in the poem reflects the path of the soul 
towards unity of being. The beggar, lying under the round tower at Glendalough, falls 
‘in a dream / Of sun and moon that a good hour / Bellowed and pranced in the round 
tower; // Of golden king and silver lady, / Bellowing up and bellowing round . . . Until 
they pranced upon the top’, and their dance recalls spiralling ascent of the mount 




Glendalough coincided with intense questioning in the AS about the gyres and their 
movements. Using the early word ‘funnell’, Yeats recorded two conclusions he drew 
from that session: ‘Funnell life to free souls from Anti’ and ‘ego ascends & descends 
in 10 gyres as in history cone’, and the Yeatses interpreted these ten gyres of ascent 
and descent to be embedded in the cosmology of Inferno and Purgatorio (MYV 1 
234).52 The tower symbolised abundant flowing life, not of one individual, but of a 
pair, in particular it related to the potency of the union of Yeats and GY: ‘not you 
alone but both’ (245). By using Glendalough as his background, Yeats connects the 
joint enlightenment of his male and female characters with himself and GY and to 
their time spent at Glendalough in 1918, and emphasises that the sexual and 
intellectual unity of a male and female partner is an essential element for the 
attainment of divine wisdom, and therefore a key to accessing the wisdom necessary 
to achieve internal Unity of Being.  
In the 1937 edition of A Vision, Yeats rebukes himself as a ‘fool’ for the 
transparently ‘unnatural story’ he had told in 1925 about the origin of the system (15). 
Although it seems a mistake to assert a blatant falsehood as the basis for a mystical 
system which its author hoped would be taken seriously, by at least some of his 
readers, there are a number of very practical reasons for this. The first, as I have is 
mentioned is that his wife ‘was unwilling that her share be known’ (AVB 15). 
Secondly, the instructors of the AS insisted on secrecy, telling Yeats that the ‘Script 
must be mentioned to no one & no one must be told – you are sworn to secrecy’ (MYV 
2 177). Yet, despite his wife’s aversion to the idea, in AVB Yeats acknowledges the 
	
52 Yeats and GY interpreted the ten rings that constitute the cone-shaped chasm of Inferno as well as 
the mountain of Purgatorio as corresponding to the ten divisions of the cabbalistic tree of life. In the 
National Library of Ireland, a copy of GY’s Inferno (MS 40,568 / 65) contains her corrections in the 
margins, as well as a hand-written annotation beside the rings of Hell listing the names of the ten 




true root of the system, giving a brief account of the automatic writing sessions and 
the MS produced by the pen, and the voice, of GY. There he says; 
On the afternoon of October 24th 1917, four days after 
my marriage, my wife surprised me by attempting 
automatic writing. What came in disjointed sentences, 
in almost illegible writing, was so exciting sometimes 
so profound, that I persuaded her to give an hour or two 
day after day to the unknown writer, and after some 
half-dozen such hours offered to spend what remained 
of life explaining and piecing together those scattered 
sentences. (AVB 8) 
The necessity for Yeats and GY to act as collaborative partners reinforces that the 
path which leads to wisdom, or Unity of Being, is dualistic. 
A third reason for Yeats to hide the origin of the system was perhaps the feeling 
that he could win a sense of legitimacy for his (and GY’s) original ideas if he could 
locate them elsewhere in the world. This was a trick Yeats had learned from Dante. 
Putting distance between his thought and the system could allow the ideas and 
symbols to stand for themselves, and perhaps ease his readers into an acceptance of 
those ideas. Yeats had already employed this tactic in Responsibilities, attributing his 
own words to an ‘Old Play’. He used this tactic again in 1919, this time more boldly, 
in ‘A People’s Theatre: A Letter to Lady Gregory’, in a way which directly echoes 
Dante’s use of the tactic. At the close of this open letter to LG where he reflects on 
their efforts to form a people’s theatre, he alludes to the system of thought he was 
then creating with GY, and to the poetry that was already arising from it. Asserting 




disunity and that the objective energy is now dominant in the arts, he writes that ‘We 
are not yet conscious, for as yet we have no philosophy, while the opposite energy in 
conscious. All visible history, the discoveries of science, the discussions of politics, 
are with it’ claiming that ‘the sudden revelations of future changes, are not from 
visible history but from its anti-self’ (CW8 134). As if preparing the way for the 
philosophy of A Vision, Yeats outlines some of its principles, referring first, overtly, 
to his old master, Blake: ‘Blake says somewhere in a ‘Prophetic Book’ that things 
must complete themselves before they pass away, and every new logical development 
of the objective energy intensifies in an exact correspondence a counter-energy, or 
rather adds to an always deepening unanalysable longing’ (134). Yeats then covertly 
alludes to his new chief ideal, Dante, by citing the ideas he was forming about daimon 
and anti-self and Unity of Being: ‘That counter longing, having no visible past, can 
only become conscious energy suddenly, in those moments of revelation which are as 
a flash of lightning. Are we approaching a supreme moment of self-consciousness, the 
two halves of the soul separate and face to face?’ (134). Yeats then employs the tactic 
of distancing himself from his own work in a way that directly evokes Dante: 
A certain friend of mine has written upon this subject a 
couple of intricate poems called The Phases of the 
Moon and The Double Vision respectively, which are 
my continual study, and I must refer to these poems for 
the necessary mathematical calculations. Were it not for 
that gyre turning inward in exact measure with the 
outward whirl of its fellow, we would fall in a 
generation or so under some tyranny that would cease at 




The poet then quotes from the first section of ‘The Double Vision of Michael 
Robartes’. Yeats’s statement that ‘a certain friend’ of his wrote his own poems, may 
refer, on one level, to Robartes, (who is nonetheless an avatar for Yeats himself), and 
behind this Mask to the roles played in creation by the instructors and GY; however, 
his phrasing here also acts as a definitive nod towards his new Dantean Mask. In EIP, 
Rossetti notes that, in De Vulgari Eloquio, Dante covertly alluded to the skill of his 
own poetry by attributing his work to ‘a friend of his’, and subsequently quotes lines 
from his own verse. Rossetti’s translation of Dante reads, ‘those who have most 
sweetly and subtly written poems in modern Italian are Cino da Pistoia and a friend of 
his’, and Rossetti points out that ‘This friend we afterwards find to be Dante himself; 
as among the various poetical examples quoted are several by Cino followed in three 
instances by lines from Dante's own lyrics, the author of the latter being again 
described merely as “Amicus ejus”53’ (206). Certainly, Yeats’s use of the distancing 
tactic has multiple layers, but such similarity to Dante’s use of the tactic in this case 
also points to a connection between Yeats’s use and the Florentine. On the one hand, 
the poet hints at his new Mask and the double nature within himself, and on the other 
hand he suggests joint authorship, and a double vision, which has led him to the new 
philosophy. 
Of course, both the automatic script and A Vision purport to have multiple 
authors, if one is to include the otherworldly communicators: the texts both rely on, 
and create ‘a phantasmagoria’ out of the intellects of the authors. G. M. Harper 
concludes that Yeats believed this to be the case:  
When he asked his Instructors if the System was a “pre-
existent in anima mundi”, they said, “No . . . all the 
	




bones are in the world – we only select & our selection 
is subordinate to you both” . . . to the end of his life he 
remained convinced that he, George, and her Controls 
were collaborators in the development and structuring 
of a System by means of which he could interpret “all 
thought, all history and the difference between man and 
man”. (417)  
Both Yeats and GY were of the affirmed opinion that the spirits and daimons, though 
they appear to have independent consciousness, must make their meanings known 
through the consciousness of the both the poet and his medium wife. Illumination 
would not be possible without the collaboration between the intellects of both Yeats 
and GY, which is the foundation and the key to the entire project. One of the symbolic 
bones of the system that exists in the world was this principle of double vision 
through the union of male-female energies.  
 
Double Vision in The Divine Comedy 
 
 
Dante’s achievement in the Comedy is made possible through Beatrice, 
something stressed again and again from beginning to end. From the outset Dante’s 
mission in the Comedy derives its divine authority almost exclusively from Beatrice.54 
When Dante first meets Virgil in ‘the gloomy wood’, Virgil explains that the reason 
he has come to show Dante the path to salvation is because a beautiful and blessed 
woman sought his service. Virgil tells Dante:  
	
54 The ultimate authority is from God. However, the lines between God’s identity and Beatrice’s 
identity are so frequently blurred – since, for example, both are repeatedly characterised as the True 




I was among the tribe,                   
Who rest suspended, when a dame, so blest            
And lovely I besought her to command,               
Called me . . . ‘Speed now,                
And by thy eloquent persuasive tongue,                   
And by all means for [Dante’s] deliverance meet,          
Assist him. So to me will comfort spring.                 
I, who now bid thee on this errand forth,              
Am Beatrice . . . Love brought me thence,                
Who prompts my speech’. (Comedy 16-17) 
Reynolds observes that for Dante’s contemporary readers, this is the first time 
Beatrice speaks in Dante’s verse, albeit through the humbled words of Virgil, who yet 
describes her voice as sweet and her eyes brighter than the stars (111). Beatrice’s 
voice enables her transformation, not only into an active collaborator, but into a 
commanding figure in Dante’s mission. Thus, before Beatrice ever physically enters 
the Comedy, she is from the very first a substantial presence in the text. Moreover, it 
is significant that divine authority is first articulated to Dante through the words of his 
most beloved precursor. In times of trial and fear in Inferno and Purgatorio Virgil 
reminds Dante that Beatrice is waiting for him, which motivates Dante to keep going 
with his mission. For example, when Dante is afraid to walk through the wall of fire at 
the top of the mountain of Purgatory, Virgil cries, ‘Mark now, my son, / From 
Beatrice though art by this wall divided’ (265). For Dante to fail in his mission would 
amount to failing Beatrice, and would simultaneously represent Beatrice’s failure in 
her mission to reunite with, and save, the soul of Dante. Beatrice is represented, in 




out that Dante owes ‘The light of theological truth that now radiates his mind, his 
understanding of the universe, his gradual approach to a vision of God’ to Beatrice, 
symbolised by the parallel between the poet’s increasing wisdom and the beauty of 
Beatrice: ‘As the character Dante rises through the spheres of Heaven, shedding error 
after error, growing continually in understanding, so the beauty of Beatrice, of her 
smile and of her eyes, grows ever more dazzling the poet (113).  
If Dante’s representation of the donna gentile as Philosophy grew out of not 
only his engagement with philosophical studies, but also out of hers, then a 
collaborative partnership of the kind undertaken by Yeats and GY may be yet one 
more way in which Yeats could consider his daimonic progress as akin to Dante’s. 
Indeed, Yeats’s poem ‘The Gift of Harun Al Rashid’ (1923) contains hints that the 
Yeats did in fact view his partnership with GY in this light. In Yeats’s poem, Kusta 
Ben Luka, a one-time ‘roysterer’ and now a ‘learned’ man of the ‘Byzantine faith’, 
describes the revelations he received through his advantageous marriage with a 
woman who shares the poet’s love for ‘those old crabbed mysteries, / [and] So strains 
to look beyond our life’ (Poems 274, 276). Ben Luka declares that ‘Companionship in 
those mysterious things’ is ‘the best that life can give’ (276-277). The poet’s 
description of his meeting with his bride is remarkably similar to Dante’s account of 
meeting the donna gentile, whom he first spied watching him from a window as he 
mourned the death of Beatrice and who afterwards took pity on him. Yeats writes:  
      A girl       
Perched in some window of her mother’s house          
Had watched my daily passage to and fro;           
Had heard impossible history of my past;             




Lived at my side; thought time’s disfiguring touch         
Gave but more reason for a woman’s care. (277) 
The poet then describes the woman’s passion for learning, and their joint search for 
wisdom through experiments that covertly allude to the automatic sessions. Dante’s 
account reads:  
[I] perceived a young and very beautiful lady, who was 
gazing upon me from a window with a gaze full of pity, 
so that the very sum of pity appeared gathered together 
in her. . . . saying afterwards within myself: ‘Certainly 
with her also must bide most noble Love’ (EIP 296) 
In the ensuing sonnet, written for this lady, Dante writes, ‘and then I knew thou was 
considering / How abject and forlorn my life must be’ (297). Rossetti, in his version 
of the Vita Nuova, suggests that the donna gentile was Gemma Donati, Dante’s wife, 
following Bocaccio’s claim that Dante was married a year after the death of Beatrice 
(300).55  
Yeats had already made the connection between the idea of Unity of Being in 
his and GY’s system and Dante’s ideas about wisdom and the unity of the soul and 
body in the Convito. The fact that his joint readings of the Convito with GY were 
prescribed by the Instructors of the AS, may have drawn Yeats’s attention to Dante’s 
similar need for female partnership to access wisdom. Reynolds states that it is 
important to remember that Beatrice is both the real soul of the woman Dante loved as 
	
55 This is also suggested by Oscar Kuhns in his 1897 introduction to an edition of Dante’s The Divine 
Comedy, an edition Rossetti’s translation of the Vita Nuova. Modern scholars consider Boccaccio quite 
unreliable on the matter of Dante’s marriage, and it seems quite unlikely that this woman was indeed 
Gemma Donati. It is generally accepted, however, that this donna gentile was a real woman as Dante 
insists, and her remaining nameless in his verse suggests that she was still alive at the time of writing 
(Reynolds 29). Dante had been betrothed to Gemma Donati since a child, and they may have been 
married before the death of Beatrice (Reynolds 7). While Rossetti’s claim is generally doubted today, 
there is evidence that it was a theory among Dante’s English translators in Yeats’s time. Whether Yeats 




well as the personification of Theology, since Dante believed that the soul of Beatrice 
was in Heaven watching over him (113). Beatrice is thus a kind of medium through 
which the divine wisdom is transmitted to the poet.  
The heraldic arrival of Beatrice in the Garden of Eden atop Mt. Purgatory is the 
most theatrical and elaborate entrance made by any of the spirits in the entire Comedy. 
Situated in Canto 30 of the second book, it occupies a central position in the work, 
and therefore we may assume that it is of central importance to the overall theme. Her 
ceremonious arrival is depicted in the form of a pageant, which resembles the Corpus 
Christi festival held in Dante’s time, where the Host was the central focus (Reynolds 
312). Dante witnesses a procession of over a hundred spirits representing various 
virtues, or wisdom, or the elements, and even Christ himself appears in the symbolical 
guise of a Gryphon. Amazingly, Christ is not the central focus here, but rather is 
depicted pulling the chariot (which symbolises the Church) that holds the soul of 
Beatrice. This deified Beatrice emerges from a shower of flower petals, which are 
thrown in her honour, crowned in an olive wreath over a white veil, wearing a ‘green 
mantle’ and ‘robed in hue of living flame’ (278-279). Dante says that he knows by ‘a 
hidden virtue from her’ that it is Beatrice, even before she is revealed to him, because 
‘the power of ancient love was strong within him’ (279). Their connection is such that 
his intellect and hers are intrinsically linked, and he describes this spiritual connection 
as a ‘heavenly influence’ which had ‘thrilled’ him since childhood (279). 
In the next chapter I will analyse how Yeats created a link between the symbolic 
bones of his and GY’s system, and those of Dante’s Comedy. I will show how Yeats 
often alludes to images and symbols in Dante’s masterwork when evoking certain 




apocalypse, and how the poet presents himself as both a poet who cultivates the ‘habit 
of wisdom’, and a man who struggles in his own heart with anger and lust, as he 
imagined Dante did. I will also discuss Yeats’s continued evocation of Dante in his 
poetry until his death in 1939, and his continued preference for a Dantean Mask above 























The Poet’s Stony Image 
 
‘When the rivers are poisoned, take to the mountain well; or 
go with Dante into exile – “Cannot I everywhere look upon 
the stars and think the sweet thoughts of philosophy?”’  
- Yeats letter to Ethel Mannin, 1937  
(L 881-882). 
 
Yeats, like Blake and Dante, saw this world as a fallen one, and consequently 
had a desire to seek out experience and knowledge that could enable him to transcend 
this world, to peer behind the veil and connect with the divine hand of creative genius. 
Yet he also had a natural impulse towards the experience of the body, what he called 
‘the foul rag and bone shop of the heart’ in ‘The Circus Animals’ Desertion’, one of 
his last poems, and this natural impulse increased with age, or at least the expression 
of that impulse becomes more forceful in the later poems (Poems 395). Alongside the 
poet’s calculated movement towards a personal spiritual unity in his late phase, Yeats, 
like the cruder peasant characters of his poetry – the beggars of Responsibilities and 
Crazy Jane, a sexually aggressive, heretical, old peasant woman, and an eccentric 
avatar for one of Yeats’s own aspects of self, for example – delighted in the pleasures 
of the body and the experiences that can only occur in earthly life56. Consequently, the 
	
56 Such a totalizing aesthetic of an ideal personality presents real political dangers, such as are evident 
in the emerging Fascism of the the 1930s, and indeed, Yeats’s brief flirtation with fascist ideology for 
its emphasis on grand ancient legacies and a cultural national identity reveals those dangers in Yeats’s 
system. However, that is certainly not to say that the Yeatses’ system of A Vision is concordant with 




kind of wisdom Yeats sought, and the kind of poet he wanted to be, was one that 
stood astride this world and the spirit world, blending real landscapes with 
disembodied forms, and calling forth symbols of beauty and truth from Anima Mundi. 
Blake, or at least the version of Blake that is first chief ideal other for Yeats, seems 
always to tend towards disembodiment, while Dance consistently appears, both in his 
own verse and in the work of his friends and biographers, as a character with a 
powerful natural impulse towards the ‘baser’ instincts of the body; he is roundly 
described as being ruled by the anger and lust Yeats alluded to in PASL. The fallibility 
of the real man notwithstanding, Dante also appears to Yeats as an artist who 
successfully created a system through the power of his individual and a personal 
image so enduring image it might have been carved in stone. Yeats initially saw 
similarities between his poetic career as a romantic poet in love with an ideal lady and 
Dante’s as the romantic lover of Beatrice. However, when Yeats makes Dante his 
chief ideal other in later life, his feeling of kinship with the Italian poet is grounded on 
a sense that the two share a split in personality that seeks unity through poetry. The 
ideal love of Yeats’s early life is balanced against his dedication to a personal 
philosophy in late life. Just as he sought to unite the warring sides of his inner nature, 
Yeats also sought Unity of Being for the artistic self by reconciling the two dominant 
stages of his career. Dante had achieved this synthesis. The young romantic poet of La 
Vita Nuova becomes the philosophical lover of wisdom of the Convito after Beatrice’s 
death. The synthesis of Dante’s early and later selves is expressed in the personal 
system of the Comedy. Yeats’s admiration for Dante’s ‘victory of personality’ in the 
Comedy is therefore more than the admiration of a poet for a poet, but the admiration 
	
primarily religious (as they saw it) and was put to use by Yeats, as far as we can tell, mainly in his 
poetry. Yet, the impetus towards ideal personalities and ideal States could allow for similar political 




of a passionate man with spiritual ambition for a passionate man who achieved his 
spiritual objective.  
Yeats saw Dante and Blake as part of the same tradition, despite the vast 
difference between their individual visions. Yet, while Blake stood astride this world 
and the next, and ‘beat upon the wall / Till Truth obeyed his call’, the obscurity of his 
artistic system made him a too-literal realist of the imagination (Poems 348). Dante, 
on the other hand, achieves both mysterious spiritual philosophy and wide artistic 
appeal. Dante’s Christianity has the appearance of orthodoxy while also repeatedly 
hinting at more mysterious truths hidden in its symbolic bones. In La Vita Nuova, 
Dante describes Beatrice as a being so perfect that she is called to Heaven for no other 
reason than she is undeserving of the suffering experienced in the fallen world:  
From the lamp of her meek lowlihead               
Such an exceeding glory went up hence               
That it woke wonder in the Eternal Sire,                
Until a sweet desire      
Entered Him for that lovely excellence         
So that He bade her to Himself aspire;                  
Counting this weary and most evil place                
Unworthy of a thing so full of grace. (89) 
This passage echoes with the kind of gnostic thought, common in Blake’s verse, and 
highlights one of the ways in which Yeats could view Dante and Blake as being part 
of the same tradition, and view them both as spiritual and poetic forerunners. Pound 
believed that Dante was not truly Christian but that, like Blake, he was a kind of 
‘Swedenborgian visionary’ and that The Divine Comedy was written in a ‘secret code’ 




work of art that is actually a ‘mystery play’ that contains ‘keys or passwords 
admitting one to a deeper knowledge, a finer perception of beauty’ (161-162). Yeats’s 
obsession with secret knowledge, hidden messages and symbolism primed him to 
look for these elements in the works of art he liked best. The entire Comedy is an 
exercise in characterising art as the principle means of access to the divine, and 
Dante’s comments in La Vita Nuova that his ‘dear song’ is the best way for his love to 
be transmitted into the world supports this idea (EIP 257).   
Yeats’s personal fondness for secret wisdom was not the only point upon which 
he could infer Dante’s work to be written in a symbolic code. There was a tradition 
going as far back as Dante’s own lifetime, that ‘Dante was an alchemist and 
magician’ possessing ‘necromantic powers’, a tradition supported by his membership 
of the Apothecaries guild and the symbolism in the Comedy (Gutkind 154).	C.	S. 
Gutkind, a contemporary of Yeats and a scholar of Italian Renaissance literature, 
highlighted the section in a 1627 book, HORTULUS HERMETICUS which lists ‘all 
the well-known alchemists real and imaginary, including Plato, Aristotle, and even 
Thomas Aquinas’, and Dante.57 ‘DANTE PHILOSOPHUS’ is featured opposite 
Galen as an alchemist; both appear to be in possession of the Elixir of Life (154). 
Gutkind points out that the two medallions for Dante and Galen are markedly similar 
in that they both depict a fountain surmounted by a round stone and a man and woman 
standing on either side. On Dante’s medallion the man and woman hold flaming 
hearts, while on Galen’s they appear as a king and queen. They are also similar in 
being the only two medallions in the book of alchemists that do not deal with the 
transmutation of metals and instead deal with love and marriage. Such a picture seems 
to denote more explicitly the cabbalistic transmutation of the self, often allegorically 
	
57 It is not clear whether Yeats ever read this particular article of Gutkind’s, and I would venture that it 
is not likely. However, its existence points to an awareness, if not an overt interest, in early twentieth-




alluded to in the notion of transmuted metals (154). The fountain is identified as the 
source of the Elixir of Life and Gutkind infers that the author of the Hortulus 
Hermeticus believed Dante to have been in possession of this secret. A keen student 
of Hermeticism and poet such as Yeats would be likely to have noted such a tradition, 
and the immortality achieved by Dante in the Commedia could have been 
allegorically interpreted as ‘that Stone or Elixir’ Yeats was searching for in his own 
art.  
Not surprisingly, many scholars accept the idea that the Comedy is both 
allegorical and mystical. Dante’s modern biographer notes that, with Dante, ‘there 
seems to have been a desire to reveal as well as to conceal and mislead’ (Reynolds 
30). Reynolds highlights his mysterious side, writing that  
Dante did not expect (or even want) many of his readers 
to understand him and he said so more than once. 
Sometimes he said that a poem was written only for a 
specially chosen group of readers… At the same time 
Dante did not always take himself as solemnly as some 
of his commentators do. (Reynolds 25) 
This statement could easily be transferred to Yeats when he dons the mask of the 
prophet-poet, whose sometimes playful, or enigmatic, and often allegorical poetry – 
and indeed prose – is continuously leaving things hidden in plain sight for the right 
kind of reader. Such readers may be those initiated into the mystical wisdom like 
himself, or, for the later verse, those readers whom he intended to read his and GY’s 
personal mystical philosophy in A Vision. Yeats had been repeatedly sworn to secrecy 
in the AS and by his wife, and directed that the True Mask of his phase was 




the introduction to A Vision shows. The first publication of A Vision was intended 
only for a small, select group of fellow occultist readers; however Yeats wanted A 
Vision to be a part of his poetic Mask. Yeats intended A Vision to be a book that was 
at once ‘taken as part of my work as a whole, not as an eccentricity’, and also a book 
that only a select readership would truly appreciate or understand (1934) (CL Intelex 
6019). Shortly before the publication of AVB, Yeats wrote to Edith Shackleton Heald 
that this new book was ‘the skeleton in my cupboard. I do not know whether I want 
my friends to see it or not to see it. I think “Will so-and-so think me a crazed fanatic?” 
but one goes on in blind faith. The public does not matter – only one’s friends matter’ 
(L 888-89). Marrying his tendency to conceal with his tendency to reveal adds to the 
aura of mystery he liked to cultivate about himself. There is a sense that both Yeats 
and GY, the enigmatic Nemo, enjoyed playing with their created mystique. Maddox 
writes that ‘The couple occasionally commented in company that a person belonged 
to a certain Phase of the Moon, clarifying only that the lunar code was a method of 
dividing personality into subjective or objective categories’ (164). To Yeats Dante is 
‘the King’ who imposed his personality on a phantasmagoria so successfully that he is 
the one man since the Greeks to possess a fully aesthetic and spiritual system of 
thought, and to attain Unity of Being. Dante’s poetic Mask conceals the ‘man that 
Lapo and that Guido knew’ and earns him immortality as poet: like an alchemist, 
Dante succeeded in transforming the base into the precious through art (Poems 210).  
Perhaps no poem reflects Yeats’s use of his poetic Mask simultaneously to 
conceal and reveal his debt to Dante more than ‘Sailing to Byzantium’, which appears 
in The Tower (1928). One of Yeats’s most well-known poems, ‘Sailing to Byzantium’ 
(1926), illustrates the depth of influence both Blake and Dante hold over Yeats’s 




beyond physical death, and evokes the presence of both ideal others. Blake’s 
influence appears more overtly, through the directly borrowed: ‘Soul clap its hands 
and sing, and louder sing for every tatter in its mortal dress’ recalls Blake’s account of 
the death of his beloved brother whose soul, he says, rose out of his body clapping its 
hands (Poems 239). Dante’s presence in ‘Sailing to Byzantium’, however, may be 
more pervasive. The speaker’s description of Byzantium, the city in which he would 
live out his last days, is rather peculiar. He incorporates images not only from 
Constantinople but from the Italian city Ravenna, the capital of the Emperor Justinian, 
whose aim it was ‘to rebuild the Empire of Augustus, on the foundation of ancient 
sovereignty but in accordance with the new faith’ (Reynolds 348). Yeats writes,  
O sages standing in God’s holy fire            
As in the gold mosaic of a wall,               
Come from the holy fire, perne in a gyre,                   
And be the singing-masters of my soul. (Poems 239)  
The ‘gold mosaic’ refers to the gold mosaics of saints Yeats had seen on the walls of 
the Byzantine churches in Ravenna, which Yeats had seen on his trip to Italy with LG 
in 1907 (MW 503). Ravenna is famously the place where Dante took refuge in 1313 
and lived out the rest of his days until his death in 1321 (Honess, Comedy 7-8). 
Reynolds has noted that the mosaics picturing Justinian and his retinue must have 
made such an impression on Dante, gleaming on the walls of the church of San Vitale, 
that he dedicated an entire canto in Paradiso to Justinian, whom he meets in the 
Heaven of Mercury, and who sage-like recites the history of Rome (Comedy 348). His 
spirit tells Dante that heavenly justice has enabled him to understand, as Dante now 
does, life and thought on earth: ‘every contradiction . . . the true and false opposed’ 




substitute the more Blakean ‘contrary’ for ‘contradiction’. It is important that Dante 
comes to this understanding in the Heaven of Mercury, since as a Gemini Mercury 
was his planetary ruler, and Dante had intentionally pointed out his ‘natal stars’ in an 
earlier canto. The understanding of contraries is related to the reconciliation of his 
contrary nature.  
That Yeats has Justinian in mind in ‘Sailing to Byzantium’ is confirmed in AVB, 
where he writes,  
I think if I could be given a month of Antiquity and 
leave to spend it where I chose, I would spend it in 
Byzantium a little before Justinian opened St. Sophia 
and closed the Academy of Plato. I think I could find in 
some little wine-shop some philosophical worker in 
mosaic who could answer all my questions, the 
supernatural descending nearer to him than to Plotinus 
even. (203)    
In the same passage Yeats identifies ‘Justinian’s reign’ as ‘that great age’ when 
‘Byzantine art was perfected’, and refers to the mosaics at Ravenna and Sicily – 
‘these walls with their little glimmering cubes of blue and green and gold’ – as high 
examples of this (204). The suggestion that Ravenna is a place where art is properly 
valued and patronised, points to another significant reason that Yeats chooses this 
place as the city to spend his final days, and another connection to Dante. As a poet 
concerned with his legacy, the opening line of the poem, ‘That is no country for old 
men’, perhaps speaks of Yeats’s disenchantment with Ireland and his belief that he 
can no longer affect the change he had sought to inspire in his youth. If ‘That country’ 




suggest), and the speaker is a version of Yeats, then the opening line also speaks of  
the poet’s bitterness that Ireland failed to fully appreciate him (and, perhaps, even 
implies a sense of rejection by political actors). Boccaccio’s Life stresses the fact that 
Florence failed to fully appreciate Dante in contrast to Ravenna, who so ‘honourably’ 
treated the poet, describing at length the reverence and ‘goodwill’ shown by Ravenna 
to Dante, and the stately funeral he was provided upon his death (ELD 39-42). 
Boaccaccio prints a poem by Giovanni del Virgilio, one of the many elegies written 
for Dante, which praises Ravenna and chastises the ‘ungrateful Florence . . . . harsh 
fatherland to her own bard’ (ELD 42). Giovanni calls Dante ‘glory of the Muses’ and 
‘author most acceptable to the commonality’, and praises Ravenna whose ‘piety 
rejoices to have gathered her into the bosom’ (42). If ‘That’ country in ‘Sailing to 
Byzantium’ is Ireland itself, then it may be considered to resemble the ‘unmannerly 
town’, as Yeats called Dublin, in ‘The People’, and by alluding to Ravenna in this 
context Yeats could be seen to covertly equate his own contribution to Irish poetry 
with Dante’s in Italy. 
Yeats’s call for ‘sages in God’s holy fire’, to come forth, ‘perne in a gyre’ and 
be the master of his soul contains an important allusion to Dante, specifically to the 
Justinian of the Comedy, who dwells in God’s fire. When the speaker of the poem 
asks these wise spirits to turn in a gyre, he is asking them to come forth from God’s 
holy fire and thus enter the temporal or material world. According to the system of A 
Vision, the material realm is governed by the spinning gyres, and through which 
spirits from the celestial spheres may communicate with the living. The poet is asking 
them to reveal a kind of eternal wisdom, just as Justinian does for Dante in the 
Comedy. Justinian is one of the character Dante’s most important instructors, and the 




success of Dante’s mission in the Comedy. To express his own desire for Unity of 
Being and the happiness it would bring him in old age Yeats refers to the ecstasy of 
Robert Blake’s soul ascending to heaven, as witnessed by his visionary brother, and 
Yeats’s first master. The underlying presence of Dante in the poem connects the 
ascent to heaven to Dante, but the delight of divine wisdom is condensed into the 
simple and beautiful image of the soul clapping its hands. In one of his most serious 
contemplations of his own legacy Yeats has his two masters, Blake and Dante, firmly 
in mind.  
	
‘Sailing to Byzantium’ elaborates on ideas that would be part of A Vision in 
several poems from the volume Michael Robartes and the Dancer. The poem ‘Demon 
and Beast’ (1918), in particular, contains images that directly relate to ‘Sailing to 
Byzantium’, such as the phrase ‘perne in a gyre’ in the opening lines:  
The crafty demon and that loud beast   
That plague me day and night   
Though I had long perned in the gyre,  
Between my hatred and desire,  
I saw my freedom won and all laugh in 
the sun. (233-234)  
Freedom from the inner struggle between the dual natures of the self is characterised 
in terms that evoke the image and the joyous souls in the luminous heavenly spheres 
of Dante’s Comedy. The ‘glittering eyes in a death’s head’ in ‘Luke Wadding’s 
portrait, as Albright notes, perform a similar function as the saints in the mosaic in 




understanding: they ‘said / Welcome’ (234).58 Yet the function of these spirits is also 
similar to the saints of ‘Sailing to Byzantium’ for subtly evoking the presence of 
Dante in Yeats’s work. In ‘Demon and Beast’ the spirits are ‘Ormondes all’, Yeats’s 
ancestors. They may recall Dante’s meeting with his own ancestor, Cacciaguida, in 
Canto 17 of Paradiso (234). The connection to Cacciaguida is reinforced by Yeats’s 
claim that ‘Stafford smiled as though / It made him happier to know / I understood his 
plan . . . There was no portrait in the gallery / But beckoned to sweet company’ (234). 
Stafford is not Yeats’s ancestor but his actions mirror Cacciaguida’s in the Comedy. 
After Cacciaguida makes his prophecy to Dante, the poet seeks to clarify that he has 
understood his words correctly, and Cacciaguida smiles to show his approval:  
The brightness, where enclosed the treasure smiled,            
Which I had found there, first shone glisteringly,                                                                 
Like to a golden mirror in the sun;           
Next answered: ‘Conscience, dimmed or by its own                   
Or other’s shame, will feel thy saying sharp.                    
Thou, notwithstanding, all deceit removed,                        
See the whole vision be made manifest. (Comedy 368) 
Art, through the image of the portraits in the gallery, is presented as a vehicle for 
spiritual transformation. As he had suggested in the opening lyric of Responsibilities 
by referring to his ‘book’, once again Yeats’s discussion of his familial ancestry 
evokes the notion that the poet is also making himself part of a grand artistic lineage. 
The image of souls delighting in the heavenly spheres is repeated in another poem in 
	
58 It is interesting to consider that the ‘death’s head’ Yeats is known to have hung upon his own wall is 
the alleged death mask of Dante. Moreover, the glittering eyes share a connection to the shining 
wisdom reflected in Dante’s eyes as he stares directly at the sun in Paradiso I: ‘and straight, / Beyond 
our mortal wont, I fixed mine eyes / Upon the sun’ (Comedy 300). This gaze occurs just moments 





the same collection, ‘A Prayer for my Daughter’ (1919). S. P. Ellis makes the 
connection between the lines in the penultimate stanza of ‘A Prayer for My Daughter’ 
and Piccarda’s speech to Dante in Paradiso Canto 3. Yeats writes that the soul at 
peace ‘learns at last that it is self-delighting, / Self-appeasing, self-affrighting, / And 
that its own sweet will is Heaven's will’ (Poems 237). Ellis claims ‘Yeats has Dante in 
mind here with the last line of the above echoing Piccarda's famous “E 'n la sua 
volontade & nostra pace”’ (6). In Cary’s translation this reads: ‘E’en as our King, who 
in us plants his will; / And in his will is our tranquillity’ (Comedy 309). 
Positioned between ‘Demon and Beast’ and ‘A Prayer for my Daughter’ in 
Michael Robartes and the Dancer, ‘The Second Coming’ widens the scope of 
mystical duality, applying the struggle of contrary energies to the interchange of 
historical ages. As Jahan Ramazani notes, not only is the poem a representation of the 
poet’s staged confrontation with death, wherein, ‘the hero and the poet surmount 
threat of the destructive father through identification with him’, it may also represent 
a conjoining of ‘the mathematical and the dynamical sublime’, since the struggle of 
the self and anti-self – the prophet who foretells and yet remains an uncertain 
spectator of the anarchic vision – is mirrored in the macrocosmic struggle of one 
historical cycle against its opposite (110, 114). Things fall apart, anarchy is loosed, 
and yet some grand design is nevertheless in motion. The poet dons the Mask of an 
apocalyptic prophet and predicts the transition from what a reader of A Vision might 
recognise as a primary phase, the Christian era, to an antithetical phase, a mysterious 
coming era. The new antithetical phase is yet to be defined but is suggested to be 
similar in character to the pre-Christian era. In a note to the poem Yeats states that, 
‘The revelation which approaches will however take its character from the contrary 




heterogeneous civilization belongs to the outward gyre and prepares not the 
continuance of itself but the revelation’ (VP 825). This revelation remains, however, 
beyond the poet’s sight. He may apprehend images and symbols of the truth, but full 
understanding eludes him. As Ramazani writes:  
Opening with the incremental repetitions of the 
mathematical sublime, the poem pounds in the first line 
with an insistent dactylic rhythm and envisions a 
turning and turning without center. As hierarchies and 
cycles dissolve into an anarchic sameness, the scene 
dilation leaves the imagination ever more exhausted by 
its efforts to totalize. (114)  
Emphasising the structural strategy employed by Yeats, Helen Vendler highlights 
how the poem begins with an apparently abandoned sonnet in the voice of an 
impersonal prophet, after which the poet appears to start again, as it were, framing the 
second verse as a complete sonnet narrated by a more personal voice (170). The 
purely descriptive images of the first octet give way in the second section to the 
anxiety of the visionary speaker: ‘Surely, some revelation is at hand’ exclaims the 
poet, who now addresses the ‘trouble’ these visions arouse in his psyche (Poems 235).  
Yeats’s prophetic Mask in ‘The Second Coming’ is Dantean in character, 
evoking the characters of both Dante and Dante’s Virgil from the Inferno. Yeats 
writes:  
Turning and turning in the widening gyre             




Things fall apart; The centre cannot hold;           
Mere anarchy is loosed upon the world,    
The blood-dimmed tide is loosed, and everywhere           
The ceremony of innocence is drowned;   
The best lack all conviction, while the worst             
Are full of passionate intensity.  
Bornstein insightfully highlights how these opening lines ‘both echo and revise the 
description of Geryon at the end of Inferno XVII’ (YRD 110):  
As falcon, that hath long been on the wing,              
But lure nor bird hath seen, while in despair             
The falconer cries, 'Ah me! thou stoop'st to earth,'               
Wearied descends, whence nimbly he arose             
In many an airy wheel, and lighting sits         
At distance from his lord in angry mood . . .  (Comedy 
80) 
As I noted in the last chapter, Virgil’s magus-like command to Geryon, which 
precedes these lines, directs the beast to move in ‘wheeling gyres’ (79). Bornstein 
claims that ‘Not only does Geryon's flight trace a gyre, but his human head and 
animal body recall the shape of Yeats's rough beast (YRD 110). I would argue that 
Bornstein is confusing Yeats’s Sphinx, which does have a human head and animal 
body, with his rough beast, which is not described. The two creatures may seem the 
same, but the ‘vast image’ of the first does not explicitly describe the second. The 
Sphinx heralds the coming of the rough beast, but the nature of the rough beast is 
intentionally shrouded in mystery. The poet asks ‘what rough beast, its hour come 




The use of images from Dante’s Inferno to prophecy a ‘Second Coming’, creates a 
connection between Yeats’s prophecy and Dante’s (or Virgil’s) famous prophecy of 
the ‘veltro’ in the first Canto of the Inferno. When Dante asks to be saved from the 
she-wolf pursuing him in the gloomy wood Virgil foretells the coming of a saviour:  
To many an animal in wedlock vile            
She fastens, and shall yet to many more,                
Until that greyhound come, who shall destroy   
Her with sharp pain. He will not life support              
By earth or its base metals, but by love,                    
Wisdom and virtue; and his land shall be                       
The land ’twixt either Feltro. In his might           
Shall safety to Italia’s plains arise . . .             
He, with incessant chase, through every town   
Shall worry, until he to hell at length           
Restore her, thence by envy first let loose. (Comedy 13-
14) 
The word ‘veltro’ is translated by Cary as ‘greyhound’, though it is often also 
translated merely as ‘hound’ (Reynolds 118). The identity of the hound remains a 
mystery. Many commentators have interpreted these lines to refer variously to Can 
Grande della Scala, Dante’s patron in Romagna, or to the coming of a priest, or the 
election of a ruler.59 Others interpret these lines to prophesy the Second Coming of 
	
59 The meaning of Dante’s phrase ‘tra feltro e feltro’, ‘between felt and felt’, is yet another mystery that 
remains unsolved. Cary has translated it as ‘’twixt ‘either Feltro’, alluding the interpretation that the 
savior will be born between the towns of Feltre in Venetia and Montefeltro in Romagna, favouring the 
interpretation that Dante’s hound is Can Grande. However, there is much conjecture in Dante criticism 
as to the correct interpretation of this phrase, and no clear consensus. It is likely that Yeats was aware 
of the enduring mystery bound up in the phrasing of this prophecy, despite his lack of Italian, through 
Pound and GY. Between ‘felt and felt’ may also refer to the felt clothing of abstemious priests, or the 




Christ, viewing the hound ridding the world of the she-wolf as symbolic of Christ 
ridding the world of evil. Yeats’s rough beast, in the context of a connection to 
Dante’s Inferno is more akin to the veltro than to Geryon. Yeats’s beast, like the 
hound driving back the she-wolf loosed from hell, is a mysterious creature that will 
drive back the anarchy loosed upon the world. However, Yeats is not foretelling the 
second coming of Christ but rather the second coming of an antithetical messiah. 
Something very different is ‘slouching’ towards the place where the infant Christ was 
born: it is indeed a Second Coming, but the poem does not make clear of what. This 
new antithetical age will be similar to the pagan age out of which the Sphinx has 
awoken after ‘twenty centuries of stony sleep’: ‘that twenty-centuries’ the poet claims 
to know, but he is uncertain about the coming twenty centuries, as the question mark 
at the end of the poem shows [italics mins] (Poems 235). That Yeats’s vision is 
antithetical to Dante’s Christian vision seems to be reinforced by the description of 
the Sphinx with ‘A gaze blank and pitiless as the sun’, since the sphinx is traditionally 
a kind of gatekeeper of wisdom, granting knowledge to those who pass its test (235). 
This image once again alludes to Dante’s Christian ecstasy as he witnesses Beatrice 
gazing directly at the sun, however, the sentiment is reversed since the otherworldly 
Beatrice’s eyes reflect pity for the poet. After Beatrice descends into the Earthly 
Paradise to rebuke Dante, he writes, ‘Of that stern majesty, which doth surround / A 
mother’s presence to her awe-struck child, / She looked; a flavour of such bitterness / 
Was mingled in her pity’ (Comedy 280). Unlike Dante’s guide, Yeats’s Sphinx is 
pitiless.  
Ramazani writes that the act of prophetic speech simultaneously announces 
and transforms the shape of reality by uniting ‘the word with divine authority, the 
	
the saviour will be born under the constellation of the Twins, like Dante himself, since Castor and 




transcendental signifier’ (125-126). Similarly, it may be said that the poetic speech is 
united with their creative genius, that the poet’s words have the power to create his or 
her self. Enduring in both Yeats and Dante studies, the mystery around the nature 
‘rough beast’ and veltro continues to frustrate and fascinate critics. 
  
Interrogation and Hybridity  
 
Yeats’s concept of Unity of Being between the self and the anti-self creates the 
impression not only of unity but of hybridity. The dual nature of the individual is not 
negated by the creation of the true Mask, but rather the Mask is an image of a hybrid 
self. Moreover, Yeats’s need for ideal others, and his tendency to model his poetic 
image after such ideals, results in the creation of a poetic self whose inherent 
hybridity stems not only from the poet’s own contrary nature, but from his 
assimilation of the ideal characteristics of his precursors into his own Mask. Since 
Dante’s perfectly proportioned body, which Yeats understood from the Convito as the 
result of cultivating the habit of wisdom, is essential to Yeats’s idea of unity, it 
follows that, as Dante writes that ‘knowledge’ and a ‘desire to know’ are what 
‘inclines the soul to its own perfection, wherein consists our distinguishing 
blessedness’, that Yeats agrees (Convito 1).  Dante stresses that this habit must be 
practiced continuously, writing: 
Wherefore, although into the habit of that Lady 
[Philosophy] one may some-what come, it is not 
possible to say that any one who enters thereinto 
properly has that habit; since the first study, that 




that philosophy. And here one sees her lowly praise; 
for, perfect or imperfect, she never loses the name of 
perfection. And because of this her surpassing 
excellence, it says that the Soul of Philosophy “shone 
Through all her frame,” that is, that God ever imparts to 
her of His Light. (149) 
Continuous questioning, and an unquenched desire for knowledge is a defining 
feature of much of Yeats’s late verse. When Yeats writes about attaining wisdom in 
his late phase, he often frames the acquisition of knowledge within the context of 
achieving Unity of Being, and wisdom itself, like the mask, is often characterised as a 
hybrid entity.  
Thus, as Daniel Feldma notes, Yeats’s use of specific questions and the 
technique of questioning in his later poetry highlight how the interrogative lyric 
reveals Yeats’s tendency to view knowledge as a hybrid entity, not merely the product 
of a ‘solitary, brilliant mind’, but something soldered through a collaboration of 
creative minds (98). Feldman focuses his argument on the closing questions of three 
of the most famous poems from Yeats’s late phase: ‘Among School Children’, ‘Leda 
and the Swan’, and ‘The Second Coming’. These three poems reveal more than 
Yeats’s interrogative tendencies, they represent the poet’s contemplation of selfhood, 
self-creation and personal knowledge as well as the influence and potential 
intervention of divine wisdom in human life. These poems, deeply connected with the 
work of the AS and the Yeatses’ system of A Vision, are unsurprisingly the subjects 
of much critical inquiry for the rich layers of meaning they appear to offer. These 




the Dantean habit of knowledge, in addition to establishing a poetic Mask with 
decidedly Dantean characteristics.  .  
In the opening stanza of ‘Among School Children’, the speaker moves “through 
the long schoolroom questioning’; however the specifics of that questioning are not 
explicitly disclosed to the reader (87). This obfuscation obliges the reader to join in 
the interrogative project of the poem. The unwritten question out of which the poem 
arises lies outside the framework of the text; the question exists ‘before’ the poem. 
Thus, meaning in the poem comes both from within and without the text, and 
furthermore any meaning may be interpreted as occurring both in the textual present 
as well as belonging to the textual past. There is, therefore, the implication that the 
subject matter arises out of interrogative processes the poet engaged in ‘before’ the 
poem. The particular question in ‘Among School Children,’ must be guessed at from 
the poet’s observations:  
A kind old nun in a white hood replies;   
The children learn to cipher and to sing,      
To study reading-books and history,                
To cut and sew, be neat in everything       
In the best modern way (Poems 261) 
Far from helping the reader to decipher a single question, the poet’s interpretation of 
the children’s learning experience produces an explosion of epistemological lines of 
inquiry. Yeats appears to challenge that experience from multiple angles: What value 
does modern opinion place on the origin of knowledge? What kinds of knowledge are 
valuable to society? What kinds of knowledge are best for individual growth? What 
knowledge is denied by conventional codes of teaching? The fact that the children are 




that such wonder comes from the intrusion of a ‘smiling public man’ into their 
cyclical routine, implies that Yeats believes the children’s imaginative intellect is 
being neglected, even stifled; that the common condition of their eyes in the 
schoolroom is quite wonder-less. The poet thus suggests that there are other ways to 
learn, other sensibilities to develop, and more valuable knowledge to be gained 
beyond the limits of school curricula. Moreover, the sarcasm in phrases like ‘to cipher 
and to sing,’ and ‘the best modern way,’ further demonstrates that Yeats values 
knowledge attained by unconventional means to an equal if not superior degree than 
such rote learning.  
Yeats’s mode was not to cipher, but to decipher, to study not what was taught in 
schools but what was hidden in symbolic language and images. Yeats’s lack of 
traditional university education coupled with his unconventional intellectual and 
artistic pursuits meant that he had largely to educate himself. That he had become a 
‘smiling public man’, a senator and poet laureate by the time of writing this poem, 
may have added a sense of righteousness to his adversarial stance towards standard 
education. Yeats’s first impulse when he ‘put himself to school’ was to study the 
poetry of chosen precursors, interpreting their work through the filter of his own 
passionate interests. As a poet seeking admittance to an esteemed group of visionary 
poets, esoteric knowledge went hand in hand with aesthetic output. Warwick Gould 
noted in a 2002 interview that occult study, such as Yeats’s dedication to the Golden 
Dawn, was for marginalised intellectual questers ‘a mode of learning and mode of 
progression for those who didn’t go to university’ (‘In Our Time: Yeats and 
Mysticism’, Radio One Interview, 2002 16:52-16:59). In the same interview with 
Melvyn Bragg, R. F. Foster pointed out that by studying with the Golden Dawn 




Platonic wisdom, whereby intensive study leading towards a revelation, you can 
understand the perfect forms of things above which are only imperfectly represented 
or reflected in things below’ (12:34-12:59). Dante writes that the true habit of wisdom 
may only be acquired by those whose desire for knowledge for the improvement of 
their whole being, not merely for one’s own advancement in society, and that this 
leads to unity of the rational and sensitive natures. He writes:  
in order that a man may be a philosopher, it must be 
love to Wisdom which makes one of the sides friendly; 
it must be study and care which make the other side also 
friendly, so that familiarity and manifestation of 
benevolence may spring up between them; because 
without love and without study one cannot be called a 
philosopher, but there must be both the one and the 
other. One ought not to call him a true philosopher who 
is the friend of Wisdom for the sake of profit; such as 
are the Lawyers, Doctors, and almost all the Religious 
Men, who do not study for the sake of knowledge, but 
to acquire money or dignity; and if any one would give 
them that which they seek to acquire, they would not 
continue to study. (Convito 140) 
The opening stanza of ‘Among School Children’ serves as a reminder that Yeats 
always viewed himself as a student, an eager seeker of knowledge, but also an 
outsider when it comes to orthodox intellectual society. The fixed and limited nature 
of knowledge offered by the orthodoxy of the classroom, suggested by the words 




unfixed and nuanced nature of ‘true’ understanding. Yeats’s poetry asks the reader not 
only to engage in questioning with the poet but also to decipher the questions and 
ideas laid before them – to form a sincere ‘friendship to wisdom, or rather to 
knowledge’ as Dante puts it (Convito 139).  
Just as Yeats pursued alternative modes of self-education in life, the questioning 
in ‘Among School Children’ is not limited to the classroom, but carries on to other 
areas of experience through the rest of the poem. Vendler notes that the poet’s 
boredom with the classroom is the likely cause for his mind to wander to more fertile 
terrain (279).  The next step Yeats takes along his inquiry leads him to consider his 
own knowledge of experience, in the form of the Ledaean body of a woman he loved. 
While love itself is a kind of knowledge, Yeats suggests that a pivotal collaborative 
learning experience takes place between intimate individuals, through sharing ideas 
and experience: ‘Told, and it seemed that our two natures blent / Into a sphere of 
youthful sympathy,’ just like in ‘Plato’s parable’ where soul-mates are united into a 
single, whole person (262). Contemplating the Ledaean body of his ideal lover in a 
classroom full of children, the poet is suddenly struck by a vision of his lover as a 
child: ‘I look upon one child or t’other there / And wonder if she stood so at that age . 
. . / And thereupon my heart is driven wild: / She stands before me a living child’ 
(262). This image recalls Dante’s ‘visible phantasy’ of Beatrice as a child, ‘when I 
had first beheld her’, in La Vita Nuova, and causes love to ‘swoon[] in my spirit’ (EIP 
302; 304).  
The idea that the deepest kind of knowledge requires unity becomes paramount 
in the poem as it progresses towards an ultimately unattainable conclusion. Indeed, 
the concluding questions together assert themselves as the central line of inquiry in 




the blossom or the bole?’ How can we know ‘the dancer from the dance?’ How do we 
unravel knowledge from the interrogative, collaborative process that enables its 
expression, transmission, or evolution? Certainly, the tree is the unified whole, each 
of the constituent parts enabling the seasonal blossoming of the tree. Likewise, the 
body of the graceful dancer, limbs in perfect sync with the movement of dance, 
represents an ideal harmony. Both images arise out of Yeats’s concept of Unity of 
Being described in A Vision. Significantly, the emphasis on knowledge throughout the 
poem, particularly its climactic dramatization as the body of a dancer in motion, 
emphasises Yeats’s debt to Dante. That Unity of Being is inextricable from the final 
question about knowing the dancer from the dance in ‘Among School Children,’ is 
clear from Yeats’s early drafts of the poem. Originally Yeats had conceived of a 
‘dancing couple,’ each projecting a ‘glance that mirrors glance’ (The Tower: 
Manuscript Materials, 387). Upon revision that couple, symbolic mirrors for each 
other, the same but opposite, are fused into one dancer. The harmony of opposite 
energies, identified as concord and discord or primary and antithetical in A Vision, 
and integral to the achievement of Unity, is embedded in the final two images. Yeats’s 
chestnut tree, ‘great-rooted’, stable and stoic, an objective representation of nature and 
its processes, suggests a primary character, while the dancer, lithe and shape shifting 
in a sense, denotes creative expression, implying an antithetical character. Vendler 
argues that Yeats found the chestnut tree an ultimately unsatisfying image for having 
‘no free will’, and therefore gives us the dancer as the more preferable symbol (284). 
The poet’s preference for the antithetical tincture notwithstanding, it may also be that 
the decision to retain the image of a tree in the poem suggests the unity achieved at 
the primary and antithetical poles respectively: the chestnut as a symbol of Phase 1 of 




discover of the moral life’, and Phase 15, the subjective phase of disembodied, 
‘complete beauty’ where contemplation and desire are one (AVB 79, 101).  
In ‘Among School Children’ the poet’s thoughts move from love to philosophy and 
art. He ascribes his personal education, after love, to myth and to poetry through the 
image of Leda, as well as philosophy, to Plato, ‘solider Aristotle,’ and ‘golden-
thighed Pythagoras’ (Poems 262). He calls himself an ‘old scarecrow’, and refers to 
the legacy of these ancient masters as ‘old clothes upon old sticks to scare a bird’ 
(Poems 262, 263). By seeming to contrast the ‘marble’ and ‘bronze’ images of 
Christian worship with the poet’s crude, and associating both with heartbreak – ‘they 
too break hearts’ – Yeats seems to be affirming his commitment to the religion of art, 
and his learning from old masters (263). When Yeats then comes to the final question 
of the poem, he appeals neither to a pagan (antithetical) nor a Christian (primary) 
authority, but to unspecified ideal powers: ‘Presences / That passion, piety or 
affection knows, / And that all heavenly glory symbolise’ (263). Vendler writes that 
‘The presences are not Divinities to be addressed in vertical aspiration; they are self-
born and deceiving solaces, created by our longing for perfection in the things we 
love’ (282). This is true of the nun and her God, as it is for Yeats and his ideal others. 
The capitalisation of ‘Presences’ may suggest a veneration of these personalities, and 
the subsequent description in the lower case ‘self-born mockers’ may represent the 
more mundane realisation that such personalities achieve a divine aspect through the 
imagination of their followers. The phrasing also raises the question as to whose self 
created these presences. Did the poet’s ideal others so master their own self-image as 
to create themselves, as Yeats suggests Dante did in ‘Ego Dominus Tuus’? Are these 
presences able to mock man’s enterprise because they have, in a sense, transcended 





Evan Radcliffe, analysing Dante’s influence on Yeats’s poetic Mask in 
‘Among School Children’, suggests that Yeats dramatises the quest of the man of 
Phase 17 in the poem:  
Unity of Being . . . involves more than reconciling pairs 
of opposites. It is an ideal of personality embodied in 
poetry, and one seeks it by undertaking in poetry an 
autobiographical quest. In this quest, the poet – 
typically Dante, in Yeats’s accounts – attempts to 
overcome personal loss by fitting it, through an act of 
self-interpretation, into a harmonious pattern, thus 
making his loss into a unity (109).  
Radcliffe sees Yeats following a ‘Dantean pattern’, in which a poet finds an image 
(the lover, MG), experiences its loss, and re-finds the ideal image, ‘with Maud Gonne 
playing the role of Beatrice’ (112). Radcliffe does not make the important connection 
between Yeats’s image of MG as a child and Dante’s vision in La Vita Nuova, but 
rather more broadly suggests that MG acts as the sole ideal image through which 
Yeats might temporarily access unity. Radcliffe writes that the ‘poem and the quest go 
on past the fourth stanza, where he leaves Maud behind’, and that Yeats’s mission 
diverts from Dante’s at this point in the poem, only finding Dante again in the final 
questions about Unity of Being (115). While Radcliffe fails to see beyond an 
exaggerated equivalency between MG and Beatrice, he hits on a crucial feature in the 
structure of Yeats’s poem, though he may not realise it: the quest of the man of Phase 
17, and the attempt to ‘harmoniz[e] one’s present with one’s past’ (113). MG does 
perform a similar function to Beatrice in the poet’s early life, but Yeats’s similarity to 




poet. The poem moves through vignette-like stages which may roughly be divided as 
follows: first the wonder of childhood, and the desire for knowledge; next the 
experience of consuming ideal love in youth; then the loss of love and the comfort 
and intellectual stimulation of philosophy; and finally the creation of a system out of 
love and philosophy which marks out the winding path to Unity of Being. By 
structuring his poem in such a way, Yeats appears to model his poem, and the quest of 
Phase 17, on the life and career of Dante as it is tracked across the poet’s major 
works: first the wonder of childhood and the consuming youthful love for the earthly 
Beatrice in La Vita Nuova, then Dante’s turning to philosophy for comfort and 
spiritual enlightenment in the Convito, and finally the harmonizing of these two poetic 
tools of ideal love and spiritual philosophy in the creation of the Comedy. Radcliffe 
writes that ‘“Among School Children” not only embodies a quest, but examines it’ 
(113). Speaking to the poet’s choice of ottava rima for the setting of such personal 
subject-matter, Vendler writes that it ‘offers as its example of an art-work the self-
choreographed articulation of a life over time’ (287). Yeats’s Mask in the poem 
reflects a hybrid knowledge that combines life experience and intellectual study, as 
well as youth and age.  
Knowledge and hybridity are central themes in ‘Leda and the Swan’. While 
violence and the politics of sex and power initially take centre stage, less dramatic 
questions the poet seems to ask have to do with human access to higher wisdom, our 
willingness or lack thereof to analyse aspects of ourselves, or our society, that might 
frighten or even horrify us. Elizabeth Cullingford points out that the poem was meant 
to be provocative, writing that Yeats ‘sited the poem in the public arena to arouse 




despite Yeats’s vehement protestations (142). The brutality in the rape of a ‘terrified’ 
girl by a supernatural animal, ‘brute blood of the air’, is enforced by the visceral 
description of the act using bodily imagery quite antagonistic to the country’s 
Catholic elite (260). Cullingford further points out that the horror in the poem is 
‘underlined by the hybrid’ quality of the action: ‘the violent rape of a woman by a god 
in ornithological disguise’ (142). The dominance and aggression of the body of the 
swan, his great ‘wings beating,’ is contrasted with the body of the ‘staggering’ girl’ 
over whom he looms, ‘her nape caught in his bill’ (260). And the image of ‘terrified 
vague fingers push[ing] / The feathered glory from her loosening thighs’ reinforces 
the degree to which his power exceeds hers (260). 
At the close of the poem, the speaker asks whether Leda ‘put on [Zeus’s] 
knowledge with his power / Before the indifferent beak could let her drop’ (Poems 
260). Much has been written about phrases such as ‘loosening thighs’ to discuss 
Leda’s potential agency in the act and even her potential pleasure. Cullingford has 
dealt with this subject in considerate and careful detail, highlighting the serious 
problems with a portrait written by a male poet of a woman enjoying rape, as well as 
discussing the complexity around female pleasure and the dynamics of abuse. The 
poem simultaneously (and perhaps equally problematically) works on a philosophic 
level, using a graphic metaphor of transgression and transference, and Leda’s 
potential agency in the act, to present the interaction of the human and the divine as 
that relation relates to power and knowledge. ‘Descending to the human’, writes 
Vendler, the god ‘gives the human access to the divine . . . we are helplessly caught 
by destiny; but we are caught up by it and join it to ourselves’ (176). The suggestion 
of divine enlightenment in the final question creates a link between the rape of Leda 




pure nobility of the Christian concept, Yeats reframes revelation as a process of 
collaboration of above and below in terms of loss through violation and gain through 
assuming power. Sidnell writes that ‘“Leda” is a symbolic, perhaps visionary, poem 
apprehending in a single figure the essence of cyclical history as flowing from a series 
of conjunctions of human and superhuman’ (248). Divinity in the poem is 
‘indifferent’, just as it is indifferent to the struggle of primary and antithetical 
energies embedded in the fabric of the universe according to the system in A Vision, 
but engagement in that struggle is a necessary aspect of existence. Against the 
Christian notion of God as a supreme Love, Yeats writes, ‘It was . . . War or Discord 
that Heraclitus called “God of all and Father of all, some it has made gods and some 
men, some bond and some free,” and I recall that Love [concord] and War came from 
the eggs of Leda’ (AVB 49). Yeats’s transformation of revelation from an experience 
of rapture to one of rape sets up poetry and myth, rather than orthodoxy, as the chief 
modes by which truth and its various complex, hidden or contrary aspects may be 
better investigated: ‘poetry becomes an invitation to put on knowledge’ (Feldman 97). 
The seminal ‘shudder’ not only engenders the historical events that see ‘Agamemnon 
dead’ and the Trojan war, but also provides the material out of which foundational 
poetry and myth will arise: Homer’s Iliad and Odyssey, Virgil’s Aeneid, and more 
broadly the whole tradition of western poetry. It is in this line of poets that Yeats 
seeks to position himself. Other questions may arise, such as the extent to which the 
poet gains knowledge and power from his precursors, and which imaginative power 
holds dominance in such an interaction. Or does that matter? Is the universe 
indifferent to the struggle? 




supernaturally wise being will enable a person to gain higher knowledge, was one 
familiar to Yeats through his occult studies, his experiences at séances and with 
mediums.60 M. M. Harper highlights that this act of relinquishing control to a 
spirit is a feminising act in its passivity, writing that ‘WBY would emulate the female 
mediums of his experience and relinquish ownership of his own pen (with all of its 
sexual connotations)’ to the spirits of his and his wife’s daimons, as well as other 
disembodied communicators, in order to access the knowledge he desperately sought 
(WOT 82). Yeats’s ideal others, moreover, had provided the poet with examples of 
relinquishing control as a component of gaining esoteric knowledge. Communication 
with spirits was something Blake had claimed through his visions, yet Blake’s 
insistence on original invention made whatever wisdom he gained so obscure as to be 
almost inaccessible. Dante provided a more direct example of how bodily sacrifice to 
divine powers could bring about a transformation of the artist. The otherworldly 
figure of Love in La Vita Nuova is Dante’s master, capable of sending Dante into 
shuddering and fainting fits, and prompts Dante to put on the knowledge he needs to 
write the kind of poetry for Beatrice that no poet had yet written for any woman. In 
the Comedy, where Dante succeeds in this mission, the poet relinquishes control of his 
will to the spirit of Virgil, later to various other noble spirits like Statius and Thomas 
Aquinas, and most notably to Beatrice, the female power to whom he most willingly 
and completely submits. In the second canto of Inferno Dante submits his will to the 
guidance of Virgil and, through Virgil, to Beatrice: ‘O full of pity she, who undertook 
/ My succor! and thou kind who didst perform / So soon her true behest! . . . Lead on: 
one only will is in us both. / Thou art my guide, my master thou, and lord’ (Comedy 
18). Yeats’s submission to his wife’s controls was in keeping with his natural 
	
60 It was indeed evident in the mythology of his own country. One of the clearest examples comes from 
the well-known story of ‘The Salmon of Knowledge’, whose very taste transmitted all the wisdom in 




inclination to investigate behind the veil, but the precedent set by the poets he 
admired could also provide a further artistic defence. 
Feldman, claims that ‘this single word [knowledge] connecting the three poems 
underscores Yeats’s conception of an interrogative lyric as a kind of appeal to another 
mind to rescue him from the straits of epistemological doubt’, resulting in hybrid 
knowledge that ‘supplants the traditional model of monadic, subjective insight rooted 
in a solitary, brilliant mind’ (97-98).  The call to an other is central to the interrogative 
lyric, just as much as the call to know: ‘hemmed in by the limits of his own intellect, 
Yeats calls to an other to oppose and thereby enlarge what he knows’ (99). Feldman 
states that this interaction occurs between Yeats and the reader; however the poet’s 
appeal has broader implications. As my analysis of the images and symbols bound up 
in the interrogative lyric have shown so far, Yeats’s questions often reveal the 
interaction he has engaged in with his ideal others, and other collaborators such as 
GY, before he comes to write the poem.  
The image of a ‘sixty-year old’ Yeats, at once the ‘smiling public man’ and 
simultaneously a ‘scarecrow’ on a stick, wandering through the classroom 
questioning, is a fitting metaphor for Yeats’s final poetic phase at large, where the 
technique of questioning becomes a defining feature, creating the impression of an old 
poet, wandering through various avenues of wisdom, always questioning, always 
pursuing knowledge. Whether the poet is working out ideas about war and politics 
(‘Meditations in a Time of Civil War,’ 1923), aging (‘The Tower,’ 1925), love (‘A 
Woman Young and Old,’ 1929), death and the soul (‘Byzantium,’ 1930), happiness 
(‘Vacillation,’ 1932), or success (‘What Then?’ 1937), the poetry produced from the 
turn of the twentieth century until the end of Yeats’s life abounds with inquiry. Such 




through certain symbols, motifs and images, Yeats reveals the questions he asked of 
his ideal precursors, as well as what answers or knowledge they appeared to have 
given. Indeed, Yeats asked questions of God, himself, his ancestors, his friends, his 
society and the past, yet it is his dealing with such questions through art that most 
affects the reader, and his poetic struggle over such questions allies him with his 
favourite poets in the western tradition. In a section of his Autobiography published 
while he prepared the publication of AVA, Yeats framed the victory of personality as a 
continual practice in terms that suggest the Dantean habit of knowledge, writing, ‘it is 
those thoughts tested by passion that we call convictions. Among subjective men (in 
all those, that is, who must spin a web out of their own bowels) the victory is an 
intellectual daily re-creation of all that exterior fate snatches away’ (CW3 163). 
The interrogative lyric in Yeats reveals the many ‘Presences’ at work in the 
process of acquiring knowledge, as suggested in ‘Among School Children’ (Poems 
263). By engaging the reader in the interrogative project Yeats’s verse shows ‘how 
eager he is to find a listener,’ yearning for an anti-self to whom he can pose a question 
(Feldman 100) Yet, crucially, Yeats’s verse demonstrates how eager he was, and 
remained, to be a listener himself. His verse often reveals how Yeats read and 
communicated with his ideal others through the questions they appeared to pose to 
him as well as the answers or conclusions he drew. Conversely, the questions Yeats 
brought to his precursors’ texts and the answers he imagines them to have yielded are 
often as apparent. Yeats shows himself in his late phase to be a cultivator of the habit 
of knowledge.  
Feldman claims that the listening presence in Yeats’s interrogative verse is ‘an 
interrogated reader who replies to the poet’s ignorance’, yet there is the sense that 




knowledge as fixed object, but rather recognises a mutable and evolutionary quality 
inherent in it (100). The lack of conclusive answers in Yeats’s verse leads Feldman to 
assert that any purported textual centre ‘cannot hold’ (100). Yet, the lack of finality 
represents the eternal nature of the questions and the knowledge Yeats seeks. If the 
text may be considered as the ‘sacred book’ of Yeats’s oeuvre and the textual centre 
as the pursuit of esoteric wisdom through hybrid/collaborative knowledge, then the 
link to the long tradition of visionary poetry allows for a more stable textual centre. 
The kind wisdom Yeats is trying to understand and express is elusive. It resists 
conventional formulation, and so it lacks a definable ‘centre’. Thus the poet may not 
provide definitive answers. But the lack of answers  negates neither the eternal nature 
of the wisdom sought nor its centrality to Yeats’s own philosophy and poetry. 
Through key words and images, Yeats links his own poetry to what he has interpreted 
in the poetry of his ideal precursors. Such knowledge is not his alone, but the poet 
may iterate his own individual vision of such eternal wisdom within a grand, ancient 
poetic scheme: ‘Images and memories,’ he writes in ‘The Tower,’ ‘…I would ask a 
question of them all,’ (Poems 241). Furthermore, any answers that may arise will lead 
to new questions and the continued elaboration of wisdom. ‘Images that yet, fresh 
images beget’, Yeats writes in ‘Byzantium’ (1930) (Poems 298). Thus, Yeats lays out 
his epistemological project in his own poetry, offering what knowledge he does have, 
the hybrid wisdom he has gained, to the reader, while also presenting the 
incompleteness of this knowledge. In ‘Man and Echo’ (1938), composed the summer 
before he died, Yeats refers to the ‘spiritual intellect’s great work’ and asks his Echo 
or his anti-self, ‘What do we know but that we face / One another in this place?’ 
(Poems 393). The place he refers to is the space of the poetry, and the fabric of the 




voice of the ‘other’ who should answer Man’s final unanswered question would 
undoubtedly reverberate with the voices of the many poetic precursors in the 
visionary tradition: particularly, in this case, those whom Yeats has made his ideal 
masters. Yeats continues to cultivate the Dantean habit of knowledge right up to the 
end of his life. The challenge is laid before the questing reader to expand upon the 




A Friend of Wisdom, and a Servant of Love 
 
Yeats’s poetry after his marriage and up until his final days is consistently 
concerned with the fundamentals of the human experience, both in and out of life, and 
reflects his personal pursuit of Unity of Being as a poet. Even when the poet does not 
directly ask a question of the reader, he often declares that he is setting his mind to the 
task of learning, continuing to study the occult wisdom of his own system and those 
of his ideal precursors. In the poem ‘All Soul’s Night’ (1920), an epilogue to A Vision 
and reprinted in The Tower (1928), Yeats lists a ‘roll-call of ghosts’, a phrase used by 
Foster to convey this new Dantesque flourish in Yeats’s verse after his marriage61, 
and represents his dead friends as types on the Great Wheel of A Vision (2: 126). In 
the final stanza Yeats compares his system to Dante’s:  
Such thought – such thought have I that hold it tight  
Till meditation master all its parts,                      
	
61 Foster uses this phrase in relation to ‘In Memory of Major Robert Gregory’, however he 




Nothing can stay my glance              
Until that glance run in the world’s despite                           
To where the damned have howled away their hearts,                 
And where the blessed dance.  
The poet says his mind must contemplate all its parts; view good and evil, the damned 
and the blessed. Yeats’s description of the realm of the damned howling away their 
hearts echoes Dante’s image of the tormented lovers, Paolo and Francesca, in the 
second ring of Inferno, where the souls of those guilty of carnal sin are tossed about in 
a howling wind:  
Bellowing there groaned                
A noise, as of a sea in tempest torn                
By warring winds. The stormy blast of hell           
With restless fury drives the spirits on,                         
Whirled about and dashed . . .                   
So bears the tyrannous gust those evil souls.      
On this side and that, above, below,                   
It drives them: hope of rest to solace them    
               . . . so I beheld         
Spirits, who came loud wailing, hurried on                  
By their dire doom. (Comedy 29)  
In addition to the description of hell, Yeats’s description of dancing blessed souls 
echoes the joyous dance of the ‘the saintly multitude’ in Canto 31 of Paradiso, who 
‘celebrate [Christ’s] glory’ and hover round the divine rose ‘like a troop of bees’ 
(Comedy 423). It was this image that Yeats’s had borrowed for his vision of heaven in 




The next collection of poetry that most directly draws on the symbolism of the 
Yeatses’ system is The Winding Stair and Other Poems (1933), published while Yeats 
was engaged in rewriting a new version of A Vision. Indeed this collection seems to 
answer much of the poetry in The Tower, the title referring as it does to the spiral 
staircase in the tower of Ballylee, as well symbolising the journey of the soul after 
death. In ‘Byzantium’ (1930), Yeats elaborates upon the concept of his ideal city in 
which to die, using imagery drawn, once again from Dante’s Comedy. As the speaker 
walks through the city at nightfall he encounters a spirit:  
Before me floats an image, man or shade,           
Shade more than man, more image than shade;  
For Hades bobbin bound in mummy-cloth              
May unwind the winding path;                
A mouth that has no moisture and no breath               
Breathless mouths may summon;                    
I hail the superhuman;             
I call it death-in-life and life-in-death. (Poems 298) 
Bornstein makes the connection between the poet’s meeting with an image that shifts 
from shade to man to Dante’s meeting with Virgil in the opening canto of Inferno, 
writing that ‘the speaker's uncertainty about whether he confronts “an image, man or 
shade” recall Dante's confusion about whether Virgil be “shade, or certain man”’ 
(YRD 110). In Cary’s translation Dante cries out to Virgil for help and addresses him 
as ‘Spirit or living man, whate’er thou be’(Comedy 12).62 Bornstein also points out 
that in earlier drafts of the poem ‘the mummy functioned as a Virgil-like guide to the 
	
62 Dante also points out in this episode that Virgil’s voice seems faint from long disuse, which may 
underlie Yeats’s reason for describing the moistureless and breathless mouth of the spirit in his own 
poem. This imagery also enforces the distinction between the body of poet and his bodiless guide, in 




speaker’ (YRD 110). Yeats’s description of the golden bird on a golden bough 
scorning aloud ‘In glory of changeless metal . . . all complexities of mire or blood’ 
recalls Blake’s poem ‘To Mr. Butts’ where he describes ‘Heavenly men’ appearing to 
him as one man who begins ‘My limbs to infold / In his beams of bright gold; Like 
dross purged away / All my mire and my clay’ (WWB 3 65). However, Yeats inverts 
this image by allying his golden bird to ‘the cocks of Hades’, and to the antithetical 
light of the moon, rather than the heavenly light of the sun. The connection to Dante’s 
journey through Hell and the vision of evil is maintained by repeating the reference to 
Hades in this stanza. As a counterbalance to the winding path of Hades the poet refers 
to the ecstasy of souls being released from the body’s ‘mire and blood’ after purgation 
in the eternal flames of Byzantium:  
Flames that no faggot feeds, nor steel has lit,   
Nor storm disturbs, flames begotten of flame,     
Where blood-begotten spirits come              
And all complexities of fury leave,     
Dying into a dance,                  
An agony of trance,                   
An agony of flame that cannot singe a sleeve. (Poems 
298) 
Yeats’s images of purgatorial flames contain the echo of Dante’s ‘refining’ flames 
through which spirits pass into the Earthly Paradise and experience no pain. 
Engelberg has noted a further connection between Purgatorio and Byzantium by 
pointing out that the ringing bells in Dante’s Canto 8 ‘parallel the gong’ which calls 
souls homeward at the end of Yeats’s poem (255). Yeats’s call to the ‘superhuman’ is 




self, overcoming the weaker aspects of self, which Yeats found in Nietzsche, bear a 
clear connection to Yeats’s ideas about uniting with the anti-self and the creation of 
the ideal Mask. Yet, as Otto Bohlmann notes, Nietzsche’s theory of the superhuman is 
not a cohesive model, and more ‘a whirlpool of ideas’ (113). Yeats’s debt to 
Nietzsche for inspiring as well as bolstering his own philosophical ideas about 
transcendence remains pervasive; however, having passed through the Yeatsian 
imagination, the concept of a superhuman becomes for Yeats an occult idea aligned 
with Yeats’s conception of the visionary poetic tradition. Moreover, Yeats identifies 
Dante particularly as the ultimate transcendental artist and, as an artist rather than a 
philosopher, prefers to associate his idea of Unity of Being with Dante’s perfectly 
proportioned body.  
 The totalising quality bound up in the notion of the superhuman, and its 
inherent elitist connotations, are reflective of the burgeoning fascism of the age, 
which espoused the virtues of a unity of culture in order for society to produce a 
superior quality of citizen, and indeed used Nietzschean philosophy to support and 
foster fascism’s worst offences. The philosophic historian, and Yeats’s contemporary, 
Oswald Spengler called for western cultures to ‘enter into a culture-soul . . . to make 
part of one's own life, the totality expressed by typical men and situations, by religion 
and polity, by style and tendency, by thought and customs’, claiming that such was 
the ‘last great task of Western philosophy’, and that such achievement could only be 
reached by the greatest individuals (159). Spengler writes:  
Every epoch, every great figure, every deity, the 
cities, the tongues, the nations, the arts, in a word 
everything that ever existed and will become 




significance that it will be the business of quite a 
new kind of “judge of men” (Menschen-kenner) 
to interpret. . . There is a wondrous music of the 
spheres which wills to be heard and which a few 
of our deepest spirits will hear’ (159-160).  
Spengler even uses Dante as an example of such a supreme and wise soul whose 
totalising vision was intended to act as a model for the improvement of humanity. 
And yet, though Spengler seems to be attempting to lull his reader into a sense of 
security by claiming support for his opinions in the works of admired literary figures, 
this does nothing to dull the ominous autocratic sting of a phrase like ‘a new kind of 
judge of men’. He writes:  
‘a morphology of becoming for all humanity that 
drives onward to the highest and last ideas; a duty 
of penetrating the world-feeling not only of our 
proper soul but of all souls whatsoever that have 
contained grand possibilities and have expressed 
them in the field of actuality as grand Cultures. 
This philosophic view . . . in that its scope far 
transcends the scheme of the systematist, 
presupposes the eye of an artist, and of an artist 
who can feel the whole sensible and 
apprehensible environment dissolve into a deep 
infinity of mysterious relationships. So Dante felt, 




While such ideas about unity of culture and the improvement of the individual 
through a homogenised culture controlled by the state may spring from a utopian 
impulse in certain writers, the obvious dangers and fatal flaws in such totalisation 
makes itself increasingly plain the more any such system struggles towards full 
autocratic totality, as the horrors of WWII proved. Yeats, writing to OS in 1926, 
shortly after the publication of the first English translation of Spengler’s The Decline 
of the West expressed the belief that his Dove and Swan section of AVA had so much 
in common with Spengler’s ‘general scheme’ that had Spengler published earlier 
Yeats ‘could not have written’ A Vision (L 716). Yeats’s fascistic rhetoric and poetry 
emerges quite easily out of the seedbed of his frustrated idealism, his desire for a 
reinvigorated ancient religious culture model, and his elitist beliefs about great men 
and great minds. Indeed, Stephen Spender, in his 1938 review of AVB writes that he is 
not surprised that Yeats found much overlap between his and Spengler’s ideas, 
pointing out that many of Yeats’s ideas spring from the fascist ideology pervasive in 
European politics at the time, calling AVB an ‘Encyclopedia of knowledge, life, death, 
the universe, history, etc.’ and asserting that ‘an Encyclopedia Fascista, edited by 
Spengler, would perhaps be the best account of it, had not Spengler written his own’ 
(536). Spender concludes his article by aiming a much deserved bit of mockery at 
Yeats for his supposedly divinely inspired attempt to write a complete Encyclopedia 
of everything: ‘Spengler, Stefan George, D’Annunzio, Yeats: is it really so impossible 
to guess at the “instructors” who speak behind these mystic veils? It is interesting, too, 
to speculate whether Fascism may not work out through writers such as these a 
mystery which fills its present yawning void of any myth, religion, law or even legal 
constitution, which are not improvised’ (537). Yeats was briefly interested in fascism, 




abandoned this interest and become disgusted by the violent characters and policies it 
attracted. It is important to acknowledge such contemporary influence on Yeats’s 
mindset, but it is also important to note that Yeats’s system was primarily a personal 
and spiritual one, intended for an audience of like-minded occultists rather than a 
manifesto for a new society, and that Yeats’s system was never fully finished as he 
continued to work on it to the end of his life. Indeed, in AVB Yeats evinces a 
resistance to the more sinister aspects of full totality, such as the destruction of the 
individual, writing: ‘My instructors identify consciousness with conflict, not with 
knowledge, substitute for subject and object and their attendance logic a struggle 
towards harmony, towards Unity of Being, Logical and emotional conflict alike lead 
towards a reality which is concrete, sensuous, bodily’ (158). Unity of Being does not 
ultimately eliminate the struggle of self and anti-self but it is a mastering of the 
competing parts, bringing them into harmony so that both aspects of the self may 
continue to compete for the betterment of the whole, and not defeat or annihilate one 
another. The poetry of Yeats’s later years tries to express the struggle as a harmonic 
movement.  
‘A Dialogue of Self and Soul’ (1927), another poem in which the poet ‘makes 
himself in two’, to paraphrase Dante’s in La Vita Nuova, is a kind of companion piece 
to ‘Ego Dominus Tuus’, as the speakers seem to be evolved versions of that poem’s 
Hic and Ille. Whereas in the earlier poem Yeats had been searching for a system and 
for contact with an anti-self, in the later poem versions of the poet’s primary and 
antithetical selves discusses the system he has found in terms that immediately evoke 
the presence of Dante. In the opening stanza Yeats’s winding stair is compared to 




My Soul. I summon to the winding ancient stair;        
Set all your mind upon the steep ascent,                         
Upon the broken, crumbling battlement,                         
Upon the breathless air,                          
Upon the star that marks the hidden pole;              
Fix every wandering thought upon                        
That quarter where all thought is done:    
Who can distinguish darkness from the soul?  
In Canto 1 of Purgatorio, Dante and Virgil emerge from the Inferno and find 
themselves in the opposite hemisphere, which in Dante’s cosmology is uninhabited 
except for an island upon which sits the mountain of Purgatory. To emphasise that 
they have arrived at the southern pole where no living people tread, Dante points to 
four stars that have been hidden from humankind since the time of Adam and Eve:  
To the right hand I turned, and fixed my mind      
On the other pole attentive, where I saw    
Four stars ne’er seen before save by the ken                
Of our first parents. Heaven of their rays                     
Seemed joyous. O thou northern site, bereft              
Indeed and widowed, since of these deprived! (Comedy 
155-156) 
Moreover, to highlight that the only souls in that region are the dead, or ‘breathless’, 
Virgil confirms to those surprised by the presence of Dante that ‘he breathes’ (157). 
In Canto 3, when the two poets begin their winding climb, Dante pointedly sets his 
mind to the task (Cary, again, using the phrase ‘steep ascent’): ‘My mind, that in itself 




steep ascent I set / My face, where highest to heaven its top o’erflows’ (163). After 
the initial summons to the winding stair by the Soul in the opening lines of Yeats’s 
poem, the poet’s Self concludes the poem by stating, ‘I am content to follow to its 
source / Every event in action or in thought; / Measure the lot; forgive myself the lot!’ 
(286). These lines seem to assert Yeats’s belief that he has found the kind of ‘system 
of thought’ described in AVA two years before, which he had claimed only Dante and 
the Greeks possessed. However, Yeats’s declaration that he will continue to follow 
and measure every thought and action shows his continued dedication to cultivating 
the habit of knowledge.  
 
 
The Poet Content to See 
 
 
In the poetry of Yeats’s final few years his poetic Mask evolves in appearance, 
as he adds to it the persona of an eccentric, lusty, and sometimes cantankerous, old 
man. However, this Mask still resembles Yeats’s ideal Dante. In his earlier poetry, 
when he had railed against a bitter public and lesser artists, he saw his rage as the 
righteous rage of the visionary artist, citing Dante as an authority. In his old age he 
uses that authority more brazenly. Yeats had written in PASL, ‘I think the common 
condition of our life is hatred – I know that this is so with me – irritation with public 
or private events or persons’, and that Dante ‘had to struggle in his own heart against 
his unjust anger and his lust’ (CW5 31; 7).In the poetry of his last decade, Crazy Jane, 
one of Yeats’s most plainspoken Masks, can shout at a Bishop that love pitches its 
tent in the place of excrement’ (Poems 130). S. P. Ellis argues that Yeats’s continual 
mention of Dante’s lust and anger is due to a desire to make ‘the Dante who sits down 
to breakfast as unmonumental as possible’, and seeks to stress the difference between 




complex than that. Yeats’s discussion of Dante’s anger and lust is not an attempt to 
criticise the real man or to diminish the monumentality of his image, but rather to 
insist that Dante was a man of passion, something Yeats greatly admires. The 
passionate real man of ‘rag and bone’ is yet one more aspect of Dante’s character that 
allows Yeats to ‘manoeuvre Dante into position as a forerunner’ (S. P. Ellis 9). In 
‘What Then?’ the speaker acknowledges his own success as ‘a famous man’ who 
‘something to perfection brought’ as an artist (Poems 349). In another persona, the 
poet satirises the baser side of himself in ‘The Wild Old Wicked Man’ as ‘mad about 
women’, capable of words ‘that can pierce the heart’ (357). Now, in old age, Yeats’s 
anger and lust is couched in an acceptance of his passionate nature while it is also 
balanced against his more noble spiritual ambitions. In ‘An Acre of Grass’, the poet 
asks for ‘an old man’s frenzy’, that he might access the visionary power of Blake 
‘Who beat upon the wall / Till Truth obeyed his call’, and refers to the higher wisdom 
available to the poet in command of such power in the phrase ‘eagle mind’ (Poems 
348-349). Against this impulse to hone his finer qualities of the mind, in ‘A Prayer for 
Old Age’ the poet says that ‘For all that makes a wise old man’, that which he had 
longed to be, that he nevertheless also prays to be remembered as ‘A foolish, 
passionate man’ (Poems 333). Yeats desires that his legacy reflect the lofty, spiritually 
wise artist alongside the passionate man that Russell or Pound knew. Bornstein writes 
‘Yeats’s phrase “content to see” applies better to the mature work he . . . to “The 
Gyres” for example, in which acceptance on occasion degenerates into indifference or 
acquiescence’, as the poet recognises his powerlessness in the face the eternal 
whirling of ‘The gyres! The gyres!’ and sighs ‘What matter?’ (YRD 108; Poems 340). 
Indeed, Yeats is content that both his real self and artistic Mask may be remembered 




In a poem finished just two weeks before he died, Yeats envisions the afterlife 
of his favourite Irish hero. ‘Cuchulain Comforted’ makes an important link between 
his own poetic Mask and Dante. Yeats’s instructors in the AS had told him that all his 
writing about Cuchulain, in verse and plays, bore a profound relation to his own life at 
the time of writing (VPl 67). ‘Cuchulain Comforted’ is a companion piece to his play 
The Death of Cuchulain, ‘a kind of sequel’ to the play, as Albright calls it (Poems 
817). Significantly, Yeats decided to structure this highly personal poem in terza 
rima, a form he had never used before, in what Deirdre Toomey calls ‘an obvious 
tribute to Dante’ (208). Commentators agree that Yeats’s use of Dante’s famous verse 
form is ‘appropriate in a poem about the Country of the Dead’ (Albright, Poems 817). 
Yet, Yeats’s use of such an identifiable Dantean feature in one of his last poems 
makes it clear that, at the end of his life, he wants his poetic Mask to be considered in 
a similar light to Dante’s.  
Cuchulain’s journey in the afterlife begins where Dante’s does: in a gloomy 
wood. Yeats writes ‘a man / Violent and famous, strode among the dead; / Eyes stared 
out of branches and were gone’ (Poems 379). On the surface level this figure is 
Cuchulain, a warrior and legendary hero of Irish folklore, and on a symbolic level the 
poet refers to himself, viewing himself a passionate man who fought, in his own way, 
for his nation’s culture and earned fame as a poet, as of course did Dante. Albright 
points out that the ‘Shrouds’, a word repeatedly used to describe the spirits in the 
poem, perform a similar function to the mummy cloth of ‘All Souls Night’ and 
‘Byzantium’, which unwinds ‘the winding path’ of the soul (Poems 818). In 
‘Cuchulain Comforted’, the hero is given ‘a bundle of linen’ by ‘A Shroud that 
seemed to have authority’, similar to the Virgil-like shade in ‘Byzantium’, so that the 




noted by numerous critics that Yeats’s use of the phrase ‘thread the needles’ eyes’ 
echoes Dante’s passage where the sodomites stare at the poet ‘As an old tailor at his 
needle’s eye’ (380; Comedy 69).63 However, the eyes that stare out of the branches of 
trees also recall Dante’s image of the suicide spirits trapped in trees, and Cuchulain’s 
presence in this place points to Yeats’s early contention that the Italian poet took his 
inspiration from a Celtic tale about ghosts swaying in the treetops. The birds of 
Yeats’s poem therefore contrast with the harpies that make their nests in the forest of 
suicides and ‘sit and wail on the drear mystic wood’ (Comedy 60). It is a surprise that 
the spirits in Yeats’s gloomy wood reveal themselves to be ‘Convicted cowards all’, 
since Cuchulain, both in Yeats’s work and in Irish tradition, is the bravest of heroes. 
Cuchulain does not appear to belong in this realm, and thus his presence among 
cowards may be seen to strip him of the glory he achieved in life, suggesting that all 
spirits return to the same matter in death. Or perhaps, in a manner similar to the Dante 
of the Comedy, Yeats’s hero must travel to hell and see the vision of what is most 
‘evil’, or antithetical, to his nature before finding a place that is a true fit for him. 
Bornstein writes that in this ‘crucial late tribute to Dante’ Yeats marks Dante out as 
being superior to his other ideal others: ‘The figure of Cuchulain carries the national 
particularity for which Yeats praised Dante in contrast to Blake. Second, he adopts the 
dialectic of the anti-self which he found lacking in Keats. Not only does Cuchulain 
himself form a mask for Yeats, but he also here turns into his own anti-self by joining 
the gregarious cowards instead of remaining a solitary hero. And finally, the poem 
displays the Vision of Evil which Yeats excoriated Shelley for lacking’ (YRD 113). 
In his final two collections, New Poems and Last Poems, Yeats shows himself 
to be largely concerned with his legacy as an artist, his own spiritual destiny, and the 
	




coming of new historical and spiritual phases. Yeats’s final intentions regarding the 
order of the poems in his last two collections remains a subject for debate. The list of 
the contents Yeats apparently intended for his Cuala edition of Last Poems and Two 
Plays (to which I adhere here) is now largely accepted as the closest we have to a 
‘definitive’ order to Yeats’s last poems. Critics such as Phillip L. Marcus have 
pointed out the logic and aesthetic appeal of GY’s and Thomas Mark’s ordering of 
Yeats’s poems in the posthumous Definitive Editions of 1940 and 1949, which places 
‘Under Ben Bulben’, containing Yeats’s self-epitaph, at the end (YA 4 12). However, 
as Gould and others such as Jeffares, Albright and Hugh Kenner have acknowledged, 
GY’s letter to Mark in June 1949 makes clear that Yeats had ordered the poems so 
that ‘Under Ben Bulben’ was to be first in the Last Poems and Two Plays volume, and 
the decision to place it at the end of that posthumous edition belonged to the 
Macmillan editor (Gould, YA 21 523). Whatever the definitive ordering, Yeats brings 
his poetic powers to bear over the creation of a poetic legacy in the poems of these 
collections, adopting a poetic Mask that intentionally resembles his ideal Dante. Yeats 
continues to be the poet dedicated to the religion of art, and to see himself in a line of 
descent from his first master, Blake, among other beloved precursors. However, it is 
finally to the mask of Dante that Yeats turns for a model for his own enduring image, 
setting his chisel to that hard stone. While Marcus points out that Yeats ‘never did 
prepare a “Last Poems” section for the collected edition’ of poems, that his 
handwritten contents page was intended for a separate volume that also contained two 
plays, and much as he seems to find “Politics” a thoroughly anticlimactic last poem, 
he admits that ‘To understand the work of those passionate months [at the end of 
Yeats’s life] we must still go to the volumes he was actively involved in composing 




least embodying at last the truth’ (14). If the Cuala list is the closest we have to the 
author’s final intentions, then Yeats’s decision to conclude his final collection with 
the poem ‘Politics’ (1938), a poem that seems to dismiss all considerations of social 
order and political imperatives in favour of the kind of love felt in the poet’s youth, 
perhaps indicates Yeats’s ultimate belief that the truth is understood within the heart, 
for, as he writes in 1939, ‘Man can embody truth but he cannot know it’ (L 922). 
Yeats refutes the quote from Thomas Mann that is the epigraph of the poem, that ‘In 
our time the destiny of man presents its meanings in political terms’ (Poems 395). The 
poet had tried (and, on occasion, succeeded, though more often failed) to make 
meaningful incursions into the world of politics, but here he seems to affirm the value 
of the more universal or transcendent experiences of human life against the mutability 
of given political moments. While the historical age he is inhabits may be dominated 
by war and politics, the poet’s own destiny has been overwhelmingly guided by love. 
It was love, the eyes of Beatrice, that prompted Dante to brave the flames and 
transformed him into the ideal poet, the chief imagination of Christendom. For Yeats, 
it was love that enabled him to reach the lofty heights of his own poetic potential, first 
through his passion for MG, then later through the intellectual partnership and the 
exciting early years of his marriage, and even the lusty exploits of his old age. Even 
Yeats’s spiritual ambitions were fuelled by a kind of religious love for secret wisdom 
and eternal truths, solitary heroes and ‘beautiful lofty things’. Virgil tell Dante that 
‘Love brought me thence / Who prompts my speech’ before he leads the poet on his 
journey to salvation and enlightenment (Comedy 17). If we agree that ‘Politics’ 
represents Yeats’s chosen final words in verse before departing on his own journey 
towards death and ultimate enlightenment, it is love (or at least romantic desire) that 




But O that I were young again                
And held her in my arms. (Poems 395) 
Yeats, as a poet, saw all things set in order and his intellect served his Mask until the 
end of his life, but he never abandoned the passion of ‘the foul rag and bone shop of 
the heart’, since that is where his ladder or winding stair began. Whether ‘full Unity’, 
as he put it in AVB, was achieved by the poet by the end of his life (and whether the 
poet still believed it to be achievable) is unclear and remains a topic for debate. Yeats 
nevertheless earned his place among the visionary poets in the western tradition, and 
created for himself an enduring image, a Mask as monumental in Irish literary history 
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